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FOREWORD 

T'his volume is the second in the series entitled 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War in Vietnam, which 
is being prepared by the Historical Division in accordance 
with the memorandum by the-Deputy Secretary of Defense, 
dated 5 Apr~l 1963 (attachment to JCS 2343/231). 

The first volume of the series describes the beginning 
of US involvement in Indochina. It chronicles the efforts 

-- of the -Truman and Eisenhower Administra.tions to prevent the 
fall of Indochina to communism by supporting the French 
forces in the war against the Viet Minh. The account of 
the collapse of the French Government's will to fight, a.r:.d 
the formalization of that collapse in the Geneva Agreements 
of July 1954, closes the first volume and sets the stage for 
the present study. 

Little attempt has been made in this volume to reca
pitulate events covered in the first of the Series. While no~ 
forced to enter in the middle of a ma.jor development, the 
reader will nevertheless find himself at the beginning of 
the second act. Occasionally, therefore, reference to the 
earlier volume may be necessary to fully identify an im
portant personality or to understa.nd an action in the context; 
of its antecedents. 

The documentary sources that provide- the basis for t;~l2 
history are a~most excl~sively contemporary with the eve~:s 
described. Similarly contemporary are the terms, titles, 
abbreviations, etc., used by the authors. Thus a reader 
accustomed to -cl~iilking of the enemy in South Vietnam as tne 
Viet Cong should not be surprised to find that throughou~ 
mos t of the period covered herein the enemy is referred -;:0 
as the Viet Minh. 

At times it may a.ppea.r that the role of' the Joint Cr-"iei"'s 
of Staff in developments in Vietnam during this period is 
submerged in the description of foreign relations, political 
developments, economics, and other areas having little tc do 
with military matters. Nevertheless, it was developments ~r 
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such areas, and particularly in these years, that provlde 
the context in Wh~2h the greatly increased military activity 
of the 1960s is to be understood. For this reason, also, a 
detailed account of the evolution of the Southeast Asia 
Treaty Organization - (SEATO) has been included. However, 
because its scope extends beyond the Indochinese area, .and in 
order not to detract from the volume's focus on Vietnam, it 
has been placed at the end,as an appendix. 

The second volume of the Vietnam series is, like the 
fi~st, the product of a collaborative effort by many members 
of the Historical Division. It has been revised and brought 
to its present ___ f9Xm. J~YMr ~_ Willard. ~ ~ Webb of the Special 
Projects Branch. 

-

1'lILBER W. HOARE, JR. 
Chief, Historical Division 
Joint Secretariat 
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CHAPrJ'EH '1 

THE GENEVA CONFERENCE AND ITS AFTERMATH--1954 

In the summer of 1954 the conclusion of the Geneva 
Conference placed the final stamp of failure on the attempt 
by the French to regain from communist-led native Vietnamese 
the control over Indochina that they had lost during World 
War-II. -'-To--a-les-se-r- -extent :1-- but , unmistakably, this defeat 
was shared by the United States. 

Although:l in the years immediately following the war, 
the United States had denied to the French,any assistance' 
in restoring their colonial rule, by the end of 1949 the 
communization of mainland China led the United States to a 
general reassess~ent of its policy toward Indochina. The 
~e3ulting' decision to assist noncommunist governments in 
Asia against further Red encroachment was strengthened:l and 
its implementation hastened, by the attack on South Korea 
in June 1950. 

By 'Lne spri:'lg of 1954:1 the untoward events in Indochina 
0ad crystallized US concern for Southeast Asia, consumed US 
assistance to the exte~t of almost $3 billion, and diminished, 
~hough not yet g~eatly, US prestige. As the French faltered, 
"She uS Gover·~lr;-i.er/c contemplated military intervention:l but 
the refusai of the British to lend their support, which 
President Eis2DhG~er saw as a necessary condition, closed 
that option. T~2 alternative chosen, in the hope of saving 
the remainder of' Southeast Asia:l if not Vietnam, was the 
development of a regional pact. Since, however, prelimi~ary 
~egotiations on 2 regio~al pact moved slowlYJ the United 
States went to ~he Geneva Conference in m1d-1954 isolated, 
in a sense J by t~e collapse of the French will to fight and 
the reluctance of t!'lS ]3:('1 tish to support i",'l1mediate military 
ac~ion. The US representatives were somewhat in the 
)osition of minor~ty stockholders, at a bankruptcy proceeding~ 
trying not to be identified with the old management but, 
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while having little influence on the outcome~ hoping to 
. ...;a::i..vage er:ough to start a new company~ with ::r .. 2W ~ap.i.tal and 
perhaps some new stockholders. l 

Trle Geneva Background 

In early 1954 the United States~ the United Kingdom~ 
France~ and the Soviet Union agreed to meet at Geneva for 
the purpo3€ of reaching a peaceful settlement of the Korean 
question. The Government ofCommunlst· China was invited to 
attend and agreed to do so. The United States reluctantly 
acceded to French demands----that---the----par-tlc.ipants also discuss 
"the problem of restoring peace to Indochina. n Accordingly, 
representatives of the five powers assembled in Geneva on 
26 April 1954~ and after two weeks of futile discussions on 
Korea, turned to the Indochina question. In addition to the 
lIBig Four!! and Communist China, the three Associated States-
Cambodia, Laos~ and Vietnam--and the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam (DRV) also participated in the sessions on Indochina. 

-The Geneva deliberations on Indochina proved long and 
difficult, but finally, in mid-July~ the-Conference produced 
three separate agreements--one each concerning Cambodia, 
Laos~ and Vietnam--and a Final Declaration of the Conference. 2 

1. A 'detailed account of the US involvement in the 
Indochina war is contained in (TS-GP 1) JCS Bist Div, 
History of the Indochina Incident, 1940-1954. 

2. Terminology for the agreement's and final declaration 
rapidly became confused,both in news media and in official 
documents and public statements. Geneva Agreements, or 
Agreement, and Geneva Accords, or Accord, were used indis-· 
criminately to designate all three agreements together; all 
three plus the final declaration; the agreement on Vietnam 
only, plus the final declaration; etc. In this volume 
Geneva Agreements applies to the three agreements concerni~g 
Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam. When only the agreement con
cerning Vietnam is addressed, it will be described as the 
agreement on Vietnam or the Vietnam Agreement. The Final 
Declaration of the Conference will always 'be identified as 
the final declaration, distinct from the Geneva Agreements. 
Exceptions occur in quoted material, where the above
mentioned variable usage is often found. For the texts of 
of the Geneva Agreements and the Final Declaration of the 
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The agreements, signed on 20 July 1954, provided fa 
the cessation of all hostilities in the three states. They 
prohibited the establishment of new military bases through
out the territory of the three states and called for the 
liberation and repatriation of all prisoners of war and 
civilian internees; In addition, the three agreements con
tained, in varying degrees, restrictions on foreign armed 
forces in the territory of the Indochinese states. 

The agreement on Vietnam was the most complex of' the 
three. It provided for a provisional military demarcation 
line (PMDL), generally following the 17th Parallel' and 
dividing Vietnam approximately in half, and a five-kilometer 
dem11itariz'edzone-"(-DMZ) on either side of the PMDL to serve 
as a buffer area. After the cease-fire, the combatant forces 
were to be regrouped on either side of the PMDL, with the 
Viet Minh forces, the People's Army of Vietnam, to the north 
of the line and the French Union forces to the south. In 
addition, the agreement on Vietnam forbade the introduction 
of any tro,op reinforcements or additional military perSOlli'1eJ.., 
and relnforcements !Jin the form of all types of arms, 
munitions and other war materlal." The agreement allowed, 
however, rotation and replacement of forces alr~ady in
country and the replacement, piece for piece and of the sa~e 
type, of materials, arms, and munitions destroyed, damagec, 
worn out, or used a~ter the cessation of hostilities. 

The agreement on Vietnam also provided for the creation 
df a Joint COITmission, composed of equal representation from 
the two conte~ding sides, to facilitate execution of the 
agreement. Fur~her, the agreement established an Inter
national Commission tu supervise and control its ir7'J.p~eTn.eL

t2"tion o This cC:Tl:nissioD, composed of representatIve::. of 
Itldla (presiding), Canada., and Poland, would make \.J.se of 
fixed and mobile i~spection teams tc verify that the ~err~s 
of the agreement were being carried out and would inforr~ tDe 
conference members in the event of violations. 

The Final l)eclaration on IIldocrlina J issued cri 2: j-,oJt.:Y 
1954 by all the conference partiCipants except the United 
States and the State of Vietnam, noted the provisions of ~he 
Geneva Agreements and expressed satisfaction at the ending 

Conference see Documents on American Poreign RelE-.. ticrls, 
1954 (1955), pp. 283-314. 



of hostilities. With regard to Vietnam, the Final Decla
~··a-c:'ot .. ;3·l.;ated that the. ne~sential purpose Tf of the agreement 
was to end hostilities, and that "the military demarcation 
line should not in any way be interpreted ·as constituting a 
poli tical or territorial boundary." Following the express~::d 
conviction that the execution of its. provisions and those of 
the agreement on Vietnam would create tithe necessary basis 
for the achievement in the near future of a political settle
ment in V.ietnam, n the Final Declarat'ion called for general 
elections~n Vietnam during July 1956, under the supervjsion 
of an ~nternational Commission composed again of India, 
Canada, and Poland. 

The Declaration concluded with a pledge by the signers 
of the Geneva Agreements to respect "the sovereignty, the 
independence, the unity, and the territorial integrityll of 
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam; to refrain from any interfer
ence in internal affairs of the three states; and to consult 
together on any question referred to· them by the Internation
al Cowmission in order to study such measures as might be 
necessary to assure that the agreements were respected. 

The delegation of the state of Vietnam would not agree 
to the division of Vietnam and, consequently, refused to 
sign the Final Declaration of the Conference. Objecting to 
both the manner and conditions of the agreement on Vietnam, 
the Government of Vietnam reserved to itself IIcomplete 
freedom of action to guarantee the sacred right of the 
Vietnamese people to territorial unity, national independ-
ence, and freedom. Tf3 . 

The United States took the position that primary 
responsibility for the settlement in Indochina rested with 
the nations that had participated in the fighting. Since 
it had not been a belligerent in the war, the United Statc3 
did not sign the Geneva Agreements or the Final Declaratio~, 
and it did-not consider itself bound by the decisions of the 
Geneva Conference. The United States did, however., issue on 
21 July 1954 a unilateral declaratlon~ promising to refra~l
from the threat or use of force to disturb the Geneva Agree
ments and stating that it would view any ~enewal of 

3. Protest by the Vietnamese Delegation against the 
Geneva Conference Agreements~ 21 July 1954, Documents on 
American Foreign Relations~ 1954~ pp. 315-316. 
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2 bc:?;ression in violation of these Agreements "wi til gra.ve 
concern,," as a serious threat to international peace and 
security. With regard to free elections in Vietnam, ~he 
US declaration reaffirmed the policy of seeking to ac~ieve 
the unity of divided nations through free elections super
vised by the United Nations. The United States also noted 
the protest by the State of Vietnam to the agreement and 
reiterated the US ·policy "that peoples are entitled to 
determine their~own future. I! It stated that it would not 
join in an arrangement which would violate this principle. 4 

The Situation in Vietnam 

The political situation in Vietnam changed signifi
cantly during the course of the Geneva Conference. The 
French Government of Pre:nier Joseph Laniel had promisee in 
a declaration of 3 July 1953 to grant independence to the 
three Associated states of Indochina" and in pursuit of this 
pledge" France ffild the Vietn2mese Government of Premier 
BUll Lo~· had initiated negotiations in Paris in early 1954. 
Differences over the definition of independence stalemated 
the negotiations at first~ but in an effort to present a 
united Franco-Vietnamese front at Geneva, France gave into 
Vietna~ese demands. Consequently, on 28 April" two days 
after the first session of the Geneva Conference, Premier 
Laniel and Vie'tnawese Vice Premier Nguyen Trll...""1g Vinh iS2"0.eC 
a joi~t declara~ion agreeing to the subsequent signature of 
t~o treaties, one granting Vietnam independence and the 
o'cner es tablishing ... :J a Franc 0-Vietnamese associatio[' .. iJ':i t:nir~ 
the French Union.:!:; 

Five weeks :at2r, on 4 June~ France and Vietnam fo~a~
~y initialed the 0WO treaties in Paris. In the i~dependence 
"t;:reaty France :--ecognized Vietnam If as a fully indeper:dent and 
sovereign state invested with the jurisdiction recognized by 
i:;:cernational law. II In addi tion, the treaty abrogated al=:" 
:: earlier and contrary acts and dispositions, II and Pra:-.:.c2 
t;r'ansferred to VietnarE :: all jurisdictions and pub=-::'c Se::'V~C:eS 

40 Declaratior-.. by '~;-.l.e :Tr:..:..te:d states Regal""d~:(:.? :2"·ii-.!.c.=.. 
Declaration of the Geneva. COrlference -' 21 July ~. 95....;· -' -;~\~<::;_
~:.~::;-.~s en American FOr'22.gn E21ati.c)ns, J.954, pp. 3:l6-3=-?·. 

5. Join0 l1'ranCG - \rie~r.ar;.ese Dec 18.:'a tioD of.' 28 P:0::"-·i~~· 
Documents on American For'eign Relatio:ns~ ::1.954., pp. 269-27'~:. 
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;:)':c~l~ ~1eld by her on Vietnamese territory." In the associ
.~ t:'c:>:r: -crea. ty J France and Vietnam pledged to maintain "in 
:~·Y'':'c::-.c.Bh.:l:o and confidence 11 the ties which united them

6
and 

to i.issociate II freely 'within the French Union .. II 

Althoilgh the lnitialing of the two treaties ended 70 
years. 0;"-' French "presence,:t the event sparked no outburst 
of joy in Vietnam. In fact, it is doubtful that the Vietna
~ese people recognized the treaties for what they were. 
Between 1949 and 1954 there had been 17 French 
declarations granting various degrees of independence, and 
understandably the Vietnamese greeted this latest action 
with some skeptic~s~:' 

Meanwhile, even as the conferees were meeting in Geneva, 
Premier Buu Loc resigned on 15 June 1954, and Chief of state 
Bao Dei called upon Ngo Di~~ Diem to form a new government. 
Diem, who came from a prominent mandarin family, had held no 
public office in Vietnam for twenty years, but he was ardent
ly anticommunist and a dedicated nationalist with a repu
tation for scrupulous honesty and mor~l uprightness. A 
militant Catholic, Ngo Dinh Diem was aloof, courageous, 
stubborn, and diligent.7 

Diem, who was in France, returned immediately to Vie0nam 
and set about forming his government. .On his arrival in 
Vietnam, 0.e declared that he was "destined to open the way 
to national salvation and to bring about a revolution in 211 
fields, 11 adding that he would se~k to lI e liminate the last 
vestiges of foreign domination.llC) 

Diem formally constituted his government on 7 July 
1954, which as Double Seven. (seventh day, seventh month) 
would be celebrated as a national holiday in coming years. 
The new government was nationalistic, youthful, and small, 

6~ rteads of Agreement on Vietnamese Independence and 
Viet~amese Association in the French Union, Initialed oy 
France and Vietnam at Paris, 4 June 1954, Documents o~ 
American Foreign Relations, 1954, pp. 270~272. 

7. Richard P. Stebbins (ed.), The United states in \,lerld 
Affairs, 1954 (1956), p. 243. NY Times, 26 Jun 54, p. 4; 
27 Jun 54, p. IV, 6. 

8. NY Times, 26 Jun 54, p. 4. 
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with nine ministries (Agriculture, Economics and Finance, 
Education, Foreign Affairs, Health, Interior, Labor and 
Youth, National Defense, alJ.d. Public Works) and eight state 
seeretariats. Diem retained for h1rnr,clf the two important 
ministries o.f National Defense and Interior, and several 
other members of the new government were related either to 
Diem or his family: Tran Van Chuong, the Minister of 
Economics and Finance, was the father-in-law of Diem's 
brother Ngo Dinh Nhu; Tran Van Do, the brother of Chuong 
was named Foreign Minister; Tran Van Bac, a Diem relation, 
was appointed Minister of Educationj and Diem's brother 
Ngo Dinh Luyen was designated as a roving ambassador for 
the government. This reliance on his family was a trait 
characteris1;-ic -Df- .. Diem. 9 

Diem assumed office to face a number of serious and 
pressing problems, and the most immediate was the impending 
Geneva settlement. Diem and his new government adamantly 
refused to sanction, even temporarily, the partition of 
Vietnam into communist and noncommunist states. But, heed
less of .the opposition of the state of Vietnam, the major 
powers pushed on to a final agreement truncating Vietnam at 
the 17th Parallel. In one fell swoop the state 'Of Vietnam 
lost more than half of its territory and population. 

With a multitude of obstacles to surmount, the Diem 
government began its tenure with little popular appeal. 
Diem himself had lived abroad for the previous four years 
and had no following in Vietnam .. Bao Dai, who had abdicated 
as Emperor in 1945 and been restored by the French in 1949 
as Chief of state, tarnished the image of the new government. 
Since his restoration, Bao Dai had manifested less and less 
inclination to participate in the affairs of government. ~ 'He 
avoided Saigon altogether and lived in luxury either at the 
Vietnamese mountain resort of Dalat or on the French 
Riviera, accumulating a vast personal fortune and sur
rounded by corrupt friends. 

In addition to the lack of popular support, the Diem 
government did not have the institutions, the adminis
trative machinery, nor the experience, especially at the 

9. NY Times, 6 Jul 54, po 4. Bernard B. Fall, "The 
Cease-Fire in Indochina--An Appraisal," Far Eastern Survey, 
Sep 5~,' 'pp. 137 -138. 
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J..oca~ :l.evel, that are requisites of an independent state. 
~he 8~ate of Vietnam had no con~titution or elected 
",:sse:m"bly; instead, it had only decrees and o:;::·c:.:llances and 

.: Ci. "-l"'cv:isional National. Council. Bao Daj. had established 
'L;h:':;~ \;ounciJ.. by ordinance in July 1953. Its members were 
apT)(X2.':'~ted and its powers strictly advisory. There had been 
e~2Ct~~Ons for municipal and provincial councils in 1953, 
but these elections were limited to areas and villages under 
.governmen0 control and restricted to those who had registered 
i~ the 1951 census. As a result, only one village in three 
had been permitted to vote and only about one million out of 
a popu1ation of approximately twenty-seven million had partici
pated in the elections. Thus in 1954 only a small fraction 
of the people .. of the state .of Vietnam .. had participated in the 
processes of self-government. 

The state of Vietnam also began its independent exist
ence lacking control of large areas of its territory. Even 
though the Geneva settlement provided for the withdrawal of 
all Viet Minh forces from Vietnam south of the 17th Parallel~ 
large areas remained under Viet Minh influence. In many areas 
of the South Vietnamese countryside, the village administration 
was openly in the control of Viet Minh elements. In village 
after village where the government sent its officials, they 
found that the business of government and administration of 
justice was carried out behind the scenes by the Viet Minh. 
Although the Viet Minh were evacuating large numbers of their 
uniformed troops to the north, they retained their clan
destine administrative and propaganda network in the south, 
and it was impossible to tell how many of the evacuating 
forces were young people sent north for Viet Minh trainin6 
and indoctrination or to estimate how many soldiers remained 
behind in civilian dress to pursue guerrilla activities. 
Even in Saigon and the other cities of the south, where gover'n
ment control had always been the strongest, the Viet Minh h~d 
many sympathizers among the poorer classes as well as amoug 
the intellectuals and professional people, and Viet J.'fdnh
sponsored parades and rallies were frequent. 

The US Government was well aware of the Viet Minh threat 
in the remnant State of Vietnam. A National Intelligence 
Estimate (NIE) of early August, on the post-Geneva outlook 
in Indochina, predicted that the communist's would contir'.l.ue 
their efforts to secure control of all of Indochina, 
resorting to psychological and "paramilitary!! means rather 
than armed invasion, and aVo'iding violation of the armistice . 
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The NIE ·stated that the Viet Minh would seek·to retain 
"sizable military and political assets" in South Vietnam, 
noting that many of both regular and irregular Viet Minh 
soldiers cu~rently in the south were natives of the area 
and would probably remain there. In addition, the re
strictions of the Geneva Agreements on the importation of 
arms and military equipment, foreign military personnel, 
and new military bases and alliances would increase the 
already severe problem of establishing and maintaining 
security in South Vietnam. The Viet Minh were almost 
certain to attempt to discredit any new South Vietnamese 
administration, to exacerbate Franco-South Vietnamese 
relations, and to appeal to the strong feeling for national 
-unlfication- -extarif--1n Vie·tnam. Finally, if the scheduled 
national elections were held in 1956, and if the Viet Minh 
did not prejudice its political prospects, the Viet ~~nh 
would almost certainly win. lO 

Not only did Ngo Dinh Diem and his new government face 
the danger of the externally controlled Viet Minh, but they 
were also opposed by certain noncommunist groups in South 
Vietnam--the "sects" and the Binh Xuyen. The two politico
religious sects, the Cao Dai and the Roa-Hao, and the 
Binh Xuyen, a group of former river pirates who had exten
sive vice and gambling monopolies and who controlled the 
Saigon-Cholon police, were the major political forces in 
South Vietnam at this time. All three groups maintained 
t.heir own private armed forces, t·otaling about 40,000 men. 
They controlled large areas of the South Vietnamese country
side and collected tolls and taxes from. the local population 
in such areas. Naturally, a stro~g central government would 
pose a challenge to their privileged positions, and the 
Cao Dai, the Roa Hao, and the Binh Xuyen all viewed Diem 
with great suspicion, if not hostility. 

Confronted with both the Viet Minh and the private 
armies of the sects and the Binh Xuyen, Diem also lacked 
the confidence of the exiting French. Because of his strong 
anti-French sentiments, the departing French officials had 
no great affection for Diem. They did not initially oppose 
him outright, but neither did they support him. They 

10. (U) NIE 63-5-54, "Post-Geneva Outlook in Indochina,1I 
3 Aug 54, Pentagon Papers (a study prepared by the Denart
ment of Defense, iiUnited States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-
1967"), vol. 10, pp. 692-698. 
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~o~c2~~rate6 their energies instead on salvaging some 
'2;r~:-.i(;_:(G of their position and influence in Vietnam. 
~~:.c Lc.i and [-.Lis clique -' under French pressure, showed them-
6e~v2s increasingly disenchanted with Diem. They saw,in 
~is penchant fer honesty and diligence a threat to th~ir 
perquisites. 

The F~ench Governmept was quite frank in disclosing 
to the UD+ted states that it did not consider Diem qualified, 
to hea~ ~ne new government in Vietnam. Although the French 
praised Diem's IIhigh moral character" and felt that he 
should be a member of any future Vietnamese government if 
he could make peace 'with"the secis,--- they held that Diem did 
not fully represent the p,:)pulation in the south, that he 
wo~ld be unable to ca~ry out necessary agricultural reforms 
promptlYj and that he would not be prepared to depose ~~ 
Bao Dai and create a republic when it became appropriate.~~ 

To cope with the forces arrayed against him, Diem 
needed a strong national army. This he did not hav~. Fear
ing that a Vietnamese national army would turn against them, 
the French had delayed its formation until 1951, the year 
that Vo Nguyen Giap formed the first regular Viet Minh ' 
division. In 1954 the Vietnamese National Army (VNA) was 
still in its formative stages and, although it was numeri
cally equal to the forces of the DRV, one observer termed 
it "organizationally only a miscellaneous conglomeration 
of ill-sorted battalions."12 In addition, the military 
victory of the Viet Minh at Dien Bien Phu, and its diplo
matic confirmation at Geneva, had seriously undermined ,the 
morale or'" the VNA. Not only was the VNA disorganized, 
poorly "'Grained, and demoralized, but many of the high
ranking officers, including Chief of Staff General Nguyen 
Van Hinh, were opposed to Diem. 

In addition to the political chaos in South Vietnam 
the Diem government had major economic, financial, and 
social problems to solve. The Geneva partition had divided 
an economically balanced country, separating the agricultur
al south from the industrial north, and leaving South Vietnam 

~l. (u) Msg, Paris 481 to State, 4 Aug 54, Pentagon 
Papers, vol. 10, pp. 699-700. 

12. Peggy Durdin, "There Is No Truce in Vietnam," 
Reporter, 30 Dec 54, p. 26. 
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with a scarcity of skilled labor. The war had destroyed 
approximately 60 percent of South Vietnam's roads, many 
bridges, and one-third of the railroads. Further, there 
existed serious administrative and technical problems in 
transferring control of foreign trade, banking, and cur
rency from French to Vietnamese hands. South Vietnam did 
have economic assets ih its rice and rubber producing 
capacity, but there remained the tremendous task of build
ing and orienting a self-sufficient economy. 

3 Some of the major economic and social problems arose 
from the fact that, in the months follotV'ing the C-eneva 
settlement, thousands of North Vietnamese refugees fle6 
south. Crowded" int'o- tent' cities without even the basic 
necessities of life, and with growing antagonisms between 
them and the native southerners, the refugees presented yet 
another challenge to the efficiency and resources of the 
government. 

Closely related to the question of refugee settlement 
was the matter of land reform 0 Various land reform pro
posals had been considered in Vietnam, dating b~ck to 1949, 
but even though Premier Nguyen Van Tam had decreed a program 
in 1953, nothing had yet been done. In a country where a 
large part of the population consisted of landless peasants 
tilling large estates and plantations, and where small 
tenant farmers labored under high rents and usurious inter·es·:· 
rates, land reform was essential, especially if the goverD
ITlent was to compete with the land reform propaganda of the 
Viet Minh. 

Beleaguered on all sides by political insecurity and 
chaos, and confronted with immense economic and social 
nroblems, it was obvious that the state of Vietnam would 
~equire outside assistance if it was to survive. Weary 
after seven years of war in Vietnam, and having severed it2 
formal ties with the three fOl"'mer Associated States, France 
no longer possessed the inclination to provide this assist
ance. The United States recognized the importance of 
Vietnam and real:i.zed that the West. could ill ai'f'ord ti:2 l.os.s 
of all of Vietnam to the communists. Not only was the 
existence of South Vietnam threatened, the US Government 
b~11eved, but so too was that of all of Indochina and~ 
ultimately, all of Southeast Asia. Earlier in 1954, ?resi
dent Eisenhower had enunciated his belief in the lTfaIling 
domino" principle, likening Indochina=s position, relative 
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to ths rest of Southeast Asia, to the first in a row of 
domi~~s set on etid~ if the first fell, the rest were 
2er~ain to follow. 13 

Reassessment of US Policy 

In the summer of 1954 the results of the Geneva Con
ference, and the perilous situation in South Vietnam, 
prompted the United States to undertake a wide ranging 
reas~essment of its policy for the Far East. Recognizing 
that France would no longer be responsible for Indochina, 
the United State·s -nao---to-.de.clde to -what_. extent it would 
commit itself to prevent further communist encroachment 
there. Moreover, the rel~tionship of Indochina to the 
entire surrounding area made it mandatory that the United 
States reconsider its policy toward all the nations and 
regions of the Far East, particularly Communist China. In 
the short space of five years, Communist China had driven 
the Nationalist Government of China from the mainland, 
waged war impreSSively in Korea, and contributed signifi
cantly to the victory of the Viet Minh in Indochina. It 
had also forged a strong alliance with the USSR, gained 
great prestige and respect among the Asian and African 
nations·, and menaced the arc of small and generally weak 
neighboring nations. 

NSC 5429 

The US Government began a formal reassessment of its 
policy immediately after the Geneva Conference, with a 
draft statement of policy toward the Far East, circulated 
to the National Security Council on 4 August 1954 as 
NSC 5429. This policy statement had been prepared by the 
NSC ·Planning Board, whose members represented the various 
executive departments and agencies charged with responsi
bility for the development of national security policy. 

Prefaced with a section on the consequences of the Geneva 
Conference for the United states, the draft statement 

13. Presidential News Conference, 7 Apr 54, transcript 
In Public FaDers of the Presidents of the United States: 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1954 (1960), pp. 382-383. 
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included four sections: (1) courses of action to increase 
the security of the Pacific offshore lsland chain; (2) 
general political and economic measures for the Far East; 
(3) courses of action for Southeast Asia; (4) policy toward 
Communist China. It was the latter two sections that were 
to give US policymakers the most trouble. The Defense, JCS, 
and Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM) representatives of 
the Planning Board believed that US policy toward China 
(the fourth section) should be determined first, with policy 
toward lithe peripheral areas tl being ~stablished in light of 
that determination. They also proposed that the section on 
Communist China be made the first section of the policy 
statement . 

The section on Southeast Asia called for a new initi
ative there to protect the US position and restore US 
prestige. According to the draft statement, the situatioh 
in that area had to be stabilized to prevent further losses 
to communism through either "creeping expansion" and "SUb
version" or overt aggression. As a major objective, the 
United States should negotiate a Southeast Asia security 
treaty with the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, 
France, the Philippines, Thailand, and other free South and 
Southeast Asian countries willing to participate. The 
United States would continue to provide limited military 
assistance and training missions, wherever possible, to 
friendly Southeast Asian states in order to bolster the will 
to fight, stablize legal governments, and control subversion . 

In a following ftaragraph entitled "Action in the Event 
of Local Subversion, I NSC 5429 presented two alternatives 
for NSC consideration. The first, recognizing that "the 
above-mentioned economic and military measures" might be 
inadequate to cope with communist expansion and subversion 
in Indochina, called for the issuance "at the earliest 
practicable moment" of a declaration to the Chinese Com
munists that further communist expansion on the mainland of 
Southeast Asia would not be tolerated. Additionally, such 
a declaration should warn that continued communist expansion 
would "in all probability" lead to the application of mili
tary power "not necessarily restricted to conventional 
weapons against the source of the aggression (i.e. Com
munist China)." The second alternative proposed that, in 
addition to the negotiation of a Southeast Asia security 
treaty, the United States prepare, either unilaterally or 
under the terms of the Southeast Asia treaty, and if 
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requested by a legitimate local government, to assist that 
government with military force, if required and feasible, 
~o defeat local communist subversion or rebellion not con-
sti tuting external armed att.ack. 

For Indochina, NSC 5429 recommended the following 
political and cove.rt actions: (1) making .. every effort, 
not openly inconsistent with the US position on the Geneva 
Agreements, to defeat communist subversion and influence, 
to maintain and support friendly noncommunist governments 
in Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam, and to prevent com
munist victory through all-Vietnam elections; (2) urging 
France to recognize promptly and deal with Cambodia, Laos, 

j.~""-" ·and.:r·South.·;·.V1.etnarri -as.' independent sovereign nations; (3) 
'... strengthening of' US 'representa'tiori:"in'~ '''''and''!""'deal·ing·d:irec"tly. "'\f~.':~ 

with, the governments of Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnamj ~. 

• 

(-4) working through the French only insofar as necessary, 
assisting Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam to maintain mili
tary forces necessary for internal security and economic 
conditions conducive to the maintenance of strong noncommunist 
regimes; (5) aiding emigration and resettlement of peoples 
unwilling to remain under communist rule in North Vietnam; 
(6) exploiting available means to make more difficult the 
control of North Vietnam by the Viet Minh; (7) exploiting 
available means to prevent North Vietnam from becoming per
manently incorporated in the Soviet bloc, using consular 
relations and nonstrategic trade as feasible and desirable, 
or, alternatively, treating North Vietnam as .already per
manently incorporated into the communist bloc with the 
application of economic controls similar to those applied 
to Communist China; (8) conducting covert operations on a 
large and effective scale in support of the foregoing. 

The last section of the draft statement of policy, 
dealing with the policy and courses of action for US 
relations with Communist China, proved the most difficult 
on which to reach agreement. In this section, the Planning 
Board offered four alternative general policies with appro
priate implementing courses of action. The four alternative 
policies, enumerated as Alternatives A through D, were : 
putting US relations with Communist China on the same foot
ing as those with the Soviet Union; reducing, by means short 
of war, the relative power of Communist China in Asia; 
reducing the power of Communist China in Asia even at the 
risk of, but without deliberately provoking, war; and initi~ 
ating "an increasingly positive pollcy- toward .Communist China 
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designed to confront the regime with a clear likelihood of 
U.S. military action against China proper,f! unless Com
munist China took public action Eo change its belligerent 
support of communist expansion. l . 

The Views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Since the draft policy statement was to be considered 
at a NSC meeting on 12 August 1954, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
undertook an immediate study of the statement. In a memo- . 
randum of 11 August 1954, they informed the Secretary of 
Defense that NSC 5429 did not represent a comprehensive 
policy statement for the Far East. It did not delineate 
US objectives for the whole area or courses of action that 
would logically flow from the establishment of such . 
objectives. They reaffirmed their proposal of the previous 
April that the United States formulate a comprehensive 
policy treating the Far East as a strategic entity. The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended,·therefor~, that NSC 5429 

·be returned to the NSC Planning Board with appropriate 
guidance for derivation and exposition of US objectives in 
the Far East and the development of broad courses of action 
to achieve these objectives. 

Although the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed on the 
general inadequacy of NSC 5429J they differed on certain 
specific· provisions of the policy statement. The Chief of 
Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff, Air Force, and the 
Commandant, Marine Corps, . concurred in the view of the 
Defense, JCS, and ODM·representatives on the Planning Board 
that US policy toward CommUnist China should be determined 
first, with policy for lithe peripheral areas" following that 
determination. Consequently, they recommended that, in the 
final version of NSC 5429, the section on Communist China 
be made the first section of the statement . 

The Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff, Ai~ 
Force, and the Commandant, Marine Corps, then proceeded with 
detailed comments on individual portions of the draft policy 
statement. With regard to US actions in Indochina, the JCS· 
majority preferred a revision of the action for exploitation 

14. (TS) NSC 5429, 4 Aug 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
sec 77. 
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of available means to make Viet Minh control of North 
1~etnarn more difficult. They would substitute continued 
e4ploitation of lIopportunities to further US long-range 
ojjectives toward uniting Vietnam under a democratic form 
c:;.~ government. IT If this change were accepted, they fel t., 
it would el~~inate the need for either of the alternative 
actions of preventing North Vietnam from becoming permanently 
attached to the Soviet bloc or treating North Vietnam as 
a.lready permanently incorporated in the communist bloc. 

With respect to the four alternative policies toward 
Communist China, they considered the first two inadequate 
and-the fourth extreme. Con~equently, they preferred the 
third alternative--reduction of the power of Communist China 
in Asia even at the risk of, but without deliberately pro
voking war--with certain revisions in the courses of action 
to implement this alternative. This policy, with their 
proposed revisions, would provide for a positive approach to 
the problem of reducing the threat of further Communist 
Chinese expansion in ASia, furnishing a basis for action 
against indirect aggression that was lacking in the first 
two alternatives, while avoiding the "more extreme-measures, 
with their greatly enhanced risks,1J contained in the fourth 
alternative. 

The Chief of Staff, Army, however., had more basic 
reservations regarding NSC 5429. He stated that the proposed 
policy was- not a comprehensive review of Far Eastern policy., 
adding that the problem confronting the United States in the 
Far East could not be stated except in relation to., and as 
an element in, a US foreign policy of "global scope. 1f Al
though not suggesting what such a global policy should be, 
it seemed axiomatic to him that lTone principal OBJECTIVE" 
should be to split Communist China from the Soviet bloc. 

As a result, the Chief of Staff, Army, found none of 
the four alternative policies toward Communist China accept
able. He stated that there were elements in each alternative 
which, if combined, might offer a better alternative, 
emphasizing that the United States need not either appease 
Communist China (the first alternative) or destroy it -(the 
last alternative). 

Returning to the "objective" of driving a wedge between 
Commun,:'st China and the lTSSR, the Chief of Staff, Army, said 
that, if this objective were' accepted, the "statesmanlike 
approach would seem to be to bring ~eking to a realization 
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that its long-range benefits derive from friendliness with 
America, not with the USSR." These benefits would, of 
course~ be forthcoming "in time," and only if Communist 
China 'would mend its ways." 15 

NSC 5429/1 and NSC 5429/2 

The National Security Council considered NSC 5429 on 
12 August 1954, but did not heed the JCSrecommendation for 
return of the draft policy statement to the Planning Board. 
The NSC accepted the sections dealing with the Pacific off
shore island chain and general political and economic 
measures (Sections···I and II) without change. In its con
sideration of the Southeast Asia section (Section III), the 
NSC could not agree· on either alternative action to meet 
local subversion. Nor did the Council accept the recom
mendation of the Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief of 
Staff, Air Force, and the Commandant, Marine Corps, with 
regard to the action to make Viet Minh control of North 
Vietnam more difficult. Instead, the NSC approved the pro-
'~ision as stated in NSC 5429 and chose also the alternative 
of exploiting available means to prevent North Vietnam from 
becoming permanently incorporated in· the Soviet bloc. 

After reviewing the four alternative policies toward 
Communist China, the NSC was unable to decide on anyone of 
them. As a result, the Council adopted the first three 
~ections of NSC 5429 with the exception of the paragraph 
(paragraph 8) in Section III treating local subversion. 
This paragraph, together with the fourth section, on Com
munist China, the Council agreed to reconsider on 18 August. 
The President--on the day of the NSC meeting, 12 August 
1954--approved Sections I, II, and III, with the exception 
of paragraph 8, and directed their use as a general guide 
to US policy in ·the Far East. This revised NSC65429 was 
published as NSC 5429/1, dated 12 August 1954.1 

When the National Security Council met on 18 August 
1954 it had before it the four alternative policies toward 

15. (TS) Memo, JCS t~ SecDer ~ "Review of U. S. Policy 
in the Far East - NSC 5429," 11 Aug 54, same file, sec 79. 

16. (TS) NSC 5429/1, 12 Aug 54, same file, sec 80. 
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Communist China presented in NSC 5429, ranging from putting 
US relations with that nation on the same footing as those 
~'rtth tne Soviet Union to military action against the 
(~h~_nese mainland. The' policy adopted by the Council was the 
third alternative (Alternative C), providing for the 
reduction of the power of Communist China in Asia even at 
thG risk of war, but without deliberately provoking it. 
The language of the policy as finally adopted followed 
closely that suggested by the majority of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, with the addition of a course of action calling 
for the creation of "internal division" in the Chinese regime 
as well as impairment of Sino-Soviet relations by all 
f~asible overt and cov~~t_mean~~-as supported by the Chief 
of Staff, Army, in the split JCS'views of 11 August. 

At the 18 August meeting, the National Security Council 
also reconsidered the question of how to deal with communist 
subversion in Southeast Asia. The Council'selected neither 
alternative proposed in NSC 5429--a unilateral US declaration 
to Communist China threatening the use of force in the event 
of continuing communist expansion in Southeast Asia or US 
preparedness to act, either unilaterally or under the pro
jected Southeast Asia security treaty, to assist local govern
ments facing local corrununist subversion. Rather, the 
Council adopted a new paragraph calling on the, President to 
consider asking Congress for authority t6 use US forces i~ 
Southeast Asia. Specifically, the new paragraph stated: 

If requested by a legitimate local govern
ment which required assistance to defeat local 
Communist subversion or rebellion not con
stituting armed attack, the U.S. should view 
such a situation so gravely that, in addition 
to giving all possible covert and overt sup
port within Executive Branch authority, the 
President should at once consider requesting 
Congressional authority to take appropriate 
action, which might if necessary and feasible 
include the use of U.S. military forces either 
locally or against the external sources of 
such subversion or rebellion (including Com
munist China if determined to be the .source). 

With all the disagreements now resolved, the National 
Security Council adopted the entire statement of US policy 
for the Far East on 18 August 1954 with the understanding 
that the section on Communist China would be used as the 
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basis for further consideration in li~ht of a'~eview by the Secretary of state scheduled to be completed in about.one month. The President approved this 'statement of policy on 20 August with the' same understanding. The approved policy, NSC 5429/2, 'was issued on the same day, with the 'section on Communist China the first, rather than the last, section.17 

The. Manila Conference 

With an approved policy toward the Far East and South-east Asia, t'he US Government now moved to create a regional security arrangement, the preliminary negotiations of which hact been in progress" since April 1954. Representatives of the United Kingdom, . France, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, joined by the Asian states of Pakistan, Thailand, and the Philippines, met in Manila in early September 1954 to draft such a treaty and, on 8 September, signed the South~ east Asia Collective Defense Treaty (SEACDT). The eight signatories recognized that an attack on anyone of them would endanger the peace and safety of all and pledged that, in such an event·, each would "act to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional processes." In the event of a threat other than armed attack to their territory, sovereignty, or political independence, the signers agreed to consult on appropriate measures for the common defense. The area covered by the provisions included the general area of Southeast ASia, the entire territories of the Asian members, and the general area' of the Southwest Pacific, including the area north of 2l.degrees 30 minutes north latitude. A separate protocol extended the security provisions of the treaty to "the States of Cambodia and Laos and the free territory under the Jurisdiction of the State of Vietnam." The United States, however:, signed the treaty with' the understanding that the provisions covering aggression and armed attack applied only to communist aggression, but consented to consult in the event of. "other aggression or armed attack." The SEACDr provided for neither commitment of forces nor a formal treaty organization. Instead, it established a Council, with each member represented, to consider implementation of the treaty. The treaty also incorporated economic proviSions, each party promising to 

17. (Ts) NSC 5429/2, 20 Aug' 54, same file, 'sec 81. 
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cooperate in promotion of the economic well-being and social 
)rogress of all. Accompanying the treaty was the Pacific 
~harte'r, signed by the eight states on the same day. Therein 
'chey proclaimed their determination to resist any attempt 
"to subvert their freedom or to destroy their sovereignty 
or territorial integrity."lB 

Restudy of US Policy toward the Far East (NSC 5429/3) 

In accordance with the August 1954 NSC decision, the 
Planning Board undertook a review of US policy toward the 
Fai East in the fall of 1954, in light of the continuing 
critical situation'-and -the Sec-retary of State's report to 
the National Security Council following the Manila Confer
ence. Subsequently, the Planning Board circulated a new 
draft statement of US policy toward 'the Far East (NSC 5429/3) 
to the NSC members of 19 November 1954. ' 

The new draft statement was organized into three 
sections--general considerations, objectives, and courses of 
action. Under general considerations the Planning Board set 
forth the primary problem of the United States in the Far 
East as meeting the serious threat resulting from the spread 
of communist power on the continent of Asia--over mainland 
China, North Korea, and the northern part of Vietnam. Not 
only had the Chinese communist regime apparently succeeded 
in consolidating its power on the mainland, but it had 
developed 'working relations with the Soviet Union. The task 
of the United States in coping with the threat was compli
cated by a number of factors. The noncommunist countries in 
Asia were vulnerable militarily, politically, economically, 
and psychologically to further communist inroads and all had 
intense nationalistic feelings with residual resentments 
against European colonialism. In addition, a sense of 
"weakness and inadequacy in the face of the worldwide power 
struggle" inhibited many Far Eastern and Southeast Asian 
countries from cooperating with the United' States, and the 
divergent Far Eastern policies followed by US European 
allies; particularly with regard to Communist China, limited 
US political and economic pressures against Asian communist 
regimes. 

18. For a full account of th~ M~nila Conference 
resulting SEACDI', see Appendix. 
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The new draft statement included four principal objectives and ref'iecte-d the JC;C:~-~riew that any full stat'ement of US policy for the area_ should include goals that the Un1_ted states wa:J seeking to achieve in the Far EaGt (l!.j a whole. The objectives, to be pursued with clear and strong resolve,_ and lIif necessary at the risk-of but not provocative of war," included:- preservation of the territorial and political -integr1ty of the noncommunist countries in the area against further communist expansion or subversion; progressive improvement of the_ relative political, economic-, and military position of the noncommunist countries vis-a-vis that of the Asian communist regimes; reduction of Chinese Communist power and prestige; and -disruption of the Sino-Sovi-et--alliance---through_ actions designed. to intenSify existing and potential areas of conflict or divergence-- of interest between the USSR and Communist -China. The draft statement also contained a fifth objective 3 proposed by the Defense,_JCS 3 - Commerce, ODM, Foreign Operations Administration (FOA),- and CIA respresentatives on -the Planning Board 3 but opposed by the Department of_ State representativ-e;. It provided for creation in noncommunist Asia, and ultimately within Communist China, of political and social forces that would spread the "greater values of the Free World" and Simultaneously expose If the falsity_of the conununist ideological offensive. 1f 

To achieve these objectives, the Planning Board proposed various courses of a~tion, falling into two categories--those designed to Ifpreserve the territorial and political integrity of/ the areal! and those required to "enhance the individual and collective strength of the non-Communist nations. 11 The first category included: maintenance -.,of the security of the Pacific offshore island chain; conclusion of a mutual defense treaty with the Republic of China covering Formosa and the_ Pescadores; use of force, as appropriate., in the event of armed attack on the Republic of Korea or in an area covered by the Manila Pact; and preparedness to seek Congressional authority for necessary action, including use of force, to meet armed attack or imminent threat of attack against any other country in the area not covered by a security treaty to which the United States was a party. Further actions in this category were: prompt punitive action-in the event of unprovoked communist armed attack on US personne1 3 aircraft~ or vessels; encouragement of a Western Pacific collective defense arrangement; assistance, where necessary and feasible 3 t~ noncommunist governments 
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in the Far East to counter communist subversion'and 
economic domination; and maintenance of US forces i~ the 
~lp.r East as clear" evidence of US intentions in the area'. 
With regard to internal communist subversion or rebellion~ 
the first category ot actions included the same provision 
that had been included in NSC 5429/2 only after a lengthy 
consideration--calling for the United states to give all 
possible covert and overt support w.ithin the Executive 
Branch -authority and for t~e President to be prepared to 
request Congressional authority for appropriate action, 
including military force, if appropriate. 

The second ca~eg9ry of ~ctions, those required to 
enhance the individual and collective strength of the non
communist states, called for: increased efforts to. develop 
the basic stability and strength of the noncommunist 
countries to resist communist expansion; continued recog-

... nition of the Government of the Republic of China, with 
direct military and economic assistance to that government; 
encouragement of the organization of an economic grouping 
of free Asian states, accompanied by all feasible measures 
to increase opportunities for trade among these countries 
and with the Free World; provision of economic and technical 
assistance, encouraging use of US advisers where appropriate; 
attempts to increase the understanding of, and' orientation 
of the Asian peoples towardi the Free World as well as to 
expose the menace of Chinese imperialism and world com
munism; and encouragement of the applicatr~on df private 
capital to the develop~ent ~of free Asia. 

With respect to Indochina, the new draft policy state
ment continued unchanged' that policy adopted in NSC 5429/2~ 
.with the addition of a new paragraph. Reflecting US concern 
over a growing problem, this new paragraph called for the 
United States to expose communist violations of the armistice 
in Indochina. 

Included in NSC 5429/3 was a proposal by the Commerce 
and FOA members of the Planning Board for study of the 
feasibility of the negotiation of a Far Eastern settlement 
that might encompass such elements as recognition and seat
ing in the United Nations of the two Chinas;. opening trade 
with Communist China; unifying Korea; obtaining the abandon
ment of subversive communist pressures in South Vietnam; 
admission of Japan to the United Nationsj and obtaining an 
undertaking by Communist China to refrain from support of 
subversive groups in any part of Asia. Realizing that such 
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a proposal would require detailed. study and planning" the Planning Board stated that, in the meantime, the United States must we~ken or retard the g~owth and power of Communist China~ and also called for continued refusal to recognize Communist China· and other Asian communist regimes, utilization of all feasible overt and covert means to create dis.content and internal division within the 'communistdominated area, and maintenance' of a t'rade embargo agains-t Communist China. On the matter of the trade embargo, however-, the members of the Plapning Board could not agree. Although all supported.contlnuation'of the. embargo, the Befense"JCS, Commerce, and ODM representatives favored use of' lithe total bargaining position" of the Uni ted States. t·o gain acceptance of the embargo, or near embargo, by all other noncommunist countries. The State, Treasury, Budget, and CIA representatives, on the other hand, would continue to exert US inf'llJ,ence on other Free World countries for maintenance of the current level of' trade controls against Communist China,. but without using US influence in such a manner as to be '. "seriously divisive."19 . 

In preparation for a I December NSC consideration of NSC 5429/3, the Joint Chiefs of Staf'f provided the Secretary of I:efense their comments on the draft policy statement on 26 November, .complaining that they had had only three days to prepare their views. They informed the Secretary ·that US policy ·for the Far East was dependent, in large degree, upon the "Basic National Security Policy of the United States.1f Since the Basic National Security Policy was currently under review by the National Security Council, the Joint Chiefs of Staff cautioned that their views on the Far East draft policy statement must be considered tentative. 

The new draft, the Joint Chiefs of Staff said, would constitute a comprehensive policy for the area as a whole and would provide guidance for the formulation of subsidiary. policies. With respect to the principal objectives, they endorsed all five goals. They believed, however, that the objective calling for the reduction of the power and prestige of Communist China lacked clarity, and they suggested the following expansion of that objective: 

19. (TS) NSC 5429/3, 19 Nov 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 88. 
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The reduction of Chinese Communist power 
and prestige with the objective of securing 
by reorientation a government on the mainland 
of China whose oDJectives do" not conflict with 
the vital interests of the United states. 

They supported the disputed fifth objective (for the 
creation in noncommunist Asia of the political and social 
forces to spread the values of the Free World and expose 
the falsity of the communist 1deolo~ical offensive), 
stating that such an objective was 'whollyconsistent n with 
the, basic goals of the United States in the Far East and 
should be retained in the policy statement. The Joint Chiefs 
of Staff fourid the draft 'policy with respect to Indochina., 
including the new paragraph dealing with armistice violations, 
"acceptable from the military ,point of view." 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff strongly opposed the proposal 
for study of the feasibility of negotiation of a Far Eastern 
settlement by swapping concessions with Communist China. 
They based their stand not so much on the value of the con
cessions to be bartered as on their belief that Communist 
China would not live up to any agreement not suiting its 
purposes.' They stated that such a settlement would grant 
the Chinese Communists far-reaching concessions, while 
relying upon "the as yet undemonstrated faith of that 
regime." ,They pointed out that experience in Korea and 
currently .in. Indochina with respect to the armistice pro
vided ample evidence that the communists would "distort" 
evade, or violate any agreements when it suits their purposes 
to do so." In addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed 
it "highly unrealistic" to expect the Chinese Communists to 
abandon their subversive efforts in South Vietnam and else
where in Asia, regardless of any commitments to the contrary. 

Concerning the question of the trade embargo on Com
munist China, the Joint Chiefs of Staff supported., as had 
their representative on the Planning Board, the more 
restrictive approach. They conceded that some of the pro
posed courses of action in that approach might not be 
feasible in view of existing Free World trade agreements, 
but they considered that the broad obje~tive of US security 
policy would not be achieved if the United states was forced 
to defer to the counsel of the most cautious among its 
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allies or "if i twas- 'unw11'ling to undertake certain 'risks inherent 1~ the adoption of 'dynamic and positive security measures."~U ' 

On 1 De"cember 1954, the National Security Council considered NSC 5429/3 and expanded the objective toward Communist China, essentially as suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In addition, the Council retained the disputed fifth objective' and, after some' deliberation, deleted the proposal for study o'f the feasibility of Far Eastern 'settlement by bartering concessions with Communist ,China. In addition, under'the courses of action to preserve territorial and political integrity of the Far East, the Council enlarged the-one providing fbr pun:1:tive action in the event of unprovoked Communist attack on US personnel, aircraft, or vessels, including provision for pursuit of the attacking communist force into hostile airspace or waters, if feasible, and for retaliatory action as appropriate and approved by the President. The Department of State,' however; c ons·ide-red that such pursuit should be undertaken only on specific order of the senior commander in the area. On the question of the trade embargo, the Council was unable to agree, and the draft policy statement on the Far East, as revised at the 1 December meeting, was 'subsequently circulated on 10 December as NSC 5429/4, with the questions of hostile pursuit and the trade embargo still unresolved. 2l 

The Secretary of Defense requested the JCS views 'on NSC 5429/4, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff furnished them on 17 December 1954. They accepted the expansion of the course of action dealing with punitive action and hostile pursuit in the case of unprovoked attack. With regard to the Department of State qualification concerning who should authorize such pursuit, they considered that, under certain cirsumstances, "the United States commander on the spot" should have authority to initiate hot pursuit, but that such authority should be incorporated in the directives to the armed forces rather than in a broad policy statement. 

On the other major outstanding issue, the trade embargo on Communist China, the Joint Chiefs of Staff once again 

20. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Current U.S. Policy toward the Far East (NSC 5429/3)," 26 Nov 54 (derived from JCS 1992/420), same file. 
21. (TS) NSC 5429/4, 10 Dec 54, same file, sec 89. 
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strongly supported the more restrictive approach. They 
considered that the policy for the control of trade with 
Communist China should be developed' within the, context of 
~he overall US economic defense policy, adding that 
"maximum restrictlons," on trade with the Chinese Communists 
would be desirableo 22 

rhe National Security Council on 21 December 1954 again 
considered US pO'licy toward the Far East, but was still 
unable to resolve the matters of hostile pursuit and the 
trade embargo on Communist China. Consequently, on the 
following day, 22 December, the President approved the state
ment of policy in NSC 5429/4 with the exception of the 
portions dealing with these two matters, 'and the approved 
policy was circulated as NSC 5429/5, superseding NSC 
5429/2.23 

On 5 January 1955, the National Security Council 
reconsidered the unresolved issues of the US policy toward 
the Far East. The Secretary of State presented the Council 
a new draft s'ection dealing with unprovoked attack and 
hostile pursuit which he had prepared in coordination with 
the Assistant Secretary' of Defense (ISA). This draft 
provided that t·he United States Government should issue a 
directive to its armed forces that, in the event of 
unprovoked communist attack against US personnel, aircraft, 
or vessels outside communist territory, US forces in the 
area would take "immediate' and aggressive protective 
measures" 'against the attacking force including, if neces
sary and feasible, "hot pursuit . . . into hostile airspace 
or waters. tI In addition, the Department of State proposal 
retained provision for such additional punitive actions as 
might be specifically approved by the President. The 
Council adopted the State proposal without change. 

With respect to the trade embargo question, the 
National Security Council adopted on 5 January a section 
calling for maintenance of the current level of US tr'ade 
controls with Communist China and for administration of 

22. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, tlCurrent United States 
Policy in the Far East (NSC 5429/4), II 17 Dec 54,. 
same file. 

23. (TS) NSC 5429/5, 22 Dec 54, same file, sec 90. 
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these controls in such a manner "as to endeavor not to lessen the active cooperation in the multilateral cont~ol program of other Free World ~1"'1'..:ntrie's. rr Under this provision, the United states would urge other Free World countrieG to maintain the current level of trade controls on Communist' China, promoting the willingness of such nations to do so by appropriate handling of routine, exceptions. Additionally, whenever the Secretary of State determined that maintenance Df the current multilaterally agreed level of export controls could be "seriously divisive" among US allies, or lead nations needing trade with Communist China toward an accommodation with the Soviet bloc, he would report the matter to the National Security Council for prompt consideration. The Council also agreed to study, "on' 'an urgent ba'sis," all aspects of US economic defense policy applicable to trade with the communist bloc, including Communist China. 24 The President approved both NSC actions, and NSC 5429/5 was revised accordingly.25 

Thus, at the beginning of 1955, after five months of effort, the United States had an approved policy that, it' was hoped, would cope with the serious challenge to vital US security interests in the Far East in general, and in South Vietnam in particular. During the development of this policy, Communist China was seen ever more clearly as the principal threat to US interests in the area. Necessarily, therefore, in the preparation of the policy, how to deal with Communist China tended to dominate the consideration of 
'I" US policymakers. The basic decision made in the approved policy statement was to halt the spread of communism in the Far East and, if possible, to roll it back. 

In a sense, the policy toward Indochina was developed as a corollary to the broad and basic policy. But it was Indochina, and especially South Vietnam, that was perceived as a seriously endangered area that would require substantial help if it was to serve as a bulwark against further 

24. This study was not completed and approved by the National Security Council until March 1957 (NSC 5701/1, 8 Mar 57). 
25. (TS) NSC Action'No. 1295; 5 Jan 55. (TS) Memo, ActgSecDef to CJCS et al., II Current U. S. Policy Toward', the Far East--NSC 5429/5," 30 Dec 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 90. (TS) Memo, ExecSec

Yr
, NSC to NSC, "Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East, J 6 Jan 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 1. 
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communist inroads, and even during the months that the 
policy was under consideration, the situation in South 
Vietnam had deteriorated so rapidly that the United States 
w~s forced to act without benefit of an approved policy. 
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CHAPTER .II 

THREE TROUBLE~ MONTHS--August-October 1954 
I 

- I 
The summer ·and autumn of 1954, one of the most crucial 'periods in Indochinese !history ~ was a'. time of turmoil ~ . political instability, land strife'. Although Laos and Cambodia achieved a me~sure of stability, South Vietnam became emb~o:Lled ___ in_ clv:il conflic't~ Plans for political; economic, and military \reform were lost in the anarchy sur-rounding the' South Viet:namese Government of Premier . Ngo Dinh Diem. 'French land US authorities' had not been able to agree ·upon what measiures ought to' be adopted. The VNA was still prevented by Ipolitics from extending the authority' of the Saigon governmenitto the countryside. Hordes of refugees poured in fro~ North Vietna~ clogging inadequate reception facilities. IThe Viet Minh were gaining strength. in the south. By mid-Npvember~ when President Eisenhower sent General J. Lawton iCollins to Indochina in a renewed effort to save Vietnam,) the crisis ·was in its third month~ and there appeared to b:e little chance of retaining South Vietnam in the noncommunist camp. 

I 

Political Turmoil I 

I 

The Vietnamese pol~tical scene, in the period after the Geneva Conference, ~as a tangle of ·conflicting power groups, each struggling: for dominance in postwar Vietnam. Except for US support~ the Diem government stood alone. The Cao Dai and Roa Hao!politico-religiouS sects and the Binh Xuyen organization sought Diem's downfall because of his refusal to face "pollitical reality,tr that is, the' I . traditional Oriental prerogative of governmental officials to enrich themselves at! public expense. The Chief of Staff of the VNA, General Nguyen Van Hinh, led a camarilla of ambitious young officer~ who, championing the restoration of public order, began laYfng'plans for a coup d'etat. Other prominent but unaffiliated politicians such as Nguyen Van Tam, I Nguyen Van Xuan, and Tran Van Huu intrigued with both the army and the sects in a* attempt· to regain positions of power. It was no secret that Chief of State Bao Dai~ who 
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was living on the French Riviera, was strongly opposed to 
the Diem government. Bao Dails plush living in France was 
largely financed by the sects and the Binh Xuyen, and he no 
doubt realized that he stood a good chance of being deposed 
as Chief of state if 'Diem called a constituent assembly. 

Diem's immediate problem, however, was to cope with 
his local opponents, for they represented widespread 
political strength. Possessing no organized following of 
his own, Diem was compelled to negotiate with them. The' 
sects and the Binh Xuyen in August offered to participate 
in Diem's government, but on terms that would have reduced 
the' Prime Minister to a figurehead. Diem's counterproposals, 
on the other hand, would have given the sects no real measure 
of power. In the deadlock that followed, the sects began to 
collaborate with General Hinh to devise a plan for supplant
ing Diem by a military dictatorship. Both General Paul Ely, 
French Commissioner-General, and US Ambassador Donald H. 
Heath brought pressure to bear on Diem, the sects, and Hinh 
to moderate their demands and patch together a coalition 
government that could begin the work of ~acification, refugee 
resettlement, and constitutional reform. 

These efforts by General Ely and Ambassador Heath were 
offset by Francers lack of enthusiasm for Prime Minister 
Diem. The French were enraged by Diem's militant Franco
phobia. Like the Hinh coterie, they pOinted to Diem's 
seeming inability to restore order as evidence of his unsuit
ability. General Ely, although personally convinced that 
Diem had to be replaced, apparently worked sincerely, if' 
reluctantly, with Ambassador Heath to prevent Diem's downfall. 
Some of General Elyrs subordinates, however, secretly 
encouraged both Hinh and the sects to overturn the Diem 
regime. Ambassador Heath reported that, al.though he did not 
doubt the "impartiality and integrity /Of7 General Ely," it 
was clear that other French officers were giving "quiet 
encouragement if not unofficial support" to General Hinh. 
Moreover, the administrators at the "operating level in 
Paris,11 as well as "most French officials" in Saigon, wished 
either to unseat Diem as quickly as possible or to load his 

1. (S) Msgs, Saigon 460 to State, 6 Aug 54, DA IN 77122; 
580, 14 Aug 54; 751, 26 Aug 54; 758, 26 Aug 54, DA IN 81273. 
(C) Msgs, Saigon 515 to State, 10 Aug 54; 601, 16 Aug 54, 
DA IN 78405; 733, 25 Aug 54, DA IN 80878 . 
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government with pro-French individuals. who would destroy its' authority and appeal. 2 

The French persistently sought to convince the US Government. that Diem should be given a figurehead role, with actuai authority vested in a stronger person. Tam, Xuan, Huu, Prince Buu Loc and Prince Buu Hoi were all mentioned. But none of the French candidates was acceptable to the United States, because of past identification with either France or the Viet Minh. 'The name most persistently put forward was that of Nguyen Van Tam, father of General Hinh and former Interior Minister, whose repressive police techniques had kept order in Saigon and thus endeared him to the French. The campaign in behalf of Tam reached a climax in mid-September when Diem complained that Deputy Commissioner-General Jean Daridan had demanded that Tam'be taken into the government and implied that, otherwise, Diem would be out "in ra7 matter of days." Ambassador Heath reported the allegation to Washington, and the Department of State registered an official protest with Premier MendesFrance personally. The Premier denied knowledge of pressure in favor of Tam but agreed to instruct Saigon to "go easy." French advocacy of Tam, however, did not abate in succeeding months~3 ' 

By early September, ,the political atmosphere in Saigon had become so highly charged that a break 'in the deadlock clearly had to come soon. It came on 10 September. One of ,Diem's agents had infiltrated a General Staff meeting where plans for a coup d'etat were being draft~d. His report confirmed Diem's suspicions, and the Prime Minister arrested two of the ringleaders, Colonel Lan and Captain Giai. Couching his protest as a thinly veiled threat, Hinh demanded that the two officers be reinstated. This 'so incensed Diem 

2. (TS) Msgs, Saigon 1036 to state, 16 Sep 54; 1204, 24 Sep 54. 
3. (s) Msgs, Saigon 370 to State, 29 Ju1 54; 759, 27 Aug 54. (S) Msgs, Paris 598 to state, 12 Aug 54; 781, 23 Aug 54; 873, 30 Aug 54. (C) Msg, Paris 849 to state, 28 Aug 54. (S) Msg, state 934 to Saigon, 8 Sep 54. (s) Msgs,' Saigon 1059 to 'State; 1061; 1076; 17 Sep 54. (TS) Msg, State 997 to Paris, 17 Sep 54. (TS) Msg, Paris 1171 to State, 18 Sep 54,. (TS) Msg, Saigon 1122 to State, 20 Sep 5Lr. 
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that he summarily removed Hinh from command of the army and 
ordered him out of the C0~ntry. Diem had moved boldly, but 
w~thout carefully laying plans for subsequent action. He 
appointed General Nguyen Van Vy tofill the post vacated by 
Hinh, but Vy temporiied and finally refused. Diem then 
placed Vy on inactive status and instructed Colonel Ho Thong 
Minh to assume command. When Minh refused, Diem could find 
no other available officer whom he considered sufficiently 
loyal to the government to hold the important position. As 
a last resort, Le 'Ngoc Chan, the civilian Secretary of State 
for Defense, took over Hinh's duties in addition to his own. 
Hinh, with direct orders to go abroad on a II s tudy mission," 
procrastinated and at length barricaded himself in his home. 
Fully eqUip:p,ed infantry and-a number of armored vehicles were 
brought in 'to protect him from' the President." Diem with
drew into Norodom Palace and strengEhened the palace guard. 
Again the situation was deadlocked. 

Diem's mishandling of Hinh's ouster gave the General 
an opportunity to present the conflict as an attack by the 
government on the integrity of the army. Hinh was soon 
explaining that, although he would be happy to take a 
vacation in France, he could not leave without turning his 
command over to a qualified officer whom the army trusted. 
Besides, he asserted, the situation was no longer, in his 
control. He had become a "moral prisoner" of the army. 
Judging his hand strong enough, he appealed to Baa D3.i to 
intervene .by discharging Diem and constituting a government 
that could restore order. General Ely, Ambassaodr Heath, 
and Lieutenant General John W. O'Daniel, Chief, MAAG5 . 

4. (S) Msgs, Saigon 933.to state, 9 Sep 54; 953, 954, 
10 Sep 54. (TS) Msgs, Saigon 971 to state, 11 Sep 54; 1076, 
17 Sep 54. (U) Msg, Saigon 1107 to State, 19 Sep 54, DA IN 
645055. 

5. The US Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) 
Indochina, was established in the summer of 1950 to provide 
assistance to the forces of France and the Associated States 
in Indochina. LTG John W. O'Daniel was appointed Chief, MAAG 
Indochina, in April 1954. Between 1950 and mid~1954, the 
United States provided approximately $2.T53·billion inmili
tary assistance to the French and native troops, almost 
completely re-equipping them with modern weapons and vehicles. 
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Indochin~, used all of their persuasive powe~s to prevent Hinh from acting rashly,. and to influence the Premier to moderate' his position eno'lJgh to adopt a compromise that would save face for Hinh.b 

Fortunately for Diem, the Hinh crisis had be'en, a~companied by increasing disposition of the sects to participate in the government. They had been unable to agree among themselves on a formula for dividing control of a new administration, and Ambassador Heath had left little doubt that precipitate action might jeopardize the flow of US aid.7 As a result, the sects ·had.moderated their demahds and begun negotiating with Diem. 'Agreement in principle was reached early in'September, although at the last minute the Binh Xuyen withdrew rather than share authority with ,the two sects. By 21 September, the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao were on the verge of entering the government. 

But at this' critical juncture, a'Cao D:tifunctionary reported to Ambassador Heath that General Raoul Salan, Deputy Commander in Chief, French Union Forces, had called in the sects and declared that General 'Le Van Vien, Binh Xuyen leader, had received a mandate from Bao Ini to form a government led by the Binh Xuyen, and that France and the United States had accepted this solution. From Diem came intelligence that General Salan had threatened the sects with termination of their subsidies8 if. they joined the government, and ·that Deputy Commissioner General D3.ridan was 'reported to be exerting "heavy pressure" on the sects not to participate. A Hoa Hao officer "wistfully" remarked to Ambassador Heath that General Ely had counseled them to cooperate with the Prime Minister, and General Salan had advised them to the contrary. As a. result they were "dizzy.!: 

b. (TS) Msgs, Saigon :1036 to State; 1043, 16 Sep 54; 1119, 19 Sep 54. (S) Msg, Saigon 1250 to State, 27 Sep 54, DA IN 87877; 1278, 30 Sep 54, DA IN 88724 (1 Oct 54). (TS) Msg, CHMAAG Indochina MG 3228 A to CJCS, 22 Sep 54, DA IN 86638. '.' 
7. (S) Msg, Saigon 794 to State, 29 Aug 54. 8. In return fo~ cooperation, often purely nominal, France had for some time given the Cao. Lai, the Roa Hao, and the Binh Xuyen subsidies of money and equipment. 
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Diem announced the inclusion in h~s Cabinet of Cao Dai and 
Hoa Hao representatiyes, and rUmors of an impending military 
coup spread through Saigon as VNA troops clashed with Diem's 
palace guard.9 

The Washington Conference' 

Against this background French' and US negotiators met 
in 'Washington on 27 September to find a solution to the 
political tangle in Saigon and· .to work out military and 

, fiscal problems. General Ely and Ambassador Heath flew to 
Washington to participate. No sooner had they departed from 
Saigon than Bao Dai intervened in the crisis by ordering 
Diem to take Generals Hinh, Xuan, and Vien into his govern
ment. Diem stalled and negotiated while his future was. 
determined in Washington. lO . 

The cross-purposes at which France and.the United 
States had been working in Vietnam pointed clearly to the 
need for developing a unified approach to Vietnamese politi
cal problems. On their part, the French were anxious to 
obtain a US commitment for financial support of the French 
Expeditionary Corps (FEC),ll: as well as an indication of US 
plans for future aid programs to the three Associated States. 
The United States sought, as its principal objective in the 
Washington talks, to reach agreement with France on a politi
cal program for Vietnam. In the view of US Secretary of State 
John Foster Dulles, if no such agreement were reached, there 
would be "no point in our discussing further aid."12 

9. (TS) Msgs, Saigon 1150 to State; 1154~ 21 Sep 54; 
1162, 22 Sep 54; 1185, 23 Sep 54. (S) Msg, Saigon 1231 to 
state, 25 .Sep 54, DA IN 87675. (u) Msg, Saigon 1226 to state, 
25 Sep 54, DA IN 647750. 

10. (OUO) Msg, Saigon 1286' to State, 1 Oct 54, DA IN 
88899~ (S) Msgs, Saigon 1313 to State, 2 Oct 54; 1321, 
4 Oct 54. 

11. About 177,000 men of the FEC were 'stationed in Indo
china at the close of the Geneva Conference. 

12. (TS) Dept of State, Briefing Session Summary, 27 Sep 
54, ELaC Memo 15, 4'Oct 54, ees 092 Asia (6-25-48) BP pt 14. 
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During the conference, M. Guy La Chambre, Minister for 

Relations with the Associated states, and Under Secretary 
of State Wq.lter Bedell Smith discussed ,at length the : 
relative merits of the various ~ersonalitieb on the Vietna
mese political scene. Minister La. Chambre favored a plan 
whereby Princ.~ Buu Loc, a· member of Bao rail s entourage, 
would be designated the representative of Bao rai and sent 
to Saigon to form a new government. Secretary Smith insisted, 
however, that Diem had to be fully supported by the United 
states and France. The United states, he explained, felt 
that Bao Iai,although he should be constit·utionally deposed 
at a more propitious time ·in the·futur~, now ought to be 
persuaded to intervene in behalf of Diem. To attain this· 
end, the United states suggested that Ambassador Heath and 
General Ely fly- t.o Cannes and impress upon the· Chief of 
State that the United States and France had determined to 
back Diem. Minister La Chambre finally agreed to the US 
plan. 13 

The French were obviously reluctant to insist strongly 
that Diem.be replaced, for too intransigent an attitude 
might have prejudiced US financial support of the FEC. .The 
United states had stopped paying FEC expenses incurred after 
the cease-fire, and the French were very. anxious to have the 
flow of dollars resumed. France had declared in August that 
it could not reasonably be expectedt6 continue to provide 
manpower for the defense of' Southeast Asia unless US 
financial assistance were continued. 14 Most US authorities 
believed that the. presence of the FEC in Indochina was . 
necessary until indigenous forces could be developed, and 
that France would probably withdraw. the FEC if the United 
States "refu·sed to contribute to i tsupkeep. The United 
States had determined, however, to make no definite promises 

13. (s) Dept of state, ELaC D-l/l, "Establishment and 
Maintenance of a Stable Anti-Communist Government of 
Vietnam,1I 23 Sep 54; ELaC D-l/3, "other Major Political 
Questions, Draft Minute of Understanding,1I 27 Sep 54; (TS) 
ELaC VM-l, "Minutes of Opening Political Session ... ," 
30 Sep 54; (S) ELaC Memo 16 IIMinute of Understandlng,1I 4 Oct 
54; CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) BP pt 14. (TS) Msgs, State 1298 
to Saigon, 30 Sep 54; 1327 ,. 1 Oct 5.4. 

14. (S) Msg, State 737 to Paris, 28 Aug 54. 
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until Fremch intentions could be assessed and until the 
7'1atter was considered further within the US Government.15 

At the Washingtqn Conference, M. La Chambre stated 
that the FEC would be' reduced from its current force of 
175,000 to 100,000 by the end of 1955. Under this plan, 
the financial requirement during 1955 would total approxi
mately $500,000,000, of which France could afford only 
$170,000,000. The United States, the French though~, should 
furnish about $330,000,000 to make up the difference. In 
reply, Foreign 'Operations Administrator Harold Stassen 
pointed out that Congress had appropriated FEC ~up~ort funds 
before the armistiGe'9.ndJ'o~ t_heexpress purpose of winning 
the Indochinese war. This objective was no longer attain
able. No answer, he added, could be given until about 1 
December, for_Congress had to be 'consulted before new commit
ments', were tnade .16 

Of more immediate concern to the United States was the 
problem of obtaining French agreement to the principle of 
direct aid to the Indochinese countries. Not only would 
the objectives of the United States be best served if the 
Indochinese people could distinguish between French and US 
activities, but the provision of US aid through French 
channels was inconsistent with the independent status of the 
three countries. For these reasons the principle of direct 
aid had been adopted by the National Security Council and 
written into the Mutual Security Act by Congress. 17 

The French, when informed by Secretary Dulles in August 
that the United States inten~ed to alter its aid procedures, 

15. (S) Dept of State, ELaC D-3/1, IIU.S. Financial 
Assistance to French Union Forces in Indochina ••• ,11 24 
Sep 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) BP pt 14. 

16. (TS) Dept of State, ELaC VM-l, "Minutes.of Opening 
Political Session ... ," 30 Sep 54; ELaC VM-3, "Minutes of' 
Economic Session of Franco-American Bilateral Talks . . . ,r: 

2 Oct 54; same file. , 
17. (S) Msg, State 610 to Paris, 18 Aug 54, same file, 

sec 81. (S) Dept of State, ELaC D~I/2, "U~S. Relations with 
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam," 23 Sep 54, same file, BP pt 14. 
(S) De:p,t of State "A U.S. Policy for Post-Armistice Indo-
china, J 12 Aug 54. ' ' 
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had objected strongly. Direct aid, they asserted, would violate the Geneva Agreements and would needlessly provoke the Chinese ('ommunistn. Furthermore, the French believed that permltt:tng the Indochinese any· greater control over· . expenditure of aid funds would promote waste, graft, and corruption, and "intensify the political struggle. As U8 Ambassador to France, C. Douglas Dillon, summed up this viewpOint, the French 

are convinced that if the Vietnamese are given, without restriction, an erector set with all the parts for a ten story building they will end up with a one story cabin and the remaining parts will either be sold or end up in the pockets of' -the-builders. On the other hand if the parts are handed out with care and supervision, a well-built five story building will emerge after many trials and tribulations. Furthermore, the French believe that their past sacrifices on behalf of Vietnam and their obligation as a member of /the7 French Union dictate that th8Y should be the construction supervisor. 1 

At the Washington Confere'nce, Minister La Chambre advanced a plan whereby aid would be administ"ered jOintly by Franco-American committees. These organizations, one each for Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, would be headed by General Ely ~nd would not include representatives of the Associated states. Each committee would serve, said M. La Chambre, as a "U.S.-French brain trust." Under Secretary of State Smith was inclined to accept the La Chambre plan, but his 'colleagues, principally Assistant Secretary of state Walter Robertson and Counsellor Douglas MacArthur II, pointed out that this procedure contradicted the US policy of dealing with the Associated states on a basis of equality. A compromise wording, for insertion in a Minute of Understanding, was proposed by Under Secretary Smith and accepted by M. La Chambre. It stated: "Such raid7 programs will be planned and closely coordinated to-assure maximum 

1.8. (S) Msg, . Paris 715 to State,· ·20 Aug 54.. (s) Msg, state 737 to Paris, 28 Aug 54. (c) Dept of State, ELaC Memo 14, "French Position Papers re Military Aid and Economic Assistance to the Associated States,f1 28 Sep 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) BP pt 14. 
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effectiveness through appropriate machinery established in 
agreement with interested governments." -This wording, said 
'~ecretary Smith, could mean s'ome form of tripartite organi
z~tion, and he hoped it wo~~d be interpreted as such.19 

This substitution of vague language for definite agree
ment failed to put France on notice that the United States 
was opposed to French participation in the distribution of 
US assistance. Minister La Chambre returned to Paris con
vinced that the United States had consented to a form of 
tripartite control. Mr. Robertson, however, later advised 
Secretary Dulles that no real understanding had been achieved 
on how aid funds were to be distributed. 20 

South Vietnam: Continuing Political Deadlock 

Prime Minister Diem, confronted on the eve of the 
Washington Conference with Bao mi's directive to take Xuan, 
Hinh, and Vien into his government" negotiated with the three 
generals in an effort to play for time. In accordance with 
the agreement reached in Washington that France and the United 
States would continue to support Diem, Ambassador Heath and 
General Ely flew to Cannes for a talk with Bao mi. As a 
result of their representations, the Chief of State withdrew 
his ultimatum to Diem, and instructed Xuan, Hinh, and Vien to 
cooperate with the Premier. Although the cri'sis' was tempo
rarily eased, Diem was still in a precarious position. A 
mistake could trigger a revolt of the National Army and the Binh 
Xuyen Surete in Saigon. The military forces of the sects, 
which were now supporting Diem, would be of little help, for 
they were dispersed throughout the provinces. Each day 
brought fresh rumo'rs that the army was planning to strike on 
the following day.21 

19. (TS)' Dept of state, ELaC MC-2, If Memorandum of Con
versation, Smith-La Chambre Meeting, September 29, 1954," 
6 Oct 54, same file. 

20. (TS) Dept of State, ELaC Memo 20, "Report to the 
Secretary of State on Franco-American Bilateral Talks 
Octbber 8, 1954," 22 Oct 54, same 'file. " 

21. (TS) Msg, State 1194 to Paris for Heath, 1 Oct 54. 
(S) Msgs, Paris 1413 from Heath to State, 4 Oct 54; Saigon 
1361 to State, 7 Oct 54. 
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In this explosive atmosphere, Diem became more inflexible. Despite the repeated advice of Ambassador Heath and General Ely to move with extreme ~~ution, Diem insisted that Hinh leave the country immediately .. But Hinh had now ,Juined with Vien and Xuan in a seemingly unshakable coalition that pressed exorbitant demands upon the Prime Minister. Hinh refused to surrender command of the army, Xuan was still determined to become Vice President and Defense Minister and Vien contended that the Binh Xuyen should control the Ministry of the Interior. Diem's acceptance of these demands would have reduced his role to that of a figurehead. Diem attempted to sow dissension among the three generals, but failed. Each time he offered a compromise the triumvirate raised its demands. The situation became increasingly tense, with al-l evidence pOinting to an army coup on 13 October. Ambassador Heath and General Ely summoned Hinh and warned him that resort to violence would cause a suspension of US aid. Thereafter the threat of an uprising declined slightly, but the problem of the three generals remained to torment Diem. 22 

In the provinces, meanwhile, conditions steadily grew worse as a result of the prolonged paralysis of the government. ~~nister La Chambre, returning to France from 'a visit to Indochina, declared that the Viet Minh in Annam were openly exerting their influenc'e, were cool, competent, assured, and acting like conquerors; Local.Vietnamese officials were inefficient and powerless. Deputy Commissioner Daridan thought there was no possibility of retaining Annam, and that emphasis should be directed instead to saving Cochin-China. Ambassador Heath journeyed to Annam and confirmea Daridan's pessimistic report. 23 

In Cochin-China, communist strength was less obvious, but the French suspected that large numbers of Viet Minh troops had cached their arms and blended with the population. , As the Viet Minh armies withdrew, the armies of the Cao Dai and Boa Hao rapidly moved in to establish themselves in time to levy duties on the rice crop. Although the sects were cooperating in the Saigon government, open warfare was 

22. (S) Msgs, Saigon 1330 to state, 5 Oct 54j 1382, 8 Oct 54; 1397, 10 Oct 54; 1434; 13 Oct-54; 1487, 18 Oct 54; 1493, 19 Oct 54~ 
23. (S) Msg, Saigon 1513 to State, 21 Oct 54, DA IN 93686 (22 Oct 54). (TS) Msg, Paris 1807 to State, 28 Oct 54. 
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~eported between them for control of the provinces. A 
ltusually reliable Hoa Hao source ll informed Ambassad.or Heath 
that at least one battle between Roa Ha.::;; and Cao Dai troops 
~.Lad been deliberately engineered by the' local French com
mander. The French, ,said Ambassador Heath's confidant, were 
following a "divide a'nd rule ll policy and were trying to 
create discorc between the sects in prder to weaken their 
cooperation in ;~he Diem government. 24 . 

The VNA, involved in politics, poorly trained, and 
heavily dependent upon French leadership, could not bring 
order to the rural areas. The US Military Attache at Saigon 
reported that the VNA had shown itself incapable of perform-, 
irig' even minor police actions. without French staff and ' 
logistical support. One operation, originally conceived 
entirely as a Vietnamese project, after much confusion had 
to be planned and executed by a French colonial infantry 
regiment. French Union troops were thus brought into action 
against Vietnamese nationals, an eventuality France had 
wished to avoid. 25 

Little could be accomplished in the provinces until the 
political stalemate in Saigon was broken. Diem's cause 
received an appreciable stimulus in mid October with the 
publication in the United States of the Mansfield Report, 
which was expected to have great influence on Congress and 
the Department of State. United states Senator Mike Mans
field had visited Vietnam early in October. Upon his return 
he had written an analYSis of the situation in Indochina. 
"The political issue in south Vietnam,1I declared Senator 
Mansfield, 

is not Diem as an individual but rather the 
program for which he stands. It is unlikely 
that any independent non-Communist government 

24. (s) Msg, Sai~on 1513 to State, 21 Oct 54, DA IN 
93686 (22 Oct 54). (C) Msg, Saigon 1571 to State, 25 Oct 54. 
(s) Msg, Saigon 2007 to State, 29 Nov 54. 

25. (C) Msg, USARMA Saigon MC 817-54 to CSUSA, 14 Oct 
54, DA IN 98990 (15 Oct 54), CCS 092 Asia (6-25'-48) sec 84. 
(S) Msg, USARMA Saigon MC 825-54 to DA, 23' Oct 54, DA IN 
94015, same file, sec 86. (s) Ms~, Saigon 1513 to State, 
21 Oct 54, DA IN 93686 (22 Oct 54). 
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can survive in Vietnam, let alone recover 
the Vietminh-heldareas unless it represents 
genuine nationalism, unless it is prepared 
to deal effectively with corruption, and 
unless it demonstrates a concern in advancing 
the welfare'- of the Vietnamese people. 

Ngo Dinh Diem offered the best chance of filling this 
prescription, thought the Senator. Should Diem be forced 
out of office, it was improbable that new leadership 
dedicated to these principles could be found. Senator Mans
field1s conclusion, therefore, was that if the Diem govern
ment fell, "the United States should consider q.n immediate 
suspension of all aid to Vietnam and the French Union forces 
there, except that of a-humanitarian nature, preliminary to 
a complete

6
reappraisal of our present policies in Free . 

Vietnam. "2 

The Mansfield Report produced noteworthy reactions in 
both South Vietnam and France. In South Vietnam, the 
"unfortunate Mansfield statement," as Xuan termed it, had a 
moderating effect both upon Diem's opponents and upon French 
officialdom. On the other hand Diem and his supporters were 
I' jubilant" and the Prime Minister became more uncompromising. 
In France, where Diem had long since been given up as a lost 
cause, Paris officials felt the Mansfield formula violated 
the decision at the Washihgton Conference to support' an 
alternate if Diem failed. Factions advocating conciliation 
of the Viet Minh pointed out that Senator Manfield1s obser
vations merely reinforced their own arguments. The United 
States, if it followed the Senator's recommendations, would 
withdraw should Diem fall; Diem, they believed, could not 
possibly succeed; therefore, France should start "betting on 
/the7 Viet Minh to win IEhe7 race. 1127 

The Mansfield Report was followed closely by Q crash 
program deSigned by the National Security Council to stabi~iz2 
the Diem regime. When the National Security Council met on 

2b. IiReport of Senator Mike Mansfield on a Study Mission 
to Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos," 15 Oct 54, 83d Cong., 2d sess., 
s. Com on Foreign Relations" pp. 11, 14. 

27. (C) Msg" Saigon 1478 to State, 17 Oct 54, DA IN 
92546. (S) Msg, Saigon. 1501 to State, 20 Oct 54. (C) Msg, 
Paris 1608 to State" 16 Oct 54. 
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22 October J the Diem-Hinh conflict was in its fOI;'t'ieth day, 
with no end in sight and the Viet Minh promising to win South 
~Tl etl:.am by defaul t unless prompt and vigorous actions were 
~~kcn. The NSC decision was followed on the same day by 
inGtructions to Ambas.sador Heath to deli ver a letter frotrl 
President Eisenhower to Prime Minister Diem, reiterating'US 
support and offering to'begin discussions immediately on a 
program of direct economic and military assistance to South 
Vietnam. Ambassador Heath also was authorized to acquaint 
French and Vietnamese' officials with the US attitude, and to 
work out with General Ely a plan for neutralizing the 
opposition of Generals Hinh~ Xuan~ and,Vien. A joint State
Defense message, also of 22 October~ repeated for both 
Ambassador Heath and ,General.O I D3.niel the US policy to sup
port Diem and directed them to begin a crash program to 
improve the loyalty and effectiveness of the Vietnamese armed 
forces. To accomplish this task, all the assets of the US 
Government in Vietnam would be available. Ambassador Dillon, 
in Paris, was instructed to present the French with the US 
program and to suggest that France had n~S been giving Diem 
all the support of which it was capable. 

This crash program and, in particular, the charge that 
France had fallen short in its support of Diem had an 
electric effect upon the French. Minister La Chambre replied 
that the President l s letter to'Diem, offering to work out 
immediate procedures of direct aid, was a clear-cut violation 
of the Washington Agreement. Under Secretary S~th, recalled ~. 
La Chambre', had distinctly agreed to tripartite distri button 
of assistance funds. Moreover, the accusation that France 
had not been,working actively to consolidate the Diem regime 
was ,not only untrue, but a direct reflection upon himself, 
General Ely, and the honor of the French Government. Although 
convinced that Diem was leading Vietnam to disaster, Minister 
La Chambre declared that France was still willing to support 
him. "We prefer to lose in Vietnam with the U.S. rather 
than to win without them," said the Minister. "We would 
rather support Diem knowing he is going to lose and thus keep 

28. (TS) Msgs, state TODUL 14 to Paris; state 1678 to 
Saigon and Parisj 220ct.54. The President l s letter had been 
drafted in August and a copy made available to the French, 
but delivery had been held up pendin~ clarification of the 
Vietnamese ~olitical situation. (TS) Msg, Jt State-Defense 
(state 1679) to Paris and Saigon, 22 Oct 54. 
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Franco-U.S. solidarity than to pick someone who could retain 
Vietnam r,or the free ·world if this meant breaking Franco-U. S. 
solidarity. "29 t. ,.' 

Upon learning of this conversation., Secretary'Dulles 
drafted a formal, message to Premier Mendes-France. The 
United States., said the Secretary., considered the crash pro
gram "as being in ,furtherance of the ,understandings reached 
at Washington. 1f In addition., although the United States had 
not "the' slightest idea of' que~tloning the ~ood faith of the 
French Government.," the f'act remained that 'many French 
officials have not concealed their belief that Diem has 
failed ... and that he should be replaced." The result 
of this attitude was the "impasse in Sai~on." Minister 
La Chambre received Mr. Dulles"message with little corrunent." 
He did, however, suggest a "way out of' the·mess." Tam, he 
thought snould be. made Minister of. the 'Interior in Diem's 
government

6 
for "Here is a man who knows how to fight Com-

munists. "3 . . 

The' indignation in Paris notwithstanding., Ambassador 
Heath and General O'naniel, in Saigon, devised a comprehen
sive plan., with political., economic., and military31 courses 
of action., to put the NSC decisions into effect. The more 
important political features envisioned statements of mutual 
reconciliation by Diem and Hinh and Hinh's departure for ' 
France on a "study mission. If Xuan was to be put aside and 
Vien taken into the government, although not in control of 
the Interior Ministry. Diem was to effect a house-cleaning 
of hi~ administration,. and personally circulate among the 
people. In the economic field., a general statement would be 
made declaring the government's int~ntion to inaugurate a 
comprehensive land reform program. 3 

The plan of action was based on three admittedly 
untested assumptions: that Diem could be persuaded to accept 
the Ambassador's proposals; that Hinh would carry out his 

29. (TS) Msgs,. Paris 1718 to State., 24 Oct 54; 1736, 
25 Oct 54. 

30. (TS) Msgs, state 1565 to Paris, 29 Oct 54; Paris 
1835 to State; 1836; 30 Oct 54. 

31. 
32. 

See Chapter III, ~. 6i. 
(.S) Msg, Saigon. 1 09 0 State, 27 oct 54. 
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promise, recently made to General O'Daniel, to give the 
government his loyal support; and that the French would 
coo~erate, in fact as well as in name, ,at all echelons. 33 
l\Jpne ()t' the:.3c cu';:~urnt)tl()n:1 'proved ,1mlll<:'uiutely va] Id. DIem 
remained as stubborn as ever~ Hinh continued hiG intrigues. 
There was no noticeable improvement of local French support. 
The crash program, as a result, made little headway.. The 
political 'stalemate continued, the Diem government grew' 
weaker, and communist influence spread through the country
side. 

French Policy 

Aggravating tli"e stalemate- in Vietnam was the contra
dictory French policy toward Indochina. In formulating a 
policy, the Mendes-France government was apparently torn by 
factions striving toward conflicting objectives. Some 
members of the government wished to join with the' United 
States in halting the spread of communism in Indochina and 
the rest of Southeast Asia. Others thought coexistence with 
the Viet Minh offered the only chance to protect French 
commerce, bUSiness, industry, and cultural institutions in 
North Vietnam. Still others were interested only in pre
serving the paramount position of France, and in blocking 
the growing influence of the United States, in South Vietnam. 
The French, howeVer, had two strong incentives for adapting 
their policy to US ideas. They needed US financial support 
of the FEe, and they wished to avoid friction in Franco
American relations. France therefore subscribed, at the _ 
Washington Conference, to a four-point p~ogram to be under
taken in concert with the United States. First, France would 
"support the independence" ,of the Associated states. Second, 
within the limitations imposed by Geneva, France would "oppose 
the extension of /Viet Minh7 influence or control" in 
Indochina. Third~ France would undertake, in cooperation 
with the United States, programs of economic and military 
assistance to strengthen the Associated States. Finally, 
France would support Prime Minister Diem in establishing a 
a strong anticommunist regime in South Vietnam.34 These 
principles were later reaffirmed in conversations held 

33. Ibid. 
34. \S) Dept of State, ELaC Memo 16, "Minute of Under

standing,' 4 Oct 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) BP pt 14. 
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between President Eisenhower and Premier Mendes-~~ance 
in November'. 

France 'consistently professed ita adherence to the 
policy adopted at the Washington Conference. Nonetheless, 
the behavior o~ French o~ficials frequently cast doubt on the 
resolution with which the Mendes-France government intended 
to execute this policy. This'behavior was nowhere more 
evident to the Vnited states than in France's accommodative 
attitude toward the new Viet Minh regime. 

French policy toward the Viet Minh can be explained 
partly by a widespread belle~ in France that the Viet Minh 
would inevitably win._ all_.of Vietnam despite French and US 
efforts, and that the French economic and cultural investment 
in Tonkin.m~~ht not.be lost if France appro~ched the Viet Mirih 
in a conciliatory fashion. Moreover, as Ambassador Dillon 
reported in November, Premier Mendes-France had found in 
Vietnam a ~r si tuation ideally designed to test /the7. basis of 
his fundamental political philosophy" of "peaceful coexist- . 
ence," and his .government had become increasingly "disposed 
to explore and consider a policy looking toward an eventual 
peaceful North-South rapprochement" on terms favorable ,to the 
Viet Minh.35 

As a result of this thinking, the French insisted upon 
what some US diplomats thought an overly strict interpretation 
of the Vietnam Agreement. There was strong sentiment in the 
Department of State ~or avoiding at all costs the projected 
1956 elections in Vietnam. This purpose could be accomplished 
without great difficulty since the armistice provisions govern
ing elections were extremely vague. In addition, South 
Vietnam had not been a party to the Geneva Agreements and was 
therefore not pledged to conduct elections. The French, how
ever, were unalterably opposed to any policy that might be 
construed, even remotely, as a violation of Geneva. The 

. French would a~cept the results of general elections, thought 
Ambassador Dillon, "however academic that exercise may . 
eventually prove to be." Premier Mendes-France had declared 
publicly that France intended to demand elections and abide 
by the results, and Minister La Chambre had stated that, if 
Ho Chi Minh won by a majority .of a §in,gle vote, France would 
permit him to have all of Vietnam.3b · 

35. (s) Msg, 'Paris 2080 to state, 15 Nov 54. 
36. Ibid. (S) Msg, Saigon 1611 to State,' 27 Oct 54. 
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The influence of the proponents of coexistence was 
apparent, for example, in the dispatch to Hanoi of Jean 
:3ainteny).., who had negotiated the March 1946 accords with 
the DRV.~7 M. Sainteny was charged with working out agree
ments with the Viet Minh for protection of French interests 
in Tonkin. Although his terms of reference contemplated 
pur~ly consular activities, Sainteny's mission could not 
help but have political overtones, especially in view of his 
past a~tivities in behalf of rapprochement with the Viet 
Minh.3(j : 

The Sainteny Mission greatly disturbed General Ely. He 
confided to Ambassador Heath his fear that Sainteny would 
soon tire of-a dull consula~-role and begin to promote 
political friendship and cooperation with Nprth Vietnam. 
General Ely declared that he would have been much happier 
had Paris sent a "stupid type of consular o:rficer" rather 
than a man of Sa1nteny's "active stripe." Seriously con
cerned over the evident duplicity of French policy, he flew 
to France to learn just what Paris intended to do. There 
he informed Premier Mendes-France that he was not disposed 
to retain his assignment if French policy, as reflected by 
the Sainteny Mission, was to playa "double game" in North 
and South Vietnam with the intention of eventually backing 
the side that came out on top. The Premier gave General Ely 
unqualified assurance that the policy of the French Govern
ment was to give maximum support to anticommunist elements 
in South Vietnam and to do everything possible to contribute 
to the success of these elements in the 1956 elections. 
Placated, the General returned to Saigon, but there was no 
perceptible change in French policy.39 

37. See (TS-GP 1) JCS Hist Div, History of the Indo
china Incident, 1940-1954, pp. 102-103. 

38. (TS) Msg~ Paris 646 to state, 15 Aug 54~ (S) Msg, 
Saigon 494 to state, 8 Aug 54. 

39. (c) Msg, Saigon 795 to state, 29 Aug 54~ ($) Msgs, 
Saigon 507 to State, 10 Aug 54; 721, 24 Aug 54. (TS) Msg, 
Paris 646 to state, 15 Aug 54. Amb. Dillon reported on 20 
October a conversation -with Jacques Raphael-Leygues, French 
Union Counsellor and reputedly a member of the Mendes-France 
Ifbrain-trust" on Indochinese affairs. Sainteny, said 
Raphael-Leygues, had convinced the government that South 
Vietnam was doomed and ~hat the "only possible mea.ns of 
salvaging anything was to play Viet Minh game and woo Viet 
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M. Sainteny's e~~orts to sa~eguard.French economic interests led, in December, to an agreement with Ho Chi Minh permitting French enterprise to carry 0n without discrimination. On the sur~ace the agreement appeared to be an important concession, but French businessmen in Indochina were not optimistic. They pointed 'out that, although Ho had guaranteed .freedom of operation wfthoutdiscrimination, he had insisted that French enterprises be regulated by Viet Minh legislation. The communists could thus do as they pleased with French business merely by 'passing appropriate legislation~ Ho had granted the right to sell .freely in the' Tonkinese market.and to transfer profits to the franc zone. But the Viet Minh piaster had no value outside the communist orbit, and no purpose would be served by transfer. Most French "concerns 'decided- that potential profits were not worth the risks, and they prepared to withdraw from North Vietnam. Sainteny nonetheless remained in Hanoi as France4s Ifgeneral delegate" to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. '0 

Although at the Washington Conference the French had pledged themselves to support the Diem government, the promise had been given with obvious reluctance. Of~icials in Saigon" r'ecei ving no authori tati ve leadership from Paris, not only persisted in their antagonism toward Diem, but worked more openly to undermine his regime. Paris continued its efforts to convince the United states that Diem ought to be replaced by men such as Tam, Xuan,. or Vien. Diem, already recognized by the French as a Francophobe, added to French hostility toward his government by inter.fering with Sainteny's prospects for a settlement with Ho Chi Minh.4I 

Minh away from Communist ties in hope of creating Titoist Vietnam which would cooperate with France and might even adhere to French Union." When the rift appeared between FrancE' and the United States over the government to be' supported in Saigon, the French deferred to the United States in order to obtain financial support of the FEC and to fix responsibility for eventual loss of South Vietnam on the United States. General Ely, said Raphael-Leygues, was not fully lIau courant" with these facts and was "playing straight game of honestly cooperating with United St.ates." (C) Msg, Paris 1665 to State, 29 Oct 54. 
40. NY Times, 11 De~ 54~ 3:7; 12 Dec 54, 42:1. (C) Msgs, State 2413 to Saigon, 13 Dec 54; Paris 2542 to State, 14 Dec 54. 
41. (S) NIE 63-7-54, 23 Nov 54, pp. 4" 7-8. 
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Prince Buu Hoi, a member of Bao Dai's court, had in 
past years been friendly to the Viet Minh cause, and he 
quickly became the outstanding contender for Diem's job. 
By November, Buu Hoi had enlisted an impressive array of 
supporters, and Ambassador Dillon reported that Premier 
Mendes-France and Minister La Chambre were inclined to favor 
the Prince as an eventual alternate to Diem. Alarmed at the 
propo~tions the Buu Hoi campaign was assuming, Secretary of 
State Dulles instructed Ambassador Dillon to inform the 
French Government that "So far as Buu Hoi is concerned we 
can state that if he or a person of his political ideologies" 
were to:replace Diem as Prime Minister "a basic re-examination 
of .our present policy with respect to Viet-Nam would be 
entailed." This declaratidn was received "without grace" in 
the French Forei~ Office, and French'officials continued to 
champion Buu HOi. 42 

The conflicting currents of French policy put the United 
States at a disadvantage in dealing' with France vis-a-vis 
Indochina. France repeatedly insisted that its policy was to 
oppose the extension of communism in Vietnam, but much 
evidence suggested that the Mendes-France government was 
reconciled to an all-communist Vietnam. France also insisted 
that 'it was fully supporting Diem, but officials in Saigon 
consistently gave support to his political ~nemies, while 
diplomats in Paris advanced a galaxy of unacceptable candi
dates for the consideration of the United States. 

The Question of Independence 

Intricately involved in the French turmoil over Indo
china policy was the question of the independence of the 
Associated States. Prior to the Washington Conference, the 
United States, to the annoyance of the French, had made 
clear its interest in seeing France accord full independence 
to the three States, as promised at Geneva. France believed, 
said Ambassador Dillon, that the United States had an "almost 
psychotic attachment to 'independence' without giving suf
ficient thought and attention to the practical problems and 
risks involved." This belief did not, however, deter Ambas
sador Dillon from pointing out that the United States would 

42. (S) Msgs, Paris 1883 to state, 3 Nov 54; state 1737 
to Paris, 10 Nov 54; Paris 2018 to State, 11 Nov 54. 
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be more inclined to consider· generous aid programs in Indo
china if France attacked the'problem of independence.immedi
ately andvigorously.43 . Spec1rically, France should satisfy 
the nationalistic aspirations of the Vietnamese. Laos and 
Cambodia presented no ~articuiar difficulty. Both had 
recently been granted independence, and although France had 
maintained c.onsiderable influence in. Laotian· aff'airs, the 
Cambodian government believed itself· to be truly independent, 
and acted accordingly. 

The policy of the Mendes-France government toward South '.:' 
Vietnam was~ as Minister La Chambre expressed it, to grant 
total independence "without retaining anything in the back 
of /the7 bureau drawer .. n But this policy did not imply 
relaxa't1on of the average Frenchman I s resolute att'achment to 
the concept of the French Union. He believed that full 
sovereignty and membership in the Union we.re entirely com
patible, and he would sanction no policy that did not include 
Vietnam in the French Union. The Union offered economic and 
commercial advantages, the trappings of world power, and the 
opportunity to advance French culture overseas. No French 
Government dared defy public opinion by permitting severance· 
of Union ties. Nevertheless, as the United states had pointed 
out at Geneva, any relationship that failed to recognize the 
right of South Vietnam to withdraw from the French Union was 
not true independence. 44 

An entirely new formula for granting independence to 
South' Vietnam wa:3 now developed by the 'Mende:J~France govern
ment, which planned to discard the treaty of independence 
initialled by the Laniel government in June 1954. Minister 
La Chambre, in explaining this suprise move, declared that 
previous governments had followed a "terrible policy. I! They' 
had negotiated basic treaties and then had attempted to hold 
back the attributes of sovereignty by narrow interpretation 
of technical accords. Moreover., because of the partition of 
Vietnam, conclUSion of a formal treaty might give the 
impression of creating a permanently divided country. The 
treaty was therefore to be replaced' by a three-phase program. 
First, all possible technical services would be turned over 
to the Vietnamese immediately. Second, a four-power meeting 

43. (s) Msgs, Paris 366 to State, 27 Jul 54; 715, 
20 Aug 54. 

44. (S) Msgs, Paris 366 to State, 27 Jul 54; 438, 
30 Jul 54~ 
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would examine matters of common interest. Finally~ any 
~emaining French functions in Vietnam would be transferred 
LS soon after the four-power conference as possible. 45 .. - '-.", - -- .. 

Pursuant to the ·first phase of this program, General 
Ely transferred to Vietnam the d1r:?':~tion of the port of Saigon, 
all local administrative and judicial functions, 'meteoro
logical services, and civil av.iation. France retained, none
theless, an influential role in South Vietnam's. military 
affairs~ and the FEe remained, in the eyes of the local 
population, a bar to genuine independence. Premier Mendes
France had promised to withdraw the FEC upon request. Accord
ingly, the Diem government in September asked Paris to evacu
ate the FEC by May 1956, in order that South Vietnam might 
face national elections free of this symbol of French 
colonialism. 46 

Delegates from France and from each of the Associated 
States met in Paris on 26 August to reorganize the financial 
and economic relationship of the four countries to accord 
with the status of independence. The conferees decided to 
liquidate the Bank of Indochina and institute separate banks 
of issue and separate currencies. For the time being, how
ever, each State would retain the piaster as the unit of 
currency, with the same rate of exchange with the franc as 
earlier. As the United States had urged, the delegates did' 
not link the piaste~ to the Viet Minh currency. Furthermore, 
Premier Diem assured the United States that no exchange . 
relationship would be established. The four-power customs 
union was abolished, leaving France to negotiate bilateral 
accords with each state for sEecial economic privileges as 
a member of the French Union. 7 

Although agreement on breaking up the quadripartite 
organizations came quickly, the conference dragged on for 
four months. Cambodians and Vietnamese, jealous of their 
national rights, argued endlessly over navigation of the 
Mekong River, preferential treatment for Cambodia in the port 
of Saigon, and division of assets formerly held in common. 

45. Ibid. 
46. (c) Msg, Paris 849' to State, 28 Aug 54. NY Times, 

17 Sep 54, p. 3; 28 Sep 54, p. 1. 
47. NY Times, 27 Aug 54 ~ p. 5; 3 Sep 54, p. 5.;, 30 Dec 54, 

p. 1. (s) Msgs, state 740 to Paris, 30' Aug 54; Saigon 580 to 
state, 14 Aug 54. 
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When the meeting finally adjourned in December, the three 
States had' agreed ·to· fotind,'a tripartite control board t·o 
supervise navigc.t .... on· 'on' ·the Mekong; and to negotiate 
bilateral accords giving Cambodia and Laos sp~§ial facilities 
in Saigon and ·tr~nsit rights through Vietnam. 

The transfer of services and abolition of the four-power 
organizations wiped out 'almost the last vestiges of French 
c·olon1alism in Indochina. For 'all 'practical purposes the 
Indochinese' states were now ·independent. In the native m1nd~ 
however, real independence was not possible while French 
troops remained and while membership in the French Union was 
complusory. . 

The Situation in North Vietnam 

While' the situation in South Vietnam in the months 
following the Geneva Conference grew more chaotic, the out
look in North Vietnam was quite the reverse. The Viet Minh, 
moved immediately to assert and consolidate control there. 
The tricolor was lowered over Hanoi on 9 October 1954, and· 
the French garrison withdrew to Haiphong. Viet Minh troops 
in Soviet trucks and jeeps entered the city, to be greeted' 
by wildly cheering Vietnamese. In succeeding weeks the Viet 
Minh followed·the pattern of discipline, orderliness, and 
moderation that had characterized the early period of com
munist rule in China. The administrative system was not 
materially changed, and most Vietnamese civil· servants 
retained their posts in the municipal government. Corruption 
in any form was attacked, and prostitution and other vice 
that had flourished in Hanoi were abolished. Before long, 
however, the marks of authoritarian rule became evident. 
Propaganda posters cluttered the city, and the population was 
mobilized into "discussion groups" that were required to 
listen to lectures, learn slogans, and sing communist songs. 
Also the Viet Minh, although they announced the abolition 
of press censorship, took over the n~wspapers and printed 
nothing but communist-line material. 49 > 

48. £U~ Msgs, Paris 1545 to state, 12 Oct 54, DA IN 
654436; 1 6 , 21 Oct 54. (C) 'Msg, Paris 2360 to state, 
4 Dec 54. NY Times, 20 Oct 54, p. 12; .. 30 Dec 54, p. 1. 

49. NY Times, 10 Oct 54, p. ~; 21 Oct 54, p. 11. 
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United states Consul Thomas G. Corcoran and five assist
,lnts remained in Hanoi after t~8 French withdrew. The Viet 
Minh radio charged that this US presence constituted "a 
violation of the diplomatic sovereignty of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam., II', a violation "completely contrary .to the 
Geneva agreements. II A.lthough no att<:711pt was made to expel 
Mr. Corcoran~ the communists applied increasing administrative 
and logistical pressure designed to harass US consular 
officials and disrupt, if not block, all consular activities. 50 

In the metropolitan display-case of Hanoi, the Viet Minh 
made a great show of respecting the Vietnam Agreement. Out
side the city they_we:r'e l_~ss m9derate and freely evaded the 

..... armistice agreement wherever convenient. The most flagrant 
violations were evident in the Viet Minh effort to prevent 
refugees from migrating to the south. Road blocks were 
erected, refugees physically intimidated, children snatched 
from their parents, group' leaders arrested, and boat-loads 
of emigrants bombarded with mortars and fired upon with auto
matic weapons. The Viet Minh insisted upon absurdly strict 
interpretation of regulations and impossible administrative 
restrictions. Refugees were forbidden to sell their property. 
Those who were turned back or failed to find transportation 
were prohibited from reoccupying their land. Untold numbers 
of Tonkinese were thus deterred from fleeing the conununist 
regime.51 

.. The Viet Minh respected the military provisions of the 
armistice no more than those dealing with refugees. General 
Vo Nguyen Giap continued to expand a:nd modernize his army. 
Intelligence sources reported that, during the last six 
months of 1954, the Viet Minh formed four new infantry 
divisions and one heavy division, and added an organic 
artillery battalion to each division. The same sources 
reported the importation from China, in violation of the 
Geneva Agreement~ of 150 artillery pieces, over 500 mortars, 

50. NY Times, 29 Oct 54, 5:3. (TS) Memo, OCB, Working 
Group on Indochlna to Chm, OCB,"Special status Report on 
Indochina . . . , It 14 Dec 54~ . 

51. (LOU) Msg, Saigon 2114 to State, 6 Dec 54, DA IN 
103403. 
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9,000 automatic weapons, 500 recoilless rifles),. 400 milftary 
vehicles, and large'quantities of ammunition.5c 

Truce violations by the Viet Minh were not confined to 
Tonkin. In South Vietnam the politico-military cadres left 
by the departing Viet Minh armies began preparing, clan
destinely; for the 1956 elections. In Cambodia the govern
ment suspected that not all Viet Minh' soldiers had been with
drawn and knew that the Khmer Resi'stance Forces had not been 
disbanded. In ~os, Pathet Lao troops remained in control of 
the two provinces bordering Tonkin, and refused to recognize 
the hegemony of- -the'- Royal- Laotian Government. 53 

The International Control Commissions (ICCs) in Laos, 
Cambodia, and Vietnam were almost powerless to enforce the 
armistice regulations. The Indian, Canadian, and Polish 
members of the teams rarely agreed on any issue. The 
Canadians sought to discharge their duties in an objective 
and unbiased fashion, but the Indians took a neutral stance,' 
perferring negotiation rather than voting with either side. 
Both the Indians and the Canadians, however, felt that all 
chances of cooperation would be destroyed if they permitted 
either side to use the findings of the Commissions for propa
ganda purposes -. The Poles, on the other hand, were not so 
scrupulous. To the disillusionment of the Indians, the Poles 
proved obstructive, biased, and unreasonable; they directed 
their energies less to the business of the Commissions than 
to gathering propaganda material for the Viet Minh.54 

Attempts of the Commission assigned to Vietnam to investi
gate violations in Tonkin were consistently thwarted by the 
Viet Minh. Investigators were harassed with onerous adminis
trative requirements as well as with restrictions on travel. 

52. (S) Intelligence Advisory Corr~ittee, IAC-D-93/2, 
IIVietminh Violations of the Geneva Agreements Through . 
31 December' 1954·."· (Her.eafter' cited as lAC, Vietminn Violations.) 
(S) ivTsg, CHMAAG Indochina MG. 3267 A, 1 Oct '54, CCS 092 ASlu 
.(6-25-48) sec 84. 

53. (S) lAC, 
state, 30 Jul 54, 

54. (S l Msg, 
103027. (S lAC, 

Vietminh Violations. (S)' Msg, Saigon 383 to 
DA IN 75514. 
Saigon 2070 to State, 3 Dec 54, DA IN 
Vietminh Violations. 
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They had to give advance notice before arriving in a given 
area, thus permitting the Viet Minh ample time to set the 
stage and terrorize prospective witnesses. By c'ontrast, 
r~presentatives of the Commission operated with complete 
freedom in South Vietnam. Nevertheless, in at least five 
incidents investigated during the last few months of 1954 
the Commission unanimously placed the blame on South Vietnam. 
An Indian official confided to an Embassy officer that the 
VNA was "inexperienced and trigger-happy," and that in some 
cases Vietnamese officers had ordered crowds of their own 
people dispersed with hand grenades. The Indian admitted 
that Viet Minh agents were probably-agitating the populace, 
but_evidence could rarely be obtained to confirm the 
suspicion.55 -- -- --- --

Interference with the ICC was but one manifestation of 
the ruthless and efficient control the V1.et Minh were rapidly 
extending over Tonkin. Contrasted with the Saigon government, 
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam was, as one correspondent 
expressed it, "indisputably strong, confident, and unified." 
By the end of 1954, the Viet Minh were well advanced in con
verting Tonkin into a genuine totalitarian communist state, 
with every phase of national and private life rigidly eon
trolled by the Hanoi government. Only the Haiphong enclave 
remained in French hands, and the Viet Minh were poised to 
obliterate this last remnant of the old order when the evacu
ation period expired in May 1955. 

55. Ibid. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE COLLINS MISSION 

By November 1954, South Vietnam had been in the grip 
of political anarchy for over three months. No end 
seemed in sight., and. French and US officials in Saigon 
saw little hope of preventing Annam and .Cochin-China from 
going the way-of- Tonkirr~ In Washington, President 
Eisenhower was becoming increasingly concerned. He con
cluded that the deteriorating situation in South Vietnam 
called for extraordinary measures. To attempt the task of 
restoring order and hope in the future of the beleaguered 
nation, the President dispatched General J. Lawton Collins~ 
USA, then serving as the US member on the Military 
Committee of NATO, on a special mission to Saigon. General 
Collins was designated Special United States Representa
tive in Vietnam with the personal rank of Ambassador, and 
given broad authority to direct, utilize, and control all 
agencies and resources of the United States in South 
Vietnam. 

On the eve of General Collins' departure, the 
President outlined the mission to. be accomplished, as 
follows: 

The immedia te and urgent requirement. . . . 
is to assist in stabilizing and strengthening 
the legal government of Viet-Nam under the premier
ship of Ngo Dinh Diem. Accordingly, the principal 
task of your mission is to coordinate and direct 
a program in support of that government to enable 
it to: (a) promote internal security and political 
and economic stability, (b) establish and maintain 
control throughout the territory, and (c) effect
ively counteract Viet Minh infiltration and para
military activities south of the. military demarca
tion line. As an initial framework for a concrete 
program of action you should (a) use the joint 
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instructions which the Departments of State and 
Defense transmitted to the American Embassy in 
Saigon on October 22 and (b) take into cons1~era
tion the latter~s reply of October 27, 1954. 

When the President's action was communicated to 
General Ely, whose cooperation was essential to the 
success of the Collins' mission, the response was not 
encouraging. Although expressing warm friendship and 
high esteem for General Collins, General Ely declared 
that such a mission would inevitably create an unfavorable 
impression in bpth France and free Vietnam, for it would 
be 'interpreted as evidence that the United States was 
planning to take over Indochina. He even implied that 
he might have to resign if the United States.insisted on 
the assignment. 2 But General Ely did not resign, and on 
11 November 1954 General Collins arrived in Saigon. 

The Seven-Point Program 

General Collins found himself confronted with a 
situation of discouraging complexity. For weeks Diem's 
government had been virtually paralyzed by the defiance 
of General Nguyen Van Hinh, who was supported by a large 
portion of the army, by General Le Van Vien and the Binh 
Xuyen, by ex-President Nguyen Van Xuan, and sub rosa, by 
many French officials. The Cao Dai and Hoa Hao sects, 
ha ving finally been persuaded to .join the government, 
nevertheless pursued their own selfish goals with scant 
regard for the national interest. In addition to 
powerful political opposition, the Diem government was 
burdened with the immense task of caring for the thousands 
of refugees pouring in from North Vietnam. Only a fraction 
of the refugees could be resettled in the rural areas, for 
many provinces had fallen under control of Viet Minh 
shadow governments, and others had become feudal domains 

1. (TS) Ltr, Pres to GEN Collins, 3 Nov 54, CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) sec 88. See Ch. II, pp. 42-43 for the 
joint State-Defense instructions and Ambassador Heath's 
reply. . 

2. (TS) Msg, Saigon 1686 to State, 3 Nov 54. 
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of the sects or, worse, objects of dispute between them~. 
"From nearly every pOint of view," General Collins recalled 
later, "'fre~' Vietnam appeared headed toward absorption 
by the .Viet Minh,1t either "through a French-managed 
accommodation with the Communists or throu~h the restora
tion of a scarcely veiled colonial system. The latter, 
added the General, II cou l q have been sustained against the 
Viet Minh only by' the weight· of arms which, paradoxicallYn3 the French had' made clear' they had no intention of USing. 

Devising a comprehensive. and '9rderly approach to 
this tangled situation was indeed a: formidable under
taking. General Collins, however, ·proposed tq General 
Ely that they unite' their efforts to attain six specific 
objectives designed to counteract the political, economic, 
and military chaos of Vietnam. General'Elyagreed,and 
at his r.equest a seventh, dealing with educational matters, 
was added. 

The first objective of this seven-point program was 
the solution of the problem of·the Vietnamese armed 
forces, especially the army. The VNA's support of General 
Hinh had been largely responsible for prolonging the 
political impasse, which in turn was delaying both 
political and economic reforms. Until. it was molded into 
an efficiently org~nized, tightly disciplined, well
trained force loyal to the legal' government, the VNA 
could not extend the authority of the central government 
to the provinces. And until the provinces'were brought 
under the effective administrative control of Saigon, 
the US objective of a stable, anticommunist Vietnam could 
not be realized. 

The second objective was that of' strengthening and 
broadening the Diem government. The Premier was running 
what was virtually a one-man operation, and General 
Collins believed that the key· ministries should be filled 
at once with capable and energetiC men. A complementary 
goal was to set up' some sort of national assembly as sOOu 
as possible. Except for municipal and provincial councils,' 

3. (TS) Memo, Collins to SecState, "Report on Vietnam 
to the National Security Council,tI 20 Jan 55, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 3. (Hereafter cited as Collins Report 
to NSC.) 
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for which the last elections had been held in 1953, South 
Vietnam had no representative institutions, and the Diem 
government badly ne~ded a measure of identification with 
democracy. 

The closely allied pre': :.ems of land reform and refugees 
occupied prominent position~ in the Collins-Ely program. 
The task'was not only to care fo~ the immediate wants of 
the emigrants from Tonkin, but also to devise a long-range 
program that would win their political support, bring into 
productivity the uncultivated land, and give South Vietna
mese tenant farmers an investment in freedom by granting 
them ownership of the land they tilled. Measures to 
modernize the financial-and economic· structure of Vietnam, 
to develop local talent in all fields, especially civil 
service, and to improve education completed the seven-point 
program. 

Generals Collins and Ely formed specialized working 
groups from their respective staffs to draw up detailed 
programs in each of the seven categories. These working 
groups would submit draft plans to the two Generals, who 
would resolve differences and settle upon an agreed 
Franco-American position. This position would then be 
used as the basis for recommendations to Premier Diem and 
for consultations with representatives, of the Vietnamese 
government agencies responsible for putting the program 
into effec,t. French and US information agencies were to 
concentrate on giving Diem full credit for any progress 
that might be made. 4 

In subsequent weeks, a close and highly satisfactory 
relationship developed between Generals Collins and Ely. 
The distaste with which Ely had received the appointment 
of General Collins was apparently overcome. Although 
General Ely sincerely cooperated with General Collins in 
carrying out most features of the seven-fold appro~ch, 
the attitudes of the government in Paris and the French 
community in Saigon limited his authority. Most French
men seemed unable either to understand the new order that 
had emerged in Vietnam or to face the necessity for sur
rendering additional French influence in Vietnamese affairs. 

4. Ibid. (S) Msg, Saigon 2004 to State, 29 Nov 54, 
DA IN 101696-3, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 88. 
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In the end,. therefore, it was General Collins who initiated 
most of the concrete measures of. reform, and who provided the 
impetus that carried them forwa.rd despite the many obstacles. 

The Problem of G:reating an Effective VNA 

Even before General Collins went to Saigon, the United 
states had realized that Vietnam desperately needed a strong, 
well-trained army to 'cope with its formidable internal security 
problem. The role of the United States in developing such an 
army, however, became a subject of disagreement between the 
Department of state and the Joint Chiefs 'of Staff. 

The dispute was __ touched of.f by General 0' r::aniel, Chief
MAAG Indochina. 5 In the week followirJ,g the signing of the, ... 
Geneva Agreements, General O'Daniel had urged that the United' 
states undertake, without French interference, a priority pro
gram for training the VNA. Pointing out that the Vietnam 
Agreement prohibited the enlargement of foreign contingents 
in Vietnam after 11 August 1954, he recommended that MAAG 
Indochina be immediately increased in order to carry out a 
realistic training program. Seeing that final decision would 
be delayed beyond 11 August, General O'Daniel took advantage 
of the passage trhough Saigon of one hundred Air Force mechan
ics en route to Manila to expand his roster of authorized 
personnel.6 

Ambassador Heath and his superiors in the State Depart
ment strongly concurred with General O'Daniel's recommendations, 
but the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not. They had no wish to be 
drawn into a situation where the United States would have 
responsibility for a program that faced a good chance of failure 
through factors beyond US control~ The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
therefore defined four "preconditions" they considered should 
be met before the united states assumed any training obliga
tions in Vietnam or Cambodia. First, a strong and stable 
civil government should be in control of the country. "It is 
hopeless," warned the Joint Chiefs of Staff, "to expect a U.S. 

""' 

5. As a concession to LTG Navarre's rank consciousness, 
LTG O'r::aniel had taken a one-grade reduction in rank upon 
assignment to MAAG in the spring of 1954. With GEN Navarre's 
replacement by GEN Paul Ely, GEN O'Daniel's three-star ·rank 
was restored in August 1954. 

6. (TS) Msg, CHMAAG Indochina MG2062Z to DA, 27 Jul 54, 
DA IN 74737, CCS 092 As-ia (6-25-48) sec 76. (TS) Msgs, Saigon 
301 to State, 24 J~l- 54;. ~6~~ 29 Jul 54. 
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military training mission to achieve success unless the nation 
concerned is able effectively to perform those governmental 
functions essential to the successful raisj'g and maintenance 
of armed forces.t.I Second, each state should formally request 
US financial support and training assistance. Third, the 
French should grant full independence to the Associated states 
and provide for a phased withdrawal of French troops, officers, 
and advisers. Without this provision, reasoned the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, there would be lack of motivation and an un
sound basis for the establishment of indigenous armed forces. 
A~ a corollary of this stipulation, the United states from the· 
beginning should deal directly with the native governments, 
"completely independent of French participation or control." 
Finally, the size ano. compos.i tJon of the forces should be 
based on "local military requirements and the overall U.S. 
interests. 'I Only when these conditions were fulfilled, they 
believed, should the United states commit itself to training 
and financing the native· forces.7 

Secretary of State Dulles pointed out in reply that 
Cambodia already had met the four conditions. Cambodia had 
formally requested US assistance, it qualified as politically 
stable, and it enjoyed complete sovereignty. The command of 
the Royal Khmer Army had been handed over to the King, and with 
the exception of a few French advisers attached to ·Cambodian 
military forces, French troops had been removed from Cambodian 
soil. Although Vietnam could not meet the JCS specifications, 
Secretary Dulles believed that the United States should never
theless undertake a training program~ Strengthening the army, 
he reasoned, was in fact a prerequisite to political stability. 
Conceding that the problem was the "familiar hen-and-egg argu
ment," he nonetheless asserted that "one of the most efficient 
means of enabling the Vietnamese Government to become strong 
is to assist it in reorganizing the National Army and in train
ing that Army." The FEC had not been withdrawn from Vietnam, 
but "It would be militarily disastrous to demand the withdraw
al of French forces . . . before the creation of a new National 
Army." Secretary Dulles saw no reason why the United States 
could not train the Vietnamese forces at the same time the 
French were gradually phasing out their troops.8 

7. (S) Memo, JCS to SecDef, .trU.S. As..sumption of Training 
Responsibilities in Indochina," 4 Aug 54 (derived from JCS 
1992/367), CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 77. (s) Ltr, SecDef to 
SecState, 12 Aug 54, same file, sec 80. 

8. (S) Ltr, Secstate to SecDef, 18 Aug 54, App to Encl 
to JCS 1992/388, 3 Sep 54, same file, sec 82. 
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Meanwhile, however, the National Security Council had 
decided that political factors outweighed the military con
siderations on which the Joint Chiefs of Staff had. based their 
opinion. NSC 5429/1, adopted by the Council on 12 August and 
approved by the rresident on the same day, stated that, 
"working through:the French only insofar as necessary,1I the 
United States would assist in the buildup of indigenous "mili
tary forces necessary for internal security." ' Succeeding 
events were to prove this policy much more easily conceived 
than executed.9 , 

With provision for assumption of training responsibilities 
by the United States incorporated into Fair Eastern policy, 
Secretary Dulles notified the French in August that the United 
States intended to as-sign---a training mission to MAAG Saigon. 
But the Joint Chiefs of Staff still believed that their four 
conditions should be fulfilled before the United States 
launched a training program. Reviewing the problem on 22 
September, they concluded that these conditions had not yet 
been met. They accordingly recommended that no commitment to 
train the VNA be made during forthcoming talks with French 
officials. 10 

The State Department, on the other hand, reasoned that 
the French, if presented with the JCS conditions, certainly 
would not agree to exchange French for US influence in Vietna
mese military affairs. The United States then would have 
either to discard the conditions or withdraw its support for 
Vietnam. The latter alternative was unacceptable because of 
the extensive investment of US money and prestige in Indo
china, and the obligations recently assumed under the Manila 
Pact. ' The position of the United states, therefore, was to 
make no commitments on training the VNA, but to concentrate 
on more immediate problems. 11 

The training issue, in the following weeks, became 
enmeshed in a dispute between the state Department and Joint 
Chiefs of Staff over Vietnamese forces levels. The Joint 

9. \TS) NSC 5429/1, 12 Aug 54, same file, sec 80. 
10. (S) Msg, State 610 to Paris, 18 Aug 54. (TS) Memo, 

JCS to SeeDef, "U.S. Assumption of Training Responsibilities 
in Indochina)' 22 Sep 54 (derived from JCS 1992/393), CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) sec 83. ' 

11. (S) State Dept. ELaC D2-4, "Development and Training 
of Indigenous Forces in Indochina,!! 24 Sep 54, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) BP pt 14. 
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Chiefs of Staff proposed a· VNA of 184,000 and a militia of 
50,000, with a small air .force and navy. Since the forces 
could be equipped with Mutual Defense Assistance Program 
U1DAP) material already on hand, there would be no initial 
expenditure, £~t the annual operating cost would total 
$475,000,000. . 

Secretary of State Dulles objected to this plan. He 
asserted that NSC 5429/2 envisaged maintenance in Indochina 
only of those forces necessary for internal se~urity. In the 
event of athreatto··security from external sources, the 
Manila Pact. would become operative. With these facts in mind, 
concluded the Secretary, the JCS manpower and cost estimates 
appeared excessive. 13 

The JCS, in turn, replied that US policy, as set forth 
in NSC 162/2, the Basic National Security Policy, relied on 
ground defense in the Far East by indigenous troops. If every 
nation developed only those forces requ·ired for internal 
security, no forces would be available to go to the defense 
of another country. The mission of the VNA, therefore, should 
be not only to police Vietnam, but also II'to deter Viet Minh 
aggreSSion by a limited defense of the Geneva armistice 
demarcation line." On this note, the question of size and 
composition of Vietnamese forces was deferred for a month. 
But Secretary Dulles' persistence had at the same time brought 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to reconsider their opposition to a 
training program in Vietnam. Although they still believed 
that, from a military viewpoint, the United States should net 
participate in the training of Vietnamese forces, they conceded 
that, from a political viewpoint, the risk might be justified. 
If so, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded, they "would agree 
to the assignment of a training mission to MAAG Saigon with 
safeguards against French interference with the U. S. training 
effort."14 

12. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Retention and Development 
of Forces in Indochina," 22 Sep 54. (deri veq. from JCS 
1992/394), same file, sec 83. 

13. (TS) Ltr, SecState to SecDef, 11 Oct 54, App to Encl 
. '-.. ---- to JCS 1992/402, 15 Oct 54, same file, sec 84. 

14. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Development and Training 
of Indigenous Forces in Indochina," 19 Oct 54 (derived from 
JCS 1992/404), same file, sec 85. 
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This decision by the Joint ,Chiefs of Staff came at the 

time when the Operations Coordinating Board (OCB)15 was 
considerirlg what political, economic, and military measures 
could be taken to resolve the crisis in Vietnam. The State 
Department drafted a message outlining a crash program to be 
carried out by all US agencies in Vietnam. Although the OCB 
envisaged, as one of several measures, a limited and interim 
training program, Admiral Arthur W. Radford, USN, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, believed· the message, as drafted, 
would set in motion the long-range program that General 
OIDaniel had proposed. The ~oint Staff. therefore drew up 
another message to subs:titute for the State Department's draft, 
but before this version could be considered· by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staf'f,-the National Security 'Council, on 22 October, 
approved both the OCB plan and a draft joint State-Defense 
message to Saigon. This cable was dispatched the same day, 
and authorized Ambassador Heath and General O'paniel to 
"collaborate in setting in motion a c~ash program designed to 
bring about an improvement in the loyalty and the effective
ness of the Free Vietnamese forces.,lt The lthowtr was left to 
the Ambassador and the Chief, MAAG.16 

In the absence of final decision on a long-range program, 
Ambassador Heath and General O'Daniel, with General Ely's 
concurrence, decided to extend US military influence by· 
placing aMAAG officer in the Defense Ministry, three in'VNA 
headquarters, and one at each regional headquarters. But an 
effective training program had to await detailed plarming·in,· 
Washington, formal agreement with France, and reorganization· 
of MAAG Saigon. 17 . 

Upon General Collins' arrival in Vietnam, and even before 
he and General Ely had reached final agreement on the seven
fold approach, the two generals took up the problem of the 

15. The Operations Coordination Board was a major sub
.sidiary organization of the National Security Council. It 
functioned as the coordinating and integrating arm of the NSC 
for all aspects of implementation of national security policy. 

16. (TS) CM-117-54 to p/JS, 21 Oct 54, Encl to JCS 
1992/406, 21 Oct.54; (TS) JCS 1992/407, 22 Oct 54; (TS) Msg, 
State 1678 to Salgon and PariS, 22 Oct 54; (TS) Msg, Jt state
Defense (state 1679) to Sai~on and Paris 22 Oct'54· CCS· 092 
Asia (6-25-48) sec 85. (TS) NSC Rcd of Action 218th Mtg 
22 Oct 54. . " 

17. (8) Msg, Saigon 1609 to State, 27 Oct 54. 
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VNA. It was the opinion of General Collins that the army 
represented the key to success in Vietnam, but in almost 
every respect the VNA was unprepared to cope with the responsi
bilities and dangers posed by the political and military 
situation in Vietnam." 

In November 1954, the VNA, consisting of 170,000 regulars, 
was badly organized and trained and possessed no units above 
the regimental level. Still primarily an instrument of the 
French High Command, it remained under French operationsl 
control and was entirely dependent upon the French for logis
tical"support. Twenty percent of the infantry and: fifty per
cent of the support and technical units were at least parti
ally staffed by French cadres. The French had failed to 
develop qualified leaders in the VNA, and native officers, 
even when given authority and responsibility, were inclined 
to rely heavily on French advisers. Moreover, the Hinh 
rebellion had disrupted the planning activities of the General 
Staff and had fostered insubordination and irresponsibility 
throughout the army.le 

General Collins' plan of action for the VNA was designed 
to remedy these defects. It provided, first, for reaching 
agreement with France and South Vie~nam on force levels, 
composition, and mission of indigenous forces. This done, 
General O'Daniel would assume responsibility for organizing 
and training Vietnamese forces. The Collins 'plan also called' 
for French agreement to a program aimed at granting full 
autonomy tb the Vietnamese military establishment by the 
summer of 1955 and 'a determined effort to straighten "out the 
tangled political loyalties of the army. After France and 
South Vietnam had agreed to these principles, and the 
reorganization and training ventures had been launched, the 
army would be employed to pacify and rehabilitate the 
country. 19 . 

Before any degree of success could be assured, resolution 
of the Hinh rebellion was essential. This feud had lasted 
three months, and friction between Diem and Hinh had become 
so acute that reconciliation was impOSSible. If the principle 
of civil supremacy over the military were to be maintained, 
Hinh had to be removed from Vietnam. 

, -, ~ ," ----. ........... --r-=-..... 

18. (3) NIE 63-7-54, 23 Nov 54. 
o "00" 19. (8) Msg, Sa:igon 2004 to state, 29 Nov 54, DA IN 
101696-s, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 88. 
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Shortly after General Collins ·arrived in Saigon, Hinh's 
defiance was effectively neutralized. Surprisingly, the 
impulse for Hinh's removal came from Bao :cai. Early in 
November, US diplomats in France surmised that Bao :cai, hoping 
to insure the security of ~is position as Chief of State, had 
decided to exhibit more respect for US policy in Vietnam. In 
any event, he sent an emissary to Saigon with orders' for Bay 
Vien and the Binh Xuyen to cooperate with the government, and 
f·or General Hinh to report to him in Cannes immediately. 
After· two weeks of indecision, during which he attempted to 
secure a reprieve from this :;3ummons, 1-linh made a 'belligerent 
farewell speech and on 19 November departed for France. Upon 
his arrival, he sealed,his own fate by publicly expressing 
defiance of Bao Dai's authority. Bao Dai summarily removed 
Hinh from. his position-of Chief of Staff of the VNA and named 
General Le .Van Ty to succeed him. At the same time Bao Bai' 
designated General Nguyen Van BY to assume the duties of 
Inspector General, recently given up by French' General Marcel 
Alessandri. 20 

Bao Dai's action removed one of the more serious irritants 
from the Vie~namese political scene. The way was now cleared 
for reconciliation between government and army. Diem issued 
a public declaration affirming complete confidence in the 
loyalty of the army, and thereafter the army did not pose a 
serious threat to Vietnamese political stability. 

But before it· could be considered an effective arm of the 
government, the important questions of the size, organization, 
and mission had to be settled. ' General· Collins therefore . 
moved quickly to secure endorsement by his superiors in Wash
ington and accepta~ce by the French and Vietnamese of his 
concept of the :Cuture of Vietnamese armed forces. Such 
questions were not easily resolved, however, for the Departments 
of State and Defense remained in fundamental disagreement on 
the crucial issue of force levels that the United States should 
support. General Collins was aware of this disagreement and 
asked, on 11 November, that Washington take no action on 
indigenous force levels until he had had an opportunity to make 

20. (S) Msgs, Paris 1927 ·to State, 5 Nov 54; 2036, 12 
Nov 54; 2211, 25 Nov 54; 2240, 28 Nov 54. (S) Msg, Saigon 
1807 to state, 12 Nov 54. (C) Msgs, Paris 2272 to State, 
30 Nov 54; 2290, I Dec 54. (U) Msg, Paris 2193 to St'ate, 
23 Nov 54. 
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his own recommendations on the matter. The Department of 
])efense agreed to this· on 13 November. 21 

General Colliris' recommendations., which were received on 
16 November, represented a compromise between the positions 
of the Departments of state and Defense. Although he had 
been charged with assisting the Vietnamese to develop a force 
capable only of establishing and maintaining internal 
security, General Collins considered that some divisional 
combat elements should be included in the VNA. They were 
necessary not only to assist the FEC to absorb the shock of 
invasion if hostilities were renewed., but also, if called 
upon, to reinforce the security troops in pacification activi
ties. Moreover., to cut the army in- half without at the same 
time providing forces organized for combat rather than merely 
for security duty was certain to have a bad effect upon the 
morale of both the VNA and the Vietnamese people. 

Accordingly, General Collins recommended that the United 
States support, in fiscal year 1956, a small, well-balanced 
defense force totalling 83,685 military and 4,4·00 civilian 
personnel--almost 100,000 less than the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
had proposed in September. To establish and maintain internal 
security., the VNA would include thirteen security regiments 
and an airborne regimental combat team. It would also include 
three field divisions to delay any communist invasion until 
external assistance from the Manila powers arrived. With 
support troops, this army would number 77,685 officers and 
men, as well as 4,000 civ1lians.A small navy and air forge 
would complete the Vietnamese military establishment. General 
Collins estimated the total support cost., to be borne by the 
United States, at $201.6 million for fiscal 1956. 22 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff on 17 November approved the 
recommendations of General Collins and, substituting his 
figures for those drawn up by the Joint StrategiC Plans Com
mittee, submitted the figures, and their views on the whole 
problem, to the Secretary of Defense. In doing so, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff warned that these forces alone could not 

21. (S) Msg, CHMAAG Indochina (Collins) 1795 to OSD~ 
11 Nov 54, DA IN 98060. (8) Msg, DEF 970965 to CHMAAG Indo
china, 13 Nov 54. 

22. (TS) Msg, Saigon 1830 to State, 15 Nov 54, DA·IN 
99015, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec ~7. 
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provide adequate insurance against external.aggression after 
French forces were withdrawn •. With the Viet Minh increasing· 
the size and effectiveness of its armies, anc. 1'!i th no forces 
actually committed to mutua.~ defense by the Manila powers, an 
organized military assault by the Viet Minh would encounter 
no more than "limited initial resistance" from the VNA. The 
Secretary of Defense concurred in the recommendations and 
views of the Joint. Chiefs of Staff and provided them to the 
Secretary of State on 26:November. 23 

These observations brought into focus; another problem-
the size of the French ExpeditionarY Corps •. The French were 
already withdrawing elements of the Corps,. planning to cut it 
to 100,000 by the· end of·.1955. At the Washington Conference 
in ~.)eptemberJ they' 'had made clear that retention ~ven of this 
number depended upon the flow of. dollars, estimating that $330 . 
million would be required. The United States had promised an 
answer by l' December. 

United States policymakers~ however, had reservations 
about continuing to support the FEC. A State'-JCS meeting 
revealed that military and diplomatic leaders alike thought 
it better that France pull its troops out of Vietnam altogether. 
Overt aggression was not thought likely. The real threat was 
civil war~ and the French had several times declared that they 
would not intervene in such a conflict. Since an immediate 
objective of US policy was to restore order in Vietnam and 
bolster the Diem government, the ~EC hardly seemed wortq the 
cost of its upkeep. Both General Collins and Ambassador Heath 
disagreed with this contention; They believed that the United 
States should help maintain the Corps, although not to the. 
extent of $330 million. Complete withdrawal of French troops 
in 1955, they reasoned, would create a vacuum that only the 
Viet Minh could fill, for the VNA would be unable to cope with 
communist irregular forces for some time to come. Moreover, 
without French cooperation any US project in Vietnam was 
doomed, and a US decision to cutoff support funds would 
gravely jeopardize this cooperation~24 . 

23. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Indochina," 17 Nov 54 
(derived from JCS 1992/412), same file. (TS) Ltr, ASD(ISA) 
to SecState, 26 Nov 54,Encl to JCS .1992/421, 30 Oct 54, same 
file, sec 88. . . 

24. (S) Msg, Saigon 1761 to state, 8 Nov 54. (TS) Msg, 
Saigon 1830 to state, 15 Nov 54, DA IN 99015, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) sec 87. 
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The views of General Collins and Ambassador Heath pre
vailed. The United states informed France it would contribute 
$100 million to maintenance of the FEC during calendar 1955, 
after which no further support was contemplated. ·The United 
States also put Franc~ on notice that for 1954 it would 
"continue to reimburse French 1954 budget year expenditures," 
but .proposed to "declare ineligible for reimbursement all 
expenditures on material, equipment and supplies which cannot 
or will not be delivered to Indochina by December 31, 1955.'" 

The provision of US funds for support of the FEC and for 
the reimbursement of French expenditures for material, equip
ment, and supplies was made contingent upon consultations 
with (and presumably-approval of) Congress and "subject /fo7 
Ely and Collins and /the7 two governments mutually agreeing 
on what is to be done in Indochina. tt25 

The sum of $100 million was well below the $330 million 
the French had anticipated, and they made clear that the US 
decision would entail a drastic reduction of French troops 
serving in Indochina. Paris accordingly stepped up.with
drawal of the FEC, and predicted that by the end of 1955 only 
40,000 French soldiers would remain in South Vietnam. The 
Foreign Office emphasized that although this action was based 
entirely on monetary conSiderations, there was also much 
sentiment in France for transferring the FEC to North Africa. 
This sentiment stemmed from the belief that in Vietnam French 
troops were serving the interests of the free world; since 
the free world would not pay its upkeep, the FEe should be 
sent to North Africa where it w~gld better serve the interests 
of. France and the French ·Union. 

The Paris decision to accelerate reduction of the Expedi
tionary Corps forced General Ely to revise his strategic plans 
for the defense of South Vietnam and to place more r~liance 
on the Manila Pact as a deterrent. Also, he intimated to 
General Collins that, because Washington chose not to support 
French and Vietnamese force levels adequate for defense of 

25. (C) Msg, FAO Washington USFOT026,3. to Paris and 
Saigon, 24 Nov 54, same file, sec 88. 

26. (TS) Msg, Paris 2433 to State, 8 Dec 54. (S) DA, 
ACofS, G-2 Intelligence Estimate of the "Defensive Capa
bilities of'Southeast Asia Pact Nations,1I 1 Mar 55, CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) (2) BP pt 1. 
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the country, the United states had automatically assummed 
equal r~sponsibility with France for ~he security of Vietnam. 
This proposition General Collins categorically rejected. 27 

Although the Prench wished to commit the United States 
to greater responsibility for South Vietnam, they consented 
only with great reluctance to any significant change in the 
VNA. This became clear' during the protracted discussions on 
Vietnamese military problems. General Collins had drawn up 
a draft minute of understanding to :be used as a basis for 
negotiations with General Ely. The minute outlined the US 
concept of size, composition, and mission of Vietnamese forces 
and defined the basic principles on which a training program 
had to be founded if success were to be achieved. 

First and foremost, General Collins wanted assurances 
that "full autonomy will have been granted by France to the 
armed forces of the state of Vietnam by not later than 1 July 
1955." Full autonomy, to General Collins, meant "actual com
mand of all units of Vietnam armed forces by Vietnamese 
personnel." In addition, 

full responsibility for assisting the Government 
of Vietnam in the organization and training of 
its armed forces will be assumed by ·the United 
states on 1 January 1955. Exercise of this. re
sponsibility will be entrusted to the Chief of 
the United States Military Assistance Advisory 
Group . 

The draft minute explained how this would work in practice. 
General O'Daniel, acting under the broad authority of General 
Ely in his capacity as the French Commande'r in Chief in Indo
China, would direct training activities. Reliance would be 
initially placed on French advisory personnel, but with pro
gressive introduction of US instructors, the French officers 
would be gradually phased out. 28 

General Ely's reaction to the draft minute was mixed. 
He feared that the Manila Pact was not an effective deterrent 
to aggression, but reluctantly accepted the mission and 
reduced force base proposed by General Collins. General Ely 

I 27. (TS) Msg, Saigon 2168 to State, 9 Dec 54, CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) sec 89. (S) Msg, Saigon 2025 to State, 

I 30 Nov 54. 
\': 28. (S) Msg, Saigon 1854 to State, 16 Nov 54. 
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also agreed to assumption by the United States of training 
responsibility, gorng so far as to declare that the agreement 
o~ Vietnam would not be an obstacle to augmentation of MAGG 
beyoDd the 342 spaces authorized when the cease-fire took 
effect. At the same time~ General Ely expressed his con
viction that no French government could accept replacement of 
Frenchmen by Americans in the training apparatus. In the 
opinioil of General Collins, the opposing US and French views 
on this question represented the basic difference in the 
thinking of the two countries on the future role of France 
in Vietnamese military affairs. Phase-out of French 
instructors was one of the conditions that the Joint Chiefs. 
of· Staff had insisted be met before the United States entered 
the training field-. The United States, if it were to have 
responsibility for development of an effective army, had to 
be free to use US methods and doctrines. Moreover~ as General 
Collins pointed out to General Ely, it was necessary to con
vince the Vietnamese that the French really intended to give 
up their influence in the armed forces of Vietnam. 29 

Premier Mendes-France was much less inclined than C~neral 
Ely to accept the Collins blueprint. The Premier arrived in 
Washington during the third week of November and quickly 
expressed his disagreement with the draft minute. France, he 
said, was willing to grant autonomy to the VNA~ but he doubted 
that it could be accomplished by 1 July 1955. Also, increas
ing the size of MAAG for training purposes clearly violated 
the Vietnam Agreement. But the portion of the Collins plan 
that most aroused the opposition of the Premier was the pro
vision for phase-out of French instructors. ·In his view it 
would be difficult for the French people to accept; they would 
not understand why France must relinquish its influence to the 
United states while continuing to support a heavy burden in 
Indochina. In addition~ the phase-out of French instructors 
would be a severe blow to the morale of the French Expedition
ary Corps. Although objecting to elimination of French 
instructors, the Premier at the same time attempted strenu
ously to establish for the record that primary responsibility 
for the policy of the free world in the Far East~ including 
Indochina~ rested with the United States. Neither Premier 

29. Ibid. (TS) Msg~ Saigon 1830 to State, 15 Nov 54, 
DA IN 99015, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 87. (C) Msg, Saigon 
1920 to State, 21 Nov 54. 
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Mendes-France nor Secretary Dulles would yield, ,and in the 
end the matter was. referred 'to . Generals Collins and Ely for 
compromise' ~nd agreement.30 " 

Three weeks -,of negotiation in Saigon ,produced an agreed 
minute that both 'Generals Collins and Ely signed on 13 
December. During the discussions ~receding agreement, 
General Collins had flatly a~serte,a that he could not 
recommend US participation i~ training unless General b'D9.niel 
possessed real authority" subject to the, 'overa,ll respons1-, 
bili ty of General Ely, to' dir'ect training acti vi ties. As 
approved by General Collins ,and General Ely the agreement 
differed little from Gen~ral Collins' draft minute of under
standing, though-,the wording was softened :to make the docu
ment less offensive to French' pride. Perhaps the most signifi,
cant change was introduced by the French. Instead of providing 
for phase-out of French instructors alone, the minute was 
worded to provide for phase-out of both French and US 
instructors as the efficiency of Vietnamese forces incr~ased. 
The signed Minute of Understanding was immediately disp'atched 
to Paris and Washington for final approval. 31 , ' 

Although the United States quickly approved the Collins
Ely agreement, France embarked upon a campaign of delay. 'In 
mid-December, a US-French review of Indochinese affairs was, 
held in Paris. Secretary Dulles and Admiral Radford repre
sented the United States and General 'Ely was also present. 
During the course of discussion Premier Mendes-France informed 
Secretary Dulles that the French Government would have to 
study the Minute of Und"erstanding closely for possible con
flicts with the Vietnam Agreement especially the question of 
of strengthening the US MAAG. Both Secretary Dulles and 
Admiral Radford assured the Premier that the United States 
intended only to rotate personnel, not to assign additional 
strength. Nevertheless, Mendes-France replied, a legal 

30. (TS) Msg, state 2046 to Saigon, 19 Nov 54. (S) Msgs, 
State 2070 to Saigon, 22 Nov 54; 2126, 26 Nov 54. 

31. (TS) Msg, Saigon 2250 to State, 13 Dec 54. (S) Msg, 
Saigon 2024 to State, 30 Nov 54. (c) Msg, Saigon 2261 to 
state, 14 Dec 54, DA IN 105051, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 89. 
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question still remained. Even though the Agreement permitted 
rotation, he feared that substitution of training for adminis
t~ative personnel, or officers for enlisted men, was a 
violation. The Viet Minh, he added, had already officially 
protested to the International Control Commission.32 

When apprised of these remarks, General Collins cabled 
the Se.cretary of state that, if France intended to hedge the 
ag~eement with legal restrictions of this type, the United 
States should not undertake a training venture. He added that 
Premier Mendes-France had promised to accept any agreement 
negotiated by General-Ely. The Premier's latest action, in 
General Collins' opinion, raised the serious question of 
whether Paris intended to' support the authority of its top 
officials in Vietnam.33 

While the United States applied increasing pressure on 
France to honor General Ely's signature, the issue was debated 
within the French Government. At length, the French informed 
Washington that they had no quarrel with the substance of the 
Minute of Understanding, but objected to its form. The Vietna
mese Government, they said, should not be confronted with a 
fait accompli, but rather with a series of recommendations 
agreed to by France and the United States. With this in mind, 
the French Embassy in Washington submitted a redraft Ef the 
Minute to the Department of state on 7 January 1955. 3 

Th.1s action added to General Collins' mounting impatience. 
It clearly indicated, he believed, that the French were 
stalling. He had never intended to present the Vietnamese 
with the Minute, and the French proposal actually would do just 
that. Moreover, in redrafting the Minute, -the French had 
eliminated all refernce to autonomy of Vietnamese armed forces, 
and had omitted phrases spelling out General O'Daniel's 
authori ty over French tra+ning personnel. II I will certainly 
not agree to it unless specifically instructed by higher 
authority," General Collins concluded. When General Ely 

32. (TS~ Msg, Paris 2601 to State, 19 Dec 54. 
33. (TS Msg, Saigon 2455 to state and-Manila, 25 Dec 54. 
34. (TS Msgs, Paris 2270 to State, 31 Dec 54; 2870, 

7 Jan 55. (TS) Msg, state 2766 to Saigon, 7 Jan 55. 
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returned ,from the Paris meeting3 General Collins declared to 
him that the French seemed to be deliberately dragging their 
feet. He emphasized that it was imperatjve that France 
approve the original Minute of Understanding at once because, 
using it as the pasis for discussion, he had already begun 
negotiating with'Vietnamese Defense Minister Ho Thong Minh. 
General ·Ely replied that there had evidently been a serious 
misunderstanding. ~he French Government had approved the 
original agreement, and he was perfectly willing that ~egoti-
atlons wlthMlnh should contlnue.35 I . 

Altho~gh the US Embassy in Paris reported that the French 
Government, so far as could be ascertained, had not in;fact 
approveci the Minute, ~neral Collins 'continued his tal~s with 
Minh. Here he encountered a further obstacle 3 for the !Minister 
of Defense strongly objected to the proposed force levels.' ' 

I 

Minh1s'arguments were telling. He contended that :the 
army would be reduced to a size not much larger than the para
military forces of the Cao Dai3 Hoa Hao, and Binh Xuyen. This 
would alter the power relationship in South Vietnam and 
greatly enhance the political bargaining strength of the sects. 
The problem would be aggravated by enlistment of discharged' 
soldiers 'in the armies of the sects. Furthermore, rap~d 
reduction of the armed forces from.217,OOO to 88,000 would 
flood the country with unemployed veterans, thus producing 
severe soc·ial, economic, and psychological effects, with con
sequent political complications. General· Coliins admitted 
that ,this was a real problem but declared that the United 
states simply could not afford the cost'of a large Vietnamese 
military establishment. He did offer to modify the projected 
reduction. Instead of alming for a force of 88,000 by 1 July 
1955, the United States would agree to a goal of 100,000 by 
31 December 1955, even though it would cost an extra $14.5 
million. This Minh reluctantly accepted. An exchange of 
letters between the Vietnamese Government and General Collins 
on 19 and 20 January constituted formal agreement between the 
United States and Vietnam for US financial support of Vietnamese 

35. (s) Msgs, Paris 2797 to state, 3 Jan 55. (TS) 
Msgs, Saigon 2660 to State, g'Jan 55; '2663,' 10 Jan 55, 
DA IN 109948; CCS 092 A.sia (6-25-48)' (2) sec 1 .. 
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2rmed forcgs and responsibility for their organization and 
L' ra lnlng . 3 

Despite the success of these negotiations, the whole 
question of the VNA was far from resolved for the United 
States and France were still deadlocked over the Collins-Ely 
Minute of Unde'rstanding. The United States refused to accept 
the redraft submitted on 7 January and, according to an 
official of the French Foreign Office, Premier Mendes-France, 
for political reasons', simply could not accept responsibility 
for formally approving the Minute General Ely had signed in 
December. The impasse was finally broken by US initiative. In 
a ,personal message to M. Mendes-France,! Secretary Dulles, with 
the concurrence of General Collins, advanced a compromise 
proposal. The Secretary of State suggested'that both the 
Minute of Understanding and the French redraft be discarded, and 
that'France dispatch two letters over General Ely1s signature. 
The first would be sent to Diem guaranteeing complete autonomy 
to Vietnamese forces by 1 July 1955, the second to General 
Collins agreeing that both US and French training personnel 
would be under the immediate direction of General OIDaniel, 
acting under the overall authority of General Ely.37 

With certain changes of wording, this solution proved 
acceptable to France. The French, however, still wished to 
present the 7 January redraft to the Diem government as joint 
Franco-American recommendations. The French desired, they 
said, an agreement that could be used in Parliament or made 
public 'if the need arose. The Department of State found this 
distinctly unpalatable, for the redraft, without the clari-: 
fying letters, was unsatisfactory to the United States. But 
General C.ollins was anxious to break the deadlock, and the 
United states finally agreed to use the redraft if the French 
promised to implement it in conjunction with the two letters 
contemplated by Secretary Dulles. On 11 February, General 
Ely carried out the compromise plan~ and the next day General 
OIDaniel,assumed responsibility for organizing and training 
the military forces of vietnam.3e 

36. (3) Msgs, Saigon 2~53 to State for DOD, 24 Dec 54, 
DA IN 107298. (TS) Msg, Saigon 2676 to St.ate, 10 Jan 55. (8) 
Msg, Saigon 2876 to state, 22 Jan 55, DA 'IN 113240. 

37. (TS) Msg, Paris 3064 to state, 20 Jan 55. (TS) Msg, 
state 2629 to Paris,,. 24 Jan 55. 

38. (TS) Msg, Paris 3195 to state, 28 Jan 55. (TS) Msg, 
State 2726 to Paris, 1 Feb 55. (C) Msg, Saigon 3343 to State, 
11 Feb 55, DA IN 117991, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 4. 
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Economic Problems 

Altho\\gh military questions occupied much 9f the , 
. I 

energies of Generals Collins and Ely, they had by no mE1ans 
neglected the other features of. the seven-point pro"grani. Two 
closely related items of the program were the utilization of 
the uncultivated lands and the absorption of the refugees, 
most of whom still were housed in temporary rehabilitation· 
camps, into the productive life ot the nation. I 

American and French agencies in Vietnam undertookJ . 
exhaustive studies involving far-reaching .changes in t e 
pattern of land .tenure and use. The immediate require ent, 

. I 
however, was a short-range, emergency program to meet ~he 
more critical aspects' of the two problems. Generals C~llins 
and Ely encouraged Diem to adopt an emergency plan of govern
mental requisiti'on of idle farm land for three years iI1! order 
to resettle refugees from Tonkin, as well as displaced !south
erners and discharged soldiers. Diem was also advised to 
create a special agency within the Ministry of Agricult;ure." 
both to administer the short-range program and to plan the 
long-range program. 39 .. · . 

! 
i 

Although Diem accepted these recommendations,. US e:conomic 
experts found it an entirely different matter to develop agreed 
procedures with subordinate Vietnamese officials. The ~nister 
of Agriculture was a member of the Hoa Hao sect, which ;con
trolled large amounts of Vietnam l s rice-producing lands" and 
the Hoa Hao feared the effect land reform would have od its 
vested interests. AS.a result, the Americans made little 
progress with officials of the Ministry of Agriculture. 40 

Nevertheless, Diem on 10 February signed decrees puttiilg 
into effect the emergency program proposed by the French and 
United states officials. Two weeks earlier, on the Vietnamese 
New Year, he had announced adoption of a long-range agrarian 
reform program. 41 It remained to be seen how realistically 
these measures would be executed when the Hoa Hao found its 
feudal prerogatives actually being undermined. 

39. 
40. 

105690. 
41. 

Feb 55. 

(S)'Msg, Saigon 2075·to State, 4 Dec 54. 
(TS) Msg, Saigon 2303 to State, 17 Dec 54, DA IN 

(S) Msg, Saigon 2811 to State, 17 Jan 55; 3340, 11 
(TS) Collins Report to NSC. 
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government, and he urged Diem to appoint Quat to the Defense 
Ministry, "retaining the energetic and capable Ho Thong Minh 
c"s Deputy Defense Minister. Diem readily consented and 
offered the post to Quat. 45 

strong oppostion' to Quat quickly developed within the 
Diem government. The Premier's brothers, Ngo Dinh Luyen and 
Ngo Dinh Nhu, brought their considerable influence to bear to 
prevent the appointment. Both men, General Collins believed, 
were determined to keep the armed forces out of the hands of 
a strong personality who might prove a serious contender for 
the premiership. The sect representatives in the Cabinet also 
expres:sed their antipathy for Quat. Particularly vociferous 
were Hoa Hao General·Tran. Van Soai and Cao Dai General Nguyen 
Thanh Phuong, the latter strongly supported by the Cao Dai 
Pope, Pham'Cong Tac. Both Soai and Phuong declared they would 
resign rather than sit in the same cabinet with Quat. Diem 
feared that if Quat were appointed the Hoa Hao would cut off 
Saigonts rice supply and the Cao Dai would precipitate an 
armed rebellion in the city. In addition, Acting Defense 
Minister Minh, whom Premier Diem as well as Generals Collins 
and O'Daniel wished to keep in the government, viewed the 
proposed appointment as a threat to his own ambitions. Minh 
declared that he would neither serve under Quat nor in any 
other department except Defense. He was certain that, as 
Acting Defense Minister, he had the' army well in hand and was 
making PE9gress in healing the wounds left by the Hinh 
episode. b 

The pressures from these sources were stronger than Diem 
could reSist, and he withdrew his offer to Quat. Early in 
January, Diem elevated Minh to the rank of Defense Minister, 
delegating hi~ full authority, and this solution proved 
satisfactory.47 In succeeding weeks, not only did Minh per
form ably but Diem refrained from meddling in the affairs of 
the Ministry. 

45. (S) Msg, Saigon 1967 to State, 24 Nov 54, DA IN 
100745. 

Lj·6 _ 'rs) Msgs, Saigon 2250 to State, 13 Dec 5)+; 2285 J 

15 Dec 5~; 2303, 17 Dec 54, DA IN 105690 .. 
47. (S) Msg, Saigon 2334 to state, 17 Dec 54. 
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General Collins had less success in persuading Diem to 
surrender the Interior Ministry, for no candidate could be 
found·with the necessary qualities of honesty, patriotism, 
and technical competence. General Ely proposed the old French 
favorites, Tam and Vien, but Diem pointed out that Tam:was 
the complete antithesis of everything the Diem government 
stood for. Diem believed that Vien would also be an u~fortu
nate choice since, apart from his unsavory personal reputation, 
h.is appointment would be politically dangerous. The Birth 
Xuyen already controlled the Saigon police, and to extend its \ 
police puwerf; to the entire country by giving Vien the lrnterior 
Ministry would immeasurably enhance the Binh Xyyen1s aqility 
to challenge the supremacy of the government.4~ I 

Moreover',--' Dlem'-himse-lf did not wish to relinquish !direct 
control of the Interior Ministry. Diem believed that ne alone 
had adequate knowledge of both central and southern Vietnam; 
and he was convinced that he should have at least one major 
operating department under his personal control.49 Therefore 
the Ministry of the Interior remained under Diem's personal 
direction. ! 

General Collins conside'red the unsuccessful outcome of 
this effort a major setback. But this failure was offset 
somewhat, by an encouraging advance in the plan to reinforce 
the executive arm of the government with a legislative 'arm. 
By February, prospects were bright for incorporating a ,national 
assembly, albeit a primitive one by US standards, into the 
Vietnamese governmental structure. 

A Provisional National Assembly 

General Collins was convinced that a provisional national 
assembly of some sort ought to be constituted as quickly as 
possible. An assembly was necessary not only to give the Diem 
government a measure of democratic backing, but to provide a 
training ground for future political leaders. Accordingly, 
this item had been given a prominent place on the seven-point 
agenda drawn up by Generals Collins and Ely. But finding the 
exact formula to govern the composition and functions of the 
assembly was not an easy task. It was contemplated that the, 

48. (S) Msgs, Saigon 1906 to State, 20 Nov 54; 2285, 
15 Dec 54; 2234, 17 Dec 54. 

49. (S) Msg, Saigon 1906 to State, 20 Nov 54. 
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ij'lterlm body would serve until security conditions permitted 
.~cnu:lne national elections for a' constituent assembly. It 
\".f:~f) itIipol'tant th.at the provisional assembly be as representa
:.:.lve as pU~H)lble without' opening a PQndora's box of irresponsi
blE.' dlscu:"I;~ion by politically inexperienced deputies. The 
0.0(lembly alGo hLl.u to have enough power to Justify Its C'xi;;tence, 
but not enough to cause complications for the struggling 
gover~rnent of Premier Diem. 

While the staffs of Generals Collins and Ely were draw
ing up plans for such an assembly, the Vietnamese themselves 
had not been idle. The Minister of Reform on 25 November had 
presented the Cabinet with a draft decree outlining a proposed 
assembly.- In suceeedlng-weeks, this draft underwent four 
revisions as attempts were made to resolve the differences 
between the Vietnamese concept and that of the US and French 
staffs. 

The' first conflict of oplnlon arose over the represent
ative character of the assembly. Both Generals Collins and 
Ely believed that, if the assembly were to provide an element 
of democracy for the Diem government and a forum for the 
development of political talent, its elective character was 
more important than extensive powers. But the original 
Vietnamese concept had provided only that deputies from the 
north, south, and center of South Vietnam be nominated by 
Diem and approved by Bao Dai. This provision was subsequently 
changed to provide that 91 assemblymen be chosen by Diem after 
consultation with the municipal and provincial councilors, and 
130 after consultation with the sects and other special 
interest groups. The Vietnamese plan still did not give the 
assembly a very solid popular foundation. But in the end 
Diem conceded more than had been expected. He agreed to an 
assembly chosen by municipal and village councilors, who had 
been elected to their offices in 1953. General Collins 
believed this plan to be as democratic as conditions in South 
Vietnam permitted at the time. 50 

A second area of disagreement concerned the nature of 
powers and prerogatives of the assembly. In General Collins' 

50. (S) Msgs, Saigon 2022 to State, 30 Nov 54; 2259, 
14 Dec 54; 2583, 5 Jan 55. (C) Msg, Saigon 3451 to State, 
17 Feb 55. 
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opinion, the pow~r.s of. the assembly had to be strictly limited 
and carefully .d~fined. The V+etnamese, he reasoned, were 
still politically immature and had no. (lPIDocratic traditions . 
To give the assembly important 'powers, or vaguely defined 
powers, would invite even greater political chaos than already 
eXisted.5] ". 

Diem wi:3hed to delegate to the assembly greater con3titu
ent power'than General Collins thought prudent. The Premier 
intended the assembly to draft, within three months, a pro~ 
visional charter delineating· the establishment of governmental 
institutions until such time as an elected constituent 
assembly drew up a permanent consti tu·tion. Geperal Collins 
argued that this would involve defining the pO:sition of Baa. Ia.i 
in the --governmental hie-rarchy, and with 9- conflict between 
Diem and the sects apparently in the offing, this was decidedly 
not the time to antagonize the Chief of state. Although Diem 
seemed inclined to challege Bao Dai regardless of consequences, 
he finally accepted the advice of General Collins. As a 
result, restrictions denying the assembly all constituent 
powers were carefully written into the decree.52 

In contrast to the position he had taken on constituent 
powers, Diem insisted on narrowly limiting the powers and 
functions of the assembly. The US officials concerned believed 
that such circumscription would unavoidably lead to th~ charge 
that the assembly was a meaningless institution withou~ 
influence. The focal point of this issue was the assemblyts 
right. of interpellation. The original draft decree haq pro-. 
vided for interpellation in all matters of foreign and i 
domestic policy. This was modified in the second draft to 
prohibit debate or vote following the governmentts rep~y to 
interpellation. Finally, the right to a§k questions was sub
stiuted for the right of interpellation.~3 Clearly, Diem did 
not want to create an assembly that might turn on him. 
Despite General Collins' arguments, Diem would not give in. 
Although the final revision of the decree did provide flor 
interpellation, it still forbade discussion or vote on :the 

51. ~s~ Msg, Saigon 2259 to State, 14 Dec 54. 
52. S Msg, Saigon 2583'to State, 5 Jan 55. (C) Msg, 

Saigon 3451 to State, 17 Feb 55. 
53. (s) Msgs, Saigon 2022 to State, 30 Nov 54; 2259, 

14 Dec 54; 2583, 4 Jan 55. 
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answer of the government. In addition to this limited privi
lege the decree permitted the assembly to discuss matters 
~eferred to it by the Prewier and approve and supervise 
e~ecution of the budget.5 1 

Although the fifth draft still contained many defects, 
both Generals Collins and Ely felt it the best they were 
likely to get, and the Cabinet approved this version early in 
February. The delicate question then arose over who was to 
sign the decree, Diem or Bao Dai. This was satisfactorily 
resolved when Bao Dai obligingly authorized Diem, "by. 
delegation of powers," to sign it. The Diem government made 
the. decree public on 16 February, and the Minister of Reform 
optimistically announced·that the assembly might be convened 
within six weeks. General Collins believed that, all in all, 
a substantial step forward had been taken.55 Fortunately for 
Diem, the step came at a time when the United states was 
wavering in its resistance to French efforts to abandon him. 
Along with other evidence of South Vietnam's progress, Diem's 
approval of plans for a national assembly led the United states 
to reaffirm its support of the Premier. 

The Question of Diem's Replacement 

The replacement of Diem was an issue that had clouded US
French relations for some time. The French had acquiesced in 
retention ,of Diem as Premier only because of US insistence, 
but Diem's Francophobia, his galling personality, and his in
ability to stabilize the situation in South Vietnam were 
sources of constant irritation to France. Nevertheless, at 
Washington in mid-November, Premier Mendes-France reaffirmed 
the Smith-La Chambre agreement of 29 September 1954, in which 
the United States and France had pledged themselves to support 
the Diem government. In doing so, however, M. Mendes-France said 
that, before long, replacement of Diem would have to be 
seriously studied. If he failed to put an energetic program 
into execution within one or two months the United States and 
France would have to consider jettisoning him.56 This 

54. (C) Msg, Saigon 3451 to State, 17' Feb 55. 
55. Ibid. 
56. (S) Msgs, State 2055 to Saigon, .20 Nov 54; 2112, 

24 Nov 54. 
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was the signal for heavy French pressure on all fronts aimed 
at weakening US determination to back Diem. In a US-French 
review of policy toward Indochina a month later, and t~rcugh 
the Foreign·Office in Paris and the Embassy in Washington, the 
French made clear their conviction that the time had come for 
a change. 

Finding the United States would not accept the elevation 
of Prince Buu Hoi to Diemrs place, the French brought up other 
proposals. One alternative they favored was to have Bao Dai 
designate a "Viceroytl with full authority to use the powers 
of the Chief of State for the. purpose of unifying the dis
paratepol1tlcal forces. The; French suggested that TranVan 
Huu, NguyenV~n Tam, gr perhaps Dr. Quat could perform this 
mission.57 A second formula contemplated the immediate return 
to South Vietnam of Bao Dai himself. The Chief of State would 
form a government with Huu as Premier, Tam as Interior Minister, 
and Quat as Defense Minister.. France had already received 
assurances that Huu would accept such an ~ppointment and that' 
Tam would consent to join his government.5~ Huu meanwhile was 
in Saigon busily plotting to bring about such an eventuality. 
He was reported to have summoned representatives of various 
political groups to inquire what posts they would require in 
the "Huu Government," and was even alleged to have offered 
twenty million piasters to Hoa Hao dissident General Lam Than 
Nguyen for his support. 59 . . 

The French were not alone in their adverse judgment of 
Diem., Ambassador Heath had found his political and adminis
trative capabilities distinctly limited. From the first 
General Collins had been skeptical about Diem's capacity to 
lead Vietnam through its crisiS, and on 13 December he 
suggested that the Department of State consider three alter
native plans that might be put into operation should Diem 
fail to show improvement. None offered much promise. First, 
Bao Dai could be urged to name Quat Premier. This admittedly 
was a long shot, for Quat t s liabilities were many. B".lt with 
full support of Bao Dai, General Collins believed, Quat might 
have a chance. Second, Bao Dai himself could return under a 
IIstate of emergency.1t Thif? would have to be accompanied by 
convincing and dramatic evidence that Bao Dai had reformed, 

57. U Msg, Paris 2601 to state, 19 Dec 54. 
58. S Msg, Paris 2987 to State, 14 Jan 55. 
59. S Msg, Saigon 2894 to State, 22 Jan 55 . 
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and he would have to establisg a government of capable, honest, 
~nd patriotic men. Finally, if neither of these solutions 
,:-rere thought advisable, the United states might withdraw from 
Vietnam altogether. Although the third possibility was not at 
all desirable, General Collins concluded, "in all honesty and 
in view of what I have obse~8d to date it is possible this 
may be !the7'only solution." 

By 17 December, General Collins had become convinced 
that Diem lacked the leadership to unify the country and 
translate his fine words into concrete deeds. This conviction 
was strengthened by the Premier's failure to appoint Quat: to 
the'. Defense Ministry. General Collins therefore recommended 
that the· United Stat·es J . while continuing to support Diem a 
short while longer, urgently consider the return of Bao Dai. 
He suggested that, if this was unacceptable to US policymakers, 
the United States should re-evaluate its programs in South 
Vietnam. In addition, he proposed that, if the situation 
continued without substantial improvement, the United States 
withhold support to the VNA and increase its support of the 
FEC while evacuating its MDAP materiel. bl 

The Department of State, however, was reluctant to count
enance General Collins' proposals. Ambassador Heath, who was 
in Washington, told Assistant Secretary of State Walter 
Robertson that "General Collins' recommendations ignore the 
basic factor that we would assist a Communist takeover by a 
withholding of our aid, even if it must necessarily be given 
to a government which is less than perfect. 1t Ambassador Heath 
also pointed out to Assistant Secretary Robertson that the 
Secretary of State had analyzed the situation in South Vietnam 
as Ita time buying operation" in which the United States must 
attempt to stave off the communi3t takeover while it 
strengthened Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand. 62 

. Moreover, consultations with Senator Mike Mansfield had 
revealed that Congressional opinion would not accept such 
action. In a recent conversation with Assistant Secretary 
Robertson, Senator Mansfield had concluded that although the 

TS)Msg, 
TS) Msg, 
U) Memo, 

Telegram 2303," 17 
pp. 824-825. 

Saigon 2250 to State, 13 Dec 54. 
Saigon 2303 to 'State, 17 Dec 54. 
Heath to Robertson, '1 Comments on Saigon 
Dec 54, Pentagon Papers, vol. 10, 
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p,rl',spects for helping Di,em strengthen South Vietnam were 
'dIm" at best, the United States should, nevertheless, 
"continue to exert its efforts and use its resources"--'ever: 
at great cost--to _hold Vietnam since any other course would 
have a disastrous effect on Cambodia, Laos, and the rest ct' 
Southeast Asia. He believed that the United States should 
continue to support Diem (regardless of his weaknesses as an 
administrator and his inability to delegate responsibility), 
should put pressure on Bao Dai to stop his long distance 
"wire pulling, Ii and shogld prevent the Chief of state r s return 
to Vietnam if possible. 3 

On 19 December, Secretary Thllles discussed the problem 
with Premier Mendes-France and General Ely in Paris. Although 
admitting that Di-em-had been--a disappointment, Secretary 
Dulles declared that the United States and France had to 
exhaust all pressure on him before considering alternatives. 
No~etheless, the Secretary of state agreed that Genera:2 
Collins and Ely should studY,alternative plans and also the 
time of Diem's replacement. o4 The French chose to interpret 
Secretary Dulles! position as a US commitment to consider 2 
cnange, with which Bao Dai would be associated, by 15 January 
1955. The United states stoutly denied having committed 
itself to a deadline or to any formula definitely involv~Dg 
Bao Dai. The French just as stoutly insisted that t~is w~s 
the tenor. of the conver'sations and that, in any case., GeY" .. er2.l:::: 
Collins and Ely had a mandate tor§tudy alternatives and repcrt 
to t~eir respective governments.o~ 

, l~~;c:: his ret"J.rn to vT2.s::ir,;,gton, Secretary Dulles reviewec. 
fer Gc~eral Colli~s in Saigon and Ambassador Dillon in ?&ris 
what he cons1de~ed tc be the basic factors of the Vietnam 
problem and spelled out the guidelines for future uS actic~. 
J:Al~;.Lough there o.re ;:~an~! complex and difficult fact.:Jrs corj
:"\rcr:tine; j-:,'ree Vie-: -Xar.~J II :JulIes stated, "the~e is -:;.:;; res-sen tc 
a <i:TLi t defeat. D"oJ.rine; tl':e ~::-2St five months since Ge:-:ev2., t:ne 
3itua~lon has not disintegra~ed. The people are f~~daffie~ta::y 
ant:3..-Ccmmunist . . . . In some ways developments Tlia.y be ·Dc-::·:,~:-· 

03. (u) Me::1o of' Conversatio~, Senator X,ii-ce Iv'f2..Y' ... ;;;z"ielc., 
Asst SecState Walter S. R.obertson, et al., "Viet::-J.ar:: ar.c. SC.l~'C~-_
east ~.sia, II 7 Dec 54, ibid., pp. 806-808. 

G·~. (Ul Msg, Paris 260: to State, 19 IJec 54. 
65. (s ~sg, State 2872 ~o Saigon, 13 Jan 55. 

Paris 3034 to State, 18 Jan 55. 
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tilan we predicted." With respect to the future, Secretary 
:JulIes stated that the Uni ted States must create SllC'fl a 
situation that the VIet, Minh could take over only by in-cernal 
,{,ialence J adding that investment· in V~f:tnam was jus'fified ~ , 

. even if only to buy time. Bao Dails return would not solve 
the problem, Secretary Dulles told General Collins and, con
sequently, the United states had no choice but to continue 
its aid to Vietnam and support Diem. He also stated that 
revitalization of the ,VNA would give hope for an improved 
security condition and

6
that the United states should exploit 

the land reform issue. 6 

Even as the discussion of t~~se differences continued, 
the United- States"was 'In'"the midst of a reappraisal of ::ts 
position in South Vietnam. General Collins' fear that the 
United states might soon be faced with the choice of support
ing Bao Dai's return or withdrawing from South Vietnam al~c
gether had prompted another review within the US Government 
of its Indochina policy. 

Re-evaluation of US Policy 

Review of US policy toward Vietnam began in the Depart~ent 
of Defense early in January 1955. Secretary of Defense 
Charles E. W±lson, surveying the latest developments in Vie-c!lc;,;L, 
on 5 January advised the Joint Chiefs of Staf~ that a del~cate 
and unstable situation prevailed in South:O:Vietnam,and tha't it 
was necessary for the Department of Defense to be prepared for 
any eventuality. Accordingly, he asked the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to examine, and submit their-'V~gWs on, possible courses 
of action open to the United States. '( 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered this question on 
21 January, but declared that they were not in a position to 
recommend the course of action the United States ought to 
pursue in South Vietnam. Although national policy prescribed 
making every effort to save South Vietnam, the degree to which 

ob. (u) Msg, State 2585 to Saigon, 24 Dec 54, Pentagon 
Papers, vol. 10, pp. 853-855. 

67. (TS) Memo, SecDef to JCS, "Reconsideration of U.S. 
Military Programs in Southeast Asi9-," 5 Jan 55, Enel to 
JCS 1992/431, same date, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 1. 
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the United States -'iliiis prepared .tosupport· that. PO~Yin.llleh' 
money, materials, ahd,'acfdi'tiona'l: w.a:r .i.'~'Sks. haqilotbecome ," 
apparent to the Joint Chiefs- of :St~ff. They.·st·ated that.b.efore 
they could recomm~n.d· c.ourses of·actlop. 'i~ Vietnam,. a firm ':j 
decision on these matters"at the riat1bnal level was ·mandatory. 

.; '.. :',:. ~ • .'. • .'. . ; • : .' J .' '. _! 

. The Joint Chiefs 'c'f "staff' sa~ four 'poss1bl~ ··co.urses 'b'f"': 
action open to the :u:nited' Stc.ites ... : F1~st~ , the" 'Unit~d states., ... 
with the cooperation·Of. F;r:'~nce' .~i1d· Vietnam', 'could·continu.e~··.aid 
as currently being. qeveloped.;.·· . Secb~d..,_ 'the' 'United states -.C.'b·:t:l1u 
institute, through 'an ~dv~·sory:.s·ys.t.elJl,· ·aUnil'ate.rai program:':' 
of direct guidance to the""Vietnamese' Gbv-erfitnent'~making: a.s~:i~t
ance dependent .. upon ,Vie.tnamese -adherence to US direction'~:' :!'f 
neither of tbese cou~s~s.of.action proved adequate. to in~ure 
the via.bility- of .south· Vletnaf!l." ·self-s.ust.aip1rig USforc~s .mlgJ;l.t 
be dePfoyed··to· Indochina~ :ei·ther 'unilateraltY .. or as P?rt o~ ... ':a.~-~·. ~ 
Manil~' 'Pact force. " .. Finally,' .. the United states . c·ould.~.wi thQr'aw.· .... " 
all s,upport 'from 'So'uth' V:i"etnarri''' and con~entrate on.' saving ,the'· ,::. ", 
remainder' (jf Southeas tAs'ia .'" . .. .,.'. '. . , . -. '. , 

• . . . ," "i'"' .: 
• I • ~... • • .' •. _ I ._. ~ 

Al~hdUgh the' Joint Ch:ref~. 'of Staff declined. td recommend. ',::, 
a favore-g ~~'6ur.se·" they. m~de 'clear the. impli~ations for' the '... ... ",/.-, 
United :3t"iites; if the ··rest· .. of Vie'tham fell to the communists ."\: 
Laos anc;l 'Camb;oQ.ia ·wq.uld ~·.p'robablY be lost. through subvers'ioi) : ...... ~; .. :::.'.' 
soon a.fte~ard: .. ' . A friendly government . could pe.rhaps· b.e·: m(:d-n:~:~.··. ..: 
taineq in Th~iland, but' 'only' :through. a· gre'atly exparic;le·p.· US,;;':: .:.',. ,.: .. 
aid p.rogram.' Clearly the.' fall .of· South·.·.V1'etnam wou..J.:q, .. Q.ea;gtiten~::· .. ,· 
the c'han'ce' tha't US armeq·. ·fo,.rc·.es. would' be' r.equired·';'tQ,(.s.jlpp·o:rt,·:.: .. ' 
US policy in Southeast Asia'.b~ - .... '. ..' '-' 

,A 'week ~fter. the. JCS.dis~·usSi:on .of South Vietnam, Gene~~l 
Collins', who:.-was on a visj.t· t'o' Washingt.on·'; gave the Nati.ona1:,·.; 
Security "Council essentially the same' appraisal in' eVen' mo:re, ': 
positive terms~ The Gen¢'ral n9 longer thought· that the. Uniteo' 
States should. consider -~omplete withdrawai' from Vietnam.' "In 
view of" the, importance of V,i'etnam to all of' Sbutheast Asia'-3 tI "" • 

he advi sed; 'the Courtc'il:.· . ' ... 

.r am convinced that the United states should 
expend the funds 3 material, and effort required 

68. '(T'S ):',' 'Memo :'~JCS :to 'Sec])~f'· i'Rec'onsideration of US , ,. ., 

Military Program, Southeast ASia.,.'" '21 J~n 55 (derived from 
JCS 1992/438), same file, sec 2"~ .' .' 
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to strengthen the count.ry and help .it retain 
its independence. I cannot guarantee that 
Vietnam will remain fre.e, . even with our aid. 
But I know that without our aid Vietnam will 
surely be lost to Communism. If the chances 
of success are difficult to calculate, the 
results of a withdrawal would hasten the rate 
of Communist advances in the Far East'as a 
whole and could result in the loss of South
east Asia to Communism. In my opinion the 
chance of success is not only worth the gamble; 
we .cannog

9
afford to let free Vietnam go by' 

default. . 

General Collins was no longer as convinced in January as 
he had been in December that Diem should ·be superseded. The 
Premier had demonstrated in recent weeks that he was capable 
of making some progress. Through Defense Minister Minh, Diem 
had done much to patch up his feud with the army, and the way 
was almost clear for inauguration of a US training program 
for the VNA. Diem had begun an energetic campaign against 
graft and corruption in political circles, and his closing of 
the Binh Xuyen's palatial gambling establishment, the Grand 
Monde, had been received ~ith approbation at home and' abroad. 
He had made encouraging advances on land reform programs, and 
the plans for a national assembly were approaching completion. 
Evenmore'spectacular had been Diem's visits to the provincea, 
where, .surprisingly, he had been enthusia~tiCally received as. 
the champion' of Vietnamese independence.·r ' . 

These successes, though modest, still offered hope that 
Diem might be able to unify South Vietnam. Despite lingering 
doubts concerning Diem's ability to build popular confidence 
in his government, General Collins advised the National 
Security Council that, everything considered, . "Diem t s 
integrity, strong nationalism, tenaCity, and spiritual qual~
ties render him the best available Prime Minister to lead 
Vietnam in its struggle against. Communism. 1111 . 

) Collins Report to NSC. . ' 
S) Msg, Saigon 2562 to State, 4 Jan 55. 

Saigon 25 8 to State, 4 Jan 55; 2703, 11 Jan 55. 
Saigon 3039 to state, 30 Jan 55. 

. 71. (TS) Collins Report to NSC. 
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As a·result of General Collins r recommendations~ the 

National Security Council endorsed a str6ng US policy in 
Vietnam. The United States would continue to support tne 
Diem government~ and continue to press France to carry out 
the commitments made by La Chambre during the Washington 
Conference. The Council approved in principle the programs 
of military and economic aid drawn up to implement the recom
mendations of General Collins. Finally~ the Council decided 
that~ at the forthcoming Bangkok Conference~ scheduled by the 
SEATO members for the last week of February to work out a 
formal treaty organizat1on~ the United States would seek 
reaffirmation by the Manila powers of thelr:determination to 
react under the treaty if hostilities were resumed in Indo
china. Patent~y-, "the· United States'intended to remain in 
South Vietnam.72 

As General Collins flew back to Indochina, the US Charge 
d'Affairs in Salgon~ Randolph Kidder, reported a noticeable 
relaxation of tension on the Vietnamese political scene. There 
was a T! quickening of almost reluctant optimism," he said~ "If.Jhich 
had been commented upon by numerous foreign observers. Diem '. s 
recent successes, together with the efforts of General Collins 
and the constancy of US support~ thought Mr. Kidder, was 
responsible for the atmosphere of greater hope.73 

Despite the optimism in Saigon, there was still much 
reason for concern. Diem, encouraged by his newly-discovered 
popularity in the provinces, had developed an exaggerated self
conf~dence and seemed anxious to take on all opponents at 8DCe. 
The drive to wipe out corruption was uniting the Premier's 
foes ~~d inspiri~g in them even greater determination to 
elimi~ate him from the scene. All at the same tiG0, Die~ h2t 
inve s 'cigs:cions U:(J.Cel'l ili5.Y agair:..s t f'orLTler Pre s idents :~:CiI~l:J X-,,~CiL-, 

BUD-, a.nc. Bul..-i. Lec) 2.~) v!ell as a :(~umber of less 9::,"or::i.::-.:.eD-~ ~JL:;.-0~~~· 
f'igur"2s. As )v~2. ={idder' :;:. ... e:na:rked, !Ihornets I rlests seem -~o [-l.ave 
"'n -1 y>·"--'r::.s"' s~~ .-.. Ie ';-''''''sc-7 "r'a· -.!! "'n rC'>"-""'" n.!! em" 'i'he ,·.raY> .- .,,;- -'. "n·:::.7 c..l ~_.l..C ..l.. v..l..l.J~ ..:..a. ...... .1.. V-L.V. U-L .LJ...L .1. ..... v,.L d.6c::t~l. ....... v 

corruption even had its effect on Bao Dai. CanneS "ceca"me 'C[le 

headquarters of disgruntled Vietnamese politicians urg1ng the 
Chief of State -'co ciismiss Diem. Buu Loc~ Buu Hoi, General 

'72~ I TQ \ Memo Sec"~.&' ~o Jr'lS at ~ 1 fl ~·e-.·~~-'l-:- 01'"11 : • I, U / ... ~ ll' .L.A:;:: .i. l.J '-', C u. ~ • , ~ L 1:-' U..... L' l J 

for the Natio!l2.l Secu:"'"'ity Council, II 3 Feb 55, Encl to 
~992/447J 7 Feb 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 4. 

73. (S) Msg, Saigon 3253 to State, 7 Feb 55. 
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Hinh~ and Phan Van Giao, who had left Saigon a jump ahead of 
Diem's agents, were all in Cannes engaged in this activity. 
~o Dai was reported to be resisting these blandishments, b'..l.t 
his earlier sources of income were steadily diminishing. 
Diem's closure of the' Grand Monde, from whose profits Bao pai 
had reaped sizable returns, was an especially unpleasant blow 
to the Chief of state. Although for the time being he was 
faithfully adhering to the lines or us policy, Bao Dai's 
future cooperation was by no means assured.7~ 

Of still more significance for the future was the growing 
hostility between the government and the Cao Dal, Hoa Hao, and 
Binh Xuyen. French subsidies to the sects had progressively 
diminished and were -c-ut' -off entir-ely early in February. 'rhe 
National Army was unable to absorb all the sect troops and 
still remain within the force levels prescribed by the United 
States. All in all, the course of events seemed to b~ 
steadily closing in on the three sects, and their leaders were 
growing more and more restless. 

In the seemingly inevitable conflict with the sects, how
ever, Diem could take confidence from the fact that~ once 
again, the United states appeared to be solidly behind his 
government. 

74. (C) Msg, Saigon 2895 to state, 22 Jan 55. (3) Msg, 
Saigon 3102 to state, 1 Feb 55. (c) Msg, Paris 3092 to State, 
21 Jan 55. (S) Msg, Paris 3316 to state, 7 Feb 55. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CRISIS OF APRIL AND MAY 1955 

By April 1955 the internal conflicts of South 
Vietnam had become so serious that they had to be 
resolved before the more important task of establishing 
a solidly.anticommunist state could be continued. The: 
most dangerous of these conflicts had developed between 
Prime Mini s.t.e~ I>i~!Il ang. the sec t s .. 

The Sect Problem 

As early as January 1955 it had become evident to 
US diplomats in Saigon that, sooner or later, either the 
sects or Premier Diem would have to give way. The 
three sects were strong and well organized. They were 
determined to retain at all costs their privileged 
position in Vietnamese life, and so powerful was their 
grip on the country that they had a good chance of 
succeeding. From key posts inthe'government, Cao Dai 
and Hoa Hao ministers could sabotage the reform programs 
drawn up by the French and Americans. The private 
armies of the sects, built up by the French during the 
war to fight the Viet Minh, were equipped with 
artillery, mortars, and machine guns. In those prov.
inces admin~stered by the' Cao Dai and Hoa Hao, their 
control of the population was absolute. In Saigon, law 
enforcement was exclusively the function of the Binh. 
Xuyen. 

Diem could not tolerate these conditions indefi
nitely without sacrificing the principles by which he 
attracted international support and with which he hoped 
to win the allegiance of the Vietnamese people. 
Although the sects argued that they were the strongest 
and most devotedly anticommunist groups in South 
Vietnam, their answer to communism·was particularism. 
As a permanent solution, this was unacceptable not only 
to Diem but also to the United States. In the final 
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\lu;mr> analysis, there was no place for the sects, with their 

undisguised ambition for power and wealth, in the 
"poll tical, economic, and social order tha t had to be 
created if South Vietnam wer~ to win the ideological 
battle with communism, obtain foreign recognition, and 
retain US back.lng • 

. . These were the factors underlying the growing 
tension between Diem and the sects. But the event that 
shook. the sects from their complacency, and began the 
chain of circumstances culminating in the April revolt, 
was the French decision to stop paying subsidies for 
maintenance of their troops. Because the power of the 
sects rested on -their- private armies, this was a severe 
blow. With their primary source of income drying up, 
the sects were forced to turn to the Vietnamese Govern
ment for the necessary money. 

Diem appreciated that the unpaid armies of~the 
sects could be a genuine problem for the nation. He 
feared that at best the sects would increase their 
exactions from the population; at worst turn to large
scale banditry at a time when the forces of law and 
order were unprepared to cope with it. Therefore, the 
Premier began paying the sects part of1the income they 
had formerly received from the French. This measure 
was obviously not a long-term solution, however, and 
the sects were of course fully alert to the danger of 
their position. They reSOlved, according to the 
analysis of General Collins, upon three basic objec
tives designed to safeguard their interests. 

The most important of these objecti~es was to pre
serve their private military forces by integrating, 
intact, as many sect units as possible into the 
National Army. The size of the VNA, however, was 
governed by the level cf US aid, and the United States 
had consented to support no more than 88,000 men. By 
January 1955, only about 6,000 of the 30,000 to 40,000 
Cao Dai and Hoa Hao troopers had been integrated~ and 

1. (TS) Msg, Saigon 2581 to State, 5 Jan 55. 
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it was clear that few more could be absorbed. In fact, 
there was every indication·that;:ln executing the pro
gram for reducing-the army, somc,,~f.those already 
integrated would have to be discharged. 

The second objective of the sects was to obtain 
governmental assistance to ease the transition to civil 
life of the sect troops who had.to be demobilized. 
Generals Collins and Ely believed it desirable to pro
vide severance pay for these troops and resettle them 
on. confiscated lands. General Collins thought that if 
the French could ;furnish funds for severance pay, US 
aid might be used to finance a resettlement project. 
The two Gene~als :agr~ed to establish a special working 
group'within th2 ·Training Relations Instruction· 
Mission (TRIM), which was composed of US and French 
personnel charged with training the South Vietnamese 
armed forces. This group was to study the problem and 
draw up a plan that would be recommended to Diem. 

The final objective actually constituted the crux 
of the sects' problem. The sects wanted recognition 
of their qreas of lnfluence together with assurances 
that, once their military strength was reduced, the 
government would not encroach on these areas. But this 
Diem had no intention of dOing. On the contrary, his 
actions demonstrated that his plans for the future of 
Vietnam did not include an influential role for the 
sects. In fact, the Premier had already initiated a 
policy and program of 3PPlying gradually increasing 
pressure to the sects. 

Diem's anti-sect program alarmed 
particular. The VNA moved into areas 
southwestern Vietnam that the Hoa Hao 
exclusive preserve, and, according to 
deliberately provoked Hoa Hao troops. 

the Hoa Hao in 
of central and 
considered its 
the Roa Hao, 
The Hoa Hao 

2. For further treatment of TRIM, see below, pp. 
140-142. . . 

3.' (TS) IVlsg, Saigon 2581 to 'State, 5 Jan 55. (S) 
. Msgs, Saigon .3797 to state, 10 Mar 55; 4373, 6 Apr 55. 
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-::)ij;;U' leader Ba Cut responded by ini tia ting open warfare 
against the government, and in turn the National Army 

..... ...... 
~ : ~ : ; .. ~ 

',' ... , ..... .' 

'':',: :-: .... 
:;::.: 

·mounted'an all-out counteroffensive. Ba. Cut had the 
sympathy and active, support of old General Tran Van 
Soai, military chief of the Hoa Hao, who was also 
acting as a minister in the Diem government. Soai 
himself felt his power and authority slipping as a 
result of Diem's policies, especially after the Prime 
Minister won over two Hoa Hao dissid~nts, Colonels Ngo 
and Hue, together with their troops. 

The Hoa Hao were especially incensed by Diem1s 
tactic'of playing off the Cao Dai against the Hoa Hac. 
Principally, this took the form of concessions to the 
Cao Dai in the integration of its troops into the 
VNA - an act designed to win Cao Dai adherence in the 
contest with the Hoa Hao. From the viewpoint of the 
Hoa Hao the crowning blow came when its arch enemy, 
Cao Dai dissident Trinh Minh The, rallied to the 
government on the condition, allegedly, that hiS

5 troops be employed in a campaign against Ba Cut. 

Although the Hoa Hao was on the verge of open war
fare with the government and, in the case of Ba Cut, 
had already begun the war, it was the Binh Xuyen that 
constituted the most serious menace. Binh Xuyen com
mandos were concentrated in the capital city, where 
they posed an'immediate threat to the Diem government. 
Moreover, Bay Vien, the leader of the Binh Xuyen, was a 
formidable adversary. He was the most ruthless, 
determined, and intelligent of all the sect chieftains. 
He believed that the United States was too interested 
in South Vietnam to withdraw its support even if Diem 
were overthrown, and he was determined to obtain, by 
one means or ~nother, a new government that did not 
include Diem. 

4. (OUO) Msg, Saigon 2807 to State, 17 Jan 55. 
(S) Msgs, Saigon 3381 to State, ,14 Fe b 55; 3470, 18 
Feb 55. , ... 

5. (S)' Msgs, Saigon 3156 to State, 3 Feb 55; 3296, 
9 Feb 55; 3470, 18 Feb 55. 

6. (s) Msg, Saigon 4078 to State, 23 Mar 55. 
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Diem, for his part, had only contempt for Vien ano 
his followers. The Premier had not yet applied as great 
pressure to the Binh Xuyen as to the Roa Hao, but lle 
had considerably reduced its commercial monopolies. Bini! 
Xuyen control.of the National PolIce and Surete especial~y 
rankled Diem, and he planned to regain the police for tl'le 
gov('rnrnent at the j'ir;':it opportunity. The United States, 
which could not reconcile itself tu the idea of a banci (jf 

former gangsters and pirates running the police apparat 1;;:, 

attempted to help. Diem on this issue. The US Embassy i:, 
Paris suggested to Baa Dai that he revoke the decrees 
bestowing police powers on the Binh- Xuyen. 3ut 320 Dai 
rep~ied that this move would not be likely to improve the 
pollt~cal situati9n~.and indeed would probably lead to 
further' deterioration. Besides, he doubted that Diem had 
men capable of taking over responsibility for law enforce
ment.7 

Through January and February the police issue loomed 
larger and l&rger in Diemls mind. It was only a questiG~ 
of time until he felt strong enough to challenge the Einh 
XUyel:, and it was irupro ba ble, in view of Eay Vien: s 
attitude, that the Binh Xuyen would refuse the challenge 
when offered. 

Even the eno Dai, which Diem had chosen not to 
antagonize too openly, had grievances. The Cao Dai Pope, 
Ph.:l:·"'J. Cong Tac, 'xas 01 tterly hostile toward Diem, and rnade 
no· ·~:fT()r't to conceal hi s animosity. Tac, however, was 
:i.OS~:lg influence with the military arm of the Cao Dcti, 
ant ~e was unable to force Generals Phuong and The, ~he 

pr~~ci~a~ tempora~ leaders, to turn on Diem. Phuong and 
The, p~obably fo~ reasons of ~inancial gain, kept the 
,-:;2.0 :Jai mOr'e 0::' =-6:': S ·~)e[L~ ... nd the Diel.l government. B·t..i.t 
~hey too were ~av:ng ~ifficulties in maintaining the~r 
tr'cops, and they trusted Diem's intentions little more 
~h~~ did the Boa Hao and Binh Xuyen. 8 

7. 
8. 

s~ Msg, Paris 3654 to State, 1 Mar 55. 
s) _~I·~Sg, ~~~g'0~ ~4~? -~ ~tat' Q ~8 ~a'o ~~ ~ '-' ....., ...... ~ ~\~_l ....J ,u_ ~v '-' '-::...l... -'- '- // • 
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~ihus, all three sects felt confronted by a COrrLnon 
t~r:.I'ea .. c ~o 'L;heir existence" They had tried uni ting 
'~gainst Diem in August 1954, but had failed to find 
~round for agreement. Once again, in the 3pring of 
1955, they a t tempted "co fOl .... m an al.liance aimed at 
supplanting ·~!l.e Diem government wi th one less hostile 
to their o6jectives_ 

The IlUnited Front of Nationalist Forces lt 

On 4 March the Cab Dai Pope called a press confe~
ence in ~aigon~ Acting-as spokesman for the leaders of 
the Cao Dai, Roa Hao, and Birill Xuyen, whose representa
ti ves \'fere present. Tac announced the formation of the 
tlUnited Front of Nationalist Forces. It The Binh Xuyen 
political adviser read a declaration stating that the 
objectives of the new political group were to unify 
Vietnam, perfect its independence as a democracy, and 
assure its sovereignty. The declaration was obviously 
designed largely for US consumption, for it denounced 
feudalism and corruption, endorsed the Manila Pact, and 
refrained from directly attacking Premier Diem. Never
theless, it fraQ~ly called for a new goverr~en~7 one 
based on "equitable, just and progressive foundations. 1I 

Signing the declaration for the Hoa Hao were Generals 
Soai, Nguyen, 'and Ba Cut; for the Binh Xuyen, Bay Vien; 
and for the Cao Dai, Pham Cong Tac. Significantly 
absent among the signatures were those of Cao Dai 
Generals Phuong and Trinh Minh The, and the forme~ 
Roa Hao dissidents, Colonels Hue and Ngo. In fac~, 
The and Ngo quickly issued public sta§ements reaffirmi~g 
their support of the Diem government. 

United States and French observers in Saigon tooK 
the declaration of the United Front as evidence that 
the sect opposition had swi~ched to the politicalJfront. 
The danger of civil war, they thought, had abated. 
Diem appeared to be the least perturbed of all. He 

9. (C) Msgs, Saigon 3754 to State, 8 Mar 55; 386~~ 
13 Mar 55. 
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recognized certain irr~ediate and local dangers to his 
position~ but to General Collins he did not seem greq~ly 
concerned by the apparent new uni ty among the sects. ~'!-

Diem t s optimism soon seemed justified. The arr.i val 
of a delegation in Cannes to importune Bao Dai to with
draw Diemrs powers as Premier followed closely the 
receipt by the ChieS of State of a personal message 
from President Eisenhower outlining US objectives in 
Vietnam and the progress made by General Collins toward· 
achieving these objectives. This message was immensely 
reassuring to the Chief of State~ who in recent weeks 
had suffered a growing fear that the United States was 
preparing to eliminate him' from the Vietnamese scene. 
As a result of this encouragement~ Bao Dai denied the 
request of the sect repr~sentatives~ and they returned 
to Saigon empty handed.~~ 

The Unite,j Pront r'.i.ex:' tI'ied a more 'direct approach. 
At a second press conference in Saigon on 21 March, the 
Front released the text of a declaration and' Ilmotion~ II 
which had been sen~ to Diem ~ne previous afternoon. 
The declaration recited all the familiar charges 
against Diem~ a~tacking him for favoritism, partisan
ship~ press censorship, a provocative and uncompromising 
attitude toward nis opposition, and ineffectual foreign 
and domestic Dolicies. The attached IImotion lt was a 
thinly veiled- ultimatum. It Hreques:edlt Diem to Ilunder
take within fivE days complete reorganization of the 
present cabine~ and ~~s replacement by a new cabine~ 
with the app~oval cf the United Front of Nationalist 
?c!"'c e s . 1I r:2:-_E: ,;~~'~::"~:-~a t·u~~ '!~2. s signed -by tile s&.r:ie -=:2 c t 
::;"e&o.,.=;1"s J wi th ::i:-;.e .::.,jdi ~:ion 0:' Generals ?ht~.OLg c.:~:,,:. S=':~2 ~ 
ciS ~C·~.!.e :~jec12J:42.:C~·~:~~~'-_ ~.::~"l -4 I\~2.::1c·(~ • .'{c~corc5.i~g <:c~ G-e~··_e-~·2l 

The, who was pres~nt when ~hese documents were ~raf~ed, 
a broad prograffi of gover~mental action was tG ~&ve beeL 
a':.icac:ned-, but 'che sects l:::.--..d been unable to reac":~ agree-
•i,.:,_,~ .... :'_,t.. AD":J~ Y\ :-n° ,::>'~ 'j.ier'e ~-:"", ",d-; Y"lQ' 4 ';- rl1'i("n e:::i r::o-j e~'--' -:-.~. -~_ - . o~-.1.':', Iv -'-'v" o. __ .I. .. ~l.l.= _ '-' , ...... -'_ ....,..;_.... ~v :? 
oppose exis~ing programs than to propose new ones.--

10. (s) Msgs, ~&lgO~ 3797 to State; 3812. ~Q M~r 55. 
(:~.) ~!isg, USAR~·1J':. S2~2.gc':i :'/1C 93.:3-55 t:~) DA f'c~-' G-2 J ~5 >~2.:2 55, 
Dr := N 1 253 3 L~.. C C S 0 ';12 .~;.~ :Ls. ( 6 - 25 - 4 8 ) ( 2) sec 6. 

J 1.. (c) lVt-3g, St2t;~ ::c,' ?&l'i:::: ~ 2l Feb 55. (s) ~;IS6S-, 
?2.r'j.S 3051.~ to state, ~\.:::;.y' )=.;; 3396 .. 15 Mar 55. 

12. (OUO) Msg,' I~;a.:gon 4038 to state, 22 IVIar 55. (3) 
;<8:;, Saigon L~050 to S:'2te.1 23 ~1ar 55. 
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The same ciay, Diem discussed the latest maneuver of 
the United Front with his Ca.binet, less the sect repre-

csentatives, and all agreed ·that he could do nothing but 
refuse the demands .of the sects. General Collins con
curred and advised Diem to stand firm. The General also 
informed Diem that, a.lthough his failure to broaden the 
government made it difficult for the United States to 
continue to ~upport hi~'l~S policy toward his govern
ment remalnea unchanged. 

Nevertheless, the defection of Phuong and The, 
whom Diem had been providing with liberal subsidies, 
was a heavy blow·· to· the Premier. M .. Michel Wintrebert, 
the French Charge d'Affaires, found Diem so profoundly 
depressed on the evening of 21 March that he appeared 
on the verge of giving up. This alarmed M. Wintrebert 
and, as General Ely was in Paris and Deputy Co~~ssioner
General Daridan out of town, he decided to act on his 
own initiative. Without consulting General Collins, he 
cabled Paris recommending an immediate demarche to 
secure Bao Dai I s intervention and IIperhaps" rJ.s return 
to Indochina." The Foreign Office, supported by Gen~Eal 
Ely, urged the United States to join in such a move.~ 

But Diem recovered from his despondency, and 
General Collins, upon learning of M. Wintrebert's recom
mendation, cabled the Secretary of State that Baa Dails 
return could accomplish nothing but cut the ground from 
under Diem. M. Daridan, who had returned to Saigon, 
made the same comment to P1giS. Both recommended 
reject~on of the proposal. 

13. S( Msg, Saigon 4050 to State, 23 Mar 55. 
14. S) Msgs, Paris 4050 to State, 23 Mal" 55; 

Saigon 4084 to State, 24 Mar 55. 
15. (S) Msgs, Saigon 4051 to State, 23 Mar 55; 

4096, 24 Mar 55. Paradoxically, Wintrebert was the 
only important French official in Saigon who whole
heartedly believed in the policy of supporting Diem. 
General Collins, in explaining Wintrebert~s conduc~~ 
said: ':I oelieve \~intrebert, who is really a f:"ne young 
man friendly to Diem, became a bit panicky after talking 
to Diem evening 21st. II 
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The French~ however, still believed that the only 
avenue out of the crisis was to use Bao Dai as mediator 
between Diem and the sects. This could be accomplisheo, 
they said, by either having Bao Dai return to Vietnam 
or having him 'summon Diem and the sect leaders to 
Cannes to negotiate their differences. The US Govern
ment believed it far more appropriate that a joint 
declaration be issued to the sects warning them that 
the Uni·ted States and France were opposed to violence. 
The warning should contain the statement that the FEe 
would prevent movement of sect troops to reinforce the Binh 
Xuyen :i n Satg\)li. G-eneraJ CoJ.·Lini:) had been tryin£!. -fur a 
week to get Gerler'aJ EJ y to agree to empl()y French -troops 
for- this p'.lr-lJOSe-,--i'or he was convinced that Vien Vlould 
not challenge the government by arms if he could not 
count on assis~aDce by Eoa Hao troops. General Ely, 
supported by ?a~isJ made it clear that the FEe woule be 
us~d onl! to pr?tec? ~~8 lives and property of French 
and forelgn na~lona~s.-

The French next propos8d that Generals Collins and 
Ely present the text of & joint demarche to both Diem 
and the sects urging moderation and compromise. The 
United States Government pOinted out that such a move 
would put the sects on the same plane with Diem. It 
was absolutely necessary, the Department of State 
emphasized" to uphold the authority of the central .. 
government. T~e sects were rebels a~d should be treated 
as sucn. BatYL Gf.:ne~al Collins and Deputy Commissioner 
Daridan advi;3'2'~:~ -:::;i1at the joint approach not be made. 
They agreed tha~ they had already informed Diem anti the 
sectc of eve~J- po~.·~ contained in the text of ~~e 
proposed dema~cne.~( 

'='he 2nd lect"u.;:."ed -, ... ~~em ::::·2.~~::'er sternly on "cr-.:.e &b~3·1..·~{"6::'-:.y 
of demanding a solutio~ ~n five days. Cer~ainly, ~e 

----:::-->'--t"'~:____::_:_:__-.- r_ , 

lb. (8; ~Sg3, State 33b~ to Paris, 25 Mar :)~; Saigc~ 
4096 to State> 24 Mar 55; Paris 4070 t6 State, 23 Ma~ 55; 
lJ.lr\Q ?4 -M ..... .,., ;::,:,. ):-;'.1- .:;i::: CY-;'::;v> '~ 

, _ VU, - 1 .I.ct..L ./ J, ;..J..:) , '- U 1 -"-'--..:. J...I. . 
17 (8) Msgs, Paris ~lO? to State, 24 Mar 55; Saigo~ 

41~~ ~o S~~te °4' ¥~r ~~. ~~~~c ~~b~~ ~o P~~.l.~~ 2~ ~1~.L~ _~~/:' _ '-.....,) v V'-"\,r J '- 1 J.'-o ..../-'"1. U v c'" ..., \...,.. -../ oJ . l" _ a. _ ....... ~ -'" _ ~ ~ __ _ 
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pointed out, they could not expect the United States to 
continue supplying funds for troop support if they overthrew 
the government by violence. Subsequently~ General Collins 
~tated that discussion with the two generals was like trying 
to re(i~30n with small children. But his lecture apparently 
had some effect, for General The soon withdrew from the 
United Front, declaring that he had only jointed it t9 
exercise a moderating influence on the other members. 18 

As the oeadline imposed by the United Front expired, 
the situation became highly explosive. The sect leaders 
refused to extend the deadline or to meet with Diem. The 
Premier moved reinforcements into Saigon and converted the 
grounds of the Presidential Palace into an armed camp. 
Battalions of Vien's green-bereted commandos concentrated 
in the southwestern section of the capital, while Roa Hao 
troops occupied positions on the highways leading sOuth 
from Saigon. 19 

Fighting in Cholon, 29-30 March 

Diem chose this moment to challenge the Binh XUYE:r-L. 
Just before dawn of 28 March, a tank-led company of National 
Army soldiers staged a bloodless coup that won Diem physical 
control of the Central Police headquarters, near the arroyo 
separating Saigon from the Chinese community of Cholon. ~he 
Binh.Xuyen guards did not resist, but withdrew into the 
ad,J oining police school to await orders from Bay Vien. 0Tex'c 
day, Diem informed Defense Minister Minh that he intended 
that-afternoon to replace the Binh Xuyen police cOITmissiG~2r 
with his own appointee and to occupy the Surete headQuar~ers 
in central Saigon. Minh protested that Diem should first 
consult his Cabinet. The Premier refused and Minh sub~~ttej 
his resignation on the spot. 1trnen General Ely learned of' 
Diem's intention, he sent M. Wintrebert and General P~erre 
Jacquot to reason with him. They were more successful than 
Minh, and Diem agreed to defer his ~ove against the Surete. 2G 

18. (8) Msg., Saigon 4070 to State, 23 IVlar 55. 
Msg, Saigon 4157 to state, 28 Mar 55. 

19. (S) Msg, USAR~ Saigon Me 945-55 to DA for 
27 Mar 55, DA IN 128188, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) 
NY Times, 27 Mar 55, p. 33. 

20. (S) Msg, Saigon 4192 to State, 29 IVIar 55. 
Washington Post~ 29 Mar 55, p~ ~. 
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This was a fortunate decision for the Prime Minister, 
for on the 'night of 29-30 March the Binh Xuyen struck. r::hey 
thus stamped themsel ves as rebels attacking tile legal 
government. 

Shortly after midnight Binh Xuyen commandos, whom 
Diem's soldiers had driven from Central Police headquarters 
on 28 March, counterattacked in an attempt to regain their 
stronghold. About eighty Binh Xuyen soldiers, supported by 
mortar fire, stormed the pol~ce compound, but were repuis2d 
by National AF.nY paratroopers and later driven from the 
neighborhood. Another Binh. Xuyen force attacKed National 
Army headquarters on nearby: Boulevard Gallieni, but this 
assault als.Q v~a~· beaten off by VNA defendErs. At the sarrie 
time, mortar shells fell in the grounds of the Presidential 
Palace, wounding 3. nur~tber of Vietnamese soldiers. When 
sovernment forces moved to retaliate by attacking the Surete 
headquarters, still in Binh Xuyen hands, the French ordered 
the National Army to remain on the defensive and, to insure 
compliance, temporarily cut off gasoline and ammunition 
supplies. By 0330 fighting had ceased. 2l 

The aggression of ~he Binh Xuyen made Diem more ~naD 
ever' determined to cestroy its power. N011 that Vien had 
resorted to violeLc:e .. .Diem saw no alternative excep~ "co 
remove control 0: the National Police and Surete fro~ tne 
Binh Xuyen Director General, Lai Van Sang, as quickly as 
possible. The government, he told General Ely, could not 
escape its responsibilities. The Binh Xuyen had to be dis
armed or' it'l:iped out, and the \n~A had enough strength in. 
Q.-...; --,,'.-, +-0 carY"',7" O·d- ;-~-'l S .. '~.~':::~':; 0'''' 22 .....,C1.l.6Ul. .. v . _.:; -lv ..,.l..l...l.. •• ~..L, .... b..L. ~ .... 

. ~~ .. 
NY 

~/is:·;~ ~:a~~6cJ{-.~ L;·2J·3 to DA, 30 i'JIa~'~ 55> -;)!~ =~ ... - ~.2390~ . 
Mar 55, ). ~. General Ely init~ally te~ied ~~~ 

He declared t~at 
lJcen iSStled 't·.;itl-l.c~~·c que.s·:~·-~.()r; all tlie ga8ol~l'lE~ &{~Q ~:--~~i7":L:t:-1.i::~.cJ~: 
i"~ r.Lo.d r~eques .. t.ed. }iO~:,~Tt:.1' .. :~:~'.~·4:: 2 i'e~·l days la-c~.~r~ . ., 2~y :..~e··:Tic..r~'~E=Q 

~~~~e~~e f;~e~c~~e~a~o~~~·~7r d~~~~~i~;:d f£~~~=;:~S O~~~2~~l~·~~1~~~~;r~. 
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General Ely was emphatically opposed. The army could 
~aKe the Surete headquarters at any time, he told General 
Collins; that was not the issue. The important point was 
that Diem did not have sufficient strength to defeat the 
sects decisively and rapidly f·:tiroughout the country. And 
if Diem used force, a long ana bloody civil war would 
inevitably result. Angered by Diem's attitude, General Ely 
declared that Diem was suffering from hallucinations ana was 
on the verge of m~galomania. Diem had no appreciation of 
the means at his disposal, yet he was ready to !lput the 
city to sword and flame to estaplish his authority." General 
Ely believed it would be criminal for the French to get 
mixed up in ~_ctyil wa~l and he stated that he would do no 
more than separate the opposing forces if asked to intervene. 
On the other hand, he asserted with some inconsistency, he 
intended to maintain order even if it entailed placing Diem 
under arrest. 23 -

General Collins, while urging moderation, sympathized 
with Diem. He believed the Binh Xuyen had taken action to 
demonstrate that Diem could not control the country; and, 
if Diem did not remove Police Director General Sang and 
fight back, he would have to knuckle under to the sects and 
let them maintain their feudal systems. If General Col~ins 
had been in Diem's place, he told General Ely, he would 
have met the Binh Xuyen challenge by shelling Binh Xuyen 
headquarters and going after Bay Vien personally. The 
French, however, already had a different interpretation of 
the events of 29-30 March, one that coincided substantial1y 
with that of the United Front. The Binh Xuyen, said the 
Frenc~might not have been the aggressors after all. There 
was reason for believing that the National Army h.ad begun 
hostilities and the Binh Xuyen had only acted in self-
,,... r)).l aerense. L , 

7his distortion by the Frenc~ was merely the f~rst ~n 
a series of actions that, in the US view, seemed illogical. 
In subsequent weeks, the French bent the facts to fit their 
desires and then based official decisions on them. The 
explanation of this French behavior lay, apparently, ~~ the 

23. J..bid., (S) Msg, Saigon 4264 to State, 31 Mar 55; 
4292, 2 Apr 55. 

24. (s) rJIsgs, Saigon ~220 t () sta te, ~ 230, 30 Mar 55.; 
4241, 31 Mar 55; 4292, 2 Apr 55. 
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vicious war of words the French and Vietnamese press had 
been waging for many weeks. The French had become so sen-
8i tj. ve to the intemperate attacks on "colonialism, II for 
which they held Diem responsible, that they were predisposed 
in favor of Di.em's opponents regardless of political com
plexion. 

Diem found himself in an unenviable position. The 
crisis had quickened the disintegration of his government 
and revealed flaws in the top military command. Ho Thong 
Minh had already resigned from the Defense Ministry in 
protest against Diem's policies. Four Hoa Hao cabinet 
members :now resigned, and., despite elaborate ceremonies on 
31 March integrating Cao Dai forces into the National Army, 
four Cao Dai 'ministers also ·resigned. Foreign Minister Do 
and his followers submitted their reSignations, then with
drew them. But they ceased to be consulted by Diem or ~o 
have any influence upon him. The Inspector C~neral of the 
National Army, Nguyen Van Vy, made no secret of his opposi
tion to using the army agai~st the Binh Xuyen, and publicly 
expressed the French view that the government had attacked 
the Binh Xuyen first. General Collins reported that Army 
Chief of Staff Le Van Ty was proving to be in this. emergency 
. , II . d n j' ••• b II n" .L-' tne weaK ree we Iearea ~e mlgn~ e. ~lem now more ~nan 

ever' was operatirJ.g a one-man government and, except for illS 

brothers, stood vJ.l."tually alone in his determination to 
resist the sects. 25 

On 31 Marct., both the governmen-c and the Binh Xuyer. 
accepted French General Jean Gambiez as mediator, and a 
for~y-eight hour truce was arranged. Several de fac~o 
extensions lengthened the t~uce through April: but iensi~~ 
conti~ued to mcu~~ ~~ Saigcn, heightened by alnost 6~ily 
incidents. Ge~2~&~~ Collins and Ely, as well as Wash~~g~c~ 
&nd ?a~is, so~ght ~o f~~6 a solution that ~o~ld resolve t~e 
sect problem. 

The Recommendations of Ge:-.>2rals Collins and Ely 

To the men on the scene , it seemed that Diet[l siTl.ply 
was incapable of changing his methods sufi"'i.clently to rC·yrr('L 

25. (TS) iVIsgs, Saigo~~ 4263 to state, 5.i Mar 55; i.~34b, 
5 _~pr 55. 
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or maintain anything but a rubber-stamp cabinet. He had 
alienated almost every political group in Vietnam and 

,. antagonized the French community. Only the United States 
and General Ely, much against his personal predilections, 
stood behind Diem .. Generals Collins and Ely soon concl~ded, 
however, that a major political change was essential if 
civil war were to be averted. 

It was General Ely who now raised the question of Diemls 
replacement. He met with Gen~ral Collins on 7 April, with 
no French staff present. Diem, .he s~id, could no longer be 
maintained as Premier except by overcoming enormous diffi
cuI ties. After a full day of II soul searching, /oJ ueneral 
Ely continued,' he wasfbrced to conclude that, in order to 
preserve Vietnam for the free world, Diem had to be replaced. 
He was preapred toraccept anyone but Diem, and this was his 
final conclusion. 20 

General Collins was reaching a similar conclusion. In 
fact, as early as 31 March he had informed the Department 
of state that it was necessary again to consider alternates 
to Diem. 27 Following his conversation with General Ely on 
7 April, General Collins wrote Secretary of State Dulles 
as follows: 

Even before receiving your kind letter 
I had been considering writing you personally 

.as to my estimate of President Diem's chances 
of successfully remaining as President of 
Viet Nam. I have just filed a despatch giving 
General Ely's final views on this point. You 
and the President are entitled to my judgment 
in light of this and other recent events. 

As you know, I have been doing every
thing within my power to assist Diem in accord
ance with my original directive from the Presi
dent and subsequent instructions from you and 
the Department. In various messages, and in 
my January report, I have indicated my growing 

26. 
27. 

Msg, Saigon 4382 to state, 7 Apr 55. 
Msg, Saigon 4263 to State, 31 Mar 55. 
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doubts as to Diem!s"capacl~Y for leadership 
under t~e difficult and complex conditions 
existing in Viet Nam. 

I must say noVJ that my judgmen-c is 
that Diem does not h~ve the capacity to 
achieve the necessary unity of purpose and 
action from his people which is essential 
to prevent this country from falling under 
Communist control. ~ say this with great 
regret~ but with firm conviction. 

During ~he five months th&t I have 
been here :- have" corae ~O" admire Diem greatly 
in many i,qays. He 2.as valuable spiri tual 
qualities, is incorr~ptible, is a devoted 
nationalist, has grea~ ~enacity. However 
these qua:it~es, linked with his lack of 
practical politic~l sense, his inability to 
compro~nise his ilihel"2n-c incapacity to ge"t 
along with other able men j and his tendency 
to be suspicio~s of ~he motives of anyone 
who disagrees with him, Dake him practically 
incapable of holding this government 
together. As = have often pointed out, he 
pays more attention to the advice of his 
brothers Luyen and Nhu than he does to Gener
al Ely or me. He has consistently failed to 
decentra~ize responsibility to his ministers, 
or to co~su~t with ~~em in advance of reach-
lng i~por~£~t dec~s:G~s. ~his has ~esulted 
in the ~~3ig~~~ion of the few able men ~n 
f".:.is C2.b~~-1"2-C -.',-:-'-0 "":i"~::'2 ['J.O-~ repeat no'C nyes 
men ... 

agree ~~t~ ~~e appraisal of General 
E~y and of' :":1e:-.. i.:::,,~,=~~ D::.' .~U2. t, Do and Minh, 
that Diem wil:l no-:.: 2"J.cceed in gettit"!g any 
new men of abi~ity tc join even a reorganized 
gover:nmer.;.t. ~-::2.Tn2giL.g .5.5 the above fac"Cs are, 
perhaps even 20re serio~s is the Fresident1s 
apparent incapac~~y for creative think:ng and 
)lanning. At no ~~me since I have been here 
has ~e offered ~c ~e a s~ngle co~structive 
thought or"' l-.. is \!,).l.:" -":":'OL. iJ~ll of the progl""'es
sive programs which we have attribute6 to him 



have in fact been developed through the 
cooperative efforts of General Ely a~~ me, 
and our staffs. ~ am still not sure whether 
Diem really g~asps ~ne full significance of 
these programs, or the great difficulties of 
implementing them. 

Instead of sticking to the clear but 
difficult road leading to the conversion of 
these paper plans into accomplished facts, 
Diem has been ever ready like Don Quixote to 
dash off on side excursions to tilt with wind
mills. And. ~q.iJ-e bent on.these excursions, 
whether they be to displace officers of the 
Army whom he regarded as loyal to General 
Hinh, to take action against Soai or Ba Cut, 
or to relieve a police chief, he loses all 
sense of direction toward the essential goals, 
and it is almost impossible to bring him back 
to the high road. We have had many such 
tiltings. 

In summary, despite his several fine 
qualities, it is my considered judgment that 
the man lacks the personal qualities of 
leadership and the executive ability success
fully to head a government that must compete 
with the unity of purpose and efficiency of 
the Viet Minh under Ho Chi Minh. 

In saying this I hasten to add that I 
do not believe that Diem is indispensible for 
the accomplishment of our purposes in Viet 
Nam, that is, to save the country from Com
munism. Programs which General Ely and I 
have developed are, I believe, sound and 
susceptible of accomplishment. But o~r 
successors here must have a President and a 
Cabinet to work with, which to some degree 
will talk our language and will stick stead
fastly to the implementation of these pr'o
grams. 

I believe that Tran Van Do or Dr. Quat 
could form and successfully head such a 
government. 

. ......... ~ 
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If our government should accept such a 
change, I wo~ld urge that we stipulate as a 
prior condition the removal, by President 
Diem with the complete support of Bao Dai, 
of the control of the National Police and 
Surete f~om the Binh Xuyen. You may feel 
that if this is done, Diem should be given 
further time to see whether he can broaden 
his government and speed up progress. I 
believe it would be better not to wait. By 
having saved a certain amount of face for 
Diem by the transfer of police powers from 
the Binh Xuyen we should then accede to the 
appointment of Do or Quat as President of 
the c·buritry ~ 

I fully appreciate /fhe7 gravity of 
the recommendations I have made above. I 
need not tell you with what a heavy heart 
I file this message. However, it is by no 
means with a feeling of defeat for our 
objective here. = s-cill feel that under 
proper native leadership, which can be had, 
the programs which we have initiated can ST:il: b:: ~a~:,_ ~~~ec~8 ve and can save Viet 
Naill 1. rO~l~ ;'.' OL!lliiv<.L...L.:.:> ffi. 

The Secretary of State 5 in reply, indicated that he 
could not see how ~eplacement of Diem would solve the 
problem of the sscts. Any successor to Diem with qualities 
th2~t wot~.ld \'v'ar::'~::_-.. co~ti:.-~ued -~JS support would still have 
the sects ~o CG~~2~d wi~h. ~Greover, a change in pre~iers 
·~~lC·IlJ..C: ,)e d.ar:-.&:-~=-::~ '::'~ ·:h-~ pr·2~.:J~~~.ge throughout the ?a~; 2&s·~. 

The ~hlited S~ates ~ould be charged with paying li~ 
service to the c&use o~ AS~2~ nationalism, then a~antionin; 
? -/',~':- -l o""a~ ~ <:::"1 -: o""c- :=.,-(' T·T-r,"~, I! ,'" .....,.( r.,~~ al ~ )'Yl-e~.-')eC''''''·''''!\ '::pnl -1 e'''':; ~ .:.~O"'"".....;... .... .1. .J..-L..uu ~,-CI.. ....... _ iJ\ •. !.f"_.&.._ ...... ~....I-"-vJ..J. __ ~..L_v. uvu ("". l- .... -~ u 

enough pressure. ;~ addi~1o~al consideration was ~he pro
Die8 sentime~t in Congress. The Mutual Securi~y ~ill W&S 

being debated, and Senator J~2:nsfield made it clear that 
Congress would be relucta~t to appropriate funds for 

28. lTS) Msg, Saigon 4399·to state, 7 Apr 55. 
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Vietnam if Die~ were superseded. Nevertheless, Secretary 
Thllles was willing to consider a change in US policy if 
General Colli~s would fly to Washington for consultations 

. with Depar0illent of State officials and congressional 
leaders. 29 

Even before receipt of General Collins' views, Secre
tary Dulles had been under strong pressure from Paris to 
unseat Diem. The United States was informed in blunt terms 
that the US policy of maintaining and strengthening Diem 
was wholly unrealistic. The time ['Lad come for formation 
of a government responsive to the dominant political force~ 
of Vietnam. The French had in mind the creation of 2 
"Consell Superieur. 11- -- Thi-s body would be composed of' :""e~~re
sentatives of Diem and his supporters, the sects (Cao Dai 
Pope, for example), intellectuals (Buu Hoi, the French 
suggested), politicians (Tam) Huu, and Quat), and the army 
(General Hinh). The supreme council would formulate po~icy 
to be executed by a cabinet of "nonpolitical" technicians 
headed by Diem. The United states rejected this fornula, 
and replied that Franco-US policy should be to let Dies 
strike back at the Binh Xuyen with force, and tg support 
him both morally and logistically in this move. jO 

Despite this ostensible support of Diem, the United 
states, following General Collins' proposal to switch 
premiers, decided to explore possible alternative solutions 
with France, and addressed to the Foreign Office a series 
of questions designed to elicit a concrete French plan. 
The United States asked the French who should succeed Diem, 
when the change would take place, how it would be accom
plished, what would be done about removing the police from 
the Binh Xuyen, and how support of the new government by 
the sects would be assured. The French reply was that the 
answers to these questions should be developed jointly by 
the United States and France. For the French alone to 
answer the questions would be to depart from the agreed 

29. (TS) Msgs, state 4438 to Saigon, 9 ~pr 55; 4466, 
11 Apr 55; 4575, 16 Apr 55. 

30. (s) Msgs, Paris 4200 to State, 28 Mar 55; 428l, 
4285, 2 Apr 55. (TS) Msgs Paris 4328 to State, 5 Apr 55; 
4395, 9 Apr 55; State 3510 to PariS, 4 Apr 55. 
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poJ.icy of achieving a joint Franco-US approach to Indo
chinese problems. Unless this policy were continued~ said 

. tile Foreign Office, France would have to state publicly 
that the United States was now fully responsible for 
developments in Vietnam. 3l 

The United States stood firm, however, and the_French, 
increasingly apprehensive over the mounting tension in 
Salgon~ at length submitted answers to the US questions. 
They still declined to propose a successor to Diem~ 
declaring that this must be the result of joint consul
tations. But they did outline, on 17 April, a plan by which 
a change might be accomplished. Generals Collins and Ely 
would prepara-a slate-of acceptable candidates for the 
premiership and various cabinet posts. Washington and Paris 
would reac~ agreement on this list and submit it to Bao 
illi. The Chief of state would then summon representatives 
of the contending factions to Cannes and, on the basis of 
French and US recommendations~ negotiate a solution, 
including the transfer of the police from the Binh Xuyen 
to the government. Support of the new government by the 
sects would be assured by their membership in a high 
council, together with a program of honors~ indemnific~tion, 
and integration of sect troops into the National Army.j2 

In Saigon y me~nwhile, French officials became more and 
more adamant in their view that Diem must.be replaced, 
calling his removal the will of the \/~ietnamese people. Btlt 
General Collins ~ointed out that this was merely an opinion 
since there ~A!as ~lO vlay to determine the Vietnamese will. 
Ee i>J.rther no'c'2d that it would be difficult to exp:lain 
Diem! s ouster ~:,o t~e Ameri'2an people ~ addii~g "'Chat US con
gressional reactio~ co~~d not be predicted. Despite ~nls~ 
General Colli~s ~i~self ~as finding Diem harder and har~er 
to do business w1th·. o~ 20 April, after reporting to 
Washington that D~em was willing to agree, but only on his 
own narrow terms, to a proposal that he participate in a 
coalition governmer~t, General Collins informed Secretary 
Dulles. III see no 21ternative to the early replace·ment of 
iJi erf~. n 3'3 

3l. (TS) rflsg, S"'c2.te 3622 to Paris~ 12 ..2:..-01'"' 55. (r~s) 
Msg~ Paris 4498 to ~~~~c 16 Aor 55. 

32. (TS) Msg, ~;;~~'4~03 ~o State~ ~7 Apr ~? 
33. (u) Msgs~ 3a~gon 4661 to state, ~9 Apr 55; ~66~J 

20 Apr 55; Pentagon Papers, vol. 10, pp. 912-913, 916-922 . 
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While the Department of State was studying the French 
rep~y of 17 A~ri~, C~neral Collins arrived in Washington 
~on 21 Aprii to discuss the replacement of Diem. He 
::'ea:E'fi:-:rmed his prey-ious recommendation on the early abandorJ.
ment of Diem during conversations at the Department of State 
the following day. Specifically he stated: it would be a 
major error in judgment to continue to support Diem, who 
had demons~rated marked inability to understand the politi
cal, economic, and military problems of Vietnam; Diem was 
currently governing by himself with the advice of his 
brothers and a few close friends to the exclusion of other 
capable men; in five months Diem had not had one construc
tive suggestiQn.L idea, gr plan; Dr. Quat and former F'oreign 
Minister Do were the most able men available in South 
Vietnam; general elections in South Vietnam were not 
possible and the best form of government would be a con
stitutional monarchy. He had already told Diem, General 
Collins reported, that he did not see how anyone could save 
the p~em government and that Bao Dai would probably remove 
him. j4 

The day General Collins arrived in Washington, Bao Dai 
injected a further complication into the already troubled 
situation. On 21 April, Bao Dai told the US Embassy in 
Paris that it would be impossible to find a solution to the 
South Vietnamese problems as long as Diem remained Premier. 
Consequently, he proposed a plan, remarkably similar to the 
plan ,the French were so strenuously advocating, calling for 
him to SUITmon representative Vietnamese to Cannes, designate 
Phan Huy Quat Premier, and instruct Quat to form a I: non-
political" cabinet of technicians. A high council aJ.so 
Vlould be organized with membership from all factions of' 
Vietnamese society, including the sects, army, peasants, 
ar~isans, and trade unions. If the United States rejec~ed 
this plan, declared Bao Dai, he could no longer take 
responsibility for events in South Vietnam. Bao Dai 
asserted that if the United states did not reply to his 
proposal by 27 April, he would take action unilaterally.35 

34. (U) Memo, Dep ASD(ISA) to ASD(ISA), 25 Apr 55, 
Pentagon Papers, vol. 10, pp. 937-940. 

3~. (TS) Msg, Paris 4576 to state, 21 Apr 55. (3) 
Msg, Paris 4659 to state, 26 Apr 55. 
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While officials of the US Emba'ssy in 1 \(liS sought to defer Bao Da1' s move, Secretary Dulles and ; ~neral Collins, after conferring with Congressional leaders,,\ reached a position on the question of Diem's replaceme.\t. The United State3 was now: wilJing to consider :~hlt'ting lts Gupport from Diem to either Quat or ex-Foreign Minister Do. The US Government, however, would not discuss the subject with the French until they submitted a full and frank statement of their intentions in South Vietnam. This statement should include unequiv9cal assurance of wholehearted French backing '~f any new political arrangements in Saigon, as well as resolution of "certain ambigui t:ies rr in French policy toward North Vietnam. Until Paris produced such a declaration, t.pe __ u3~t~.g-- ~_t~~~.~ ,wo.'uJd .cont.inue to support the Diem government. 

But even before these views were communicated to the French, the shaky truce in Saigon exploded. 

The Binh Xuyen Insurrection 

Since the fighting of 20-30 March, Diem had been deter-mined to remove Lai Van Sang from the post of police commissioner. But French and US officials, as well as most of Diem's Cabinet, had advised caution. The Binh Xuyen would surely fight back and the consequences were unpredictable. Nevertheless, Diem on 25 April issued a decree charging Sang with "very grave official misconduct," and naming Colonel Nguyen Ngoc Le to replace Sang as Director General of National Police and Surete. The de6ree also announced the transfer of police headquarters to the prefectural police school building on Boulevard Gallieni and directed all personnel to report at that address by 1430 hours on 28 April or be considered as having abandonee their posts. Sang replied to Diem's decree over the Ur:itE::d Front radio. He had been appointed by Bao Dai~ he said~ and only Bao Da.i cO\lld dismiss him. Use of force in attempting to execute Diem'S decree would have disastro~s consequences for which Diem alone would bear the blame.j7 

36. (TS) Msgs, State 4757 to Saigon, 27 Apr 55; State 3828 to Paris~ 27 Apr 55; 3849, 28 Apr 55. 37. (u) Msg, Saigon 4844 to State, 27 Apr 55. (OUo) Msg, Saigon 4845 to State, 27 Apr 55. 
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The Binh Xuyen was not bluffing. Shortly before noon 
0:1 28 April, fighting broke out between the VNA and the Binh 
Xu;ren around Bay Vien' s headquarters in Cholon. A little 

~ J_ater, mortar shells again fell on the Presidential Palace. 
Diem responded promptly by ordering the National Army to 
attack. The fighting, featuring light and heavy machine 
guns and mortars as well as 105 mm howitzers, spread through 
the fringe of the crowded Chinese community and onto 
Boulevard Gallieni. The VNA acted with vigor, if not always 
with tactical brilliance, and within nine hours the Binh 
XuyeTh had been driven back into Cholon. With fires raging 
out of control in Cholon, and hugdreds dead and wounded, 
an uneasy truce fell on Saigon.3 

Diem had by no means won his battle. On 28 April Bao 
Dai, true to his warning of 21 April, acted. He dispatched 
telegrams summoning Diem and Genera1 Ty to France for 
I' consul tations," and vesting command of the army in General 
Vy, well known for his Binh Xuyen sympathies. Next day, he 
telegraphed that he was sending General Hinh, Diem's arch 
enemy, to Vietnam with instructions for Vy. The Chief of 
state was clearly intent on overthrowing Diem and, in fact, 
he so informed US diplomats in France. The United states, 
he charged, had refused his counsel and had blindly sup
ported Diem in the hope that he would attack the Binh Xuyen. 
Diem had done so, and now Bao Dai would use his own judgment. 
The Prime Minister, however, was not to be intimidated, and 
for the first time he openly defied Bao Dai. With full 
cabinet support, Diem announced that he would neither heeq 
Bao Dai's summons nor transfer command of the army to ~ 
General Vy.39 . ' 

Diem's announcement appeared to have conside~able 
public support. The government press had portrayed Bao Dai 
and the Binh Xuyen as the instruments of French colonialism, 
and the hostilities had already taken on the cast of a war 
against French colonialism by nationalist forces. The 
French, for their part, did little to dispel the impression 

3b. (S) Msg, Saigon 4860 to State, 28 Apr 55. (u) 
Msgs, Saigon 4881 to State, 28 Apr 55; 4943, 30 Apr 55. 
NY Times, 29 Apr 55, p .. : 1. 

39. (s) Msgs, Saigon 4926 to state, 29 Apr 55; 4951, 
30 Apr 55. (C) Msg, Saigon 4928 to state, 29'Apr 55. (TS) 
Msg, Paris 4746 to state, 30 Apr 55. 
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tha~ they were not, as Diem charged, backing the 3inh Xuyen 
both morally and logistically. The Vietnamese saw French 
J.iaison office!'s enteri~ .. g and leaving Binh Xuyen li~_es. 
They also saw the cordon of French troops that barred tte 
VNA from cleaning out the three Binh Xuyen outposts ir. tne 
European quarter. 40 As the French and Vietnamese press and 
radio intensified their propaganda campaigns, animosity 
increased. 

The atmosphere was propitious for the emergence of a 
pqiJ.tical group reflectinG the mounting anti-French, anti
Pao ial ~-iE~ntj.ril0rJt. On 30 April the NationaJ Revolutionar'Y 
Cone;r'ess of t.::1C V.Lctn~L1nc;;c Pcop:lc W~~~ burn. B,'l(.'Ked by C~o 
j)a1 (i-eneral!;J. P[~UQng._.~rid 'rhe_,. and Hc)a Hao (i(;{ief'<.tJ 1';1~()., thl~ 
new political group c} aimeu it represented aj.moDt :ili 
polItical parties cf South Vietnam. It issued a declaratic~ 
repud:!..atin;; B5.o Da.i, declarir:g the :Jie;r. government ciis-
sol ved., and ca:::'~ing upon Dies to form a. new gover::ment ~.'i"en 
the specific miSSion of holding elections for a nationa~ 
assembly, whose first tas~ would be to draft a constitutio~.41 

Although the new party consisted largely .of individu
a~s with a history of opportunism and was actually repre
sentative on~y of its founders, Diem founa its program 
alluring. At Diemls invitation, on the night cf 30 Apri2. 
c.. .. c:;u~ thirty merr.bers of the Revolutionary ComO'li ttee 'J~ the 
Congress went to the ?residentia1 Palace for discussions 
\\~i '0[: the Prerr~::'e~. Enc(juntering C-eneral Vy in the C'c:.:-orldcrs J 

t~"H:Y ;:tripped hi~ of his insignia, a~:d were about tc slay 
h:'r:~ -~·.rhe;;. Dier.1 ir:.-cerccceC:. '~Che committee then f:::lrced Vy tc 
re~.j tCi the press a l-'Y'ep~rec. statement decJ..a::-'int; ~:-~a-c he 
wa~ breaking with Eao Dai and going over to Diem.42 

Next mornir~g, ;Jafe.l.y out of the Palace, Vy ca.i.l.eQ r.lS 
C'I\'!~ press conferer;ce, cec lared that legal governmer:-c [-Lad 
ceased to exist, and an~ounced his own assumption of 
co~trol pendin6 designat~cr: of a new Premier by Bac Jai. 
i!y then moved trcops to key pOints in Saigon, many wi-chi~ 
the European sector. The French obligingly lowered the 

40. (3) M~g, Saigo~ 4956 to State, 30 Apr 55. 
41. (S~ Msg, Saigon 4944 to State, 30 Apr 55. (OUo) 

Msg, Saigon 4957 to State, 30 Apr 55. 
42. N"Y Times, 1 Ylay 55, p. 1. (OUO) Msg, SaigcY',- L96:. 

to State, 1 May 55. 
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'0s.r·:'~C'2.de:-: 'Ci; a.omit unit;3 they thought were now loyal. to 
Vy. ~Li.t trJe CrJief uf' Staff, General rcy: countermanded all 
uf' ,.i.v:;,J (i:rdeT'~~ J and the troops obeyed Ty. Vy then fled 
•. ·~i.i:~()l; £' .. :[' Do. iat, leaving Diem master of the situatie;{l.43 

;·:~\::u.ni,\'I}iJ.l: bellind th(:~ ;~cene3, bitter dlBagreemcnt haci 
·u~c:. b.~..i..lciJ.nc 1.41) between the top' Freneh and US officialD 
.L~i :::;~,:~c)n. IJ ~ thl!.j pe:r'iod, ~3ince Gen<.;ra 1 Co} ,L~n8 waD 
CL .. r,)ute to Vj.l~tnum fr'om hiG c()nferencc0 in Washington, 
Chal'gc ci I Af'faires Randolph Kidder was the principal US 
rep::"e0entative in Saigon. Mr. Kidder reported that General 
~ly had become incapable of discussing calmly any matter 
irlvc'::'ving'Diem. The Premier, according to General Ely, was 
ai. II ~rrespor.l.Efiole madman'." He had broken the truce by 
firi~g Sang and bringing reinforcements into Saigon and 
therefore was :-·0 blame for the civil war. The United S~ates 
W&s &lao to ~la2e for not having agreed to a political 
solu~ion before the fighting broke out. Now, said ~he 
General, Diem was hysterical beyond the point of reason. 
In Mr. Kidder's opinion General Ely himself verged on 
hysteri~, and his emotional involvem:nt ,had comp4~mised his 
usefulness to both France and the Unltea States. 4 , 

According to Mr. Kidder, General Ely was also appre
hen~)ive that the f'ighting, if unchecked, would spread to 
the European sector. lIe had attempted to per:Juade Mr. 
KiJder and the British Ambassador to join in a dem&rche tc 
Dier:" aiyned at securing a cease-fire. But both ciip:iomats 
were determined to avoid. interference in the conflict, &nd 
they had categorically refused. General Ely's concern fer the 
French community was again manifested on 1 May in what Mr. 
Kidder described as a "violent tirade." After a meeting 
i'.'i th Diem, Mr. Kidder had informeci General Ely that in Diem IS 

view the continued presence of Binh Xuyen troops in the 
French security zone created a potentially explosive situ
ation. The General responded vehemently, declaring that 
Diem was obviously planning trouble for the night of ~ May 
and had called in Mr. Kidder for' the express purpose of cle~r
ing himself in advance. Mr. Kidder, said General Ely, must 
go tc Diem and warn him that any incidents between French and 

4j. Ny Times, 2 May 55, p. 1. 
44. (S) Msgs, Salgon 4882 to State, 28 Apr 55;· 4926 

29 ArJr 55; 4953, 30 Apr 55. (C) Msg, Saigon 4908 tc State, 
29 Apr 55. 
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Viet~a~ese soldiers would be the Premier's sole respon3~bility. When reminded that Diem himself had deplored the pOSGib!l1ty of incidents with the French, and tha~ such a 
deelarat~on would in effect be labeling Diem a liar, General 3:l.y replied: lIHe is a liar and you should te~l him exactly t.hat." l)eiipite heavy pressure from General Ely, Mr. Kidder flutly ref~Ged t~ intervene, and G neral E:y dec: ared that, if' hl~~ (J.c~vil'e were not heeded, the res'Donsibl1:i.ty for bloodshed "J()u~!.d re~~t wi ttl Mr. Kidder per~onally. 45 
:3 Gener'al S~y' s preaiction that Diem intended to provoke :'i:.cidents be"tween the VNA and FEC on the nig!lt of 1 May pr0ved unfoun6ed. Diem was planr:ing, however, to launch a final offeHSivE---aga-in-s-c the rema'i~"':Ling Binh Xuyen strongpoints. At nco~ on 2 May, National Army troops crossed the C~i~e3e arroyo i~ boats and attacked the Binh Xuyen fcrcEs in Cholor:. By trle following morning the power of the 3ir.n Xuyen had been broken aDd the re~~antG of Vien1s a~my haG oee~ driven into ~he countryside south of Cholon. 46 

As Diem was launching his cleanup operation, General ·ColJ..ins arrived :'n Saigon. He found Diem strongly 1nc:i.ined tc associate hiT;;.SE:::Lf with the Revolutionary Committee and ur:e ::. t to dispose of JjCl.() Dai. ~neral Collins feared that, 
;;:C2E. likely, the ?rem:"e:t .. might himself become a cap-c':ve ():;.. ... 
~.:::(..~ l' ornei ttee. It} s.ny event, e2.imina tion of Bao Dai would (jE:·~~t:;: .. ,(;y the le[;al ~ounQations of the Vietnamese Gove~r-~n1ent 2.. n li .'; e 2. vet [~e c (y, <. n t ::",y ,'j, t t:1. e me r c y 02" a Del f - a p po::' r.. t E: C. 
z~r:_)t:~'; ~:'f knC"vn~ G~·PCY'L>J~'i~L:}tS. j\:oy'eover, a number 0.7.'" 
~·~r.\.··(,:'c::o.rie:...; C:"l "C.::e (:(jillt1ittee llad past affl:ia-cions wit.:-.: 
~~t:. 'l:'e·c M::'nh. r~LE: li'y-ench intelligence services wer'e CODvlr:ced that '\T::'e~ ;·~inh agents had infiltrated the C·:Hi:.:-r:ittee ;.....nc ::'n~endec '~,o ·~;.Sc ~t .:"'c,Y' -chei:..""' OW'fl purposes. The 0'::1 ted 
~t&~~S also h~( ~~ u~easy fee~~ng that commu~ists were 
1ar~i~g s0~e~he~~ ~n the committee's organi=utio~. Genera~ CG::!~~ tterefcre 3tro~gly urged Diem to use all his 
itlfl~ence to hO.la the Revcl~tionary Committee i:::. Ch8C'K, to 

(5) Msgs, Saigo~ 4953 to State, 30 Apr 55; 4988, 
=.. Kay 55. 

46. (C) Msg, Saig,)Y': 4C39 to State, 4 May 55. 
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reco:~stitute his government, to get on with the reform :rrni~raliio, and to leave the guest10n of Rao illi to an c~; ected n:-d,l.onal asseTilbly. J(( 

This advice may have made Diem more cautious in hi~ relations with the Revolutionary Corrm1ttee. In any event, he attempted to give the movement against Bao Dal a more representative character by summoning 700 elected councilors from 39 provinces to consider the legality of Bao Dai's role in South Vietnam. This If Estates General, 'f or Congress of Elected Representatives, chose 50 of its number to draw up a~program. On the afternoon of 5 May, these men met at toe Presidential Palace~ Angry words were soon being exchanged between Diem's supporters from Annam and Tonkin and the Cochin-Chi-na--·· dele-gates---who -had long been hostile to Diem. At length, 18 of the 22 delegates from CochinChina walked out of the meeting. The remaining councilors then drafted a resolution demanding that Bao Dai transfer all civil and military powers to Diem, who would exercise them until a national assembly met, within six months, to draw up a constitution. 

At the s.ame time, 4,000 activists, claiming to represent 95 political parties, met at a downtown theater to consider the Revolutionary Committee's platform. Much of the committee's driving force had been lost with the death of Trinh Minh The in fighting on 3 May, but extremism and demagoguery were still the order of the day. Three motions were enthusiastically adopted. They called for Bao Dai's overthrow~ Diem!s dismissal, and formation of a provisional government under Diem to govern as agent of the Revolutionary Committee. 48 

Little of a concrete nature emerged from the confused conflict of diverse political factions and personalities and the fulminations against colpnialists and puppet emperors. The co~~ittees and congresses in Saigon generated much heat, but the real fate of Diem and Bao Dai was 

4'7. (s) Msgs~ Saigon 5005 to State, 5006, 2 May 55; 5047~ 5049, 5053, 5054, 4 May 55. (s) Msgs, state 4867 to Saigon, 3 May 55; Paris 4814 to State~ 4 May 55. 48 .. (c) M3P:, Saigon 5103 to State, 6 May 55. !\ry Tim0~3, 6 May 55, p. 1. 
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being worked out between the United States and Fran~e. 
Secretary Dulles and Premier Faure, who had succeeded 
Mendes-France in.February, in the second week of May.sat 
down at conference tables in Paris to discuss the future 

· . '.: ............ ::::: .... . ...... : .. ' ... '.: ~~ 

of Ngo Dinh Diem. Por the fourth time 'in nine months, the 
French and US Governments attempted to resolve this question, 
and this time they were in even mo.re fundamental disagree
ment than at any previous time. 

Trilateral Talks in Paris 

The United States, on the eve of the Binh Xuyen insur
rection, had f:tnal-ly-agreed t-odiscuss Diem's removal with 
the French. But the dramatic events in Saigon completely 
changed the situation, and on 1 May Secretary of State 
Dulles cabled the Embassies in both Saigon and Paris that, 
in view of Diem's apparent military successes, congressional 
and public opinion simply would not sanction any relaxation 
in US support of the Vietnamese Premier. 49 The United 
States was again solidly behind Diem, but the almost total 
divergence of views b-eti""een the French and Americans in 
Sa~gon, and bet-ween \riashington and Paris, threatened to 
immobilize f'ree world efforts in Indochina. Understandably, 
therefore, the Vietnamese question occupied a prominent 
place on the agenda when the Foreign Ministers of the United 
states, France, and Great Britain met in Paris on 8 May at 
a ~onference called to discuss problems of European defense. 

With British Foreign Secretary Harold Macmillan sitting 
in, Prime Minister' ?aure and Secretary Dulles discussed 
their positions or. South Vietnam. Clearly, US support of 
Diem had hardened, and M:c-~ Dulles emphasized that the Unitec 
States must ei -c~'"le!" con~inue to support Diem or withdr'aw 

'from Vietnam a:together. No one else who had so fa~ 
appeared on the Vietnamese scene could warrant comI-:--ii tment 
of US resources and prestige--certainly not Bao Dai. The 
Chief of state, Donetheles~ should be reta1ned as constitu
tional figurehead, said the Secretary, until the Vietnarrlese 
people themselves Qecidec his fate. This would ens~re 
maintenance of the much dlscussed "thread of legality.1f 

49. (TS) Msg, state 4831 to Saigon, 1 May 55. 
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The Ji1rench posl tion 9n Diem had also hardened. Diem" 
;J().id Premier F'aure" W:1.8 not only lncapab;t,e but mad. He 

-had deliberately taken advantage of General Collins' 
absence to engineer a coup de force by attacking the Blnh 
Xuyen, and now he was sur"'rounded by Viet Minh elements. 
To retain Diem would, one way or another, bring on a Viet 
Minh victory, focus the hostility of everyone on France, 
and'result in a breach in Franco-US relations. Prime 
Minister Faure concluded: 

Diem is a bad choice, impossible solution, 
with no chance to succeed and no chance to 
improve the' situation. Without him some 
solution might be possible, but with him there 
is none . . . . What would you say if we were 
to retire entirely from Indochina and call back 
the FEC as soon as possible . . . . I think I 
might be able to orient myself to it if you 
say so. It would have the advantage of avoid
ing all future reproach to France of "colonial
ism" while at the same time giving response to 
Diem's request that France should go. Since it' 
contemplates the liquidation of the situation 
and the repatriation of the FEe, would the 
United States be disposed to help ~rotect 
French civilians and the refugees??O 

'Secretary Dulles feared that the French were not bluff
ing, and that the choice was now between French or US with
drawal from Indochina. He proposed that the discussion be 
continued later, and called upon Washington for counsel. 
The question was referred to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for' 
comment. To the Joint Chiefs of Staff neither alternative 
appeared acceptable. They believed that withdrawal of the 
FEe would leave South Vietnam in a precarious position. 
The VNA was as yet not capable of filling the vacuum that 
would be created, and the United States was debarred by the 
Geneva Agreements from supplying the forces that would be 
necessary to insure protection of French lives and property. 
Nor should the United States withdraw, for without its moral 
and material support France could not develop effective and 
cohesive indigenous forces. In the opinion of the Joint 

50. (T8) Msg, Paris SECTO 8 to state, 8 May 55. 
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Chiefs tif Staff~ if either country withdrew, South Vietnam 
-would probably fall to the communists. The Joint Chiefs or"' 
Staff considered that the question of continuing to support 
Diem was one for resoJution at the governmental level~ but 
expressed thei.r opinion that the Diem government offered 
'the best hope of achieving internal stability.51 

General Collins was also strongly opposed to any 
solution involving withdrawal of the FEC. In the first 
place, the FEC wa~ responsible~ under the aegis of the 
Maqila Pact~ for defense of Indochina, and it was apparent 
that neither the United states nor the· British Commonwealth 
~was prepared to take over this responsibility. iln addition, 
French military assistance was .. e~~ential to the development 
ofVietnames'e- -forc'es--~' --The' FEC -still provided almost complete 
logistical support of the VNA, and furnished the French 
instructors working with the MAAG.in the training program. 
Finally, General Collins, while recognizing that the 
presence of French troops caused much bitterness among the 
Vietnamese, believed that the FEC was a stabilizing influ
ence in the strife-ridden politics of South Vietnam.52 

With these comments 28 background, Secretary ,Dulles 
met with Premier Faure again on 11 May. The Secretary of 
State emphasized that Intiochina, despite its importance, 
should not be permitted to injure relations between the 
United States and France. The United states still insisted 
on Diem's retention, he declared~ but some corrmon ground 
ought to be found. He proposed that France agree to support 
a broadened Diem government until elections could be held 
for a national assemb~y. The assembly would·thert decide 
the ultimate :sc~itical s-crl:.cture of South Vietnam. It 
might or' migh-;:; ~;.ot iriC l',,:de Diem., but it wo:.~lc. be the free 
expi .... ession of the; 'dill of the Vietnamese people. 53 

Prime Ministe-2 Fau:;:"'c, Hluch against his personal views 
and the pressure of Fre~ch opinion, accepted the US 
proposal on the following conditions: enlargement of the 
Diem government and acceleration of the elec~oral process; 

~l. (TS) JCS 1992/)-!-6o:l 9 I"1ay 55) CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
I?) sec 8. 
\ "- 52 . ( T S l 1\1s g, S ai g or.. 515~- to S tat e ~ 9 May 55. 

53. (TS Msg., Pari.s ::::EC'TC 36 to State, 11 May 55. 
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peaceful resolution of the sect problem; cessation of anti
Prench propaganda; retention of Ba') Dal as Chief of State; 
reciprocal removal from South Vietnam of French and US 

'officials deemed disturbing. to Franco-US harmony; and 
assurances by the United States that French economic, 

·-cultural, and financial rel~tlons in South Vietnam would 
be nurtured. 

Secretary Dulles agreed to the French conditions, but 
point~d out that Diem was not a puppet of the United States. 
Unitea states diplomats could give him advice but not orders. 
Tnerefore, the United States could not promise that the 
conditions involving Vietnamese action would be fulfilled. 
In concluding., the- S"e·cretary· made· an especially significant 
point. The Vietnamese problem, he said, did not lend 
itself to a contractual agreement between France and the 
United states. Accordingly, both countries should state 
their policies and proceed with knowledge of what the other 
was doing. In other words, the attempt at achieving a 
joint policy would be discarded, and in the future the United 
States would act more independently of France. 54 

In South Vietnam the crisis had passed. Diem had dealt 
the Binh Xuyen as well as the United Front a crippling and, 
although. the French refused to believe it, a fatal blow. 
Bay Vien and his henchmen, declared outlaws by Diem, had 
taken to the hills. They were presumed to be conspiring 
with .Bao Dai's emissary, General Hinh, who had wisely avoided 
Saigon upon arriving in South Vietnam. Whether they could 
rally the beaten Binh Xuyen forces and join with the Roa 
Hao to challenge Diem again was an open question in May 
1955·. Certainly the VNA, fired by recent success, would be 
better able to meet the challenge than previously. The 
United states was again giving Diem its unqualified support, 
and France had again promised to do so even if reluctantly, 
with conditions. Moreover, Bao Dai was no longer the threat 
to Diem he had been formerly. He had blundered badly in 
trying to overthrow Diem, and had lost much support in South 
Vietnam. 

On 10 May, the rebellion broken, Diem had reconstituted 
his government, naming a group of relatively unknown "tech
nicians" to support him until elections were held. The 

-"' ---.,-
_J- -----~5~4-.~(~s~) Msg, Paris SECTO 42 to state, 12 May 55. 
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Cabinet was the immediate target of ,criticism both at home 
and abroad. From all lndications~ it was another rubber
stamp government that would assure the continued primacy 
of the Ngo brothers in the policies of the nation.55 

A special US intelllgence estimate in early May 
assessed the situation in South Vietnam as follows: 

The success of Premier Diem is operations 
against the Binh Xuyen~ and his stand 
against Bao ·I>ai~ the French and General 
Vy, has created a new and potentially revo
lutionary situation in Vie~nam. While the 
situation in Vietnam. :"s extremely fluid, 
-Diem dppears to-hbld the initiative in the 
phase that is about to begin. 

The estimate -concluded that: 

In present circumstances, we do not 
believe that Diem. cou~d be persuaded 
voluntarily to resign. If he were forced 
from office, many of Diem's followers 
would probably undertake revolutionary 
opposition3 including maquis resistance 
to the successor regim.e .... /N'everthe
less,7 Although Diem has improved his 
"!JosffioD.;} vIe "6elieve that it wi~·.l still 
be extremely difficult, at best, for Diem 
or any Viet::-l2.meSe government to build 
s~f~icien~ st~~ngth ~o ?eet tbe long-range 
challenge of -Cfle Cor:-J.m:~~Dl3 ts .,b 

struggle to bec~~~ 2 ~~ited: free~ prosperous, anti ie~o
cratic nation. t~e CG:l~ns Mission drew to a close. The 
GQn~~ql ~eIn~ ~~1~r~ 0~ ~h M~·y· ~~d later ~n ~°.l.~le ~11'O-.I..1.-v;h '-...... C.L. ~_..J... v uG..-Ov...... v ... ..!.. ...L... J • .£.~ $ l"...oi".Ll ....&... ...L"... _ ... 

Ambassador G. Frederj.ck ne::~l':hardt presented his credentials 

jj. (U) l'lfsg, Saigon 51.37 to State, 10 May 55. (C) 
Msgs -' Saigon 5158 "'co St8:>2 -' 10 ~1ay 55; 5258, 14 May 55. 
(s) IVlsg, Saigor .. 52(.:9 to State., II May 55. ~ ~ __ 

56. (u) SNIE 63.1-2/l-55,· 2 May 55, Pen-cagon ?2.p2rst! 
vol. 10, pp. 955-957. 
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to Diem. On ~ June~ General Ely aiso terminated his 
as:,:,ignment in Indochina~ thus making good his oft-repeated 
declaration that he would not stay in Vietnam if Diem 
~remained Premier. General Jacquot. assumed the duties of 

Commissioner-General pending assignment of General Ely 's 
successor. 

.-.~, ........ ~ 
ROD OiH~~EI 
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CHAPTER V 

THE 01JTLOOK BRIGh~ENS IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

Emerging victorious from the battle of Saigon in May. 
195.5, Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem found himself in a 
position of new strength. He had seriously crippled the 
sects iand all but broken Bao Dai's grip on Vietnamese 
politics. His resolu~e stand. against the sects had gained· 
him respect abroad and popular confidence at home. It had 
dispelled grave doubts in Washington about his personal 
fitness and. had ~on him renewed US support. It had also 
brought about renewed, though qualified, French support. 

Important as his s~ccess had been, however, Diem still 
faced many pressing prob1errts. The sect armies had scattered 
into the provinces where, together with Viet Minh elements~ 
they made pacifica tioD 2. 801 .... e urgent requirement thar.. ever. 
The constitutional ques~ion also remained to be resolved; 
Bao Dai f s "thread of iegality:] had to be severed, and a 
constitutional government, deriving strength from popular 
participation and decision, had to be erected . 

. Further, outstanding problems with France demanded 
attention. The pDli~icaly military, economic, and financial 
relationship betwee~ t~e two countries a~l required ~eso-

3inally, and perhaps most press-
ing ct all~ the V~2~~~~ Agreement and ~he question of n2~io~-
wide elections ~E~~~n8d to je dealt with. 

~iem'3 Refusal to 2o~s~:~ 

Diem was far mere ~~te~es~ed in consolidating his 
regime, disposing (}:r;ce a·:-:d ~"'cr all of Bao Dai and the sects, 
and settling accounts ~ith the French than in dealing with 
the requirements cf the ~~etnam Agreement. The Final 
Declaration of the Geneva s:gnator1eS, however, had called 
for ~at1on-wide elec~io~s for the unification of Vietnam to 
~e held in July 1956, ~~d for consultations be~ween the 
interested parties to b2gi~ a year earlier. 

.,---
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The Declaration was obscure on who these interested 
parties were to be.~ As the ruling power in Vietnam, France 
had signed tile Agreement and was thus responsible for carry
ing out its provisions. By July 1955, however, French power 
in Vietnam had eroded so badly that France was. no longer 
able to fulfill its responsibilities without the cooperation 
of the Diem government. But Diem had refused to sign the 
Agreement and had emphatically protested when France signed. 
His view had not changed in the ensuing year. He still 
refused to admit that his country was bound by the Agreement. 

French policymakers.were under increasing pressure from 
public opinion to give the DRV no: pretext for renewing 
hostilit~es whi~e·the FES-remained in Indochina, and it 
therefore became a matter of urgency that some means be 
found to fulfill the requirement for consultations in July. 
Since any formula for holding elections would have to be 
approved by So~th Vietnam, the realistic solution was to 
persuade Diem to confer with the Viet Minh. 

In this attempt the French had help from the British. 
Because of the leading role they had played in bringing 
about the Geneva settlement, the British wanted South Vietnam 
to follow a course they could represent as conforming to that 
settlement. They believed it essential that Diem recognize 
the principle of consultations and elections even if he did 
not consult immediately. At all costs, he should be pre
vented from publicly repudiating the Agreement. Accordingly, 
British diplomats in Saigon joined the French in urging 
Diem to consult with the DRV.2 

1. The question of elections was dealt with by the 
Geneva conferees in paragraph seven of the Final Declaration: 
lIThe Conference declares that as far as Vietnam is concerned, 
the settlement of the political pro-blems . . . should permit 
the Vietnamese people to enjoy the basic freedoms, guaranteed 
by the democratic institutions to be established after hold
ing general free elections by secret ballot .... the 
general elections shall be held in July 1956, . . . . Con
sultations shall be held on this matter between competent 
representative authorities of the two areas beginning on 
July 20, 1955. 11 

2. (S) Msgs, state 35 to Saigon, 5 Jul 55; 53, 6 Jul 55; 
80, 9 Jul 55; 155, 14 Jul 55; 179, 16 Jul 55. (S) Msg, Paris 
69 to state, 6 Jul 55. (S) NIE 63.1-3-55, 11 Oct 55. 
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Althougil the United States had not signed the Vietnam 
Agreement, in the year following the war it had become the 
power with the greatest interest and influence in South 
Vietnam. The views of the US Government on elections were 
eagerly awaited not only by the British and French, but also, 
no doubt, by the communists. Several times during the winter 
General Collins had called for an expression of US policy or 
the subject, and early in 1955 the NSC Planning Board began 
work on a draft statement of "U.S. Policy on All-Vietnam 
Elections" (NSC 55~9). 

~ The Planning Board concluded that neither South Vietnam 
nor the United states could afford to give the impression of 
obstructing popular elections. By adopting such a position, 
the Diem goverrunerit-··;floul-d enal)le the communists to pose as 
the sale champions of Vietnamese unification, and would 
badly complicate its own task of winning popular support at 
nome. As for the United States--which had advocated national 
elections in Korea, Austria, and Germany--such a position 
would appear to the world as more than mildly inconsistent. 
However, whiJ.,e recommendir:g that the United stat·es encourage 
Diem to consult 1,.-;ith the 'Iiet Minh, the Plan.ning Board 
cautioned that he snould be advised and assisted in the 
matter by the 1Jni~ced StsteS. Above all, Diem should reach 
no agreernent w:..t:~ "che Viet I\1inh that did not guarantee free 
elections and provide for effective supervisory machinery.3 

When asked to comment on NSC 5519, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, after close study, recommended to the Secretary of 
Defense that he concur :l.n its approval with one important 
modification. ~h2 change sought by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
concerned Par2zra)~ ~O of ~he draft policy statement: 

(2 ) 

10. =r ;~:·3ui~ of the above pol~cy 
~hould res~~~ in ~ r8new~1 of hostili~ies 
by the COYr.Tfiurlis:;s J ~he U. S., in "the light 
of the circuffistances then prevailing, 
should be prepared to c!ppose any Communist 
attack with -UpS" armE:d fo:c·ces., if' neces
sary and f'e2.8~ble . . . -p::..--eferably in 
concer~ with the Mani~a Pact allies of the 
U.S.~ but if necessary alone. 

3 . 1 T sj N S C 5 519 ~ ~L 7 f!i3.Y 5 5 ~ 
sec b. 
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Taking ex'cep:tion to that portion of the paragraph that 
envisioned the possibility of employing US forces ','alo"ne" 
t.o oppose communist attack, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
suggested that the language following "oppose any Communist 
attack" be replaced with "by immediately invoking the Ma~ila 
Pact and taking vigorous action thereunder to repel the 
Communist military aggression." The Joint Chiefs of' Staff' 
wished to avoid committing US forces to battle in Southeast 
Asia without the armed assistance and support of' the SEATO 
al11es. 4 . 

The Secretary of Defenb~ forwarded the views of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to the National Security Council, and 
these views, along with the Jraft policy statement in NSC 
5519, were considered by the Council on 9 June. The Council 
chose, however, to shelve the whole question of all-Vietnam 
elections for the time being. It decided that no statement 
of policy on elections was required at that time and noted 
that US policy in the event of a renewal of fighting would 
be governed by paragraph 5d of NSC 5429/5 pending a review 
of that paragraph by the Planning Board. S This revisiog, 
as it turned out, was not accomplished for over a year. 

Despite the failure of the National Security Council to 
adopt NSC 5519, the main features of the policy outlined in 
the paper had in fact already been carried out by the Depart
ment of State. On 7 June the new United States Ambassador 

2j .• (TS) Memo, JCS to SeeDef, "U.S. Policy on All
Vietnam Elections (NSC 5519)," 25 May 55 (derived from 
JCS 1992/463), same file. 

5. (TS) Paragraph 5d set forth the action the US would 
take as follows: 

In the event of Communist overt armed attack 
in the area covered by the Manila Pact prior to 
the entering into effect of the Pact, take actions 
necessary to meet the situation, including a 
request for authority from Congress to use U.S. 
armed forces, if appropriate and feasible. When 
the Pact is in effect, .be prepared, to oppose any 
Communist attack in the Treaty area with D.S. 
armed forces if necessary and feasible, consult
ing the Congress in advance if the emergency 
permits. 
6. (TS) Memo, ExecSecy, NSC to NSC, flU. S. Policy on 

All-Vietnam Elections,fl 13 Jun 55, same file, sec 9. 
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to South Vietnam, G. Frederick Reinhardt, had told Diem that, 
although the United St'ates recogni·zed that South Vietnam was 
not bound by Geneva, it believed/t~~t consultations, under 
carefully defined conditions, should be held with the Viet 
Minh. The United States Government considered that only 
North and South Vietnam should be parties to the negotiations 
a~d that, in particular, the International Control Commission 
should be kept out of the picture. The Ambassador emphasized 
that in the US view the crucial question was that of safe
guards. Unless th~ co~~unists agreed to free elections by 
secret ballot, further discussion should be avoided for fear 
of arousing public expectation that elections were to be 
field even in th~ absence of safeguards. To insure free 
elections Diem should insist upon the same conditions that 
Sir Anthony"'Eaen -had-drafted, an'd the west had supported, 
for German unification. These conditions included individual 
freedom from intimidation or coercion before, during, and 
after elections, and creation of a commisSion with full 
powers to supervise the elections and to guarantee against 
coercion prior to the elections and reprisal afterwards.7 

Although Diem listened to the .advice of US, British, 
and French diplomats, he could not bring himself to sit down 
at the conference table with the Viet Minh. He had already 
made public his opinion that so momentous a question ought 
to be referred to the future national assembly for debate 
and decision. Moreover, he felt that he could not negotiate 
with DRV officials without giving the impression that he 
recognized the Geneva settlement as binding on South Vietnam. 
FinallYJ he believed that his bargaining position would not 
be firm until l--:.e had the same united and strong western 
su.pport enj 0yeG. -oy ':ha~J.c:ellor Adenauer in Germany and Presi
cent Rhee in Kor8a. o 

What Diem real1.y '\l\fant2d "VJas to disassociate South Viet
nam entiY"ely from t~'le Geneva Agreements, but he finally 
agreed to a less extreme solution. After much debate with 
the 3ritish Ambassadoi. .... ::'n Saigon, the Prime Minister on 

7. ~TMsg, State 5267 to Saigon, 27 May 55. (TS) Ylsg, 
State 4302 to Saigon, 6 Apr 55. (S) 'Msg, Saigon 5711 to 
StaGe" 7 Jun 55. 

8. (S) Msgs, Saigon 5731 ~o State, 8 Jun 55; State 5347 
to Saigon, 3 Jun 55; 35, 5 Jul 55. 
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J () July made pliolJ (' his position. .A1though carefully expJ.ain-
1r1].,; that })(\ did n(>t~ T'e,Ject the p.r'ineJpJe of ['reo election~), 
ilt~ Jt'{'I:ll'ell tbat :';,)lJth V:ietnaTri C'iJU.l<J n()t "('()nt~Jd(~r any pr'(j-

'~):\:;:L i j'!"'unI 1.11<' CliDlllluni:;t;;" wtti10ut rn'O().f.' that they haci mended 
'(,he11' ways :uId w(~re· pl'c~paI'ed to' i3ubmlt to the: c()ndltlonn 
ileces3ary for genuinely f'r(:~e elections. SJ 

Diem',s statement seemed to be a rejection of both con
sultations and elections" and it came at a particularly 
embarrassing time for the west. The Big Four "summit" talks 
were scheduled to open at Geneva on 18 July" and the Western 
powers feared that the USSR would try tD force consideration 
of the issue during the conference. Already" Soviet Premier 
Bulganin and Indian-·Pr.emier Nehru" during the latter's visit 
to Moscow on 23 June" had issued a communique agreeing that 
all signatories of the Geneva Agreements should "do their 
utmost fully to discharge their obligations." They had 
pointedly urged If that where 'elections are to be held as pre-. 
liminary to a political settlement the efforts of the govern
ments concerned should be directed to the full implementation 
oJ' the provisions of the agreement. fllO And hardly had the 
summit conference of 1955 opened when DRV Premier Phan Van 
Dong, as if to dramatize the issue for the diplomats 'at 
Geneva, called on Diem to appoint representatives to meet 
with the Viet Minh any time after 20 July to discuss pro
cedures for holding elections. ll 

British, French" and US officials went to the summit 
meeting in full agreement that the West would try to avoid 
any discussion of Indochina" would resist any Soviet pressure 
for inviting the Chinese communists to participate in a 
five-power conference on Indochina, and would oppose any 
attempt to reconvene the Geneva Conference of 1954.12 With 
the Soviets wearing the guise of affability and moderation, 
the conference might well have ended without touching the 
ticklish problem of Indochina" but two days after it began 
Saigon made world headlines. 

The first anniversary of the signing of the Geneva 
Agreements fell on 20 July 1955. Anticommunist demonstrations" 
protesting the partition of Vietnam" broke out in Saigon. 
Rioters sacked two hotels housing the ICC, and police made 

9. NY Times, 17 ,Jul 55, p. 7. 
10. Ibid. , 22 .Tun 55, p. 1; p. 2. 
11. Ibid. , 21 Jul c· r-

::J:J, p. 6. 
12. (S) Msg" Paris SECTO l2 __ .. to state, 

~ 

............ 15 Jul 55. -iliii l! j!iHii' iii~ 
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orlly tuken cfi'o]"ts to rn'GvenL the mob from destruyinp; the ucruonal effect:; oJ' Hler/ll)er~3 of the CornmicH1on. ~~cveral . Amerlcans were l'(~sc'ucd from the mob by: officers of the D:J Embassy. Diem prompt1y apologized and offered indernnificatiol:l to the governments whose nacionals were involved, but the damage had been done. 1 3 

Pointing out that continued supervision of the armistice was being jeopardized by conditions of lawlessness~ the ICC called on the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference of 1954 (Eden and Molotov) for new instructions--which, it said~ the :r:1ots had made necessary. Prime Minister Nehru o:f India also cabled Eden and Molotov. Stressing South Vietnam's hostile att:itlJde towa.rds the _TCe, he,~u.pported the Commission's appeal for new instructions.~ 

At Geneva, ~he questions raised by the ICC and Nehru were kept off the agenda, and Eden and Molotov discussed the matter informally. As the French and Vietnamese had promptly given assurances that the ICC would be protected in the future, the Soviet and British Foreign Ministers decided to adv~e Nehru that the ICC could now assume that adequate security existed. l 5 

The immediate crisis had been met, but the election issue had only bee~ aggravated. The communists served notice that they would make as much of it as possible. In his closing speech at Geneva, Bulganin stated that "the Geneva agreements on Indochina and other problems will not tolerate postponement. II Severa]. ds.ys later Chou En-lai attacked the Diem regime for perm~tting mob violence to ICC personnel and decla~ed that f!the ';[10st urgent need at present is . . . consultations on t::-l2 question of general elections.!! Ho Chi Minh followed with a warning that the US imperialists were planning to keep Vietnam partitioned indefinitely. Even the 

13. (LOU) Msg~ Saigon 298 to State~ 2Q Jul 55. (S) Msg, "I. -'4' i +- ('I' t ,.., -, - ., - -- (QUO) M ,.., _. ~,-- 2 .L.. 
~algon 5 ~ vO 0ta e~ ~~ JU~ j~. . sg, ~algon ~~ ~o State, 22 Jul 55. (c) iVlSg, State 215 to Saigon, 20 Ju1 55. Washington Post, 21 Jul 55, p. ~; 22 Jul 55~' p, 4. 14. (3) Msg, state 220 to Saigon, 20 Jul 55. Washington Post, 22 Jul 55, ;2!. 7. 

15. (C) Msg, State 344 to Saigon, 30 Jul 55. Washington Post, 22 Jul 55~ p. 7. 
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French joined in the communist demand. Premier Faure warned 
President Eisenhower at Geneva that unless steps were taken. 
to arrange nation-wide elections in Vietnam, the West might 
face a full-scale crisis in Indochina. 16 

Franco-Vietnamese Relations 

Diem's public announcement on 16 July only partially 
revea~~d the motives "that had led him to reject consultations. 
In ~he Premierts mind this question was intimately bound to 
the continued presence in Vietnam of the French High Command 
and the FEe. 

Although the Vietnamese National Army had been operating 
independently of the French in the war·against the sects~ a 
French officer still retained the title of Commander in Chief~ 
as well as paper responsibility for internal security~ and 
the FEC still provided a pervasive military influence. Diem 
reasoned that this situation made South Vietnam vulnerable to 
communist propaganda depicting it as a French colony and, as 
long as this was so, his negotiators could not meet with the 
Viet Minh as representatives of a sovereign country.17 

Diem therefore insisted that the French honor their 
promise, made by Premier Mendes-France at the Geneva Confer
ence of 1954, to turn over the High Command to the VNA and 
to withdraw the French Army from Vietnam. He sent one of 
his ministers, Nguyen Huu Chau, to France to negotiate this 
question and also to secure a revision of Franco-Vietnamese 
economiC, finanCial, and cultural accords. Chau was to 
obtain the withdrawal of French ground troops, but was to 
ask the French to leave naval and air forces, under Vietnamese 
command, to provide logistical support for Vietnamese armed 
forces and to pose a continuing threat to the Viet Minh. 18 

Although there was little chance that the French would 
place their military units under Vietnamese command, they 
were anxious to withdraw the FEC and seemed willing to turn 

16. Washington Post, 22 Jul 55, p. 7. 
17 . (3) Msgs, Saigon 5677 to State, 6 Jun 55; State 

5438 to sai~on, 11 Jun 55. 
18. (S Msgs, Saigon 5705 to state, 7 Jun 55; 5731, 

8 Jun 55. 
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over the High Command to the VNA. As Nguyen Huu Chau arrived 
in Paris~ therefore., he had good reason for optimism., But 
at this jun~ture Diem raised another issue that antagonized 
the French and interfered with the military talks. I~ began 
to press for a change in the diplomatic relationship between 
France and Vietnam. ' 

The Premier demanded that Vietnamese affairs in France 
be handled by the Foreign Office instead of by the Ministry 
of Associated States, and that General Ely's successor, 
fo~er llJ Representative Henri Hoppenot, be accredited to 
the Vietnamese Govern~ent in the same fashion as other 
foreign diplomats. The French curtly refused the first 
reque§t, but __ did gO ,,_3_0 far as to give Hoppenot the title of 
Ambassador instead of High Commissioner. His duties, however, 
would include responsibility for Laos and Cambodia as well 
as Vietnam and in all other respects would be the same as 
those of the old High Commissioner. The High Commissariat 
would not become an Embassy even in name. As a French diplo
mat explained to an American, for reasons of French domestic 
politics the transition to new diplomatic forms could not be 
done so abruptly as to raise delicate constitutional ques
tions affecting the French Union. 19 

Because Diem refused to accept their terms, the French 
held up the military talks with Minister Chau. In July, 
however, Diem at length relented and accepted IlAmbassador" 
Hoppenot. But no sooner had the Hoppenot problem been 
resQlved than Diem arrested two French officers suspected of 
complicity in the bombing of several electric power stations 
In .SaigolJ. and anno"L:'rJced that they would -:Je t:"-'lied in Vie.tnamese 
courts for Tn.enaci::-ig the security of the state. Deeply anger'ec.." 
the ?~eDch agai~ 
as Diem released 

suspended the military 
tt-~2 offi c ers . 20 

talks u~til such tice 

19. (\C,' lNi_!~gS. DL:a-(' ....... -;(~ .... _~,'_:::./ ....... !':{ :ind 55_1L,' "'0- (-:+-",J- c, lr: T--y-, ;":;"-h 
- >.; J - ~ -> - v u v ct 0 ~,~ ...I... 0 c, l.A..L.i. J :J " 

5,!Ol, 21 Jun 55; 5776;- 29 Jt~~ 55. (S) Msg" Saigon 5969 to 
State;- 24 'Jnn 55; ?2.r~l.s 27 to ,state, 2 Jul 55; 183, :1.2 J-di 
55. 

2 ~ (~) ¥c~ Qal·~on ~8~ ~o _v. "' \.., 11 ...... Cl , U is _.. -' ~ v 

Paris '1460 to State, 29 Sep 55; 
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The deadlo'ck continued for several months until, late 
in 1955, the French moved to ease relations' with Vietnam. 
?irs~, they transferred responsibility for Vietnamese affairs 
.{'·2om the Ministry of Associated States to the Quai d I Orsay. 
Next, they attempted- to quiet Diem's suspicions by refusing 
to accept the assignment of a diplomatic representative of 
the DRV to Paris and by making clear that the Sainteny 
f.J[ission was in Hanoi for the sole purpose of protecting 
French economic and cultural interests in North Vietnam. 
FinaJly, following Diem's victory in the pop\llar referendum 
(see helow), they recognized the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) 
with Diem as its President. For his part; Diem at:last 
released the two French officers to French custody~21 

These concessions, however, failed to clear the way for 
harmonious relations, for Diem seemed intent upon convincing 
even the most hard-headed Frenchman that the French simply 
were not welcome in Vietnam. In December he suddenly ter
minated the economic and financial accords that had been so 
laboriously negotiated in late 1954. He imposed stringent 
commercial regulations upon French businessmen, forcing them 
to leave the country in increasing numbers. The outrage the 
French felt at this trend was not assuaged by the realization 
that the mounting activity of the United states in Vietnam 
was fast· driving their former colony from the franc into the 
dollar area. As a final blow to French pride, Diem withdrew 
South Vietnam's representatives from the French Union 
Assemb;ly.22 

The Campaig~ Against the Se6ts 

Part of the confidence that led to Diem's defiance of 
France stemmed from his victory over the sects in May. This 
victory had secured his position in Saigon, but in order to 
prepare the way for his political program, Diem also 
attempted to eliminate sect opposition from the provinces. 
He undertook this ambitious task with an untrained army whose 
loyalty had been only partially tested and with a political 
following of uncertain strength. 

--- ... 21. ( S) Msg, Paris 2889 to State, 17 Dec 55. (C) Msg, 
ParlS SECTO 17 to state, 17 Dec 55 . 

.. --.-- 22. (C) J.Vlsg, Paris 2886 to State, 17 Dec 55. NY Times, 
1 Nov 55, p. 8. (S) Msg, Saigon 2671 to State, 5 Jan 56 . 
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The Binh Xuyen and Roa Rao remained Diem's strongest 
adversaries. Remnants of Bay Vien's Binh Xuyen army, about 
1,200 in number, had established themselves in the swamps 
south of Saigon, where they preyed upon river traffic. The 
Roa Hao posed a more serious threat. Although some 6,000 
Roa Hao troops either had been integrated into the VNA or 
had pledged loyalty to Diem, another 10,000 under Tran Van 
Soai and Ba Cut ranged across South Vietnam from the 
Cambodian frontier to the South China Sea. The headquarters 
of both became rallying points for anti-Diem elements, 
including Bao Dails emissary, former Chief of Staff Nguyen 
Van Hinh. United States military intelligence officials 
were convinced that French officers were supplying these 
Roo. .Hao units .. and .. enc.ouraging. them· to attack the VNA.23 

The Cao Dal car-y-led a double standard. The Pope, Pham 
Con~ Tac, was cooperating with the other hostile sect 
leaders in trying to overthrow Diem, but the Cao Dai mili
tary leader, Nguyen Thanh Phuong, supported Diem. Phuong 
concluded an agreement with Diem, integrating the 15,000-
man Cao Dai army into the VNA and eventually succeeded in 
stripping Tac of his temporal powers. Except for an abortive 
attempt to take over the Revolutionary Committee, rormed 
during the Saigon cris~s in May, the Cao Dai ceased to be a 
major problem to Die~24 

By late sp~ing US intelligence officials believed that 
they had solid evidence that the French were supporting the 
sect·s against Diem. Not only had French officials· actively 
hindered Diemts efforts to finish off the Binh Xuyen, but 
they were known to be advising and supporting with money and 
ammunition both tne Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao. The Deputy 
Director for Intel=-~ger;ce., Joint Staff, informed the Chair-
- " .-. nt (~:ln~ _ .... ,..., ...... ;-,,- ,- ,.,.!:, . -: -. ~- ~- !I....,...L. . "-'.L. 
lTIeln., ,; Ol v U ... eJ. ~ \ .. '.~ ,) vci.I.:.., on ..1 J tlne lJna lJ, J....l,., appeurs l,.,na;,.-
the present French pla~s include the support of the dissident 
sects against the Diem government in an effort to cause 
event~al widespread revolt irr South Vietnam, making it neces
sary for the French Expeditionary Corps to intercede, 

23. (TS) Msg, Saigon 5609 to State, 2 Jun 55. (TS
NCFORN) Memo, DDI to CJCS., nRelationship between France and 
the Diem Government in South Vietnam,lI l Jun 55. 

? 'I ~ S) N"T"E 6 -.. 1 ~.J ~ 5 ,- n t 55 'i 5 N'V T,z _4. \. ..L j ......... -.J-j:J...:...1.. ,-,.(! ,pp. 14-. 1 ~ ..Lmes, 
6 Nov 55, p. 33. 
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reestablish'internal security, and to sponsor a new govern-
ment, tied closely to F~ance. ·through Bao Dai." 

French help did· not save the sects. .After the battle 
for Saigon, .Diem immediately threw· thirty VNA battalions 
against the Roa Hao. Both Soal and Ba Cut, badly out
numbered,. suffered one defeat after another. By mid-July 
the Rca Hac organization had disintegrated and its leaders 
had taken refugetemporarlly in Cambodia. ' The flag of 
South¥letnam was planted on all 'seyeri peaks of the Hoa Hao 

'stronghold in the: Seven Mountains region of Southwest Vietnam. 
On 20 September Diem opened the long-awaited campaign against 
the Binh .Xuyen s-outh·-o-f--Sa1gon. - Twenty-two. VNA battalions 
were con6entrated lri the area and in a surprisingly short 
time wiped out organized resistance. 

By the end of 1955 the Hoa Hao, Birth Xuyen, and Cao Dai 
.. - .... had been eliminated as organized threats to the government. 

There remained, however, th~ major operations of methodically 
-des~roying, in province and village, the scattered bands of 
sect guerrillas and the subversive Viet Minh elements. The 
need fo~ a more extensive organization to accomplish th~s 25 
task had become apparent even before the sects were crushed. 

Organizing for Pacification 

With the military defeat of the sects, the security 
problem in South Vietnam assumed a new form. Hitherto, the 
sects, militant and selfish but thoroughly anticommunist, 
had constituted one menace to internal stability and orderly 
government. The Viet Minh, with numerous armed agents in 
addition to political cadres and front organizations, had 
constituted another. As the sects lost hope of prevailing 
over the national forces in combat, however, there 

25. (TS-NOFORN) Memo, DDI to CJCS, "Relationship Between 
France and Diem Government in South Vietnam," 1 Jun 55. ... 
(LOU) Msg, Saigon 1354 to State, 21 Sep 55. (S) Msg, Saigon 
2117 to State, 17 Nov 55. (C) Msg, Saigon 2192 to State, 
-2~ Nov 55. The remnants of the Hoa Hao armies broke into 
roving guerrilla bands that were decimated and further 

.. -. -_ ..... -.# fragmented by a second offensive begun in November. (S) Msg, 
Saigon 3498 to State, 28 Feb 56. 
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le.s.Q·2Y'S!1:ip fell prey to infil tration by Viet Minh cadres. 
The ~nfluence of the Viet Minh soon became apparent in the 
tactics of ~he sects. They began to concentrate less on 
mllltary forays ~··Lg3.inst the VNA and more on subjugating the 
vtll a{~e3 by Intlmlu"-t t.1.t'in and propaganda. At the S.:l.Trle time, 
.i.llt(·] ~i 1gence age;lcle;; In .Sali~on reported that the Vl et Mlnh 
h~td :~trengthened :tt:,~ <.:~pabl1i ty for' infll tratloIl, u~bot~Jr.c, 
~nd tt:::rrori~m at the village level. Comrnunist subveraive 
pres~ures were lliakine; themselves felt both through the :Jects 
and through the Vi~t ~inhls own apparatus. 

The VNA had been deployed throughout South Vietnam in 
a ,manner that kept the Viet Minh and the sects 'from becoming 

."' too aggressive. But in the late fall of 1955, the General 
Staff began to regroup ma~y of the scattered battalions and 
form them lnt·o dIV~is1c:fnS' for training purposes. Thus, 
exte~slve security forces were clearly needed: first, to 
check and ultim~~ely destroy the Vie~ Minh-sect combination; 
:~~~se~~nd, ~O~~~i~.fO~ thg g~~ernment~the confiden~e a;Q~ ., 
t...~ .. u=gia.dce 0... v .. ~e peop.!.e. 2 Al" the Sal,i.e time a neea ex..1.S veQ 
~o improve the quality 0: indigenous officers engaged in 
~~2if~c~~ion oper2tio~s. One plan for filling this neeo 
~~a~ found favorab:e ~tten~io~ in Was 

Colon 1 Edward G. ~ansda:e, T]SA?, 

Colonel Lansdale reasoned that US doctrines of uncon
ventional warfare could be s~rengthened by including 
dis~inctively Asian tactics that had ~roved sound in 
pra~tice. The situation in Vietnam~ he believed, closely 
pa~alleled that faced by ~he Philippines during the Ruk wa~ 
of 1950-51. 3ec~u3e ~he ?ilipinos were very proud of the 
uncor.ventio~a~ ~e~~OQS ~hey had employed to Eliminate the 
l-:i...i!{ :::er..ace, Colo:;-~e: J-I5.:-.sda,2e suggested tnat the Uni ted 
S"":.a'te: devise a. ~·~CZ:;·2.::. £'or ~rc..ining V:ietna:nese o: .... f:..ce~s ::.:-. 
~~e ?~ilinpine3 ~y ?~:i~i~c c~ficers who were veterans of 

- lo' ~ ... 
t:~e ~Il:k campaign. 2,. 

passed Colonel 
...- ... :': Chiel-'f, ~)l~ Staitj:·. ~ 

i~ to the Chief of -
r. !",os.;;.~, 

Adr::ir'al ·?tdford, loJno i~. t·';.rn referred 

~O. 

27. 

i ~5 ---
~~CISED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
t-i;EEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT SUSC552 

(b) ( I I 2 ~ MAY 19M ); 7 - ~-60 7/ 
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Stal'f, .t..rmy, Genera} Maxwell D.' Taylor, for comment. General 
'.r:J.y'lL'Ir agrt?cd with Colonel Lansdale that the benefits of 
SlH,'Ct"~,~ful J\;-:>t0.n ai!'Lic\)Tllrnuni~it d()('0r~_ne would be lost if the 

.. ' .. linitl.'ct :';tatc~1 jn~i:1:;tl_~d ~;ol{·~ly ()n Jt~) own rn(·,·th()d~. l'I1()rcov(~r, 

tl('~ polnted out, IIrp1I(\ p~;ycb()lo[!,iea:t impacL (iI' J\~llan aid f'()y· 
another Asian country, wl.thout apparent US Invol vernent" has 
the definite advantage of furthering the concept of Asian 8 
self-help and unity in the face of Communist subversion." 2 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff on 12 September agreed with 
General Taylor's analysis and solicited CINCPAC's views. In 
reply, Admiral Stump enthusiastically endorsed the Lansdale 
Plan and, having found Filipino military leaders anxious'to 
help, recommended t.ha.t. a t;rainj.ng program in countersubverslon 
be set up in the Philippines, within the framework of SEATO, 
to train selected Vietnamese officers, who in turn would 
serve as instructors in Vietnam. On 1 November 1955 the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff approved Admiral Stump's recommendation and, 
after secl.:.ring the concurrence of the Secretary ·of Defense A 
authorized CINCPAC to budget for and plan such a program.2~ 

Diem's Political Program 

Diem, by making significant gains in reducing the menace 
of lawless and subversive elements, advanced his chances of 
success on the political front. Diem began the campaign on 
this front in the summer of 1955 with important assets tha~ 
he had lacked before the crisis of April and May. tllS 

victory in the battle of Saigon, and the apparent progress 
of the pacification program daily increased the Prime 
Minister's popular following throughout the country. Also, 
the United States had DOW reached the firm decision that the 
Diem government offered the only hope of achieving a stable, 
democratic, and secure Republic of Vietnam. Consequently, 
both Diem and his opponents, foreign and domestic, knew that 
U0 support and financial assistance for South Vietnam was 

28. (S) JCS 1992/468, 15 Jul 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
(2) sec 9. 

29. (S) Msg, JCS 988351 to CINC?AC, 12 Sep 55 (¢erived 
from JCS 1992/477)., same file, sec 11. (S) Memo, JCS to 
SeeDef, "Training of the Vietnamese Army.," 1 Nov 55 (derived 
from JCS 1992/490), same file, sec 14. (C) N/H of JCS 
1992/490, 2 Dec 55, same file. 
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virtually assured as long as Diem remained at the helm. 
Pinally, Diem had purged the army leadership of officers 
friendly to the sects, and the army's loyalty to him per
sonaJ 1y increased with each Victory over' the sects. 

As Diem I s '~::itrength and self -confidence grew, those 
features of his administration that had long worried US 
diplomats became more evident. Despite his profession of 
democratic princip1es, Diem appeared more and more authori
tarian and less and less tolerant of opposition--trends for 
which informed Vietnamese citizens and foreign missions held 
the 3 United States responsible. The Cabinet of "technicians" 
was completely dominated by Diem, who in turn was heavily 
influenced by his brothers. The Prime Minister seemed to 
have no int-ent-i-oh of'--c-hangirig the composition of his regime 
until after the institutions of constitutional government 
had been established, and those he now meant, apparently, to 
build and control himself. 

Diem's plans for national political action reflected 
. both his new self-confidence and his growing authoritarianism. 
These plans called for achieving constitutional government in 
three stages. As a first step, Diem intended to hold a 
national referendum in late October. The people would be 
asked to decide whether or not to depose Bao Dai as Chief of" 
~}tate, and whether or not to designate Diem Chief of State 
with a mandate t'o organize a government. If this referendum 
turned out as expected, a second would follow in November, 
in which the people would be asked to approve a draft con
stitution prepared by Diem. Communal and municipal election~ 
would also be held. Then, to complete the sequence, direct 
elections for a national assembiy would take place in 
December.30 

Ambassador Reinhardt viewed these ambitious plans with 
some concern. He pointed out to Diem 'that the complex 
mechanics of such a program would be difficult to execute 
and that its undemocratic features would be appare~t both at 
~ome and abroad. Elections for a national assembly should 
be held first, h~ advised, and then that organization cou16 
de2} with the questions of Bao Dai and a constitutio~. But 
Diem argued that an assembly would take too long to depose 

'. --

30. (s) Msg~ Saigon 1468 to state, 28 Sep 55. 
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Bao Dai and to approve a constitution. -In ,the end it might 
produce an unacceptable c-onstitution that provided too much 
parliamentary authority over the government. Vietnam, he 
'-emphasized, could not in this phase of its development afford 
to risk the instability of French-style parliamentary govern
mente Underlying Diem's attitude, in the Ambassador's 
opinion, was a determination to prevent a national. assembly 
from gaining too much power before he had fully established 
his own political supremacy. 

Diem had made it clear to the Ambassador that he did not 
need-the advice of the United- states to carry out his 
political program. As the Ambassador informed Washington, 

- US influence in -'thl-s -rriatt-e-r--w8.ff dist-lfictly limited because' 
Diem realized that the United States was committed to backing 
him and that US support could therefore be taken for granted. 
Despite the undesirable features in Diem's political program, 
Ambassador Reinhardt believ~~ it "preferable to further pro
crastination and haggling."j 

Diem announced that the first referendum would be held 
on 25 October. From his chateau on the French Riviera, Bao 
Dai made a last vain attempt to reassert his former authority. 
He appealed to the United States, France, and Great Britain 
t"o'- di~regard the results of the "undemocratic" referendum. 
Several-days later he hurried to_ Paris and is§~ed a decree 
dismissing Diem as Prime Minister of Vietnam . .:) The decree 
proved ~s ineffectual as the appeal. Bao Dai's ability to 
influence Vietnamese politics had vanished with the power of 
the. discr~gited sect chieftains, and Diem was no longer 
dependent- -upon either for support.::r Recognizing this fact, 
the great powers ignored the fulminations of the Chief of 
State. 

'The'Vietnamese people trooped to the polls on the 
appointed day and were given a ballot printed with pictures 
of'··a scowling Baa Dai on one side and a smiling Diem on- the 
other.' Over 98 percent of the voters tore the ballot in two, 
dropping Bao tai's picture on the ground and Diem's picture 

31. (S) Msgs, Saigon 1483 to State, 29 Sep 55; 2378, 
6 Dec 55. 

32. NY Times, 19 Oct 55, p.-l. 
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into the ballot box.33 The balloting clearly expressed the 
ove~~helming desire of the Vietnamese to riq themselves of 
Baa Dai. What elne it expressed was open to question. The 
pr~-eJ.ection campaign had been energetic and one-sided, with 
the activities of opposition groups impeded by governmental 
restrictionG. Diem I s undeniable succes~, repor·ted J\mbac..:. 
sader Reinhardt, lay not so much 'in his vl<.:tor·y percentage 
n~ in the large turnout of voters and the orderly and 
democratic fashion in which the balloting had been conducted.34 

~ Apparently emboldened by the unexpected success of his 
~ exneriment with democracy, Diem modified the remainder of 

his program and in effect did what the United States had 
beer.-·urging-;· . The·-day·after··the election he issued a Pro
visional Constitutional Act establishing Vietnam as a 
republic, naming himself President, and changing the titles 
of all Minis~e~s to Secretaries and all Ministries to Depart
ments. He then created a commission to draft a constitution 
that would be submitted, not to the people as had been plan
ned, but to the future national assembly. A commi§sion was 
also set up to arrange elections for the assembly.55 

After publication of the Provisional Constitutional Act, 
Vietnamese political parties, in anticipation of election 
d&Y, took on clear~r lines. The two largest and most power
f't:.l :;x"trties, the j~u tional Revolutionary Movement (HRi'~) and 
trle hcvolutloDG.-ry VJorkvrs Party (RWP), were solidly behind 
n.1.br~. The NRIVI, hr. ()utr.;l""'owth of the old Hevolutionary Com
n~ittee, was largely controlled by Diem r s brother, Ngo Dinh 
Ce.!:. T:-.e RHP W5.S led by c.nother of Diem r s brothers, Kgc 
~~n~ Nhu. 6The most impor~ant opposition parties, such as the 
=ai vlet,3 were only mildly opposed to Dieo. Nevertheless, 
t~ey an~ounced that they would boycott the election beca~se 
[iE: refused to per'i74~ "C thera greater freedom to campaign against 

33. ~bid., 24 Oct ~~, p. 1. 
34. ~/S) Msg, Saigon 1846 to State, 25 Oct 55. 
35. '"" U) {~1sg, Sc_igon 1857 to State, 27 Oct 55. (3) Msg, 

0-~~~r ~k 7 to C~~~e ~7 ~ct 55 (u) Msg ~-~g ~ 0007 ~ 
L-''' ~ ... (" .;' - 1 .J.. V u l" a. v J ::: I V • 1 i , u a. J.. o.L .L Co- '- _J I v C 

state, 20 Nov 55. (oue) Msg, Saigon 1911 to state. 3G Oct 55. 
S6. Dai Viet (National Party of Greater Vietnam) WaS a 

~atio~alist party d2ti~g back to World War II. 
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him. This position made an overwhelmingly pro-Diem assembly almost a foregone conclusion.37 
President Dj~em I s autocratic brand of IT democracy': was distasteful to officials in the Department of State. They feared that by restricting the freedom of opposition parties he was antagonizing elements that might add strength to the Vietnamese Government in the future. On the other hand, the realities of Vietnamese politics had to be faced. As Ambassador Reinhardt pointed out, there was almost no Vietnamese political leader, either in or out of the government, 'who wa~ sincerely motivated by democratic principles. In the interest of the United States as well as Diem, a strong and stable government was more important than encouraging democratic trends .___Jp the _ vi.ew of the- Department of State, therefore-, it was necessary at least temporarily for Diem to dominate both the government and the national assembly of Vietnam. 3d 

In this regard, US officials had little to fear. Diem had shown clearly that he meant to dominate both the government and its legislative body. When Diem spoke now he spoke for a government no longer dependent on France, a gove,rnment no longer verging on collapse. As a measure of Diem1s personal success, he had, in the eight months following the sect revolt, strengthened his political position, gained substantial public support, eliminated his main rivals, and proclaimed South Vietnam a Republic with himself as titular, and de facto, head. 

The Training Relations Instruction Mission (TRIM) 
At Diem's insistence the French began gradua.lly to withdraw their military forces from South Vietnam during 1955. 

37. (C) M.Sg" Sai~on 3244 to State, :0 Feb 56. (S) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56. (C) Dept of State, PST 5/50, "Karachi Conference, Background Paper on Viet-Nam," 16 Feb 56, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 20. ~ 38. (8) Msg, Saigon 2378 to state" 6 Dec 55. (C) Dept of State, PST 5/50, "Karachi Conference, Background Paper on Viet-Nam," 16 Feb 56, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 20. 
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Ait~o~gh the US Government welcomed the French withdrawal, 
the Dnase-out of French troops combined with other develop
ments to retard progress of the program Generals Collins and 
Ely had worked out in December 1954 to strengthen the Vietna
mese forces. 

According to the Collins-Ely Minute of Understanding, 
signed by the two generals on 13 December 1954, the Chief ~ 
of the MAAG, acting under the French Commander in Chief for 
Indoch1na, wan to be responsible for training the Republic 
ofV1etnam Armed Forces (RVNAF). Although this agreement, 
because of diplomatic procrastination in Paris, did not go 
1nto effect until 12 February 1955, General 0'Dan1el began 
immediately to organize the joint Franco-American group that 
became -known -as' the "'Training-Relations Instruction Mission. 

This mission, separate from the MAAG, consisted of all 
Frei~C~" 'and US advisory and training personnel in Vietnam, 
as well as French cadres with Vietnamese units. It was 
organized in two echelons. The TRIM staff advised and 
assisted the Vietnamese Ministry of Defense, the General 
S~aff, and the Arms and Services Directorate, while the TRIM 
Advi~ory Group advised and assisted subordinate headquarters, 
schools, training center, agencies, and installations. "The 
variGus sections of TRIM were commanded either by a US 
u:':"'~"('er with a French associate or by a French officer wi th 
~;. l;~) associate. All 1r:ere responsible to General 0' Daniel, 
w~o ~ierv2d as Cr .. ief' of both TRIM and MAAG.39 

. J'.lri:1g 1955 r:':~I;-v'I occupied itself in vrganiz1ng a mili
t~ry school systetl, setting up programs for training officers 
'-.::~ 3pecicS.l1s"Cs :::"r: -~ne Uni ted states and other countries," ana 
redu(1ng the language barrier b~twee~ the US and French 
i~str~c~ors a~d thei~ Vietnamese pupils. Much time and 
t!1c".;.,e;Lt went in1;o planr .. ing for reorgani~ing and training the 
ar~y on a divisiona: rather than a battalion basis. In this 
a:. ..... e=., ho'W€ver, Tn I:·': accomplished little beyond the planning 
stage during 1955. 40 

39. TRIM Briefing, in (TS) Report of Visit of LTG 
E~~ce C. Clarke, Commanding General, U.S. Army, Pacific to 
Wes~ern Pacific and Southeast ASia, 6-29 Sep 55 (hereafter 
c~ted as Clarke Report), Vol. III, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
(2) EP pt 5. 

40. Ibid. 
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One reason for this slow progress was the continued 
employment of the army in operations against the sects. 
A~other was the reduction of French personnel assigned to 
TRIM. As the Fr~nch reduced the strength of the FEC, they 
also cut the strength of the French component of TRIM. 
Between April and November 1955, for instance, the number 
of French. assigned to TRIM dropped from 268 to 122. The 
justification offered by the French for this reduction was 
that the French members of TRIM were being relegated to 
secondary and passive. roles. Yet, in the same period the 
Frenc~jealously guarded the Vietnamese Navy and Air Force 
fro~ even token US influence, and the training of those 
services remained almost exclusively under French purview. 4l 

- _. -. - - -

The rapid reduction of the FEC, together with the con-
tinuing need for employing the VNA in the pacification pro
gram, not only slowed the pace of training activities, but_ 
also left South Vietnam unprepared to cope with aggression
by the DRV. This lack of forces capable of meetin'g external 
aggression led the RVN to press for US support of higher 
force levels. 

Revision of Vietnamese Force Levels 

In November 1954 the United states, on General Collins' 
recommendation, had agreed to support a Vietnamese force 
of 88,000 men; the 170,000 men of the armed forces were to 
be reduced to this figure by 1 July 1955. However, in 
January 1955 the RVN had persuaded the US Government to 
support a force of 100,000 men by December 1955, but it had 
soon become apparent that even this goal was unrealistic. 
The conflict with the sects, the continued buildup of Viet 
Minh subversive pressures, and the reduction of the FEC 
emphasized the undesirability of scaling down the army too 
soon. Moreover, the Vietnamese lacked the necessary adminis
trative machinery to demobilize efficiently within the time 
allotted. The RVN were also able to make a good case that 
large-scale demobilization would add heavily to the burden 

41. (S) Msg, CHMAAG Vietnam MG 1191 F to CNO, 17 Nov 
55, DA IN 181427, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 15. (S) 
Msgs, State 2520 to Saigon, 24 Jan 56; Saigon 4070 to State, 
7 Apr 56. 
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of an econoT7".Y already strained by its effort to SUPP9rt 
large; numbe~s of unemployed refugees from the north. 42 

T.n AUG".lst 19:)5, tberefore, General 0' Daniel proposed 
a new ad(Justment in force levels. He recommended that for 
the b.:-tlance of J \)55 tLe u.s Government ~~upport a milItary 
ct-;tablishment oi' l~)O.,U()() men, plus 10,000 ~)ect trouTJ~.; by 
the end of lily 191)6 thi8 160, OOO-TIlan force would be reduced 
tn 1jC, 000 men. rrhe J 50, OOO-man force: would be organized 
1~t~ four field and six light divisions, thirteen terri
torial regimen~3, one airborne RCT, and support troops. The 
force bases would include an air force and a navy of limited size. 43 - ---.- --- -. -

Ambassadc~ rteinhardt and CINCPAC fully endorsed Ge~eral 
cr~a~iel's proposal, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised 
the Secretary of Defense that the recommended force bas~s 
should be accepted. The Department of Defense subsequently 
a~proved the O'Daniel Plan, and MAAG immediately began plan
ning for the reorganization of Vietnamese forceft4according 
to US concepts and at the newly approved level. . 

The rev1sio~ of force levels, the independence of the 
RVN, and the withdrawal of the French seemed to call for a. 
lle&3:Jcssmen-c of' the mission of the RVNAF. Drafting US policy 
tuvurds Vietnam in August 1954, the NSC, apparently expecting 
":Lc,7EC to' uetcr or block any Viet Minh invasion, had 
d'~.:fiLl:d the I;~icsiorl cf Vietnamese for(\es as maintenance of 
l~~ernal security. For almost two years this was to remai~ 
the sole missio~ approved by the NSC. In fact, however, the 
U~it~d states had organized and supported Vietnamese forces 
or~ t:~e assu:'ip-cic:: t;~-:a t tney iJight be called upon to perfor:n 
an ~dditicnal mission--limited) but effective, initi21 
resis0ance to external aggression. 

:~2. I.. S) Brief:'ng by C}n~L~AG Indochina, :':1 (':'S) C~arke 
:,e'!'J::';:'·c. (S;· I'Ilsg J ,Ss.igor: 186 to state, 11.; ~-ul 55.. CC3 092 
:::c~o::. :6-?5-L.8)' (2) C'c...c C (rps) -l\/Tsg CHiv'i"L"! ~'Y'\Q~''''c'''"'~n!:l +-.'" •• ..:J.J-""""- \. _ . L.' t....J ~ ..,.,.: _ \ ..L J VI , __ .r._ J.. '- _.L _ U .L. ....... "--""' v v 

C:NC?AC, 9 Aug 55, sa~~ file, sec 10. 
~3. (TS) Msg~ CHMAAG Indochina to CIKCPAC, 9 Aug 55, 

sar:£ :file. 
L4. (TS) Msg, CINC?AC to OSD, 10 Aug 55, same file. 

(r:;:-'S) ~·~emo, JCS to Sec ~ef, "Revised Force Bases for Vietr:arf!, 
19 ;;:.;.g 55" (derived frc,m JCS 1992/472), same file. (S) Xsg, 
Saigcn 186 to State, 14 :ul 55, same file, sec 9. 

4 
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~~e record makes it clear that Vietnamese forces were 
bC::':lg oeveloped tc perform both missions, for in 1955 the 
2tated objective of the fvlutual Defense Assistance Program 
UftDAP) in South Vietnam was to assist in organizing, equip''':' 
ping, and training Vietnamese forces in order to tlin~ure the 
maintenance of internal security and provide limited initial 
resiGtance to attack by the Viet Minh.1I Moreover, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff recommended as one US military objective in 
Vletna~ the promotion' of eventual Vietnamese participation 
in ,SEATO, and it was their opinion that the members of the 
pact should have the capability of resisting armed attack. 45 

When the que'sfiO'n of force-levels arose in July 1955, 
Ambassador Reinhardt pOinted out the desirability of 
re-examining the mission as defined by the NSC, and Admiral 
Stump declared that failure to include the mission of deter
ring aggression and delaying a Viet Minh attack invited such 
an attack and reduced the value of US aid to Vietnam. But, 
despite the need felt by these US officials for revision of 
the NSC definition of the RVNAF mission, t6he NSC statement 
remained unchanged until September 1956. 4 

MAAG's Personnel Problems 

The increase in force levels and the cutback in the 
French training mission put TRIM in ,a difficult position. 
Even w'ith French help, advisers and instructors had been too 
thinly spread through the Vietnamese military establishment. 
Now the training requirement was greater and the personnel 
to accomplish it fewer. MAAG had similar problems. General 
O'Danie1 had transferred 220 of his 342 men to TRIM in 
February 1955, and, with the French withdrawing personnel 
engaged in processing MDAPequipment, MAAG found it difficult 
to supervise redistribution and use of this material. As 

45. (s) JCS 2099/466, 14 Mar 55, CCS 092 (8-22-46) (2) 
BP pt 7. (S) JCS 2099/603, 7 Apr 56, same file, BP pt 9. 
(TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Objectives for the Department of 
Defense International Security Plan," 1 Mar 55 (derived from 
JCS 2101/189), CCS 381 u.s. (1-31-50) sec 52. (TS) JCS 
2099/540, 17 Nov 55, CCS 092 (8-22-46) (2) sec 20. 

46. (S) Msg, Saigon 186 to State, 14 Jul 55, CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 9. (TS) Ms~, CINCPAC to DA for OSD, 
30 Jul 55, same file, sec 10. (TS) NSC 5612/1, 5 Sep 56, 
same file, sec 26. 
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(':u-.ly :.t::) F,li~llrU.:.ll''y. t)~f'l)Y'l.' the; 1"T'<...'rlC]1 l>(~f·~:tTl tl) w:1.thd-r:.LW, ..:. 
(~-'j:('r? . ..:. C I l);.:inleJ . had reJ)orted thnt ll(~ ne(.'dl~~d twil'e nlu 
3.uthorized strength to accomplish the rni3;3iun a.GGit:;ned hirH. ~7 

3ut the Unitec. states had decided that, although not a 
5ig~atory, it would abide by the provisions of the agreement 
o~ Vietnam.. r::::r-.. u.s, a.c cording to Department of sta. te inter
pretation, P'_rt~cle 16 of the agreement, which limited foreign 
1:1i1i tary persor.l.nel in Vietnam to the number present in July 
1954, limited the number of n4AG spaces to no more than 342. 
~oth Admiral stump and General O'Daniel argued forcefully 
for a change in the l)epartment of State r s ruli~-::g. The Com
mander in Chief, Pacifi~ believed that the policymakers in 
Washington ... _were .. , ... t_o. an. alarming degree, permitting fear of 
offending the ICC to influence the course of US policy 
~~eir attitude he characterized as one of "le~ning over so 
far backward v:e are apt to fallon our faces. 48 

Or. 2 Novesber :955 Admiral stump, in a long caole, laid 
his case before th~ Chief of Naval Operations. He argued that 
i!"l r28tric~ing f\)r'I2:tgn military personnel in Vietnam the 
Vletnam Agree~e~~ s~ecif~ed no nationality and clearly dealt 
i.n totals of communist aDd noncommunist foreign troopu. 
u~le3s there was a~ i~crease in the total number of noncom
~~~i6t troops in Vietnam, he said, it could not be validly 
(:on"te:.ded ttat t:.e a.rmistice of agreerr~ent had been violated. 
?herefore replaceme~t o~ Frenc~ by US personnel did ~ot 

~ ~ -; a+ e 0"". -......~ • C -. e -, c: .-' f' ... "h e ,-. --="'''~ 'Yj t ar d ,.... 1,.- , ~ ~ 1""\" .... -: v .... v..:.. .., __ • .1. \.Il..!.. ~ ",,' v_ \.I.... C-lS'" eeme.l... . .::>oI.J.Ou ..... u oe pruYllp i.J.l.Y 

autho~ized. It was bad enough to be ~ictured in Asi~ as a 
!)aper tiger~ he cOrlcJ..uCieci: bu'S Ileven a pa:;er tiger would 
lese face if he SrlOWec. fear of possible Co~munist words. 1149 

P._dri"~iral 3'V.:.. ... ~:~ "Cool·: CINCPAcr s plea to the Joint Chiefs 
of St&f:, aaa~~s ~~~ own s~~c~g endorsement. They agree6, 
a:1C :::-. a memo::::-as.r:d.i": . .T:i. to t~e Secretary of Defense stated: 

T~e Joi~~ Ct~ef~ of Staff concur ~n the 
views of CINCFAC. ~~27 te~ieve that it would 

~7. (3) i·lsg, c:-r~·:l.AAG :l·:.c.ochina IvIG :'25 ft. to CNO, 1.0 Feb 
55, DA :N l17629, same fi~e, SeC 4. 

48. (8) Msg, CINC?AC to CKO, 28 Feb 56. 
49. (3) Msg, C:NCPAC to eNO, 2 Nov 55, CCS 092 Asia 

(6-25-48) (2) sec 15. 
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be realistic to interpret the provisions of 
the Geneva Agreement to permit replacement 
of French military personnel, withdrawn 
from the Combined Training Organization 
(TRIM) without replacement, by U.S. mili
tary personnel. Similarly, it should be 
permissible to replace French military tech
nicians, withdrawn without replacement from 
execution of the- MDAP redistribution activi
t~es, by U.S. military technicians. Accord-

~ ingly, it is recommended that the Secretary 
of Defense inform the National Security 
Council of -·thegrav±-ty of the· situation in 
Vietnam, requesting authority to raise the 
342 limitation on U.S. military personnel 
in Vietnam to replace, as required, French 
personnel withdrawn without replacement from 
the training and MDAP equipmentredis
tribution program.50 

Transmitting these views to the Secretary of State on 
13 December, the Secretary of Defense added his own emphatic 
concurrence. Conceding that the political impact of such a 
move as advocated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff would have to 
be carefully studied, Secretary Wilson suggested that this 
time military considerations might well outweigh political 
considerations. The Chief, MAAG, he continued, had been made 
responsible for the mission defined by the NSC, but had been 
denied the means to accomplish it. "If a favorable solution 
to this problem is not forthcoming in the immediate future," 
wrote Secretary Wilson, "It is considered that the NSC mili
taryobjective should ce revised downward so as to reflect 
a mission which might reasonably be accomplished by MAAG, 
Viet Nam."51 

The "NSC military objective" in Vietnam was not revised 
nor was the Chief, MAAG, immediately given the additional 

50. (S) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Raising U.S. Military 
Personnel Ceiling of MAAG Vietnam" (derived from JCS 1992/500), 
9 Dec 55, same file, sec 16. 

51. (S) Ltr, SecDef to SecState,13 Dec 55, N/H of 
JCS 1992/500, 14 Feb 56, same file. 
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personnel he deemed essential; the explanation may, in part 
at least, lie in the relative calm in SoutheasteastAsia and. 
the more sanguine view taken by'US officials of the security 
threat. 

The Security Threat 

Although in 1954 the Viet Minh went through the outward 
motions of compliance with the Vietnam Agreement calling for 
the withdrawal of their forces, it had been rapidly apparent 
tha~~they, in' fact, were not doing so. The year 1955 brought 
r~neweq evidence that the Viet Minh were not abiding by the 
Agreement. Intelligence sources continued to report that the 
Viet flIinh were ._~~~Y:!D.g_ behind __ .substantial numbers of trained. 
military personnel in civilian guise while withdrawing new 
recruits to North Vietnam for training and indoctrination~ 
French and VNA units moving into areas evacuated by the Viet 
Minh frequently discovered arms and ammunition caches, con
firming that the Viet Minh had further plans for South Vietnam. 

By late 1955" when the last Viet Minh units had left 
South Vietnam" a number of agents remained behind to direc~ 
the subsequent phases of the enemy campaign to unite the 
Vietnamese under Hanoits rule. United states officials did 
not have an accurate estimate of the number of cadres left 
behind but clearly saw the threat these men represented. 
liThe biggest danger facing ,south Vietnam (other than outright 
renewal of hostil:::ties) is that of a Vlet Minh decision to 
exercise its very extensive capability for widespread 
ter'rorlst-guerri~LI.3. activities" If the Deputy Director for 
Intelligence, J·:.:int ;'jtaff, J_n:"'o:rrn.ed AdIn:l.I·al Radford on 
22 November 19S~. ~~2 deciSion-to engage in such warfare 
would be taken by Ha~oi only after it found itself unable, 
because of South T·":c·~·n2.m f s ~Lr:i.C reasing strength and st5.-bili ty ," 
to conquer ~hrou~h political means o Adm~ral Radford noted" 
however, that i t wO·L.~~_d be It increasingly difficult II for- the 
\T-ie~ M~nh +-·0 ncr.c>-i- '=<T.T~:\~ '·'T-..L~";-',:!f -:-:;:,r"n()Y'~s+- acr~v..!!t-"es .... s 1- r ey v ..... u .l~....... v .... v ...... vvc.y V~ v1_ u'C .J.~_~ v ~.J..L.L d u .. l 

had done in the past. 

Gen.eral 0\ Danie2. die. :._:\~ -:JeJ..le'le that trle Viet Mir"'!!l !1a.d 
a very Il extensive" guerrilla capability. They nad" he thoaght, 
much less paramilitary strength than they had a year before. 
He predicted that this strength would'continue to dwindle. 
Accepting this judgment., the Deputy Director for Intelligence 
informed the Chairman, 30in'~, Chiefs of Staff" on 19 Decem"beY' 
1955 that the present Viet Minh guerrilla capability was not 

11.:..7 
~ 'I 
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\ . 
sufficient to ~ake over tpe. country and that only thr'ough a 
resumption of hostilities could they,wi~ Sbuth Vietnam.52 

Thus' au 1955 drew to a close the trend of events in 
~;~)uth Vietnam appear"ed favorable to US pollcy. Thin trend 
Geemed to bode well for the establishment of a reasonably 
stable government and a security climate in which.the new 
republic might well become a dependable link in the chain of 
resistance to communist expansion in ,Asia. 

52. (s) Rpt, Intelligence Advisory Committee, "Vietminh 
Violations of the Geneva Agreements through 31 December 
1954," 21 Jan 55; (S) Memo, DDI, JS to CJCS, "Emerging 
Pattern-South Vietnam," 22 Nov 55. (8) Memo, DDI, JS to 
CJCS, "Comments by'LTG Q'Danie1 on 12 Dec 55," 19 Dec 55. 
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CHAPI'ER VI' 

DEVELOPMENTS IN NORTH VIErNAM 

When the Gen~va settlement formally-acknowledged 
de·..Jacto· Viet Minh contro-l in the'northern half of Vietnam, 
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam had been exercising 

, authority over large areas in the north for nine years. 

This pre-Geneva experien:ce provided a governmental. 
framework that eased the DRV' s task of assuming complete ~. 
governmental control in 1954; the DRV soon found, however,. 
that economic and political problems had been substituted 
for military ones. Before Geneva, the regime could command 
the support of the population simply by waging an effective 
war for independence and, when faced with economic and -
social problems, could convincingly attribute them in one 
way or another to colonialism. Thus the Viet Minh, and 
hence the DRV, although bearing few of the responsibilities 
and costs of real governmental power, nevertheless enjoyed 
great popularity and public cooperation. The Geneva Agree
ments ended this state of affairs, and visited new and 
taxing demands upon the DRV government . 

Evacuation of Refugees 

The Vietnam Agreement provided that French and Viet 
Minh forces be regr0uped in their respective zones within 
300 days after the armistice became effective. Withdrawal 
of French forces was to be accomplished in three stages: 
from the Hanoi perimeter by the end of 80 days; from the 
Haiduong perimeter by the end of 100 days; and from the 
Haiphong perimeter by the end' of 300 days. Hanoi and 
Haiduong were evacuated on schedule, leaving Haiphong the 
last French foothold in the north. The transfer of the 
Haiphong enclave from French to Vi~t Minh hands began on 
22 April 1955 and was completed on 16""May, two days before 
the deadline. The transfer was accomplished without 
inCident, and the DRV.thus assumed full responsibility, 
pending a final political settlement and unification of the 
country, for the administration of a~l Vietnamese territory 
north of the 17th Parallel . 
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In adQ.ition to the regro~ping "of military',forces, "the 
Vietnam Agreement also prov:ided, that civilians on either 
side of the ~eri1a.racation line desiring to move 'to the other 
~ide should be permitted and helped to' do so. ,-, The Agreement 
specified the same period o'f'time for such transfers as for 
the removal of' the military forces--300 days.' 

Within a few days of the signing of the Geneva Agree
ments, however" it became apparent that the French and the 
South Vietnamese would be unable to handle ,the evacuation 
of th~thousands of refugees electing to migrate from North 
to ~outh Vietnam., Ambassador Heath reported ,early in 
August 1954 that the refug¢e program was being gravely 
endangered by Viet Minh terrorism, South Vietnamese incom:
petence, and "inc"orrigl'bly:weakU

" French staff work. The, 
President should be advised, he added, that only bold US ' 
leadership could prevent failure~l .. Thus ,alerted, the 
United States Government responded'with alacrity when the 
French and South Vietnamese, on 7 August 1954, requested 
assistance. General 0' taniel, as coo'rdinator of refugee 
affairs, mobilized'all appropriate US, French, and Vietna
mese agencies to carry out what had been christened "0per-, 
ation Exodus." Rear Admiral Lorenzo S. Sabin, USN, w?-s 
designated by CINCPAC to organize Task Force 90, consisting 
of 41 troop and cargo ships and 10 support vessels. Task 
Force go was charged with assisting the French, who were 
conducting both sea and air lift, to transport refugees 
from Haiphon~ to reception centers at Saigon and Cap 
St. Jacques. ' 

United States officers found the staging areas 'at Hanoi, 
Haiduong, and Haiphong in a state" of confusion and disorgan
ization. Swarms of refugees jammed tent cities, public 
buildings, and even the streets. Sanitary conditions were 
deplorable. Viet Minh agents used all manner of tactics to 
induce or compel the emigrants to return to their homes. 
Communist photographers patrolled the beaches, photographing 
what one American described as the French "herding oper
ation." French officers showed great reluctance to cooper
ate with the Americans. Admiral Sabin was denied permission 

1. fS~ ,MSg, Saigon 458 to State, 5 Aug 54, DA IN 76895. 
2. U "Exodus Report on a Voluntary Mass Flight to 

Freedom, Viet-Nam, 1954,11 Dept of State Bulletin, 5 Feb 55, 
pp. 223-224. Hereafter cited as Exodus Report. 
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to send a communlcatlonsteam ashore unless it wereinte
grated' into the French Army, and United states -'medical 
officers were' unable to' 'secure an audience wi th repre~ent~ 
atives of the French medical 'servic'e to discuss preventive 
medicine for the r~fugee3. On~ Frcinch officer, with-more'~ 
candor than discretion, advised a US obse'rver'that "You 
people have the, job of supplying' the money and the ships.· 
Please don't try' to' tell us how to run our end of the show.', 

.We will' run, it the 'way we 'think best~rr3,' , 

Conditions' at- the reception' centers -about Saigon were" 
somewhat better" than 'in the 'staging areas~' A. joint US-:. 
French-Vietnamese headquarters was established to coordinate' 
refugee activities, and the development of reception centers 
was, undertaken-- as . -a"-~-j oint ent-erpri-se. ·France and the United 
States supplied large quantities of, tentage, -and'messing;{,,;" ',' ,-
sani tary, and hospital facilities,. as well- as supervisory' ' 
personnel.' The South Vietnamese, for their-part, furnished 
military units to be used as labor battalions. A number or 
private relief organizati'ons assisted greatly' at all ,stages 
of the effort. Expansion of the centers, however, failed 
to keep pace with the influx of immigrants, owing mainly to 
South Vietnamese' vacillation and incompetence, rotation of 
personnel, and differences between the VNA and the 'Saigon 
government. The planned resettlement of refugees also 
lagged, thereby contributing to the congestion at the 
reception centers.' Effective and-extensive land reform, 
which would have absorbed most of the immigrants, became an' 
impossibility as the Diem-Hinh- conflict delayed- the-pacifi-, 
cation program. Although 30,000 Tonkinese had been estab
lis,hed as farmers on uncultivated lands in Bien Rca by 14 
September, the majority of the refugees settle down to 
months of waiting in the reception camps.4 

The French emp~oyed the~r entire n~val force in Indo~ 
china to carry out the evacuation of refugees. In addition 
30 c-47s of the French Air Force were used to evacuate 
refugees. The first US vessel to participate directly begari 
evacuating personnel on 16 August. During August, the peak 

3. (T~) Memo, W.J. Lederer to' OINCPAC, "Report on 
Trip to Indochina~ ': '30 Al;lg 54. ' 

4. Exodus Report, pp. 226-228. (S) Msgs, Saigon 613 
to State, 17 Aug 54; 723~ 25 Aug 54, DA IN 8079§. 
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month for evacuation, 177,000 persons were carried southward 
to Saigon. The f~ow began dropping off in September with 
155,000 civilian and milita1'Y personnel being evacuated 
auring that month'. The United States Military Attache at 
Saigon ascribed this! diminution to Viet Minh terror tactics 
and the inadequacy of the reception and relocation program 
at Saigon. During November the number of evacuees dropped 
to 65,000. Nevertheless, by 2q November a total ,of 473,000 
persons had been recorded leaving North Vietnam. This did 
not include many thousands of Vietnamese who, out of fear 
of Viet Minh reprisals, had walked southward across the 
l7:t;h Parallel.5 '. , 

The-evacuati:on--o-f' re£-ugees continued until 16 May 1955 
when the closure of Haiphong officially terminated Operation 
Exodus. Between August 1954 and May 1955, a total of 
620,000 refugees had elected' ··to leave the communist north 
for an uncertain future in the south. Most of these were 
Roman Catholics likely to be singled out for persecution if 
they had remained. Approximately half of the emigrants 
were moved to the south by the US Navy, and, in all, Task 
Force 90 transporteg 304,704 refugees, 68,727 tons of cargo, 
and 8,114 vehicles. ' 

The total number. of refugees would doubtless have been 
much higher but for the terroristic tactics consis:t,entj.y I 

applied by the Viet Minh to would-be emigrants throughout 
the entire 300-day period. Intimidati.on of refugees by the 
Viet Minh led to widespread sentiment in the free world for 
extending the truce deadline beyond 18 May 1955. The South 

5. (S) OCB Status Report, "Indochina Economic and 
Financial Programs," 3 Nov 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 
86. (S) Msg, USARMA Saigon MG-8l5-54 to DA, 12 Oct 54, 
DA IN 91346, same file. (C) Memo, COMAMPHIBSQDN ONE to 
ADM Radford, "St?-t1stical Summary Indochina Evacuation," 
20 Dec 54. ,. 

6. (s) OCB Report, "Detailed Development of Major 
Actions Relating to r u. S. Obj ecti ves and Course-s· ... ,o·1; Action 
wi th Respect to Southeast Asia' (NSC 540.5.). and Portions of 
NSC 5429/5 from March 16 through November 16, 1955,11 29 Nov 
55; (S) OCB Report, "Progress Report on ru.s. Objectives and 
Courses of Action with Respect to Southeast Asia' (NSC 5405) 
and Portions of NSC 5429/5,11 29 Nov 55; CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 16. 
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Vietnamese.delegation to the Bandung.Conf'erence discussed· the subject with th~ Viet M1nh/delegation~ and early in· May Priril(:~ Mihister Diem hacb:-ought the· matter to the attention of Secretary of'.State Dulles. In the· meantime, General.Ely had informed the Canadian member of the International Control· Commiss'ion that Franc·e s'trongly f'avored an extension of' the 300-day period to compensate for the policy of . obstruction employed' by the ·'Viet ·Minh'.~ Finally, Sir Anthony . Eden,. co-Chairman of the Genev~ Conference, broached the topic. to his opposite· number, Sovi·et Foreign Minister Mo:J.otov.· The DRV proved. receptive, probably because Ho Chi ~M1nh hoped that the principle of freedom of movement might . he expanded. to include freedom of circulation between· . zones and. lead. ~v~_nt.:uallyto.~_culturaJ. and economic exchanges, which the communist press and radio had been advocating for several months.. Freedom of movement would greatly enhance opportunities for infiltration and subversion of.South Vietnam. Accordingly, the DRV agreed on 20 May to extend the deadline for one month, and subsequently al19wed the date again to be·moved forward, this time to 20 July 1955. Although these. concessions were not accompanied by relaxation of Viet Minh oppression, an estimated. 150,000 more refugees left North Vietnam after the .closure of Haiphong. According to a Department of State estimate approximately 900,000 refugees eventually made their way to South Vietnam.7 

Evacuation of MDAP Equipment 

The question of .MDAP equipment shipped ·to Tonkin for use by French Union Forces during the war had caused much concern to US off:'cials, including Congressmen, who feared that quantities of ~t might fall into the hands of the.Viet Minh. This concern had been heightened by evidence that the French were not car~ying out the evacuation program in a manner calculated to ensure removal o~ the material by 

7. (s) Msg, Saigon 3726 to state, 5 May 55. (C) Msgs, Saigon 5146 to State, 9 May 55; 5239, 13 May 55. (LOU) Msg, Saigon 5679 to State, 6 Jun 55. (s) Msg, Hanoi 1345 t~ State, 22 May 55. NY Times, 21 May 55, p. 5; 23 May 55, p. 4; 1· Jun 55, p. 8; 26- Jun 55, p. 6.. Cu) Dept of State, Publication No. 7308, "A Threat to the Peace," Pt 1, . Dec 61, p. 6. 
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the end of the 300, days'. ,The United States expressed its' 
apprehension to the French during the Smith-La Chambre talks 
in September 1954. On this and subsequent occasions~ the ' 

·French promised that no US equipment would-be left in 
Haiphong for the Viet Minh, and they were able to make good 
their promise. By::ebruary 1955, allslarge items of .military 
equipment had been shippea to Saigon. , ' 

. General' '0' Daniel reported in March, that eqUipment with an 
acquisition, cost of almost $206. million had been recovered 
from Tonkin and stockpiled in South Vietnam. The United 
states planned to distribute most of this to Vietnamese, 
Gambodian, and Laotian troops, and ship the remainder to 
other 'recipients'-of MDAP-aid' in the Far East. This could 
not be done, however~ until the French completed an inventory 
of all the excess eqUipment. As French accounting~ storage~ 
and distribution procedures left much to be desired, the . 
inventory proved to be a.time-consuming operation. But the 
MAAG preferred a~curacy to speed, and did not attempt to 
rush the French. ":J 

One category of equipment still remained in Haiphong~ 
and the French appeared to be making no effort to remove it. 
This was the heavy machinery, financed by the Foreign Oper
ations Administration (FOA), in the Hon Gay coal mines. 
General Ely had repeatedly assured the United States that 
this equipment would not be ieft behind when the French 
evacuated Tonkin. But General Ely was also under instructions 
to do'nothing that might provoke trouble with the Viet M1nh~ 
and the French feared that the Viet Minh would not permit 
the equipment to be evacuated peacefully. So they procrasti
nated~ and the Unite,d States was- confronted with the unpleas
ant prospect of US-financed equipment providing fuel and 
power for communist industry. But General Ely had given his 
word. While Paris gave US diplomats qualified promises and 
talked in ambiguous legalities, the General boldly began to 
evacuate the machinery. The first items were dismantled and 

8. (S) Msg, CHMAAG Indochina MG 0022 B to OSD~ 10 Jan 
55, DA IN 110057, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-4S) ,(2) sec 1. (S) 
Msg~ Saigon 2759 to State, 15 Jan 55. 

9. (S) Memo~ Dep ASD(ISA) to CJCS~ ItMDAP Equipment in 
Indochina," 30 Jun 55. 
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shipped to-.~~ig9n earll·in Jfebi»~a:.rr.!~~nd.~the:: opera!t:~().~ .. ~~~a.s.-~: . 
completedC?~ 28 Marqh •.. 0 .' .. " .'.: >-~·'·~~~·t:.;;~-~:~.:::·.;·,~,>:::.·.. .:._ .~;~~ ." .. ~_::.~~.;.,.,/~,;:~,.!.:.';},~;,...., ''':-~~:~''_;~~''!'-:: _________ - .. -" 

French Industry Leaves Tonkin 

A partial explanation of the dilatory French approach. 
to the evacuation of industrial equipment lay in the fact· 

·that they hoped to retain· their commercial interests in North:.· 
Vietnam following ~he withdrawal of their military forces. 
The_ 11 8ainteny policy"'. of maintaining' the economic, industrial,.,'. 
~nd~ cultural presence of France in the north, begun under '. ". 
Mendes -France, . had also been adopted by the i Faure government· • 
Paris had attempted.to persuade French companies to remain' 
in the "north "and -operate- under the . communist regime, but "- .. ' 
these firms had refused'to'carry on without· certain financial' 
guarantees ·that the French Government was unwilling to'pro- . 
vide. After some consideration of a proposal to persuade Ho .. 
Chi Minh to internationalize Haiphong and exempt French 
industry and shipping from regulation by the' DRV, Sainteny .... · 
induced the French Government to try to plan for mixed. 
French-Viet Minh companies. According to 8ainteny ' s formula, 
French industry in Haiphong, after the transfer of,the 
enclave in May, would cede its physical properties to the 
Viet Minh. A new corporate ownership would be formed in .. 
which the DRV had controlling interest. The remaining .; 
interest would be divided between the French Government and. ' 
the private French industrialists concerned. 8airiteny f s 
mission in Hanoi was authorized to begin negotiations with 
Ho Chi Minh for establishing a pilot project'.' to test the 
feasibility of this proposal. The firm selected was 
Charbonnages du ':'onkin~ which administered t~e Hon Gay coal 
mines containing the US-financed machinery. 

The French tr~,2d to convince the United States that 
this proposal was actually in the interest of the free world. 
If the'French withdrew from the enterprise, the Foreign 

10. '(8) Msgs, Saigon 2759 to State, 15 Jan 55; 2874, 
21 Jan 55; 4159~ 28 Mar 55. (c) ~sg~ Saigon 3355 to State, 
12 Feb 55. (S) Msg~ Paris 3565 to State~ 23 Feb 55. 

11. 18) Msgs, Paris 2883 'to state, 7 Jan 55; 3091~ 21 
Jan 55. C) Msg, Paris 3306 to State, 7 Feb 55. (S) Msg, 
Saigon 29 5 to State, 27 Jan 55. 
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Office explained, Chinese or other communist technicians 
would be brought in to operate the French installations. 
the FI el"lch remained, however, Ho t s dependence on the com
~unist bloc would be .!essened. As an official of the US 
Embassy in Paris pointed out, the French had not yet given 

'up their bellef.th~t the DRV could bel kept from becoming a 
communist satellite. 12 

I 

. To US officials, the French approach in general, and 

If 

the Sainteny plan in-particular, seemed to be based more on 
wishful thinking than on a realistic appraisal of past experi
enee with:the communists. Apart from' thl·s consideration, 
the US· Government believed that- Sainteny' s proposal 
to work with the-··communist north contradicted French pro
fessions of support for the Diem government in Saigon. The 
United States also ~oncluded that mixed companies could not 
qualify as "western installations, II for which special 
exceptions were made to the embargo on trade in strategic 
materials with the communist countries of the Far East. 
Wi thout US support, French-DRV comp'anies could not hope to 
secure permission to import strategic materials essential 
to their operations. Furthermore, Ho Chi Minh, in negoti
ations with Sainteny and representatives of Charbonnages 
du Tonkin, had demanded 95 percent interest in the mixed 
companies, terms tha'c hardly~ appealed to the Charbonnages 
directors. To the disappointment of the authorities in 
Paris, Charbonnages du Tonkin therefore refused to continue 
operations. Accordingly, the company concluded arrangements 
for the sale of its installations and eqUipment to the DRV, 
thus setting an example soon followed by the other· French 

~ concerns in the Haiphong area. As a result, the Foreign 
Office informed the United States that France had decided to 
abandon the project for maintaining French business in 
Tonkin. When the DRV took over Haiphong in May, no French 
industry and very few French technicians remained. 13 

12. (S) Msg, Paris 3394 to State, 11 Feb 55. (s) Msg, 
Paris 3452 to state, 16 Feb 55. 

13. (C) Msgs, State 2846 to Paris; II' Feb 55; Saigon 
3355 to state, 12 Feb 55. (s) Msgs, Paris 3582.to state, 
17 Feb 55; 4263, 1 Apr 55; 4409, 12 Apr 55. 
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Reconstruction' -and Expansion' ;:of .the Agric.Ulturctl Economy, 
One of the most densely populated areas in the world; North Vietnam has hlst'orically been a food \rice) deficit area. From th~ outset the DRV was determined to develop an agric~ltural self-sufficiency that would free it from dependence on outside sources. Although collectivization was the ultimate objective of the DRV's economic programs, ·the regime, did not adhere blindly to communist dogma. The' collectivization of a griculture4 initially at least was pur§ued cautiously" if firmly.; ,. 

'-The DRVihad good, readon to proceed with' care. The war wi th F:r~Ilce, h.g.~ ser.:to.usly disrupted._ the already marginal agricultural 'economy, of the north 'and the Geneva s'ettlement, .. , had interrupted the importation of rice from the south. Moreover, the situation grew even worse with the failure' of -the rice crop. Despite 100,000 tons of rice supplied by Red China, North Vietnam's rice deficit jumped from 200,000-tons in 1954 to 700·,000 tons in 1955. T-he DRV blamed the landowner class for '''sabotaging agricultural reforms," and in February 1955 instituted rationing and controls. But many areas of Tonkin continued to suf'fer acute food shortages" ' and rice prices doubled in Hanoi. 

Al though an extensive land reform program was launched; ", ' paddy taxes continued to absorb 40 percent of the peasant:' s: output. Heavy sales and inventory taxes were clamped on merchants, and the scope of private trade diminished as the 

14. William Kaye, "A Bowl of Rice Divided: The Economy of North 'lietnam," P. J. Honey (ed.), North Vietnam Today: Profile of a Communist Satellite (1962), p. 106. James Price Gittinger, "Communist Land Policy in North Vietnam," Far Eastern Survey, August 1959, p. 113. I)Qnald Lancaster, The Emancipa0ion of French Indo-China (1961), pp. 368, 372-373. for a discussion of DRV policy of independence, 'see, Harold C. Hinton, Chinars Relations with Burma and Vietnam (1958), p. 17. For its program of economic independence, see M.M. Avsenev, The Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Economy and Foreign Trade (-JoInt Publications Research Service) (Leningrad: 1960), p. 168. 
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government began to take over ·all commercial intercourse. 
Flight 'of foreign business and technicians forced even 
greater reliance on impoi'ti3, and enlarged the chronic 
~eficit in the balance of payments of the'Tonkin region. 
Depreciation of curr.~ncy and forced labor added to the 
problems of the regime and burdens of.the populace. 

At the end of the DRV 1 s first year in power, US intel
ligence officials found it difficult to assess the character 
and intensity of resistance within North Vietnam. The 
evide~e available indicated that, despite governmental . 
oppression and depressed living. standards, discontent was 
not ·finding expression in organized opposition to the regime. 
The people saw-that-the--government.was strong, cohesive, and 
prepared to crush any opposition with complete ruthlessness. 
Further, for the most part they retained respect for the 
Viet Minh as the nationalist movement that- had expelled the 
hated French. 15. 

One area in which the DRV could make considerable 
progress without fear of popular resentment was in the matter' 
of rehabilitation of unproductive land. During 1955-1956, 
while the other phases of the agricultural program stumbled 
along, efforts at land rehabilitation were vigorously and 
successfully pursued, with the result that by the end of 
1956, 85 percent of the arable land in the ·north was under 
cultivation, a 15 percent ·increase over the previous year.16 

The other major element of the regime 1 s agricultural 
program was the distribution of the property of large land
owners (church and communal land was included) among the 
landless agricultural workers. The fact that there was 
apparently no great economic need in the north for redistri
bution suggests that the regime 1 s program was carried out 
for political or propaganda purposes. During the long years 
of revolution, the Viet Minh had claimed that ·land reform 
would be one of the benefits which would result from the 
explusion of the French, and had gone so far as to carry out 

15. (S) NIEs 63.1-55, ·19 Jul 55; 10-55" 12 Apr 55. (S) 
Msgs, Saigon 3637 to· State, 4 Mar. 55; 215'9·, 20 Nov 55; 
Hanoi,4 to state, 1 Jul 55. 

16. Theodore Shabad, "Economic Developments in North 
Vietnam," Pacific Affairs, March 1958, pp. 45,51. 
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some reforms .in. the area under, its control. These II campaign·.. . .-.' 
promises" were· especially sigpifican.t in. the south where.: the,,: ':'" 
existence'; of large ind~ vidual· noldings and absentee ownership 
made la.nd:reform particulary'appealing to the· soutp.ern 
peasantry. ·Unlike the situation in the south, the pattern 
of land ownership in the north had. for' many years been 
characterized by large numbers 'of small owner-operated farms,. 
and relatively little absentee ownership. Only about 17 
percent· of the total area under cultivation in the north was 
made up of "la.rge properties, II i.e.,. more than 3.6 hect:ares. 
Red~stribution would, however, s·et. the ~tage' for. the 
~ocialization' of agriculture, and by, destroying the.·.small 
c·lass. of large landowners the regime would, it w.as -hoped: 
eliminate.the primary'potential source of resistance to 
collectivism arid ]jicluc'e a sense of- loy~lty in the recipients 
of the redistribution;.17 ': ... 

During itB first year in power (1954'-1955) the DRV. did~-:·.>,.·· 
not press land redistribution, because, apparently, it .did, . ,," 
not want to tamper with an s>perating system.·. Moreover, the :~'.::. ,," .. '. 
go-slow formula of the first year may have in part reflected· : .. ,'. 
the regime IS desi,re not to appear extremist in the eyes of:' 
the west or of the peasants of South Vietnam. In 1955, how-:,,: 
ever, a National Planning Board, established with the help, 
of Chinese and Soviet personnel, announced the first of tw·o .. ",:.. . 
annual "plans" which were .to begin the transformati.on of .< .:: _ ... : ..... ; 
agriculture in the north. A special cadre drawn .from, and., ... ',' 
responsible to, the Lao Dong (communist) Party was created 
to i.mplement the redistribution program. Several People t s.: 
Courts--groups of local inhabitants drawn together to 
suggest landowner classifications for their neig1;lbor~ and' 
to judge the merits of the classifications assigned--were 
established. These groups, however, often degenerated into 
vehicles for the satisfaction of personal grudges or selfish 
claims. Other injustices stemmed from the fact that the 
land held by people who could fairly be classified as "large 
owners" was, when divided, insufficient to give the large 

17. Gittinger, "Communist Land Policy in North Vietnam," 
p. 113. Avsenev, The Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Economy 
and Foreign Trade, pp. 27, 109.. Bernard Fall, The Viet Minh 
Regime, Government and Administration in the Democra~ic 
Republic (1956), 'p. 117. 
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number of eligible recipients more than token accessions. 
By. the summer of 1956 it was. apparent that the new program 
of agrarian reform· was arousing widespread ~issatisfaction 
and open opposition from the peasantry. Correc.ti ve measures . 

. were applied by the ·pRV but they came too late to, prevent 
in November 1956" ~ rebellion' in Ho Chi Minh's native 
province, Nghe _\n~ . 

'Despite the setback caused.by the peasant opposition· 
and rebellion the land reform program was basically completed 
by Octbber 1956. The "landlord class l1 was virtually elimi-' 
na~d,; and the pattern of small owner-operated farms was 
expanded to encompass almost the entire agricultural economy. 

S'ubsequently, the regime initiated a series of steps to 
encourage the peasants to join one of several programs that 
were ultimately·to result in the socialization' of agriculture. 
These steps included manpower exchange teams~ cooperatives, 
and, finally, collective farms. The regime moved cautiously 
in its socialization program up to the end of 1957, then 
launched a concerted drive to collectivize agriculture. One 
year later 65'percent of the peasants in NVN had been organ
·ized into manpower-exchange teams and by mid-1960 more than 
half of NVN's peasant hou.seholds were enrolled in the agri
cultural producer cooperatives. The stage had been set for 
complete collectivization of agriculture, but this would not 
be accomplished for some time to come. 19 

The DRV made considerable progress in its effort to 
achieve agricultural self-sufficiency. During this .period 
the DRV succeeded in increasing total rice production, mostly 
through the reclamation of arable" land, to the point where 
it exceeded the production of any year'before Geneva. Rice 
production enable the regime, for the first time in. the 
history of the northern region of Vietnam, to export small 
amounts to India and Indonesia. 20 

18. For a full discussion of land reform program, see 
Gittinger, "Communist Land Policy in North Vietnam," pp. 117-
120. . 

19. For material on·the stages of cdilectivization, see 
(C) NIS 43C, seb 61, pp. 13-15; and sec 60, p. 4. 

20. Shabad, "Economic Developments in North Vietnam,1f 
--pp'. 47-48.. Kaye, "A Bowl of Rice Divided: The. Economy of 
No~th Vietnam," p. 116. 
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Tnis prog~ess was· sca:rcely apparent to the Vietnamese 

consumer, however. Although the DRV had managed to increase 
rice production substantially, the annual ration remained 
only slightly more than the 300 kilograms declared.bY the 
regime to be the minimum· requirement. Moreover, the variety 
of the diet was', still substandard even by the low standards 
of pre-World War II Indochina. 2l 

In summary, the activities of the DRV in the field o~ 
agriculture helped.the people of 'North Vietnam achieve at 
le~§t a subsistence level diet irt the face of adverse con
gitions. In·addition, .the DRV's agricultura~: program 
succeeded in reconstructing and developing the agricultural 
economY·to the' point where it promised to make the north 
independent ... ·6r- fo6a-- impo-rts". F'lnaily, the regime laid the 
basis for the socialization of agriculture. In contrast to'· 
both the USSR. and Communist China, the DRV seemed to have 
begun its national planning with' full attention to the basic 
importance' of agriculture in its economy. ·In a further 
departure from the Soviet agricultural system, which called 
for the inc'rease in agricultural output per worker through 
mechanization, DRV planning called for programs of food 
production that capital'ized on the abundance of its. manpower 
and made allowance for the limitations of its industrial 
capacity. In its national planning the regime demonstrated 
a pragmatism and flexibility well suited to the difficult 
situation which it faced. 22 

Reconstruction and Expansion of the Industrial Economy 

In order to complete the base. on which it hoped to build 
a viable economy, the regime sought to complement its efforts 
in agriculture with a program of industrial reconstruction 
and development. r'c was hoped that the products of a revived 
and expanded industrial plant would contribute to the develop
ment of economic self-sufficiency and supply North Vietnam 
with export commodities, which would be traded for products 
that could not be produced domestically. 

21. Shabad, "Economic Developments in North Vietnam,'" 
pp. 46-47. 

22. (C) NIS 43C, sec 55,' p. 9. (s) NIE, 63-59, 
26 May 59, pp. 8-9. 
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'fhe industrial resources of North Vietnam, though s.ub
stant1al when compared with those available in the south, did 
net qualify the north as an industria<J.ized area. Al though 
tbere were large:nurnbers of handicraft;smen and some light 
industry, the few existing large indust'rles were engaged al
most exclusively in 'the extraction of raw materials. North 
Vietnam's natural endowments presented a brighter picture 
for the future: it had the only known majo,r coaI basin in 
Southeast Asia and had a potential for the production of 
cotton, rubber" and other "industrial crops."23 ' 

Industrial recovery and development in the north, in 
conformi ty with the regime I s socialist orientation, was " 
planned and controlled by- -the government. Except for the 
larger foreign holdings, many of which had been appropriated' 
outright" the regime confined itself to the use of indirect 
methods to guide industry. It did this by controlling the 
distribution of raw materials and imported goods" and by 
insuring a market for products at a favorable price through 
government purchases. The regime was also able to affect 
the course of industrial development through the granting 
or withholding of government loans. These controls were 
exercised by the governmental apparatus pursuant to programs 
set forth by the Central PlanningComrnisslon, which was 
established late in 1955. 24 

In line with its general policy of subordinating 
ideology to practicality in order to encourage the swiftest 
possible economic recovery, the regime made little effort 
during the reconstruction period to socialize the nationfs 
light industries and handicrafts. Although the regime began 
reconstructing the large enterprlses left by the French, 
more benefit was expected in the immediate postwar period 
from the light industries and handicrafts because their 
recovery could be accomplished quickly and at a small cost, 
and their reconstruction required little technical skill or 

23. P.H.M. Jones" ffThe Industry of North Vietnam"rt Far 
Eastern Economic Review, 22 Sep 60. (C) NIS 43C, sec 60-,,-
p. 10. Shabad" II Economic Developments in North Vietnam, ff 
pp. 42ff. Avsenev, The Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 
Economy and Foreign Trade, pp.' 55-57, '83f1'. 

- 24. Avsenev, The Demoe:ratic Republic of Vietnam, Economy 
and Foreign Trade, pp. 75-82. (C) NIS 43C, sec 60" p. 17. 
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capital. Further, the light industries prod~ced essen~ial consume~ goods and materials n.eeded i~the agricultural '. recovery prO'gram~ thus reducing the need to import them a~.d freeing'more of the country's foreign exchange .for the pur-· chase 'of industrial 'equipment that c0uld not be produced domestically. -'Nevertheless, by expanding its productive capacity, the state sector, confined almost entirely to the large industries, increased' its share of the, total industrial ,production from 17' percent. in 1956 to' 36 percent. of North: ' Vietnam's total in 1957. 25 
.....• . .... 

Agriculture '.' and Industry: The· Three Year· Plan 'and After! . : 
"'Tne t"e'rror 'and 'contusion following" the agricultural·L,: .. rebellion in 1956 had upset farming,' and ,caused a serious': setback in the rehabilitation'and industrial reconstruction program begun in 1954. A breathing. space. had clearly been. ' needed; thus in 1956 and 1957 the DRV had inaugurated modest one year plans. By 1958, however; the DRV apparently believed· the time had come to expand its control and the modernization ..... of the nation's economy. In 1958 it launched a well publicized Three Year. Plan with ambitious targets for agriculture and industry. The plan called for a substantial increase in. agricultural and industrial production, aiming in the first .. instance to achieve an adequate food supply and greater . export surpluses and in the second to lay the foundations for' a modern' industrialized state.- Consonant with. Marxist doctrine, the DRV looked ultimately to achieving a high' degree of industrialization, but it realistically had to concede in 1958 that the scarcity of technic~l and managerial skills meant that the country would have to depend on exporting agri'cultural and Ulineral raw materials in exchange for machinery and eqUipment. Thus the primary aim of the Three Year Plan was to increase production of food through the exploitation of North Vietnam's abundant human resources in the slow process toward modern industrializatlon. 2b 

25. Asvenev, The Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Econom~ and ForeiUn Trade, pp. 71,.76-:-77, 168. 2 . (s) NIS 3C, sec 55; p. 8. -,'Kaye, "A Bowl of Rice Divided," p. 108. ,,' , 
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'. The ·Three Year Plan had a political as well as an 
economic airo; 'state control was to be extended over' a wide 
range at economic' activities. In particular, agricultural 
~roducerslcooperatives, i.e., collectives, were to be estab-
11shed ana large s<;ale and government control was to be 
extended in .industry by transferring private and mixed 
enterprises to the "socialist economy." By the end of 1960 
the bulk of' private industry and commerce had been trans
formed into joint-stock companies run for' the state by their 
former owners. The state owned nine-tenths of all industry 
and commerGe and four-fifths of all transport. Approximately 
three-quarters. of all petty traders and artisans had been. 
o~ganized in state-controlled cooperatlves. 27 In February 
1960 Hanoi armounced--that"within the year it hoped to complete' 
"the grouping of peasants and handicraft workers into semi-
socialist cooperatives and complete the transformation of 
private industry and commerce in th~ form of joint state
private ownership of enterprises."2tj 

The DRV continued to emphasize . economic rehabilitation 
during the1960s. At the opening meeting of the Third 
National Congress of the Lao Dong Party on 5 September 1960,' 
Le Duan, a member of 'the Political Bureau, proclaimed the 
inauguration of the Five Year Plan to begin in 1961. By this 
new plan the DRV hoped to increase the total value of 
industrial output 148 percent and agricultural output 96 
percent. Once again the emphasis was on agriculture as the 
basis of industrial growth. 29 A major feature of the Five 
Year Plan was socialization of agriculture and the rapid 
obliteration 9f the private farm. Despite their traditional 
attachment to private land, the peasant landlords, faced with 
uneconomical plots, a scarcity of' draf.t animals, and the high 
delivery quotas of the Five Year Plan, in increasing numbers 
began enlisting in the Work Exchange Teams, the basic units 
of the state's agricultural cooperative system. BY the end 
of 1960 the cooperatives included 85 percent of all farming 
families, and 99 percent of all crops were being produced on 
these cooperatives. The cooperatives were reorganized in 
March 1963 and the percentage of all farming families inched 
up to 87.7. These impressive statistics notwithstanding, 

27. Kaye,. "A Bowl of.Rice Divided," p. 109. 
28. NY Times, 10 Feb 60, p. 6; Kaye, "A Bowl of Rice 

Divided," pp. 108-109. 
29. NY Times, 6 Sep 60, p. 18. 
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./ the DRv" still' faced a basic dilemma·,-··· With, a' population _. increa's·e··of 3~5 'p~rcent' per year,; f'dod production had to· increase at least 200,000 tons a year to feed the peop~e of North Vietnam.' Even the' optimistic figUres in the Fi v'e Year Plan did not prQvide for such increases. 30 . 
, • r , 

The DRV Government .... 

. In· addition' ·to its- efforts in the fields of agriculture and$indu'stry'; the."·DRV w'orked in the years arter Geneva toward" the impositioil and cons'olldation of its p()litical control ' over the north.' To thi!s '~end the Communist Party and the governmental 'fft'ruc'tiire- were reshaped and ·strengthened.' The·:' party tried to streamline its government'al control apparatus and widen, its political base, for in spite of its nearly quarter-million membership in 1954, the party was weak in ' rural areas, suffering from its essentially· urban orientation. To avoid the dange.r of exclusive reliance, on one segment, or', the population, it worked to incorporate into its leadership' prominent communist officials from South Vietnam as well as new members rrom the army and ethnic minorities.31 . With the transfer of the last French-held enclave to the DRV, North " Vietnam stepped behind the Bamboo Curtain. As the DRV gained wider and tighter control of the country, it acquired more· and more of the distinctive trappings of the communist pol.ice· state.' . 

In the late spring of 1955·, Consul Thoma's Corcoran, who maintained the US Consulate in Hanoi, reported that the capital city was submitting readily to communist regimentation'. An efficient block leader system had been installed to mobilize the population for parades and demonstrations. Flags, banners, and posters, which depicted the current· party line and generated an anti-American fevor,were in evidence everywhere. The DRV made lavish and conspicuous use of sentries and . patrols, although there was little danger to the securiti of the regime. A high degree of police surveillance, farcical' people! s court trial's', Stakhanovite competitions, selfcriticism by civil servants, and "brain-washing" of political 

30. Bernard B. Fall, The Two Viet-Nams (1963), pp. 154, 164-166. 
31. (S) NIE 63-55, sec 55. 
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prisoners- marked· the conversion of Hanoi from a bastion of 
French colonialism to the showcase' of Vietnamese communism.3!2 

, '. 

• Although the constitution promulg~ted by Ho Chi Minh 
In 1946 placed supreme authority in the National Assembly, 
all important domestic policies actually were framed by the 
politburo of the party. Moreover, close liaison between 
party and government was assured 'by the party's virtual 
monopoly of key positlons at'all levels of government. The 
party~leaders centralized governmental authority and reduced 
the administrative flexibility and local autonomyrequ~red 
by, "wartime conditions. For example, the ,wartime administra
tive "interzones" between the central gove'rnment ~nd the 
provinces and munic-ipalities' were abolished, and the DRV 
created three "autonomous regions,fI ostensibly for the 
purpose of providing ethnic minorities with some cultural and 
political autonomy, but in fact for facilitating party and 
government control of these minorities. 

Supreme leadership of the DRV remained in the hands of 
Ho Chi Minh and a small party coterie. Except for a well
publicized trip to Peking and Moscow in 1954, Ho appeared less 
frequently in the international spotlight, but US intelli
gence officials believed that because of his great popular 
appeal as a symbol of Vietnamese nationalism he remained the 
ultimate authority. With the victory of Dlen Bien Phu behind 
him, the DRV's military commander, Vo Nguyen Giap, appeared to 
assume greater importance and responsibility in the DRV hier
archYe' Even more evident was the rise of Pham Van Dong, 
appointed Foreign Minister in 1954 and Prime Minister the 
next year. 

Unlike the Communist Party, the Vietnamese People's 
Army (VPA) was always broadly based, and Vo Nguyen Giap's 
large, well-trained, and well-equipped force was of major 
importance in spreading communist authority throughout the 
country. More secure in its national position, the army 
was able to execute harsh and unpopular poliCies. Recruited 
chiefly among the peasantry, and to a lesser extent from the 
cities and even from the upland minorities, the VPA 
numbered an estimated 240,000 soldiers in mid~1955, an 
increase of 60,000 over pre-Geneva figure~. United states 
intelligence officials in 1963 estimated' the VPA strength at 
380,000 troops, including militia forces of 100,000. The 

32. (S) Msg, Hanoi 1364 t.o state, 23 May 55. 
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army was organized into 14 infantry divisions and one. '.:'" .. ~.:'< . artillery. division with service' and' support elements. Large_ . shipments of 'arms and materi,el', impo,...t.~d from Communist '. China in violation of the Geneva Agreements, resulted in '-' . greatly increased firepower and mobility. Intensive trafn-" ing programs· had been carried out to improve military effectiveness and insure political loyalty. The US intelli~ gence agencies judged that, in the event of hostilities, ·th~ .VPA was not· only capable' '01' maintaining control over North' ~ .~' .' ":--. Vietnam, but also of defeating any combination of the mill-·:'-tary forces. of South Vietnam:, 'Cambodia, and. Laos. Of' .' .. ·particular interest in the period following the Sino-Soviet.. . rift is the fact that Giap, the VPA strong-man, was out- ."'::'" spokenly hostile toward the· Chines~.·.. In fact , Giap f s age.n~s~ .. ~ .. ·~.'~ .-__ ::~ . were' reported ac-t'i'vel.Y··. e-z:gage-d" in -"ga thering mili tar;y inte.+.~~ .. -gence inside China in the interest ofDRV.s.ecurity.j3· .. 7·· ..... : .'. 

The Opposition 

The regime was hampered in its program of political consolidation by the p~rsistent and mounting opposition ot several factions. Organized opposit~on originated .among three groups: the Catholics:, certain tribal groups, and' the.' intellectuals. A fourth group, the farmers, were unorgani'ze"d, but hostile to the land ret.orm programs. 

The DRV began seeking Catholic su.pport shortly after .; : 

its . establishment .in 1945 and registel'led some early success· owing largely to the nationalistic character of Hots government. When the Vatican granted diplomatic recognition to . the Bao Dai government in 1950.1 however, relations between' : .' the DRV and the Catholic population deteriorated. Shocked by the scale of Catholic emigration following the Geneva settlement, the DRV ordered more liberal treatment of Catholic communities, but petty orficials ignored these instructions and provoked further evacuations.' The DRV resorted to hara.ssments and finally was r.or.ced to halt the Catholic' emigration. It launched an intensive propaganda campaigrt~ . infiltrated Catholic communities, and employed a variety of ruses to attract the laity into state-sponsored activities in order to undermine the authority and prestige of the Catholic hierarchy. At the same time" ·the regime arrested 

jj. (8) NIE 63-55. 
Sep 62~ p. 103. 

(s) US Army Handbook for Vietnam;: .' .~., .. < • .'- .~. '" • 
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'l1:lttve pricuts,.,expelJed .::3ome· French clergy, and used ml11- .... <:,\'~;-
t~lry J:'orce to ouppreiJp' rlota in Cathol.lc vi] lageu. Altho,Ugh' Jr' 
the church managed tci retain its nat1ona] organization . [: 
dc~pite thene pressures, its membership ceased expanding, 

,and its ability to resist further DRV pressure declined. [ .. 
One author has claimed that Catholic migration to the south 
worked to the advantage of. the DRV, as :the French had argued 
it would •. The exodus freed land·£or·redistribution and 
eliminated potential trouble-lnakera.34 I[ 

3 " . ' . 

Only loosely organized, North Vietnam's.tribal communl-
tie's" living for the most part in strategic border regions, 
shared a traditional animoisity·· toward the Vietnamese and ~ 
current· hostilIt-y -t·owEfrd-·-tfie political consolidation of their 
areas under the DRV. The DRV tried to mitigate tribal . 
opposition by establishing the autonomous regions; it had 
finally to resort to armed force to suppress resistance. 
Lacking economic resources and adequate organization, the 
tribesmen were forced to limit their resistance to sporadic 
guerrilla activity and passive opposition to the regime's 
attempts to establish its political control. In 1956 the 
government claimed that since the Vietnam Agreement more 
than 300 "bandits It had been killed and some 5, 700 capt'ured 
in minority areas.35 . 

The nation's intellectuals; although less organized 
than either the Catholic or tribal minorities, were potenti
ally more dangerous to ·the regime .. In·1956, emulating Mao 
Tse-tung's "Hundred Flowers" movement, the DRVannounced 
that it would permit different "tendencies.,".the freedom. to 
discuss and argue political and cultural topics. In 
response to this dispensation a group of artists and writers 
in Hanoi began publishing criticism of the DRV and communism 
'in a number of Vietnamese-language publications. Within the 
space of three months, however, the DRV retracted its policy 
of press freedom and smashed the movement. In May 1957 the 
government once more relaxed its attitude and permitted 
some writers to publish their material freely, but as a 
result of bitter criticism of gov~rnmental policies the 
journals were once again closed and the "political thinking 
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.>:::~:;: 34. (s) NIS 4 3C, sec 55, p. 55-5. Fall, The Two 

·!,oo ___ .. o :V1et-~5~s(S)· Ni~\3C, sec 55, p. 55-5. 
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and reactionary.ideas".ofthe .artists and·writers were ruthlessly suppressed .. ' 'The regim~ subsequently launched a campaign against revisionism 1n art and llterature;wrlters and artists by the hundreds were forced' into fire-education" courses, some recalcitrants were made to recant, other leading critics, were c'harged with treason' an~ arrested.36 
The opposition to the regi~e coalesced in open rebellion .1n 1956. Though the· point at issue was land reform, the occasion allowed the dlsparat·e groups to make common cause agaJ-nst. the government. The excesses and confusion that ,,?ccompanied. the land, reform program had. resulted in widespread disillusionment and ~isaffectlon among .those very groups whose loyalty. __ tbe _ .. ~~g1me_ sought ... t.o. ·W·in .. Not on.~y were ·the·-· smaIl landholders and once powerful landlords in opposition, but even the poorest peasants in the tightly organized Vietnamese village society began demonstrating against the~' government. In some areas local party officials openly' supported the dissidents in their complaints. These party' members, themselves recently. recruited from the rural areas~" were repelled by the human suffering resulting from the reforms. The' general rural reaction was reflected in the sharp dro2 in rice-tax collection, an index of rice production.3"( . 

Fearing that rural discontent might lead to barren rice fields, the regime admitted in October 1956 to "grave errors" and embarked on a "mistakes correction" campaign to eliminate the.worst of the excesses and restore rural confidence. This spectacular campaign was too late. On 13 November open rebellion broke out in Nghe An province, a center of Vietnamese Catholicism. Land reform-was the principal issue, but, in part it was also a religious uprising and a revolt of North Vietnamese intellectuals. It was the peasants, however, who paid t~e high cost of the violence. It was estimated that 50,000 peasants were executed~ and twice as many arrested. In the end a whole division of regular troops had to be employed to crush the rebellion. Although the DRV 

36. (8) NIS 43C, sec 55,- p. 55-6'; Honey, North Vietnam ",.;." .. ' ...... -...... - .--Today, pp. 82-87. . 37. Gittinger ~ ft 90mmunist Land Policy in North Vietnam, IF~" __ "··M'_.'.':'" -. ---.. pp. 118-119. 
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succeeded in ending organized resistance~ a substantial 
residue of resentment and potential opposition remained.38 

" 
DHV Foreign Policy, .1954-1960 

J\ccording to the 'Tletnam Agreement~ the DRV was to be 
no more than the regime in de·i'acto control of North Vietnam 
pending the results of all-Vietnam elections in 1956 that 
would reunite the northern and southern halves of the nation. 
But a& soon as the DRV became ensconced in Hanoi it began to 
act.as a recognized sovereign nation, and by the: end of 1955 
the DRV had taken on the unmistakable cast of a permanent 
C otnmunis.t. re gime .. -- ' . . -_... . 

In its effort to hasten its economic reconstruction and 
to achieve political unification, the DRV maintained and 
encouraged better relations with certain nations of the West. 
Initially Hanoi looked to France for economic as well as 
political assistance. France was, in fact, the only great 
power that was a signatory to the Geneva Agreements and at 
the same time capable of effective action in South Vietnam~ 
thanks to the military~ economic, and political assets still 
at her disposal there. The DRV hoped that France~ dis
appointed and exasperated by the affronts of the Diem gover
ment, might gamble on a unified communist Vietnam with the 
hope of maintaining its interests. Prime Minister Pham Van 
Dong emphasized the special relationship between France and 
the DRV when on 1 January 1955 he declared: "It was with 
you~ the French, that we signed the Geneva agreements~ and 
it is up to you to see that they are respected."39 

In spite of the failure of the Sainteny mission early 
in 1955, the French for a time continued to enjoy amicable 
relations with the DRV. Once it became clear, however, that 

38. Bernard B. Fall~ "Crisis in North Viet-Nam," Far 
Eastern Survey~ January 1957, pp. 12-15. Gittinger, ----
"Communlst Land .Policyin North Vietnam," p. 179. Frank 
Trager Ced.), Marxism in Southeast Asia: A Study of Four 
Countries (1959), p. 162. '. 

39. P. Devil1ers, "The Struggle for Unification of 
Vietnam," The China Quarterly, January-March 1962, p. 8. 
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France would not grant diplomatic recognition to the DRV or permit the establishment of -a DRV diplomatic mission in Paris, relations between the. two:countrles rapidly deteriorated. In 1958 France pe·rmitted the DRV to establish a two-man trade delegation in Paris, but like the French mission in Hanoi this delegation did not enjoy diplomatic privlleges. Relations worsened in that year when the DRV held a public spy trial involving a French mission staff .member, and, following the suppression of a DRV trade organization operation in France in October 1959, the DRV began harassing the French mis-sion in Hanoi. By 1960 few tra3ces of French influence remained in North Vietnam. 40 
As the principal and strongest supporter of· South Vietnam the-Ufilted states became the target for DRV vilification and condemnation. After Geneva, the communists blamed the United states for the partition of Vietnam and, from 1956 on, US intervention in the south was constantly denounced as the principle obstacle to reunification. The· Diem regime was condemned as the puppet of the US imperial-· Ists. This was a line both palatable to the communist bloc and compatible with a north-south rapprochement, offering as it did anti-Americanism as a national adhesive, ,and at the 'same time obfuscating the ideological issue of communism. Thus the US became, and remained, the primary target of almost all Hanoi's propaganda attacks against the West, and the staging of anti-American demonstrations and exhibits took on the features of a concerted DRV program to discredit US !J1otives and activities in South Vi!~tnam.ll-l 

It will be recalled that the United States, initially at least, did not adopt an unyielding policy toward North Vietnam. After the Geneva Conference, US policy planners had divided over the fu·cure course of US policy toward Hanoi. Department of Defense officials argued that the United states should consider North Vietnam as already a part of the communist sphere~ but other NSC members favored an approach or exploiting available means to prevent North Vietnam from 

40. (S) NIS 43C, sec 55, p. 55-17. Lancaster, The EmanCipation of French Indo-China, p. 364. 
41. (S) NIS 43C, sec 5~, p. 55-17. Devillers, if The struggle for Unification of Vietnam,1I p. 11. 
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"becoming .permanently incorporated 'in the Soviet bloc." In 
the end the latter view prevailed, and the NSC adopted an 
acco~nodative policy.42 , 

In succeeding -,years, however, lit,tle was actually done 
to wean North Vietnam from the Soviet bloc. The only policy 
directly attributable to the NSC decision was the maintenance 
of the US Consulate in Hanoi. Through this Consulate, the 
United states hoped to retain some voice and-influence in 
the northern half ot the ,:nation. Events soon proved, how
ever;~that the DRV was inflexibly hostile to the United 
State·s. The DRV harassed; the Consulate and its staff con
tinually until the United States had no choice but to close 
it down "in mid--1955.'43'" . 

After the Consulate closed, US policy toward North 
Vietnam swung gradually around to the hard line suggested 
by the Department of Defense in 1954. In September 1956 
the NSC determined that the DRV should be treated as "not 
a legal government," that other states should be discouraged 
from dealing with it, and that the United States should try 
to contain .and subvert the DRV. This policy remained in 
force until the end of the Eisenhower Administration, rein
forced in 1958 by an additional NSC decinion to "apply, as 
necessary to achieve US objectives, restrictions on US exports 
and shipping and on foreign assets similar to thpse already 
in effect for Communist China and North ,Korea. "44 

Canada and the United Kingdom maintained diplomatic 
missions in Hanoi after Geneva. Canada's membership on the 
ICC undoubtedly explained Hanoi's efforts to continue some 
relationship with that nation. After the cease-fire, some 

42. (TS) Memo for the NSC Planning Board, "Review of US 
Policy in the Far East," 3 Aug 54, CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) 
sec 22. A detailed analysis of US policy toward Vietnam is 
found in Ch. I. 

43. NY Times, 29 Oct 54, p. 5. (S) Msg, Hanoi 1364 to 
State, 23 May 55. (C) Memo, DepDir In~el to CJCS, 25 Nov 55.-

44. (TS) Nse 561~/1, 5 Sep 56, Encl ~o Jes 1992/565, 
.~ 11 Sep 56, ecs 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 26. (TS) Nse 5809 

2 Apr 58, same file, sec 38. (8) NSC 6012, 25 Ju1 60, 
JMF 9150/9105 ~11 Ju1 60). 
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500 Canadian officials entered North Vietnam. For the most part, however, Canadian contacts with the DRV were limited to those meetings ariddiscussi('ln~ carried on by the combined ICC with DRV officials. 

As a co-Chairman of the Geneva Conference, the United Kingdom, although its mission in Hanoi' had no official status, enjoyed a special relationship in. Hanoi. Moreover, .the presence of this mission and occasional visits by British journalists and parliamentarians seemed to impress some elements of the DRV's'hierarchy as something approaching de facto recognition of the'regime by London. When the British continued to deny the regime formal recognition, the DRV attitude changed. After mid-1959 DRV propaganda began charging- that--·the-Bri-tish Government had failed to fulfill its respons~bilities as a co-Chairman of the 1954 Geneva Conference. 5 

__ .lL ••• ~ ••••• ~. _ 

After Geneva, the DRV made a special effort to attract· the support of the neutral countries of Asia and Africa for its national aspirations. The DRV worked hard to achieve respectability and to cultivate the friendship of its Asian neighbors. It was largely successful. India, Indonesia, and even Pakistan accorded dp. facto recognition to the DRV, and India and Indonesia est'a'bllshed Consulates in Hanoi. Indian Premier Nehru and Burmese Premier U Nu made goodwill visits to Hanoi late in 1954, and Pham Van Dong headed a competent Viet Minh deleg~gion to the Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung in April 1955. . However, both India and Indonesia maintained similar representation in the south, and dignitaries visiting the north, such as Indian President Prasad ~n March 1959, also included South Vietnam in their itineraries. Even in the case of the new African nations the DRV did not succeed in winning acceptance of the Viet Minh regime as the true, and only, Vietnamese Government, although it almost automatically recognized such newly independent states. Yugoslavia was the only country proclaiming itself as flneutral" that extended full recognition to the DRV. Failure to achieve recognition by most of the neutral nations did not discourage 

45. (8) NIS 43C, sec 55, pp. 55·-16 - 55-17. (S) Msg, Saigon 2597 to state, 28 .Jun 58. 46. See' Appendix, pp. 277-278. 
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the DRV from seeking close relations with these countries. 
Informal-contacts were established through the various Atro~ 
A~Llan conferences, international youth festivals, and 
professional meetings. United States intelligence sources 
agreed that Ho' s personal magnetism and Hanoi.' s continued 
homage to the principles of neutralism succeeded in enlisting 
at least some support for th.e re'gime among the neutrals. 47 

After Qeneva, the Viet Minh le~ders moved to cement 
relations ·with the communist· bloc. In short order ten com
munist countries recognized Ho's government and provided 
acc~redited diplomatic representation to Hanoi. Relations 
with the USSR and Communist China became' particularly close. 
Although North Vi~t'nam" was apparently attracted to Moscow 
and Peking for ideological reasons, it was probably drawn 
even more for practical reasons, for after the withdrawal of 
the French the DRV economy was soon in dire need of the 
economic and technical aid that, in the communist bloc, could 
be provided only by the USSR and Communist China. The first 
concrete evidence that such aid would be provided came in 
December 1954, when by the terms of an agreement signed in 
Peking the Chinese Government undertook to provide equipment 
to repair road and rail communications and water conservation 
works throughout North Vietnam and to restore postal and 
telegraph communications between the two countries. Special 
attention was paid to the rail network connecting Hanoi with 
the interior of China, a project of obvious economic and 
milit~ry importance to the Chinese communists. According to 
the Hanoi press the first train on the new tfintertransport 
Systewa left Hanoi bound for Pug Siang, China, on 1 August 
1955. . 

The amount and scope of Communist China's aid to the 
DRV in 1954-1955 grew to such an extent that by mid-1955 some 

47. The DRV constantly reiterated the Five Principles of 
Coexistence, those international standards of peaceful co
existence subscribed to by the Prime Ministers of China and 
India in 1954. (3) NIS 43C, sec 55 . 

. - 48. (S) Msg, Hanoi 1364 to State,·2.3 .. May 55. (s) NIE 
63.1-55, 19 Jul 55. Lancaster, The EmanCipation of French 
Indo-China, pp. 368-369. Shabad, "Economic Development in 
North Vietnam," p. 49. 
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foreign observers,were guessing that the DRV had ,come'under 
China's domination., The North Vietnamese ~y had grown 
heavily dependent upon Chinese equipment ,and' instructors, 
and Chinese technicians and trade representatives made such 
an impact on the DRV economy'th~t even,the usually optimistic 
Sainteny remarked to US Consul Corcoran that tlit is the 
Chinese who,wlll replace us here." However, the benef~ts 
that the DRV derived from'Communist China's aid did not dispel, 

'apparently, the tradItional Vietnamese fear and distrust of 
its northern neighbor. Moreover, a powerful cont~nder for 
ini'luence in the DRV was now coming on the fleld. 49 

Early in 1955 the ,fooq situation in North Vietnam had 
become critical-.-- ~-BY---summe'r -the s-1-tuation was so grave that 
the Hanoi government apparently decided to .appeal to its 
Soviet as well as Chinese friends for help. In the summer 
of 1955 Ho Chi Minh appeared hat in hand in Moscow. The 
Soviets proved generous; and in the succeeding two years the 
USSR gave the DRV more than $100 million in economic aid and 
sent approximately 1,000 specialists to render technical . 
assistance.50 In addition to this substantial aid, the 
Soviets provided the DRV with its only source of gasoline, 
kerosene, and other petroleum products. For the DRV, trade 
with the USSR--chiefly Vietnamese tropical products for Soviet 
machinery--provided not only precious commodities, but also a 
market for much of the output of North Vietnamese artisans.51 
By the end of 1955 the Soviet presence in the DRV had become 
so pronounced that Ambassador Reinhardt suggested that the 
USSR might be moving to substitute Soviet for Chinese com
munist influence in North Vietnam.52 

49. (3) Msg, Hanoi 1312 to State, 17 May 55. Russell H. 
Fifield, Diplomacy of Southeast Asia, 1945-58 (1?t58)~''''~·P. 118. 
Nguyen Ngoc Bich, "Vietnam, an Independent View, ' The China 
Quarterly, January-March 1962, pp. 105-111. 

50. Avsenev, The Democratic Re ublic of Vietnam, Economy 
and Foreign Trade. Hinton, hina's Relations with Burma 
and Vietnam, ~. 21. 

51. (OUO) Msg, Saigon 2010 to State, 8 Nov 55. Shabad, 
JlEconomic Development in Nor:th Vietnam," p. 53. 

52. (OUO) Msg, Saigon 2010 to state, 8 Nov 55. 
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Apparently~ however~ the Vietnamese Communist Party was 
divided in its loyalties to the USSR and China--a division 
~hat increased as the Sino-Soviet rift deepened. -Most of' _ 
the senior Vietnamese communists had been attracted to com
munism by the power;,prestige~ and example of the Soviet 
Union. What is more~ the Soviet Union, unlike, Communist 

---------

China, had no history of conflict with Vietnam. On the other 
hand~ it was in Red China that the majority of them had 
received their political training and their first experience 
of c01'flll1unism~ Further, the DRV had been born on Chinese soil, 
and tne victory over the French had been-due~ in substantial 
mea"sure, to Chinese military aid. That Hanoi found dependence 
on-either-of its powerful friends neither desirable nor 
comfortaole was---appar-ent"-- iYi -the fact- -that after 1955 the DRV 
made a moderately successful effort to increase North -Vietnam's 
trade with ot~er communist nations _(30 percent of total trade 
in 1959) and noncommunist countries (7 percent in 1959).53 

During the period 1957-1960 the DRV had considerable 
success in maintaining comparative freedom of action. 
Attempting to strike a balance between Moscow and Peking~ the 
DRV press paid approximately equal homage to the USSR and 
China~ and sometimes referred to lithe bloc of socialist 
countrie~ and people's democracies headed by the USSR and 
China."54 The Sino-Indian border dispute is a case in point. 
The US Ambassador in Saigon reported in November-1959 that 
the DRV, which heretofore had remained silent on this question~ 
appare.ntly was now attempting to steer a middle course between 
the two communist giants. Echoing Khrushchev's 31 October 
speech~ the DRV expressed the hope that the dispute would be 
settled by friendly negotiations _satisfactory to both sides. 
At the same time Hanoi adopted the Chinese line~ that the 
imperialists~ using the !'divide and rule'! technique, were 
trying to sow distrust between the Chinese and Indian peoples. 
The DRV characterized the problem as an "aftermath of 
colonialism. "55 

In summary, after five years in power~ the DRV had 
succeeded, with the substantial assistance of the USSR and -

53. Honey, North Vietnam Today~ p. 14. (S) NIS 43C, 
sec 60, p. 60-15. 

54. Hinton~ China's Relations with Burma and Vietnam, 
p. 17. 

55. (C) Msg, Saigon 1809 to State~ 28 Nov 59. 
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Red China, in surmounting , its most· press'ing economic ills. 
It had also established a tight control over: the political,· 
social, ·and c~ltural lif'e of' its populace. In the military 
sphere, the DRV had enlarged and improved its army into a 
powerful force ~apable of defeating any .combination of nations 
in Southeast Asia. And.in the process of building a seemingly 
viable communist state, the DRV had managed to maintain a 
surprising degree of independence from its two great, patrons. 
'With its house in reasonably good order, the DRV now decided, 
apparently, that the time had come to move on to the achieve
ment, by violence, of its often announced goal, a unified 
Vietnam. . 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM: 1956~ A YEAR OF PROGRESS 

By early 1956; Diem had weathered the worst of the 
polftical storms that had raged through South Vietnam since 
Geneva. He h~d founded~a republic, negotiated the with
drawal of Fren~h troops~ and was in the process of creating 
the machlnery- f-or-a- demo-cratic' 'government. He had partially 
resettled the refugees from North Vietnam, and had launched 
various social and economic programs. Reporting to the 
National Security Counci~ in March 1956, on Diem's progress 
the Operations Coordinating Board (OCB) observed that for 
the first time in Vietnam "the-re is a degree of stability 
which may permit implementation of reforms and some long
range planning in US programs." At the same time the OCB 
cautioned that Diem's position was still far from secure 
and his government "not yet effective enough to warrant 
more than sober optimism." Although hedged with reserva
tions, the report indicated a rising optimism about the 
future of South Vietnam, in contrast to the "desperate 
situation" that had existed in Vietnam in 1954 when the 
las~ NSC policy statement on Southeast Asia had been issued. l 

United states intelligence officials believed that Diem 
had done much to create for himself an effective political 
power base in South Vietnam. His unwillingness to work with 
leaders who failed to show complete loyalty narrowed the 
base of his political support, but Diem had nevertheless 
confirmed his position as the dominant political leader of 
South Vietnam. He had built the National Revolutionary 
Movement into a formidable political machine, the principal 
source ,of organized political power in the country. On the 
other hand, criticism of the domination of the GVN by Diem's 
close relatives was mounting throughout South Vietnam and 

1. (S) OCB, rrprogress Report, 'U.S. Objectives and 
Courses of Action with Res~ect to Southeast Asia' (NSC 5405 
and Portions of NSC 5429/5)," 14 Mar 56, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 21 . 
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was not confined to communist spokesmen. United States 
intelligence authorities agreed that nepotism was present 
in Diem 1 s government but took it mainly as'evidence of 
tJiem's cuntinued inability to trust individuals beyond the 
c: Jrc Ie of I <.lng-time .a~qualntanceG and rncmbern of hi's 
"1 . family.L. 

Elections and a New tonstitution 

In early March, the South Vietnamese elected, for the 
first·~ time, a National Assembly. The selections went well 
for Diem and permitted him to assume unchallenged leadership 
and control-of the-government. On the morning of 4' March 
1956, beating drums and torchlight parades summoned voters 
to the polls. Although the communists attempted to disrupt 
the balloting, over 80 percent of the eligible voters 
assembled in orderly fashion and cast their ballots. The 
voters chose 123 deputies from a total of 405 candidates. 
No openly anti-Diem candidate was elected, although nearly 
one-third of the government-sponsored candidates were 
defeated. Of the major parties, the National Revolutionary 
Movement (NRM) won 61 seats and the Revolutionary Workers 
Party (RWP) 15. 3 . 

The new National Assembly settled down at once to draft, 
under Diem's supervision, a constitution for the Republic of 
Vietnam which would give the President wide powers, including 
the power to appoint the first Vice President· and to suspend 
certain civil rights during the life of the first Assembly. 
After nearly eight months of drafting and redrafting, the 
National Assembly, in consultation with President Diem, 
completed the new Vietnamese constitution. Nationwide. 
festivities attended its promulgation on 26 october 1956, 
the first anniversary of the founding of the RVN.4 

"-
In its basic outline the constitution resembled that of 

the United States. It provided for division of governmental 
authori~y among 'executive, legislative, and judicial branches. 
The President and the members of the newly styled Legislative 

2. £S-NOFORN) Dept of state, IR No. 7256, 23 May 56, 
pp'. 44-4 . ',: 

3. ~~ l NIE 63-56, 17 Ju1 56. NY Times, 4 Mar 56, p. 1 . 
4. NIE G3-~)6 . 17 Jul 56. 
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Assembly were to be elected by universal secret ballot. Citizens were guaranteed most of· the basic individual rights contained in the. US Bill of R1ghts. As had been anticipated~ however, the constitution lodged most of the jSovernmental p0wer in the executIve. It provided, moreover, that during the first legislative term the President had the authority to suspend. temporarily. the right to strike and the exercise of freedom of speech,assoclation, circu-. lation, and the press. Finally, the constitution specifically outlawed. communism. 

Vietnamese officials explained that a true democracy was an extravagance that South Vietnam, confronted by the communist menaee· from w·ithin and from without, could not presently afford. As law and' order were restored, they said, additional democratic freedoms could ·be progressively introduced. In the meantime, the Vietnamese would trust President Diem to exercise his power with wisdom and·justice.5 

The Succession controversy 

Diem's political triumphs had removed all doubt about the future of the French military in Vietnam. The Vietnamese Government had explicitly requested France to complete the withdrawal of French troops at the earliest possible date, and France was complying. By February 1956, ·the FEC numbered' only 15,000 men, with 5,000 scheduled for evacuation in February and 5,000 more in March. The French planned to abolish the High Command in April. 

The quest1o~ thus arose: who would assume France's responsibilities under the Geneva Agreements once the FEe had been withdrawn and the High Command abolished? The French were responsible for protecting ana supplying the ICC. They also maintained a liaison mission with the ICC and held co-membership on the French-DRV Joint Armistice Commission (JAC). The ICC Chairman in Saigon believed that~ If the French cancelled these obligations and the Vietnamese refused to accept them~ the commission would probably have to be dissolved sometime during the summer of 1956. 6 

j. NY rrimes, 25 Oct 56, p~·33. 
6. (s) Msg, Saigon 2190 to state, 2 Nov 55 . 
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The French wanted written assu'rance from President. Diem 
that South Vietnam would take ove'r their responsibilities. 
to the ICC and the JAC. Diem, though still refusing to 
associate his country with the Geneva Agreements, was willing 
to meet the French halfway. If they would leave a small 
mission in Vietnam charged with carrying out France's Geneva 
obligations, he said, the Vietnamese would quiet1y,take over 
the duty of servicing the Icc.7 

The United states "believed that a plan along the lines 
of Diem's proposal offered the best hope of solving the 
probl~em. ; In Secretary of State Dulles' opinion, "while we 
should certainly take no positive step to speed up present 
process of decay of-"Geh-eVa: Accords-, neither shoUld we make 
the slightest effort to infuse life into them.tt~ In short, 
the United states would not mind if the ICC died, but pre
ferred the death to be gradual and quiet. 

There was, hOl"Jever, another aspect of the question. 
The communists were linking the succession problem to Diem's 
refusal to cooperate with the DRV in'holding elections. The 
USSR, Poland, Communist China, and the DRV bombarded the 
British with demands that the Geneva Conference be recon
vened to examine both of these matters. The British turned 
down these demands, but, at India's suggestion, proposed 
that a co-Chairmen' s meeting be held when the Soviet leadf~rs 
visited London in April 1956. The Soviets agreed and when 
Khrushchev and Bulganin arrived in London representatives of 
the British and Soviet Foreign Ministers wer~ already at 
work trying to reach a solution. 9 I -

Since the summer of 1955 the British position on 
elections had changed considerably. The British now seemed 
to be taking a closer look at the distinction between the 
Geneva Agreements and the Final Declaration of the Geneva 
Conference. The requirement for elections was contained 

7. (S) 
23 Nov 55. 

8. ~S) 
9. S) 

27 Feb 5 . 

Ms~s, Saigon 2086 to State, 14 Nov 55; 2206, 
(C) Msg, Paris 3783 to state, 21 Feb 56. 
Msg, state 1901 to Saigon,' 2 .Dec 55. 
Ms~s, state 2563 to Saigon, 27 Jan 56; 2914, 
(C) Msg, state 2789 to Saigon, 15 Feb 56. 
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not in the Vietnam Agreement, but in the declaration, and 
this requirement was really little more than an expression 
of hope. Probably of more 'In:fluence on Rri tish thtnkl~g 
than the US emphasis on'this point had been 'Diern1s political 
victories. Whg.tever the reason, t.he British had grown more 
optimistic of Diem's chances of providing strong leadership 
for Vietnam and less persistent in urging him to' cooperate 
in holding elections. At the London meeting the British 

. firmly insisted that since consultation between parties had 
not taken place in. 1955, there was no possibility of holding 
ele~tiorts in 1956. 10 . 

The Soviets proved much less aggressive than had been 
expect~d. ApPC3.ren:t~y_ .. unwill~ng_ to provoke a new crisis over 
Indochina, they failed to press with their customary vigor 
the demands of the Chinese communists and the DRV for a new 
Geneva Conference to consider the election issue. The 
negotiations in London lasted almost a month, but the British 
and Soviet diplomats finally agreed on a course of action.', 
In May the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union sent identical 
letters to the Governments of North and South Vietnam request- ." 
ing them to prevent any violation of the military clauses of 
the armistice agreement and to insure that the political 
terms of the agreement were carried out. The letters urged 
the two Vietnamese regimes to agree upon an early deadline 
for consultations on elections, and to give every assistance 
to the ICC. The co-Chairme.n also appealed to the ICC to 
continue supervising the armistice and requested France to 
continue its good offices in support of the ICC, to reach an 
agreement with the Vietnamese Government to facilitate the 
tasks of the ICC and the JAC, and to preserve the status quo 
until these arrangements COUld- be put into effect. ll 

This agreeillent created the framework for retaining the 
armistice machir.:.ery in Vietnam, but left France and Vietnam 
to resolve the question of succession. Settlement of this 
issue became possible ~n the early summer of 1956 when Diem 

10. lS) Msgs, Saigon 2137 to state, 18 Nov 55; 2777, 
10 Jan 56; State 3432 to Saigon, ~2 Apr 56. NY Times, 
10 Apr 56, ~. 2. ' .. 

11. (S) Msgs, Paris SECTO 32 to State, 6 May 56; state 
3749 to Saigon, 11 May 56. (S) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56. 
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relaxed his uncompromising stand against publicly associating· 
his country with the· Geneva settlement·. Replying to the 
co-Chairmenfs notes .of May, the President bound South Vietna.m 
to respect the armlsitice and to provide security for the ICC. 
With this concession as a point of departure, the French and 
the Vietnamese found it easier to solve the succession prob
lem. After conside~able debate, they reached an agreement 
in July. In an exchange of notes, Vietnam promised to 
replace the French liaison mission to the ICC; France agreed 
to maintain its membership on the JAC and to continue bearing 
the expenses of the ICC.l2 

The formula adopted by the co-Chairmen and complied 
with by all the int-erest-ed·parties solved few of the basic 
problems of the armistice. It merely deferred the ordeal 
of corning to grips with them. In some respects, the Depart
ment of State believed, these problems had been aggravated. 
For one thing, the accent on elections in the co-Chairrnenfs 
messages was expected to make the ICC all the more anxious 
to get the RVN and the DRV together for consultations, and 
Diem had not changed his mind on this score. For another, 
although the armistice machinery was still functioning., Diem 
was unlikely to tolerate indefinitely Francefs role on the 
JAC, and even more unlikely to take over this role himself. 

On the other hand, the London solution produced 
important advantages. It carried South Vietnam safely 
through the crucial month of July 1956, which many diplomats 
had feared would be a month of crisis. Agreement had also 
frustrated, for the time being at least, communist efforts 
to have a nine-power conference convened to discuss Indo
china. Finally, although Diem had been forced to abandon 
his aloof attitude towards the Geneva Agreements, he still 
enjoyed, by virtue of the ICCfs continued presence in Vietnam, 
a deterrent to aggressive action by the DRV.13 On balance, 
Diem had probably gained more than he had lost. 

US Aid to RVN 

By the fall of 1956 Diem could take justifiable pride 
in what he had accomplished against heav:y-.. odds. Reviewing 

12. (S) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56. (c) Msg, Saigon 287 to 
State, 24 Jul 56. 

13. (S) Msg, State 3749 to Saigon, 11 May 56. 
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his accomplishments'· for General O'Ianiel in October' 1956, 
Diem noted that 1955 had been his year of "successful 
decisions. " :1is country had achieved "political stability, 
internal security and ,national independence." His army was 
loyal, and to a. degree, battle-tested. "Vietnam is a ' 
democratic Republic now," he stated. The solution of the 
refugee problem was in sight. Nor had Vietnam "neglected 
altogether" its economic problems. "We are no longer under 
'French e'conomic control; we control the course of our 
foreign trade, and.the flow of foreign exchange; we have 
our 3 0wn National Bank and our own monetary system. Above 
all, with the help of the United states, we have escaped 
economic chaos during the formative period of our'independ-
ence. "14. .. __ ._....... . 

Actually, although the economic situation in South 
Vietnam was no longer chaotic~ neither was it encouraging. 
Normally an agricultural surplus area, South Vietnam had 
suffered a decline in rice exports since the war, and this 
factor, coupled with large imports- of consumer and capital 
goods, had resulted in a substantial deficit in the 
country's balance of payments. Economic problems were 
further complicated by the 1.<J'ithdrawal of French military 
forces, the termination of France's preferential trade 
status, and the loosening of French-Vietnamese political. 
ties, which combined to curtail the scale of French 
industrial and commercial activity in South Vietnam. Diem 
had declared 1956 a year of economic consolidation, but 
through the first haJf of the year he continued to focus 
at~ention on security and political issues. Nevertheless, 
the GVN made some progress in building an organizational 
structure to replace the institutions of the French colonial 
period, including an independent national bank, an invest
ment fund, a government-owned commercial bank, and an 
independent currency. 

That South Vietnam had escaped economic chaos or worse 
was almost entirely due to the large amounts of money and 
capital goods given to it by the United States. Without US 
aid, Diem readily admitted, lithe seeming air of well being 
would disappear overnight. "15 

14. (c) "Diem's Paper Re Their Needs (Economic) from 
General 0' D1.niel, tI n. d. !Oct' 567 (hereafter cited -,as 
Dierr,' s Paper). - ~ 

15. (C-) Diem's Paper. 
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Bep;lnninl.:"'-; in· 1SJ~)l~ the United Staten had, for FY 1955, 
g:1 ven South Vietnam $3~~5. e mi11ion in economic ald. Al thllugh 
the United ~1tatc:J reduced lts contributiun for economic 
f3UPP{),J ,t in PY 1 {)~6 to :1;216.3 million, thls· reduction had 
been more than offse,t by the mill tary aid provided during 
FY 1956. Through its various aid programs the United states 
was financing by 1956, about 90 percent of the GVN military 
budget, 75 percent of South Vietnam's impo~ts, and 65 percent 
of the combined military-civilian budget. le 

Most of the economic aid furnished South Vietnam was in 
the form of defense support. Needed commodities were shipped 
free of charge to South Vietnam by the United States. ·These 
commodities were·-tnen sold --to the· people of Vietnam by the 
GVN to meet its expenses, most of which were military expendi
tures. For example, the salaries of the regular military 
forces were paid from these funds. A total of $488.8 million 
of defense support aid, administered by the International 
Cooperation Administration (ICA), was made available to South 
Vietnam under the FY 1955 and FY 1956 programs. 17 

other forms of economic aid to South Vietnam included 
development loans, special assistance funds, contingency 
funds and surplus agricultural products. The United States 
also furnished technical assistance in agriculture, industry 
and mining, transportation and community development. Not 
only had the United states paid the cost of Operation EXODUS 
($56.1 million), it also bore most of the cost of feeding, 
housing and resettling nearly 700,000 of these refugees in 
the two years that followed. 18 

United States military aid to Vietnam was channeled 
chiefly through the f1ili tary As sistance Program (MAP). 
Administered by the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(ISA), MAP aid consisted of the military equipment 

16. (U) AID, "U.S. Foreign Assistance and Assistance 
From International Organizations, July 1, 1945-June 30, 
1962," !Revised7, p. 69. (s) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56, p. 8. 

17. (u) state-Defense-ICA, "A Summary Presentation, MSP, 
FY 1960," Mar 59, AID, S&R Div. Rpt by Subcom on State Depart
ment Organization and Public Affairs to S ... · Com on Foreign 
Relations, 30-31 Jul 59, 86th Cong, 1st sess, pp. 203-204 
(hereafter cited as "Situation in Vietnam"). 

18. "Situation in Vietnam," p. 42. (S-NOFORN) Dept of 
State IR 7256, 23 May 56~ pp. 57-58. 
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supplies, training, and services given to the vietnamese armed forces as part of the Mut~a: Security Program. Military Assistance Program, 'aid to Vietnam for FY 1956
1 

the first year it w~s programed, totaled $167 million. 9 , 
President Diem," although grateful for the aid he had thus far received, was not satisfied that the United states 'was giving South Vietnam the right kind of aid.. This was apparently the inspiration for his October letter to General O'Daniel with whom he had enjoyed good relations. Diem probably believed that General O'Daniel would champion his cause in Washington. Thus along with a lengthy diagnosis of South Vietnam '-S---€conomic ill-so, - Diem provided a specific prescription for their relief. . 

He began by giving O'Daniel "a realistic look" at the overall state of the economy. The basis of that economy, Diem noted, was agriculture. But South Vietnam's agriculture was at only 70 percent of the prewar level. Rice exports that in prewar years had reached 1.5 million tons annually were now virtually nonexistent. Livestock had suffered "a catastrophic decline." Industrial production, never significant, was now at the vanishing point. If With the loss of North Vietnam,rr Diem said, "we have lost our coal, cement, glass works, and our cotton mills. We have become importers of almost everything." And the hard fact was that South Vi.etnam's export· s during 1955 had paid for only 25 percent of its imports. Also part of this discouraging picture were a sharp decline in tax collections, a sharp increase in production costs, rising prices reflecting inflationary pressures, and an artificial rate of exchange. 

Diem wanted more US economic help--and the implication was help on a massive scale--to rebuild highways and rail lines and to build new ones, so that untapped resources in such remot~ areas as the High Plateau and the Plaine des Joncs could be tapped. He wanted US help to develoD !felectric power resources, restore the sugar refine~ies; 

19. (S-NOFORN) ASD(ISA), Mutuai'S'ecurity Program: Fiscal Year 1958 Estimates; World-Wide Summary statements, No. 105; East and Pacific, No. 105; Non-Regional Programs, No. 105. 
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cY'I.::on.te a textile and paper industry, bring in more heavy 
f'arr:l equipment to put our abandoned land back into cuI ti
vatlon etc." 

B'rom now on, therefore, 'v,re h()pe that 
American aid w6uld assist us in building a 
balanced agricultur~l and industrial economy. 
This is the only way in which we can increase 

. our production and exports, find new sources 
of employment for ·our growing population, 
expand our purchasing power nationally and 
.internationally, develop managerial skills, 
and give rise to an enterprising middle 
class ._~O .... _ .... __ . . . _ 

He intended, Diem told General O'Daniel,to simplify and 
ease the flow of capital "in full recognition of the profit 
motive ll so that private investment could be persuaded to 
supplement US aid. He also intended to push ahead with 
agrarian reform, redistributing land among farmers, but not 
by seizing it "at the point of a gunll from landlords. He 
intended to buy it from them when he could find the money. 
Again the United States could be helpful in furnishing the 
$20 million which would be needed for the initial payment, 
about 10 percent of the total value of the land, to the 
landlords. 

South Vietnam had riust entered what Diem termed "Year 
Three of Our Statehood.' Almost a century of colonialism had 
left it nearly devoid of trained native administrative talent. 
"All the executive and many of the minor posts were in 
French hands; they neither taught nor encouraged Vietnamese 
to partiCipate in commerce or industry or practice the 
1iberal professions. The country has hardly any doctors, 
engineers, technicians and economic specialists of all types 
and descriptions for private or Government serVices," Diem. 
stated. Strong efforts were being made to offset the ill 
effects of this vacuum in native talent by offshore training 
and inducement of trained Vietnamese to return from France. 
But again, Diem pointed out, he must have help from the 

20. (C) Diem's Paper, pp. 6-7. 
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United States, in addition·to Un'ited states Operat.ions 'Mission (USOM)21 spe~ialists,· to train his' people in the many skills that were so desperately needed in South Vietnam. 
The types of aid that Diem sought in his letter to General O'Daniel were generally of a long-term nature from which immediate results could not be expected. Nevertheless, the United States geared its economic aid programs for the .next several years to the requirements Diem had outlined. 

The~Security Threat 

It was fortunate for the RVN that these efforts to strengthen the--economy-'and to build up an industrial base could take place in a period of relative'peace and security, both in South Vietnam's cities and in the countryside. By the summer of 1956, according to a US intelligence evaluation, the security picture in South Vietnam was substantially brighter than it had been a year before. The sects had been all but destroyed; only an estimated 2,000 remained in small bands scattered about the country. The important sect leaders had been killed, captured, driven but of the country, or induced to rally to the government. Ba Cut, once the most feared and elusive of sect chieftains, had been captured and guillotined. 

The communist threat, however, was still real. In the mid!?t of their generally optimistic e:3timates in 1956 US intelligence officials injected an ominous note: in the event of large-scale, concerted guerrilla attack, supported by infiltration of men and supplies from the north, relatively large areas of rural Vietnam probably would be lost to government control. 22 

Although the last Viet Minh units had left South Vietnam on 18 May 1955, a year later US and GVN intelligence 

21. The United states Operations Mission was the field level office of the Foreign Operations Administration, which was established on 1 August 1953 and was responsible for continuous supervision, general direction, and coordination of all foreign assistance operations, under the policy direction of the Secretaries of State, Defense, and Treasury . 
22. (S) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul-56, pp. 9-10. 
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off.icials could not· estimate accurately the number of' active 
communist agents operating in South Vietnam. The GVN tended 
to minimize this threat. The VNA Chief of Intelligercr-; 
tlluintained that 'Viet M.1nh str~ngth in mid-1956 wa,s only 
1,360. men in acti\·~:}. guerrilla cadres out of a total hostile 
force nuinbering 6)JOO to 8,000. United States intelligence 
agencies., however, estimated the communist s-trength in 
skeleton battalions and companies at between 8,000 and 
10,000 men. Whatever the communists 1 (now called Viet Cong)23 
numbers, and most sources agreed that they were relatively 
few' in 1956, the communists controlled substantial areas of 
South Vietnam, particularly the mountain areas along the 
Cambodian and Laotian borders and the jungle regions of the 
delta. Since the GVN- did -not outlaw cotnmunism until almost 
the end of 1956, Viet Cong agents were also able to operate 
openly';"T.Jl1-<, the cities4 infiltrating the various worker and 
business movements. 2 

RVN Forces 

The French completed the withdrawal of their forces and 
abolished the Hi'gh Command in April 1956, leaving only ,a 
small military mission to carry out the remaining French 
responsibilities under the terms of the Geneva Agreements. 
The completion of the French withdrawal necessitated, more 
than ever, a strong, well-trained RVNAF . 

There was no question of the necessity for maintaining 
large regular armed forces and extensive police forces, the 

23. viet Cong (VC) is a derogatory contraction of the 
Vietnamese term of Vietnamese communist that came into g~neral 
use in 1956-1957 in referring to the communist guerrillas and 
terrorists operating in South Vietnam.' (U) SORO, US Army 
Handbook for Vietnam, p. 324. (S) Rpt, Dept of State, RFE 59, 
i1sftuat1on and Short-Term Prospects in South Vietnam," 
3 Dec 63. 

24. (S) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56. (S) Dept of state, 
Intelligence Brief 2070, 13 Feb 57. (.S) ;NIE 63-57, pp. 10-11. 
\s) Dept of State IR 7197, 6 Apr 56, po.·6. P. J~~ Honey, 
I Democracy in the Republic of Vietnam," in S. Rose (ed.), 
Politics in Southern Asia (1963), p. 204. 
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high cost of which was born~ by the United states. The ,presence of the Viet Cong within the country and ,the existence of a~ 2nemy state across the northern border of South Vietnam posed formidable dangers to the Republic of Vietnam, and in the judgment of' US authorities made the support of adequate, train'ed military and polic'e forces by Diem's government mandatory. 

Regular Forces 

~ The mission ,of the Vietnamese National Army (VNA) was to maintain internal security. Moreover, as we have seen, it gradually and without NSC sanction was given the added, function of temporar:f~ty resisting external aggression. As noted earlier, the United states had agreed to support a force goal for all the armed forces of South Vietnam of 150,000 personnel, comprising the Navy and Air Force as well as the VNA, by 1 July 1956. At the beginning of 1956" the VNA alone had almost 156,000 men and officers, including about 16,000 sect troops who had to be integrated into the armed forces by 1 July 1956. The plans developed by MAAG, Vietnam for organization of the VNA within the approved force goals called for a military strength of 142,000 with a civilian strength of 4,919 (see following chart for detailed organization). The South Vietnamese Navy and Air Force, together accounting for about 7,000, completed the 150,000-force structure. 2, 

By midyear the VNA had about 145,000 officers and men, organized into four field divisions (8,500 men each), six light infantry divisions (5,225 men each), one airborne groupment (4,000 men), 13 territorial regiments (1,625 men each), five separate sect regiments, and 15 assorted combat battalions. 2b 

Any part or all of the VNA might be used at the discretion of the President for maintenance of internal security. The territorial regiments had the sole mission 

25. ( S) Memo, COL F. F. Evans ''( OASD/ISA/FER) to Dir FER/ISA, 16 Jun 59, ISA File 200 Vietnam (16"Jun 59)~ RG 330, case 63A-1672, FRe. . 26. (s) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul 56, p. 9. 
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PLANNED ORGANIZATION,. VNA2'r 

Activity 

Armed Forces Headquarters 

Fieid Divis6ns (4 at 8,500) 

Light Divisions (6 at 5,225) 

Airborne RCT 

Army Troops 
Arms 
Services 

Military Regions (3) 
Heaqquarters Units 
Territorial Regiments 
(13 at 1~625) 

other Units 

Schools and Training Centers 

Pipeline 
Total 

strength 

Military 

2,491 

34,000 

31, 350 

4,000 

13~ 279 
6,409 

4~707 

21,125 

8,999 

6,000 

9,640 
142,000 

Civilian 

449 

134 

4,336 

4~ 919 

27. (S) Country Statement on MDAP, Non-NATO Countries, 
15 Jan 56, CCS 092 (8-22-46) (2) sec 24, and BP pt 8 . 
. (Hereafter cited as US Country 'Statement~ 1955.) 
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of internal security while the divisions had the additional. 
rnission of resistance to external aggression. The presence 
of VNA units throughout the cc~ntryside was intended to . 
deter subversion. They were to be employed actively as .. , 
pacification fo~ces only when the local civilian autho~ities 
found themselves unable to cope with such activities.2~ . 

The VNA had evolved from a loose conglomeration of 
'units, primarily of battalion size, that had fought for the 
French and that had been dependent upon the French Union 
mil~tary establishment in Indochina. To accomplish the 
missions now assigned to it,.: the VNA would require a pro-' 
fessional skill and competence beyond that currently possessed 
by its' soldiers. and---.-o:r:ficers, __ r.egardless of their native 
ability and past experience under French leadership. The 
training of the VNA,- therefore, was a matter of continuing 
concern to US military officialso While the Chief, MAAG, 
had assumed the responsibility for aSSisting the GVN in 
training its army in early 1955, he had done so under certain 
handicaps. His most serious were the shortage of, US military 
training personnel and problems stemming from the integration 
of French and US training personnel in TRIM.29 

With the inactivation o:f the French High Command in 
April 1956, TRIM ceased to exist. While this permitted US 
personnel to operate more freely, it was not immediately 
accompanied by an increase in US military trainers. The 
ceiling imposed upon the number of US military personnel in 
Vietnam did not even allow advisers to be placed with all 
regiments, although two US advisers in each battalion-sized 
unit would have been appropriate. United States personnel 
were detailed to VNA training centers, to units at division 
level, and to major territorial commands, to supervise the 
training program. Developed by General O'Daniel in 1955, 
this program called for further reorganization of the VNA 
along US lines and the regroupment of units :for training. 
The goal was to bring the VNA to a state of readiness that 
would render it capable by the end of 1956 of maintaining 
security within South Vietnam, containing VietCong border 

28. (S) Msg, CHMAAG, Vietnam 1469A to OSD, 11 Jan 56. 
29. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D, "South Vietnam,1f Ch. VIII 
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'per .. e-cl'ations, and in the event of invasion, of delaying the 
invaders for at least 60 days while wlthdraWing3brom the 
17th Parallel to the area of TO·:_i.r3.l1e ( D3. Nang). ' 

During avis1t .to Washington in December 1955, General 
0 1 Daniel predi'ctedthat with six months' additional training 
the VNA would be' able to delay any Viet Cong invasion by two 
to four months.· He also stated that by rn1d-1956 the caliber 
of the individual VNA soldier would equal that of the Viet 
Cong.31 

These predictions stemmed from the expectation that the 
VNA training program could be carried out smoothly. The 
program, based on.a. 25-week.-.cycle,was designed to take the 
VNA progressively·through individual, cqrnpany battalion, and 
regimental advanced training. A four-week division exercise 
would complete the cycle. Unfortunately, the frequent 
diversion of VNA units from their scheduled training to field 
operations against subversive elements considerably slowed 
the rate of training progress. United states officials 
could do little about this, but held some hope that the 
creation and strengthening of paramilitary forces might 
relieve the VNA of many of these security missions. Among 
other deficiencies that hampered the training of the VNA 
were: (1) lack of uniformity in training and standards 
because of the varied local interpretations of directives 
and the absence of supervisors; (2) shortage of qualified 
Vietnamese personnel as instructors and training directors; 
(3) shortage of suitable training sites and facilities; (4) 
lack of experienced officers trained fo~ higher staffs and 
comrnands.32 

This last deficiency, lack of qualifed officers, was a 
very real handicap not only in training but in operations. 
According to a study prepared by the US Army staff, the VNA 
required 11,250 officers but had only 7,000. Seventy percent 
of the company grade officers were qualified for their rank, 
30 percent of the field grade officers were qualified, and 
only 10 percent of the senior 'officers were qualified. The 

30. (s) us Country statement, 1955 ... 
31. (S) Memo, DDI, JS to ASD(SO) I1Ernerginf? Pattern-South 

Vietnam, It 21 Dec 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 17. 
32. (S) us Country Statement, 1955. 
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training of officers for the VNA was therefore an important 
facet of the overall' training program. A combined Staff 
College and Senior Officers School outside Sai30~ offered . 
four- to five-month courses for about .. 100' battalion~ regi~ 
mental, and divisional commanders and staff officers'. There 
were also two officer candidate schools. One at Dalat was 
conducted in the st. Cyr tradition and turned out "-excellent" 
platoon leaders. The other, at Thu Duc, was for reserve· 
·officers and turned out "good" platoon leaders. 33 

3 Perhaps the weakest element of the VNA was its logisticai 
s.'ystem. Pattern~d after that of the French Army, it was , 
inadequate to support even peacetime operations. To' overcome; 
the deficiencies of the system~ including an acute shortage ' 
of s:Pecialisfs~·arid·-tec}m:tcians~ '-"the United states was helping: 
the VNA to develop a logistical system based on US practice. 
As part of this effort the United States was also providing 
offshore schooling, special courses in Vietnamese schools, 
and on-the-job.training. Until these efforts were realized,. 
however, the VNA would require the· as·sistance· of a large 
number of US and/or other allied specialists and technical 
advisers in the supply and maintenance fields. 

In terms of equipment the VNA was not too badly off~ 
having inherited a large part of the material and weapons 
that the ·United States' had sent into Indochina prior to 1955. 
This in itself presented a problem, however. 'The VNA had an 
excess of various types of MDAP eqUipment. To store and 
maintain these items placed a considerable burden on the 
weak logistics system. Despite this burden, President Diem 
was very reluctant to return any part of the eqUipment to US 
control. The Chief, MAAG, noted that the .GVN, under the 
terms of the Pentalateral Agreement, retained title to all 
MDAP eqUipment in its possession. IIConsiderable pressure 
and tact" would be needed to persuade the GVN to return the 
excesses. Another serious problem existed with regard to 
automotive equipment~ much of which was in serious disrepair 
as a result of initially French, and subsequently Vietnamese~ 
substandard maintenance. 

General O'Daniel's successor, Lieutenant General 
Samuel T. Williams~ USA, once he was no longer required to 
cooperate and compromise with Fren·~h·training officers ~ was 

33. (TS) CSAM 32-56 to Jcs~'16 Feb 56, CCS 092 Asia. 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 20. 
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~ble to carry out h+s training plans more readily. On 29 
April 1956 he redesignated TRIM the Combat Arms and Training 
Ort;u';--lization (CATO) 'of the MAAG and gave it sole responsi
oili~y for training ground forces. 

Temporary Equipment Recovery Mission 

An Interagency Costing Team, which returned from 
Vietnam in January 1956; reported that because of the 
reduction of French personnel, control of MDAP spares and 
supplies had been lost. As a·result, "the capability of 
supply of forces in the field in the event hostilities should 
be resumed in mid~1956 wbUl-dbe virtually nop-existent." 
Furthermore, because of the shortage of US personnel, the 
French were. handling the redistribution of excess MDAP 
equipment to their own advantage, carefully sorting out the 
useful items and returning to the United states as excess 
the unserviceable ones. Secretary Wilson advised Secretary 
Dulles on 31 Janury 1956 that the immediate dispatch to 
Vietnam of a team of 150 to 200 Americans skilled' .in -,'s~upply 
and logistics would save the United States not less that 
$100 million worth of mater1q.l.34 Although the Secretary of 
Defense did not mention it, such a team would also relieve 
MAAG's personnel problems by releasing officers for training 
duties. 

The,Department of State agreed with the creation of a 
US Temporary Equipment Recovery ·Missio.n (TERM) with a double' 
purpose of supervising the recovery (identification, inventory, 

34. (s) Ltr, SecDef to SecState~ 31 Jan 56; NIH of 
JCS 1992/500~ 20 Feb 56, same file. The status of the 
recovery program as of March 1956, . according to the I:epart
ment of state, was as follows: The total cost of equipment 
sent to Indochina during the war was $1.2 billion, of which 
$941 million was military hardware. Of this $941 million, 
$154 million had been turned over to Cambodia and Laos, $198 
million was still in the possession of the FEe, and $81 million 
had been declared excess and shipped out.of Vietnam. Of the 
estimated $508 million remaining the bulk was in the nominal 
custody of the Vietnamese, but in fact lay in unprotected 
sypply dumps without proper maintenance. (C) Msg, state 3225 
to Paris, 3. Mar 56. 
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and accounting control) and return of excess MDAP equipment and assisting in the improvement of Vietnamese logistical capabilities. state's acquiesence was conditional upon the understanding that, while TERM would perform certain training functions inseparable from the task of recovering and maintaining US~origin equipment in V~etnam, such functions should in no case be allowed to become the single or even primary duty of TERM, as distinguished from the MAAG. In .addition, the state Department strongly desired that TERM personnel wear civilian clothing whenever possible during the~r assignment in Vietnam.35 . 
Th¢re was some initial objection by other countries to the introduction of additional US troops into Vietnam. Althou'gh France- and the . United Kingdom vigorously opposed TERM as a violation of the agreement on Vietnam, they moderated their opposition after India and Canada approved the mission and after the United States made it clear that the project would be carried out despite the foreign objections. The ICC, however, delayed granting its formal approval, and the United states, impatient over the ICC's procrastination, in May 1956 dispatched TERM to Vietnam over the Commission's protest. The first incremeut of TERM, 48 officers and 38 enlisted men, arrived in late May. The TERM eventually grew to a total strength of 350 and its establishment allowed General Williams progressively to divert more and more of his relatively few officers and

6
men from logistical duties in support of the VNA to CATO.3 

By the end of 1956, TERM had substantially improved the organization of Vietnamese logistical services and had launched an extensive logistical training program. Perhaps of equal importance, TERM had largely freed MAAG of logistical 

35. (u) Ltr, DepUSecstate to SeeDef, 1 'May56, Pentagon Papers, Vol. 10, pp. 1057 -1058. (C) Jt. State/DeI' Msg (state 3430) to Saigon, 12 Apr 56. 
36. (c) Msgs, state 2950 to Saigon, 29 FeD 56; 2981, 2 Mar 56. (S) Msgs, State 3292 to Saigon, 30 Mar 56,3722, 7 Apr 56. (C) Msg, Saigon 309 to State, 25 Jul 56. (S) trMAAG Vietnam Quarterly Activities Report No.1 for period ending 31 May 1956," 10 Jun 56, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) BP pt 10. 
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responsibilities; thus enabling critically needed personnel 
to be assjgned to training activities. Thereafter, the 
tr'alning program gained momentum. In the period 1957-1959 
TERJV: also processed, about $650 million worth of MDAP equip
ment, shipped out. e:x:cess, removed scrap from collecting 
points, transferred serviceable material to the RVN forces 
(more than $300 million worth) and other agencies, and 
shipped repairable vehicles to Japan for rebuilding (more 
than 9,000 by mid-1958 )_. 37 _ 

~ith respect to the VNA, US intelligence authorities in 
mid-1956 were somewhat less ·sanguine:than General O'D3.niel 
had been in late 1955, stating that the VNA would have to 
undergo at least six months- of uninterrupted training before 
it rea~ged "minimum operational effectiveness" at division 
level. j Nevertheless US officials in Saigon believed that 
the VNA was capable of performing the two missions of main-

. taining internal security and of delaying any Viet .Cong 
invasion until help arrived.39 

VNAF and VNN 

The French retained exclusive responsibility for train
ing the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) and Air Force (VNAF); and US 
influence on these services was limited accordingly. As of 
mid-1956, the VNN and VNAF were still in an embryonic state. 
The VNAF. boasted 3,336 men with an inventory of 143 planes, 
mostly trainer-liaison and transport types. Although the 
VNAF had been receiving F-8-F aircraft (piston fighters), it 
had so far been unable tb mount even limited flight oper
ations because of a lack of qualified maintenance personnel. 
The VNN numbered, including marine units, 3,616 men with an 
inventory of three submarine chasers, three coastal mine
sweepers, 14 amphibious vessels"and 170 smaller amphibious 
and patrol craft. United States experts considered the VNN 

37. (S) US Country statement, 1956. (S) OCE, "Progress 

,.. .... 
f 

--Report on U. S. Policy in Mainland Southeast Asia (NSC 5612/1), fJ 
-J..4 Mar 57, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48)· (2) 8e-c·-31. (S) MAAG-

Vietnam Narrative Statement, Nov 58--with changes through 
September 59, pp. 43-43.1. 

38. (S) NIE 63-56, l7 ~u1 56, p. 6. 
39. (s) US Country statement, 1956. 
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in 1956 capable of ... under~akingriver patrol and minor. coastal 
and amphibious operation~;. 40 . 

Increase in MAAG Personnel 

By the creation of TERM the United states attempted to 
increase the number of military assistance personnel in 

·Vietnam and at the same time to sidestep the issue of US 
adherence to the' Geneva ceiling. Although the parties to 
the~Geneva Agreements were generally critical of this action, 
the United states established a new limit of·692 on military 
assistance personnel in Vietnam, 342 in MAAG and·350 in TERM. 
In 1957., .with __ the departure of the French Navy and Air Force 
training missions, MAAG and TERM were reorganized. New 
Joint Tables of Distribution were approved increasing the 
combined authorized strength of US military assistance per
sonnel to 736. Of these spaces, 535 were ArmY, 76 were Navy, 
122 were Air Force, and 3 were Marine Corps.4l 

Paramilitary Forc-es 

The Civil Guard 

When the war ended in 1954, a number of auxiliary army 
units with a total strength of nearly 50,000 remained 
scattered throughout the RVN without. specific missions or 
positive goals. Because these paramilitary units were 
generally controlled by provincial governors and other 
regional leaders, and were employed almost as private armies 
by these men, they represented· a potential threat to the 
central government. At the same time they constituted a 
potential source of experienced manp8~er that could be used 
to advantage in fighting subversion. 

On 8 April 1955, Diem had created from these remnant 
units a Civil Guard (CG). He placed this organization under 

40. (s) NIE 63-56, 17 Jul· 56, pp. 9-10. .. -~ .. ".-"' ... ' . 
41. (TS ) Study, "US National 'P91icy Toward Vietnam, .... _-. __ ', .0_ •.. _~.<. 

1945-1962," OCMH, DA, p. 52. (TS) Study, liThe U.S. Army Role 
in The Conflict in Vietnam," OCMH, DA, Ch. III, p. 39. 

42. (TS) MS, "U.S. Policy Toward Vietnam Since 1945," 
23 Jul 62, p. 43, OCMH, DA . 
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.. his Ministry of the Interior. Diem apparently reasoned that 
by c:"'inging these, units under central control in the CG he 
c01.;~lci eliminate a threat to his government and at the same 
t~me create an agency that could relieve the VNA of internal 
sec ·~~ri ty duties; enforce law and order in the countryside ~ 
col~ect intelligence, and carry out other countersubversive 
functions. 43 . 

Several months earlier General Collins,had approved the 
formation of ' a National' Police DoS one of three law enforce
ment ageficies for South Vietnam. He had not, however, 
agreea to provide any direct US support for such an organ
ization. Wh~n Diem formed the CG, which US officials equated 
with the 'National----Poliee-, '-t'h-e United 'States' furnished it no 
weapons or support other than some training assistance and 
advice. 44 

At President Diem's request, the United States arranged 
to bring to RVN an advisory and training mission from 
Michigan State University (MSU). This group, which was under 
joint contract to USOM and the GVN and which eventually 
numbered about 25 persons, had begun arriving in RVN in May 
1955. The group was charged with providing the GVN with 
advice and training in government organization and management, 
specifically including police administration. 45 

The MSU advisers assisted, in coordination with the 
MAAG and the VNA, in a CG training program, largely in basic 
military' subjects. They insisted, however, that the CG 
should be a civilian police organization in every respect, 
located apart from any military encampments and directed and 

43. (S) NIS 43D, Ch. VIII, IIArmed Forces," p. 29. 
John D. Montgomery, The Politics of Foreign Aid (1962)~ 
pp. 64-70. 

44. (S) Memo, DDI, JS to CJCS, "Vietnamese Civil Guard 
and Police, Origin and Current Status~" 3 Jul 56. 

45. (TS) Memo, aCB Secretariat Staff to Board Assist
ants, ."Deta'iled' Development ofMaj or Actions Relating to' 
Southeast Asia (NSC 5405 and portions of.,NSC·5429/5) from 
March 16 through September 16, 1955," 2 Dec' 55, CCS 092 
Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 16. (S) NIS 43D, sec 55, "National' 
PoliCies," 'p. 11. Montgomery, The Politics of Foreign Aid, 
p. 64. 
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instructed by civilian personnel. They wanted the CG streamlined and armed with weapons and equipment suited to civil police duties. The MSU advisers additionally' proposed to the US Mission that the CG be garrisoned permanently in villages rather than being a mobile, transient force. While the CG had a primary mission of maintaining internal security, the MSU advisers hoped that in so doing it could gain for the GVN cEgfidence and allegiance of the people in the country-·side .. 

_ The recommendations by these US advisers for orienting the~CG away from paramilitary organization and operations were not accepted by Pres"ldent Diem. Diem seemed to want a large paramilitary organiz~tiQn d~ployed widely throughout the provinces ana" -c-6ntrolled by him through the province chiefs. In November 1955 he transferred the CG from the Ministry of the Interior to his direct control. According to the Deputy Director for Intelligence, Joint Staff, this was only a temporary expedient so that the CG could function as an auxiliary force to the VNA, not as an adjunct of the VNA. 

By mid-1956 the CG had a strength of about 51,-000, deployed among three military regions of South Vietnam~ The majority, 35,000, were stationed in the southern third of the nation, old Cochin-China. In northern South Vietnam, there were about 9,000 CG personnel, and in the central plateau and coastal area about 7,00o.~7 

The CG had some fixed post assignments but was basically a patrolling organization. It did not operate in urban areas that had municipal police. Generally, CG units of company size were assigned to each province. From these companies groups of 12 to 40 men patrolled delineated areas of responsibility, operating out of an' assigned post. In 1956, however, it had in some instances become necessary to employ companies at full strength in areas being pacified. Once the VNA had established control of an area in which the Viet Cong were engaged in subversion, CG units operating as 

46. Montgomery, The Politic s of 'Foreign Aid, pp. 66-68. '-.-. 47. (S) Memo, DDI, JS to CJCS, ilVietnamese Civil Guard and Police-Origin of and Current status," 3 Jul 56. 
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companies were moved in to assist in further pacification 
of the area. When pacification'was completed~ the CG 
i:';:r"'nciually aS3umed control from the VNA and reverted to 
fl{ lrrn.:l1 patrolling in small groups. Ch1ef', MAAG, reported 
to Washington authorities that in areas in which the CG and 
the VNA wel")~~ required to operate simultaneously the com
manders coordinated such operations adequately and that 
ther~ was no duplication between the two. He, looked forward 
to the day when the CG and the other security forces would 
be trained well enough' ,to handle pacification tasks with
out VNA assistance. "The VNA can then release its units 
for much needed combat training," he observed. For the time 
being, however, pacification requirements exceeded the 
capabilities ofthe-exist1ng territorial army and CG units. 48 

The MSU advisers and other US personnel involved con
tinued to disagree with Diem over the basic concept of a 
CG. The United States pressed for a small, centrally 
controlled civil police force living with the villagers it 
protected; Diem insisted on a large, decentrali~ed force 
responsible to him through the province chiefs.49 

The MSU advisory group gradually accepted the necessity 
of assigning certain paramilitary responsibilities to the 
CG, but it continued to stress its civilian character in all 
recommendations.

o 
That Vietnamese police officials and 

members of the US Country Team agreed with the MSU group did 
not change President Diem's mind in regard to the CG. In a 
series of decisions in the su~~er of 1957, Diem made clear 
his disagreement. When the US advisers proposed giving the 
CG powers of arrest and investigation, and authorizing it 
to serve subpoenas, they were supported by Vietnamese police 
officials but not by the President. Diem also overruled 
proposals to assign civilian gendarmerie officers, rather 
than VNA officers on temporary duty, to lead CG units. 
Further~ he resisted a US suggestion that the CG be reduced 
to a force of 30,000 or less. He remained determined to 
build a force of at least 50,000 and to use it to augment 
his military forces. 50 

48. (s) Msg, CHMAAG, Vietnam, 1469A .to OSD, 11 Jan 56. 
49. Montgomery; The Politics of Foreign Aid; pp. 68-

70. Montgomery's account of the Civil Guard case is based 
on the files of the MSU team. 

50. Ibid. 
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These differences of opinion were. reflected in,the important question,of equipment. In July 1957 the GVN asked the United states to, furnish the CG $60 million worth of heavy equipment. The MAAG and the MSU team., basing'their proposals on their concept of the CG as a civilian police organization, p~oposed a US aid figure of $14 to $18 million for equipment. A compromise was finally worked out in 1958 in which $14 million worth, of, equipment, including some, of ,the heavy hardware requested by the. GVN, would be issued to the CO over a four~year period, with the understanding that;' the,.CG was to be reorganized 'into a ci1l11ian operation along ~he lines proposed by the US advisers.~, " " . ; 
Little progress, however., was made in changing the features of-'the- Cd--'f61l'owing thi's'compromise. The $14 million US program for equipping the CGwas held in abeyance for almost two years because of the continuing disagreement with the GVN over its status. In January 1959., when the GVN agreed to transfer the CG back to the Ministry of the Interior, the United States agreed to move ahead with its aid program. 52 On 30 June the MSU group withdrew., leaving the USOM to assume the advisory position.53 • 
TWo other police agencies maintaine,d by the GVA were the Vietnamese Bureau of Investigation (Surete), a plain clothes force similar to the FBI, numbering about 5,000 men, and the Gendarmerie. This latter'force, which in mid-1956 was being trained by the MSU group, had a current strength of only 572, but .1,000 additional men were being recruited. An eventual strength of 6,000 was contemplated. 

The Self-Defense Corps 

The CG was not designed to provide close protection to \' the individual villages in South Vietnam. In an effort to I furnish the villagers some protection against the Viet Cong, Diem had formed~ on 27 November 1955~ a special organization, the Village Def'ense CorI2s. This soon became known as the Self Defense Corps (SDC). He planned to set'up individual 

51. (8) Msg, Saigon 400 to State, 29 May 59. 52. Ibid. 
\' 53. Montgomery, The Politics of Foreign Aid, p. 69. 
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SDC units in villages, to be activated by the military com
mander of a specific region and to remain under military 
COIY::;I-ul. The SDC would be a static force whose members were 

.. r::~;.t:"ve to villages in which they were· employed. They would 
know local conditions thoroughly and would be expected to 
police and defend the village. These men would perform SDC 
service as an extra duty, meanwhile keeping their regular 
jobs. The SDC would not be used a~ a pacification force 
since it would be established in villages that. had already 
been cleared of dissidents. A SDC unit would be established 
in each3village of 1,000 or more, the unit consisting 
of ORe commander and nine ·members. The to"tal strength of 
the SDC was not planned to exceed 60,000 men. The SDC would 
be controll.ed by. the GVNS.e.c.r~tary. of Defense in a chain of 
command running downward through a Director within the 
Department of Defense. General O'Daniel and Admiral Stump 
both supported the concept of the SDC as proposed by the 
GVN, and recommended that the United states furn~sh the 
necessary financial material support.54 

Because US support was being solicited for the SDC 
and because the relationship between the CG and the SDC 
was not clear to Washington, the Secretary of Defense asked 
CINCPAC and Chief, MAAG, to clarify this relationship and 
to be precise concerning the organization, functions, and 
employment of the new organization. On 11 January, General 
Williams furnished the facts to Washington, pointing out 
that the CG had quite a different mission from the SDC. The 
latter was being formed to "provide a fixed organi~ation in 
each village to protect the people therein from indoctri~ 
nation and intimidation by the Viet Cong, rebels, bandits 
and other dissident groups threatening the local security, 
to give needed assistance to villagers, and to organize 
anticommunist activities among the population. 1f The VNA 
would work closely with the SDC, setting it up, training it, 
and controlling its units. There was no prescribed TO&E 
for the SDC~but in general each unit would have ten men and 
the total strength would not exceed 60,000. Only rifles, 
non-US, and some ammunition would be given the SDC by the 
VNA. No other major weapons or equipment would be supplied. 

54. (S) Memo, DDI, JS to CJCS, "Vietnamese Civil Guard 
and Police-Origin of and Current Status," 3 Jul 56. (S) 
Msg, CINCPAC to CNO, 13 Dec 55. 
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The GVN had no money in its budget, however, to pay salaries of SDC members, averaging about $8.60 per man per month~' If the United states w~r~ to assume this expense, it would mean a total 'US expehditure of no more than $6.172 million a year . General Williams stated that, if the, United states did not support the SDC, he believed President Diem would nevertheless proceed to build it. He already had some units in being and felt that the SDC was needed to give the villagers the . assurance of government protection which was vital to the active popular support of the govern~ent in its fight with the Viet Cong.55 

Following this explanation by C~ief, MAAG, and with concurrence by the Country Team, the:United states agreed to support a- 60,OOO-manSDC by alloting to the GVN $6.2 million ~gr year for the purpose of paying salaries of the members.~ 

Development of a New Policy Statement 

Given the changed and apparently improved situation of South Vietnam by the spring of 1956, the United states undertook the formulation of a new policy statement for the area. Although still recognizing the danger of internal subversion, US Government officials in the course of this policy formulation gave increased emphasis to the threat of external attack against South Vietnam. In devising a new national policy, however, US planners had to consider not only conditions in Vietnam, but the global policies of the US Government. Prominent among US global problems were the thorny issues of the US response to local aggression generally and the US role in limited war. In the latest revision of basic national security policy (NSC 5602/1), the NSC in P·1arch 1956 had to'U.ched upon these problems in the following language: 

55. (S) Msg, DEF 994892 to CINCPAC, (r,. ¢.) Jan 56. (S) Msg, CHMAAG Vietnam 1469A to OSD, 11 Jan 56. 56. (s) OCB, "Progress Report, 'US Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect to 'Southeast Asia' (NSC 5405 and Portions of NSC 5429/5)~"11 Jul 56, p. 3, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 24. 
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Within the total U.S. military forces 
there must be included ready forces which, 
with such help as may realistically be 
ex~ected from allied forces, are adequate 
(a) to present 'a deterrent to any reoort 
to local aggression, and (b) to defeat or 
hold, in conjunction with indigenous forces, 

.any such local aggression, pending the 
application of such additional U.S. and 
allied power as may be required to suppress 
quickly the local aggression in a manner 
and on a scale best calculated to avoid the 
hostilities broadening into general war. 
Such ready force-so ·must be suf·ficiently 
versatile to use both conventional and 
nuclear weapons. They must be .highly 
mobile and suitably deployed, recognizing 
that some degree of maldeployment from the 
viewpoint of general war must be accepted. 
Such forces must not become so dependent on 
tactical nuclear capabilities that any 
decision to intervene against local aggres
sion would probably be tantamount to a 
decision to use nuclear weapons. However, 
these forces must also have a flexible and 
selective nuclear capability, since the 
U~1ted States will not preclude itself from 
using nuclear weapons even in a local situ
atfon.57 

Almost concurrently with the adoption of NSC 5602/1, 
the NSC asked the Department of Defense to produce a study 
in connection with a new statement of policy on Southeast 
Asia. The ·Secretary of Defense assigned the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff responsibility for this study--which was to include 

57. (TS) NSC 5602/1, 15 May 56, CCS 381 u.s. (1-31-50) 
sec 61. NSC 5602/1 was superseded on 2 Apr 58 by NSC 5809. 
The section on Vietnam in the new paper, ,however, remained 
the same. (TS) JCS Hist Div, nVietnam,·l January 1956-31 
March 1963: A Brief Chronology of Significant Events," 
24 Apr 63. 
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estimates of the capability of-US forces, with and without 
nuclear weapons, to deal with local aggression in Vietnam. 58 

Based on the policy outlined in NSC 5602/1, the JCS 
concept of how .to deal with Viet Minh aggression was 
embodied in an. oral presentation made to the NSC by the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, on 7 June. The Chairman 
told the NSC that success in halting and repelling a Viet 

·Minh attack depended on prompt and decisive intervention 
by US mobile forces. Some US support would have to be pro
vided in a matter of hours, and certain essential units 
would have to. be in place within a 'few days at most. While 
the VNA fought a delaying action from the 17th Parallel to 
the hilI mass_.arou~d ~9urane,_ the United states would deploy 
to Vietnam a fast carrier task force; fighter-bomber, inter
cepter, and transport units totaling two wings and five 
squadrons; and an army regimental combat team. The RCT 
would go ashore at Tourane. As soon as possible, two more 
RCTs (or Marine RLTs) would be" put ashore at Saigon and Cam 
Ranh Bay. _" 

Most of the fighting would be done by Vietnamese ground 
forces supported by US air and naval forces. United states 
ground forces would be provided mainly to help hold vital 
areas of South Vietnam; and US officers would act as 
advisers to the VNA. Operations, however, would be con
ducted under the banner of SEATO. Admiral Radford stressed 
the importance of vigorously seeking and widely publicizing 
the -support of SEATO nations, even though their contributions 
would be small. In fact, a combined SEATO comman~ would 
direct operations designed to check the Viet Minh battle 
corps at Tourane and ultimately drive it back across the 
17th Parallel. Depending on circumstances at this juncture, 
the decision would -be made whether or not to occupy North 
Vietnam. 

58. (TS) Memo, SecDef to JCS, :lBasic National Security 
Policy - NSC 5602/1,11 21 Mar 56, CCS 381 u.S. (1-31-50) 
sec 62. For the relationship of this study to NSC 5519, 
NSC 5429/5, and NSC 5612/l, see (TS) 'Encl to Memo, ExecSecy, 
NSC to NSC, "Current U.S. Policy Toward the Far East 
(Review of par 5-d of NSC 5429/5)," CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
(2) sec 23. . 
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The US forces would be equipped with nucle~r weapons, 
but .::ccord:tng to Admiral. Radford, probably would not 'use 
~~::.(:Hi.. Ther't~ Viere no known military targ(:;·tu in North Vietnam 
'c~·:d.;.· c'ould not be destroyed by conventional bombing. Only 
J; the Viet Minh concentrated its forces would there be 
rnllitary ,justification for nuclear warfare. If the Chinese 
communists entered the war, hOvJever, the si tuation would be 
quickly and radically altered~. In this event, nuclear' 
weapons would be employed against Chinese air and logistical 
oases at once.59 . 

~fter NSC discussion of Admiral Radford's presentation, 
the President on 7 June directed US military authorities to 
encourage- Vietnamese -m1·1itary· planning for defense against 
external aggression along lines consistent with approved 
US policy and to manifest "in other ways" US inte·rest in 
assi::;ting Vietnam to defend itself against external attack 
in accordance with the Manila Pact. The Secretary of 
Defense assigned this responsibility to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff who delegated it to CINCPAC, directing him to prepare 
a contingency plan for US participation in countering Viet 
Minh aggression using the military concept contained in the 
Chairman's presentation. In this directive, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff emphasized the importance they attached to primary 
reliance on indigenous ground forces and tg the necessity 
of prompt arrival of US supporting forces. 0 

Following its review of US global policy and of the 
situation in Southeast Asia in the summer of 1956, the NSC 
Planning Board published a draft statement of US policy 
(NSC 5612) toward mainland Southeast Asia. It was intended 
to supersede NSC 5405 and that portion of NSC 5429/5 cover-
ing Indochina and Thailand. The Joint Chiefs of Staff con
sidered the document and informed the Secretary of Defense 
on 24 August that they found it acceptable from the military 
point of view subject to several changes. With one 

. exception, the suggested changes were minor. This exception 
dealt with action in the event of overt communist aggression. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff advocated advance Congressional 

59. (TS) JCS 2101/233, 9 Jun 56, CC~·381 u.S. 
(1-31-50) sec 63. . 

60. (TS) Memo, SecDef to JCS, "Capability to Deal with 
Local Ag~ression in Vietnam," 16 Jul 56, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 24. (TS) SM-582-56 to CINCPAC, 11 Jul 56 
same file. 
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authc,ri ty- for the employment of US forces against such aggres
slon ratner than waiting' until the aggression actually 
occurred. The NSC did not accept this change, and the draft 
pulicy was adopted by the Council on 30 August without sub
:)tantial revision and approved by the President a week later. 
The statement, ·circulated as NSC 5612/1, contained the 
fullowing guideline for US policy in Vietnam: 

Assist Free Viet Nam to develop a strong, 
stable and constitutional government to enable 
Free Viet Nam to assert an increasingly 
attractive contrast to conditions in the pres
ent Communist zone. 

Work ··toward the weakening of the Communists 
in North and South Viet Nam i.n onder DO bring 
about the eventual peaceful reunification ot a 
free a~d independent Viet Nam under anti
Communist lead.ership. 

Support the posj_tion of the Government of 
Free Viet Nam and all-Viet Nam elections may 
take place only after it is satisfied that 
genuinely free elec~~ons can be held throughout 
both zones of Vie~ Nam. 

Assist Free Viet Nam to build up indige
nous arr!led forces, including independent logis
tical and &dministrative service~, which will 
be capable of assu~~ng internal secu~~ty and of 
providing :imited i~itial res1stanceo~ to attack 
by the Vie~ ~lnh. 

6~. ~~ reS)2~SS ~G E ?resldential queryy the Joi~~ 
C"t'liefs of' 3"0af'1' O:.L ;':-~:l . . ~>:;C21:'.·)8:C' 1956 defirlCC:. tl-:e 'cerT71 
1l1ii.lited initial :C'2s=~_s·~~.·j.::CC:1 ;.i.~: "Resistance to COrilll1unis~ 
aggression by defe:~c.i;J.;; ._:~.-. c~e=-c"ying in SUerl l'l1anner as to 
pl-'eSe}~ve ana mainta~~~ ·;::;.·.l0 :i.:-~tegri ty of t~le government and 
..::; 7-S -=1-':med ... -'r·1"")CAS T'-----· ..... • c..y.,~ : .. (.~ ...• ,; ·~;6 of' t·i7Y1e "'enu'" -(">!~d to i """'\T~'v-' 

t;e J~ N. c~~~~·t~r ~~;/;;:~ E:~_:~c;r J·c;~ th2d·pe;i~c:-L~f tiLe -"-~~e~-~c 
quircQ :'""\cr~ t·he (]. s. GC\Te:"nr~e~~~t t·o deteITiil~L2 ·:=:ri':::l.t, con3iG.er~·::

tlons of national security required uni12~eral U.S. assi3~
anee 2nd to commit u. S. 02:' cc,llEcti ~.re Se curl ty forces to 
supDor~ or reinforce ind~~ecous forces i~ defeTIae of the 
C ··,··;-·t- Y1Y a+-,ack"ea' :'".,.(' '. I.~:'~;-.,~. T'-'::::; ':"') ,...,w ..... l\~-C' Il~T S "')0'';- -.-:[ -!....-

· ... ,[.-!.~~v ... ·vv _ ..... \1._.,/ "·'C:.;'·')J : ... { ...... ......., v~ ~'.;:;L...J';:::.:.., u ... ~ ~-"-I..v .0..<" 

., ·~a . I '(.'" • 1--- .....".. .' - - \ IT " ~., h r I, • " ... -' ~ C ,.., 
;\.~ lDJ..anc uOt::.0.LleaS v !-iSle. \ i..; ).~ ,::..l.. ~H::C ___ C \ Qerl vea .L rO~'l t.J ~J 

1992/583), CCS 092 Asia (6-2j-48) (2) sec 29 . 

•.. , .•.. -....... 
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Encourage Vietnamese military planning 
for defense, against external aggression along 
:\.lnos consistent with U.S. planning concepts 
based upon approved U.S. policy and discretely 
IIlanif8ut in other ways·U .. S. interest in assist
ing Free Viet Nam, in accordance with the SEATO 
Treaty, to defend itself against external 
aggression. 62 

On the same day. that the NSC adopted NSC 5612/1, it 
also rev~sed the paragraph (5-d) of NSC 5429/5 governing 
US action in the event of aggression in Southeast Asia, 
the language of which had been somewhat vague. Since NSC 
5612/1 contained a more precise statement of US action to 
meet local aggressi"on in So-utheast Asia, the NSC replaced 
the vague paragraph in NSC 5429/5 with the language of 
NSC 5612/1. This paragraph, which now appeared in both 
statements, provided: 

Should overt Communist aggression occur 
in the Southeast Asia treaty area, invoke the 
UN Charter or the SEATO treaty, or both, and 
subject to local request for assistance take 
necessary military and any other action to 
assist any state or dependent territory in 
the SEATO area willing to resist Communist 
resort to force: Provided, that the taking 
of military action shall be subject to prior 
submission and approval by the Congress un
less the emergency is deemed by the President 
to be so great that immediate action is neces
sary to save a vital interest of the United 
states. 63 

62. (TS) Memo, JeS to SecDef, "U. S. Policy in Mainland 
Southeast Asia (NSe 5612); Chan~e to Current U.S. Policy 
Toward the Far East (NSC 5429/5)," 24 Au~ 56 (derived from 
JCS 1992/562), ees 092 .Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 25. (T$) Note 
by ExecSecy, NSC to NSC, "U.S. Policy in Mainland Southeast 
Asia," 5 Sep 56; (TS) NSC 5612/1, same subj, 5 Sep 56, same 
file, sec 26. 

63. (TS) Memo, ExecSecy, NSC· to NSe" "Current u. S. 
Policy in the Far East," 5 Sep 56, same file, sec 26. See 
revised par 5-d of (TS) Nse 5429/5, 22 Dec 54, CCS'092 Asia 
(6-25-48) sec 90; and par 19 of (TS) NSC 5612/1, 5 Sep 56, 
ecs 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 26. 
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During, the summer of 1956 CINCPAC was ~~eping pace with 
the planners in Washington. As directed by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, he submitted on 1 October OPLAN 46-56, a plan for 
countering overt Viet Cong aggression in Southeast Af3ia. 
OPLAN 46-56 wa~ designed to stop communist aggression 
against South Vietnam as near as possible to the 17th 
Parallel. The salient aspect of the plan was its primary 
dependence on the Vietnamese forces to defeat the Viet Cong 
and the "timely application" of US forces. In consonance 
with Admiral Radford1s concept, the plan provided for a US 
contribution consisting primarily of conventional attacks 
on selected targets by US air and naval forces and support 
of VNA forces by US ground forces numbering approximately 
12,000 men, .:Lp.~.J~d~Dg_. ol}~ RCT in Vietnam on D-Day plus 3, 
one HONEST JOm~ Battalion, and 1,200 additional military 
advisers. One ReT would be held in reserve. Finding the 
plan in agreement with their gUidang4, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff approved it on 19 March 1957. 

These statements of' policy and military planning were a 
codification of policies that had been devised and carried 
out in the two years since approval of NSC 5429/5, the last 
general statement of US policy toward the Far East J- rather 
than a change in US policy. In August 1954, the outlook in 
Vietnam had been Vel"Y bleak. By August 1956,. however, the 
progress made in restoring security and stability to Vietnam 
and in strengthening the GVN's armed forces appeared to 
vindicate US policy. Moreover, the prospects for the future 
were hopeful. Even as the NSC adopted the new policy state
ment on Vietnam .. the fledgling National Assembly sitting in 
Saigon waa putting the finishing touches on the first con
stitution of the Republic of Vietnam. The South Vietnamese 
were successfully avoiding the elections called for in the 
Fi!}al Declaration of the Geneva Conference; the 'Vietnamese 
economy was begjxl:.i.~~:::ig.~ a period of rapid recovery; and the 
GVN military forces \}J'erE: :! shap~ng up. !I At the S2m2 -cime there 
were signs that the -VC v·Jere los1.ng the support and sympathy 
of the population. The GVN J it seemed .. could f2ce the future 
with some confidence. 

6Lf.--:--rTS) CII'TCPAC OPLAN }+6-56 J 1 Oct 56, CCS 381 
(4-16-49) BP pt 4. (TS) ,:3f\1-22l-S7 to CI}\(CPAC, 19 Mar 57 
( derived from JCS 205 1+/164.~ 19 lVJar 57), same file J sec 10. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SOUTH VIETNAM~ 1957-1959 

The years 1957 -1959 brought a period of apparent 'calm to South Vietnam. The government of President Ngo Dinh Diem made further progress in economic development and in strengthening the armed forces. Although Diem's authoritarianism became_. mo.re and--more manifest~ no crisis arose during the period to challenge his regime or to stir the United states to undertake a thorough examination of the Vietnamese situation. 

The United states Government viewed the progress in South Vietnam with enthusiasm. To its policymakers, the stability of 1957 as compared with the chaos of 1954 represented a signif~cant achievement~ and the United States was content to continue the policies that had been largely responsible for this progress. Evidence of US satisfaction is found in the fact. thai.:; the NSC policy on Vietnam~ developed in 1956 remained unchanged through 1960. 1 . 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of state for Far Eastern Economic Affairs~ Howard P. Jones~ voiced the optimism ~ha~ the United sta te~. felt toward the si tua tion in Vietnam when he statEd orl 19 JaEuary 1957: 

In Viet~am, even so recently as a year 
c..l:"'.:.d a hal':' c~:i;;G:J -ci-i,·s re;'V'ly independent govern
~;ier-lt Vl2.3 :C·:::",;i-1.·;~~ing a2;c.::.ins t ~remendous (Jdds for 
its existe~ce. It was faced with a military 
anci s'~lbver3ive ::hre~~t I"':c'Orr.. Communist forc2s 

-. (~S) NSC 56l2(1~ 5 Sep 56~ CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 2b. NSC 5612/1 was revised and reissued in Anril i958 as NSC 5809. The revision dealt with the sectio~s on Laos y Malaya~ Singapore~ and Thailand~ but NSC 5809 ~ade no 2hanges with regard to Viet~am. (TS) NSC 5809, 2 Apr 58, same file~ sec 38. 
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north of the 17th parallel; it was confronted 
by internal strife. Today we find a firmly 
entrenched nationalistic government under the 
] cacierchip of' Pr(~sldent Diem. This -government 
has proved its'capacity to survive in the face 
of Communist external pressure and subversive 
efforts and at the same time to assume'the re
sponsibilitiei of independence and represent
ative government. 2 

An Operations Coordinating Board progress report on US 
policy in Mainland Southeast Asia~ covering the period 
5 September 1956 through 13 March 1957~ presented a similar
ly sanguine picture. ---The- report stated that the promulgation 
of the constitution and the convening of a nati0nal assembly 
emphasized the progress in achieving US objectives in Vietnam. 
The report added that Vietnam had a "stable free government" 
and there was "no likelihood that the Republic of Vietnam 
will pass into or become economically dependent on the 
communist bloc. 1I Vietnam, the report said, seemed "clearly 
persuaded that its interests lie in greater cooperation and 
stronger affiliation with the free world." The OCB also 
reported progress in the training of the Vietnamese armed 
forces and in the economic aid programs in Vietnam, but 
warned of several "operating problems or difficulties" facing 
the United states. South Vietnam continued to face the threat 
of North Vietnamese aggression and subversion; a budget 
deficit, a balance of payments gap, and inflation still 
plagued South Vietnamese economy; and much needed agrarian 
reform was proceeding extremely slowly.3 

President Eisenhower in the spring of 1957 joined in 
the expressions of satisfaction that the United States found 
with the progress in Vietnam. On 11 May he and President 
Diem issued a joint statement at the conclusion of a visit 

2. Address, Howard P. J"ones, DepAsstSecState for Far 
Eastern Economic Affairs before the Boise Valley World 
Affairs Association, Boise, Idaho, 19 Jan 57, reproduced 
in Dept of State Bulletin, 18 Feb 57, pp .. 263-268. 

3. (s) OCB Progress Report on US Policy in Mainland 
Southeast Asia (NSC 5612/1), 14 Mar 57, CCS 092 Asia 
(6-25-48) (2) sec 31. 
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by the latter to Washington. In the joint statement, President Eisenhower complimented Diem on the "remarkable achievements" of the RVN since 1954. The joint statement Dctec. that in less than three years a chaotic situation resulting from years of war had been changed into one of "progress and stability," and it listed the following achievements of the South Vietnamese Government: 

Nearly one million refugees who had fled from Communist tyranny in North Vietnam had been cared for and resettled in Free Vietnam. 

Internal security had been effectively 
established. 

A constitution had been promulgated and a national assembly elected. 

Plans for agrarian reform have been 
launched, and a constructive program developed 
~o meet long-range economic and social proolems to promote higher living standards for the Vietnamese people. 4 . 

This US opt~mism concerning Vietnam prevailed throughout ~he years 1957-1959. The aCB progress reports for the remainder of 1957 and 1958 continued to find advances in the development of a representative government. Evidences of this. progress "'Jere seen in the Nationdl Assembly's appr-oval of a national budget, the first ever submitted to 2 constitutionally elected body in Vietnam, and in Presi~ent Diem t s offici2.1 ',;"~f;;i ~s to the United States., ?haiJ.a.l'"lci, Australia, anc. t~-,-C ':~ep'j_blic: of Korea, enhar.Lcing botL :nis r\ ~ ';""'S or'" 1 D V'>e c:::.J- -'! ~~~.~'., ':..~. ~.:~ .. - ~"'" ~ 7- 'l f' }~ -1 S ("I oun +- ry h, 
.:.._l__ "G<. ,,-'" 0...; V-C'-' ", .. __ I.A V • .I.c. v L_ .1_ '- L.LV • J 

The V.ietnar[~eSE .:ir'TTled fOl"'ces also improved 3ignif'~c2.ntly. In August 1957, CINCPAC reported to Washington that the 

4. Joint statement, President Eisenhower and Pr2side~t Ngc :Jinh Diem, II May 57.) ::>eproduced ~n Dep'c of Sta"'c.2 -::J. 1·' ,::,"- ~ '.~ 27 T1a - ,rr 'Y"'o ;.:! ~! 850 -l,.A.L.1.. ~l_ ..... .l..L.L.., 1\ Y :J (, P1J. VJ"':"'-( L.. 

5. (s) DCB Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 5612/l)~ 6 Nov 57, CCS 092 hsia (6-25-48) (2) sec 35. (s) aCE Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 5612/1), 28 May 58, same file, sec 39. 
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Vie-cnamese Army had shown "remarkable improvement H du'ring 
the r'ast year, particularly in logistics and administration~ 
~~d CINCPAC expect~d this ~rogr~ss to continue and to extend 
tu the Navy and 1\1r-Porce. b . 

Despite the overall tone of optimism, the aCB reports 
cited several problem areas confronting South Vietnam. Al
thou~h the government had neutralized c onununi st. capabilities 
for' arrned resistance," the threat of "political infiltration 
Qnd nonviolent subversion" remained. This threat"precluded 
any reduction of forces and presented the United states with 
the pro3pect of continued heavy military support costs. The 
economic situation in Vietnam, while improved, was still far 
from stable. Vi"e-tnam - co-n"tirtued to dep"end on foreign aid, 
the largest part going to support the military establishment. 
United states aid accounted for approximately 85 percent of 
imports and two-thirds of the budgetary revenues. The 
government's agrarian reform program had begun to pick up 
speed but was still not moving satisfactorily.7 

In 1958, the aCB reported a new problem facing the 
United states in Vietnam. President Diem's policy of strict 
control in the political and economic fields had caused '''a 
certain amount of internal dissatisfaction." Should Diem's 
exercise of personal authority develop too far, the aCB 
cautioned, there was a danger that "the resultant frustration 
of government officials might weaken the united SUPPO!lt for 
his regime .... " The aCB also noted that Diem's "stern 
police measures and his emphasiS on internal s~curity" had 
led to increasing criticism of the government.~ 

The following year the aCB reported substantial progress 
toward meeting US objectives in Vietnam. There was a stable 
government and the Vietnamese military forces had made a 
significant improvement under the MAAG training program. 
The aCB showed increasing concern, however, over the growing 

6. (8) Msg, CINCPAC to CNa, 18 Aug 57, same file, 
sec 34. 

7. (s) aCB Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 
5612/1), 6 Nov 57, same file, sec 35. (s) aCB Progress 
Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 5612/1), 28 May 58, same file, 
sec 39. 

8. (S) aCB Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 
5612/1), 28 May 58, same file. 
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authorita:>ian tendencies of Diem. The Board warned that the 
Diem government's strong political controls, while seemingly 
~eces~ary b~ca~se of the internal security threat, were 
antagonizing certain elements of the Vietr.a1fleSe population. 
Although JS act~on to meet this problem was restricted by 
the sensitivity of the matter, the aCB suggested that the 
United States Ambassador might make "discreet suggestions ff 

from time to time for some liberalization of Diem1s political 
control.9 -

During the period 1957-1959, the aCB issued several 
operations plans for Vietnam outlining detailed courses of 
action to carry uut the provisions of the NSC policy. All 
of' these plans __ st-ressed the. special importance of Vietnam 
+-0 the IJ-r1-i +- r.:::.r~ n-;-':-tes 'ber>~'l(~e Ol...C> -; +-'-" 11 :::..x~ooeQ- pO<~l· t-; 0'" as 'C1 Y11 v . _L\ ... c:,-~ -..JJL.l.. \......L..;..l.A.,.J ......... vu c.: \.1-) u . U -L- l.... U .. .L 

outpost of the free world face-to-face with a powerful and 
threatening communist regil:1e occupying part of its terri
toryll and Deca:o_se Vietnam v;as the principal country in. the 
area where a free goverr:.ment and a comrnunist regime competed 
directly for the same territoy and a whole nation. The 
United Stctes, t~e plans stated, had made such a substantial 
investment in Vietnam1s independence, and with such success, 
that the most determined efforts were justified to preserye 
the integrity and strengthen the position of the country.~O 

All the pl:-:-~.s ca.lled to:' continued US support of' the 
Government of Vietnam by diplomatic, milltary) economic, and 
psycholcgical ffiea~s. To accomplish the US objectives, pri
mary reliance was placed on continued economic, technical, 
and military assistance programs. Military assistance was to be 
,.- y"> ..' ,.' --. r-l ~. -'i~, ,- ..... -:. -; - • • t- ' ..... r -'="' '"' '"' .C> II ~ ~ ,< ~- -.. ' ~ r..;-- t -;-
lJl O\T.lu_C~t l..ir -'-did..!.. J..J..y In Ilt2 1. u:::-'ril. U.L a:.uequ.:..t Ge :-:'l).pport; 0,. ... 0 ue 

ijietn:,,;i1_c:;~e -:-i1.i2.i t:::.:cy bu(i.r_~'2t;J the provi:Jion cf US 8~-:.~j_~->r:--Lc~'nt -co 
tr:c V_:_ctil~iilese ,?~~'-',;_:~;(~ i'«:"~:02 J c~nd the "c2a-i n:l ~-ii'~ ui' 'I:l_i"::~~L~_::[(le~-:e 

~~~~~~~~:r.e~'2~~~~~~~; -~1~-1 -~>~~~~~~~. Ii the U~-3 ~Y'mcd fore::_::; 0~ ~l-L 
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Statistics on US aid to South Vietnam for the years 
195~-1959 reveal how these plans were translated into 
fin;;.dcial support :12 

U~:; AId to South Vietnam 
(in millions) 

1957 1958 1959 

Economic $281.1 $188.8 $207.1 

Military 110.5 53.2 41.9 

Total .. -$391; 6---·· . $242.0 $249.0 

Throughout the period US economic aid remained the 
major category of US assistance to Vietnam. In NSC 5429/2~ 
the earliest statement of US policy toward South Vietnam~ 
the United states had committed itself to help South Vietnarn~ 
along with Laos and Cambodia., to maintain "economic con
ditions conducive to the maintenance and strength of non
Communist regimes," in order that these states might IIcompare 
favorably with adjacent Communist areas.f!13 From 1954 through 
1959., the United States held to this POliCY4 granting $1.2 
billion of economic 3.~;:Jistance to Vietnam.l 

Economic Developments and Agrarian Reforms 

As the various political and military crises of 1954-
1956 subsided, Diem was able to give greater attention to 
outstanding economic problems. The severity of these ·prob
lems was such, however~ that Diem's programs, even when well
advised~ were only partially successful. Nevertheless., 
beneficial results were beginning to appear. A key element 
in the GVN's program was the Five Year Plan for Economic 

12. (u) AID, IIU.S. Foreign Assistance and Assistance 
from International Organizations, July 1, 1945 - June 30, 
1962 (Revised)," p. 69. 

13. (TS) NSC 5429/2, 20 Aug 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
sec 81. 

14. (U) AID, "U. S. Overseas Loans and Grants . . . July 
1, 19+5 -June 30, 1966, II p. 57. 
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and Social Development. Initiated at the suggestion of a UN Economic Survey Mission~ which visited Vietnam from November 1955 to February 1956~. +:~e Five Year Plan was drawn up for the years 1957-1961. Under the plan., 17.5 billion piaDters ($560 million at the official exchange rate, approximately $286 million of which would be financed by foreign ald), were to be invested. Primary emphasis, and 43 percent of the funds, were allocated to public works and power development, in accordance with the GVN's desire to establish a base. for future economic growth. At the same time., in recognition of the fact that South Vietnam would continue indefinitely to be., primarily, an agricultural nation, the plan called for the allocation of 22 percent of funds to agr1cultural_d~yelopment. Twelve percent was allocated t6-h~~lth; education., and housing, and 9 percent to industrial expansionj 14 percent of the funds were unallocated. 15 

Among the objectives of the plan were the comp~ete reconstruction of the existing road and railway systems and the start of construction on 1,000 kilometers of new roads. In addition, new factories would be built for the production of textiles, cement, shoes, tires~ glass, and paper. Coal production was expected to keep pace with the increased demands for pow~r that these plans wOLlld make. Agricultural development was expected to result in an increase in national in'20me frolfl the renewed cu1t1vation of rice 0n abandoned }~ndG and increased production of sugar cane., silk~ cotton~ tobacco, oil seeds, and rubber. Ther8 were also livestock, fore3~ry, and fishery programs. 16 

?he Five Year Plan was put into effect without fanfare. v~-hey-; ~ t ~vas lau!~c hed ir:. 1957 ~ the GVN denied it was an 

. h. '~r~"""!,(" I .,..... """ Ros' ~be-""\T II ;::;'xpr:::>riment ~ n Dl r··Y'nl· ng E--'on'--' ..L-l_ J.. ct. ....... _-...:.J iJ... i __ ~v ~ ~ _....... .1.......L .... .L _a .... ..:.._l _"- c _ \,. .. /-~Li.c :ind Social Developrr;.ent, 1956-1957," in Richard 1;,J. Lindholm (ed. )) 'Viet -l~am: The First Pi ve Years (1959)., pp. 193-195. '[.TN Zconom1c Survey to the Republic of Vietnall,' Toward the Econor;~ic ~)evelopment of the Republic of Vietr.am (1959)., p. 5. : z::: :,·-t'">~·nc";- C' J 00"Yl"\ ey Ii ;'conom' C St=~ b-" ll" zat' lO 0" .! 'I Vl· e+-• ...L u. _ . .J. 0. ...:.. u ° \... J. -.!. , _ • d. -'- V 0. ~ .I. .!. ...l..! _ . V "'I, ..... "!"")C I. Rr-.Tl~ "'~.T o+> C - c~ "I R(, "DOUTY Summer I rc:.8 ""'p - r I: ... c::.7 !'Ja.ld, !.C' -,-C;-v -'- uU ...:..c..1.~ -,-,_U!.) I -L::1.J I, 1.J • i.':)'-7--l.. J ° Roseoery J .J Experiment in Plarilling Economic and Social Develo-1: .. errt -' 1956-1957, II pp. 294-296. Bernard B. Fall, Two VietnaillS (lq6~) D ?99 \ ~ -' ~ J .L. - • 
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~·"ppri.lved program, i\1si:3ting instead that 1 t was being 
stu!~led. Thereafter the plan's provisions were kept secret. 
(\:J.;,/ in 1961, the; terminal year of the plan, dld the GVN 
~Dnuunce what projects had been undertaken and what funds 
haa been expended under It. 17 

In the years 1957-l959~ South Vietnam made modest 
progress toward achieving the goals of the Five Year Plan~ 
Roads and railroads were reconstructed. and textile and coal 
production was increased. In addition, construction was 
begun o~the following projects: a cement plant at Ha-Tienj 
electro-chemical industries in the Nong-Son - An-Roa area; 
and in the Saigon area a shoe factory~ two textile factories, 
a paper plant~ a glass-plant, and-a Michelin tire plant. 18 

In a country where 80 percent of the people worked the 
land, agricultural problems were, understandably, of 
critical importance. It followed, therefore, that in South 
Vletn?m, where 2 percent of the land-owners held 45 percent 
of' the land in 1955, the government's agricultural policies 
had an immense social and political~ as well as economic, 
bearing. The Indochina war had disrupted the agricultural 
economy and vitiated the modest gains made by earlier non
communist Vietnamese attempts at agrarian reforms. Reform 
programs had been initiated in 1947 and 1953, but in both 
periods the. Viet Minh had actually controlled many of the 
areas where reforms were planned. The landlords had fled 
these areas, and the Viet Minh had taken advantage of their 
absence to deed the land to former sharecroppers or 
squatters. By 1955 the Viet Minh land program had been in 
effect in some areas of the south for several years. The 
more cautious reform programs subse'quently instituted by the 
Diem regime, involving regulation of contracts and reimburse
ment for expropriated lands, seemed to many peasants 
reactionary or redundant. 1 9 

17. Bernard B. Fall, ItSouth Vietnam's Internal Prob
lems," Pacific Affairs, September 1958, p. 249. Fall~ Two 
Vietnams, p. 298. 

18. Fall, Two Vietnams, pp. 299-300. 
19. \~olf Lade j insky, jj Agrarian Reform in the Republic 

of Vietnam,tl Ch. IX in Wesley R. Fishel~ Problems of Freedom: 
South Vietnam Since Independence (1961); pp. 155-162. 
J. Price Gittlnger, i1Progress in South Vietnam's Agrarian 
Reform (I), II and It. . . (II), It Far Eastern Survey, January 
and February 1960, pp. 1-5; 17-21. 
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The Diem government was neither able nor wi~ling to 
match the radical simpli~ity of the Viet Minh grants. Its 
fir0t agrarian reform was a rent reduction an<;i tenure 
security program initiated in early 1955. ~eginning in 
] 956 a land transfer p.i.'()gram exproprIated large eBtate~3 l'or 
resale to tenant~;. /\<.1oi tionally, the GVN inaugura ted land 
cleve Loprnent program~-J fur fallow and virgin lands, an 
agricultural credit system, and farm cooperatives. 20 

Beginning with the "crash program" and the Collins-Ely 
Seven-Point Program in 1954, the unit~~ States consistently 
supported agrarian reform in Vietnam. It provided the 
GVN with technical assistance in agricultural programs and 
paid the administrative costs of many aspects of the program; 
it did-not, however, provide funds for the purchase of 
land. 22 

Progress in the agricultural program was at first slow. 
The landlords were reluctant to cooperate and many of the 
peasants remained convinced that the land was theirs by 
order of the Viet Minh. Too, the government program was 
cumbersome in its bureaucratic detail; its terms were not 
easy for the peasants to meet, and it was often indifferently 
pushed by the government's agents. 23 

In 195'(, howev(:~r, the pr()gref~8 of the program VIa0 

acceJt-:-'rated, owing largely to French agreement to pCiy or!!;
third of the costs of land expropriated from French :.L(i:1Ulo:cds. 
According to an OCB report, by Novemb,~;r 1957 the GVN had 
alr~ady set aside about half the total amount needed for 
the dC:;WD payments. In the n:eantime the united States l-iac~ 
agreed to pay the administrative costs of the land transfers. 
Appro:ximately 5 percent of the eligible holdir.:.gs had. beer; 
transferred. By the end of 1959, nearly 800,000 tenant 

20. Ladejinsky and Glttinger describe agricultural 
developments in detail. Ladejinsky was Diem1s personal 
adviser for agrarian refOTIl; Gittinger was a USOM 3aigo~ 
agricultural adviser from 1955 to 1959. Montgomery, The 
Politics of Foreign Aid, pp. 122-128. 

21. See ch. -LII. 
22. Gittinger, "Progress in South Vietnam's Agrarian 

Reform (II)." pp. 17, 21, 22. 
23. (S; Msg, Saigon 80 to State, 7 Jul 56. (c) Desp, 

Saigon 200 to State, l5 Jar;. 57. Fall," South VietnaTYl is 
Internal Problems," p. 250. 
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f:J.rIll0:C'S had signed tenure agreements with their landlords, 
':::.noi.:.Lc~r 118.,000 had been deSignated to !3ha:r'{~ appr'oxlll1ately 
.i!-()()., i,;U() ilectar'cs ('1,100,000 acres) pUY'cha:;c:d by th(~ f:I.:overn
men r In larGe esta teg. Tn ·the same p(~r:1()d a bout Gou, 000 
hectares (1,500,OOO'acres) of land abandoned during the 
Indochina war had been reclaimed for cultlvation.2~ 

The wholesome effects of the GVN's agricultural pro
grams began to appear at the end of the decade. From 1955 
through 1959 rice production nearly doubled and rubber 
plantings and production both increased by 20 percent. 25 
These" gains were largely absorbed, however, by increased 
domestic consumption. In the period before sharp escalation 
of Viet Cong activi·ty-brought Diem-' sagricultural programs 
to a virtual standstill, neither of these two principal 
crops became available for export in sufficient quantities 
to reduce appreciably Vietnam's adverse balance of trade. 26 

From the very inception of the GVN's efforts at econo
mic reforms, the design and implementation of the reforms 
were subjected to severe criticism; so too was the US 
economic assistance on which these reforms were based. 
Criticism of the US aid program in Vietnam generally centered 
on the charge that the Vietnamese had become overly dependent 
economically and politically upon the aid program, and that 
they were becoming "permanent mendicants. II zr 

24. (S) OCB Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 
5612/1), 6 Nov 57, CCS 092 Asia (6-25~48) (2) BP 8 .. 
Gittinger, IIprogress in South Vietnam's Agrarian Reform (r),11 
pp. 1, 4. 

25. Milton C. Taylor, 1!South Vietnam: Lavish Aid, 
Limited Progress, II Pacific Affairs, Fall 1961, ~. 250. 

26. IIUnited States Aid Program in Vietnam, I Report by 
Subcom on state Department Organization and Public Affairs 
to S. Com on Foreign Relations, 26 Feb 60, 86th Cong, 2d 
sess (hereafter cited as "US Aid Program in Vietnam, liS .. 
Com on Foreign Relations, 26 Feb 60). Taylor, "South 
Vietnam: Lavish Aid, Limited Progress," pp. 242-256. 

27. Taylor, "South Vietnam: Lavish Aid, Limited Pro
gress,!! p. 256. ~S) Interdepartmental Committee on Certain 
US Aid Programs, IVietnam,1t 25 Jul 56, circulated with 
NSC 5610, 3 Aug 56, CCS 092 (8-22-46) (2) BP pt 10. 
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Perhaps the most telling commentary on the GVN's 
economic progress was made by a Senate Foreign Relations 
Subcomm:Lttee headed by Senator Mansfield in February '1960. 
After acknowledging the "tremendous'achievements" of the 
Diem regime over the past five years~ the Mansfield sub
committee puzzled over the "inescapable fact" that "there 
had not been any significant reduction in Vietnamese 
economic dependency on large aid grants from the United 
States, except those which coincide with Congressional 
reduction in appropriations for the Mutual Secu-rity Act."~8 

Critics of the US aid program also charged that the 
United States insisted too much on private investment in 
development projects. Among those criticizing this facet 'of 
US aid -was Di'em himself. The' gist of the argument was that 
many potential private investors feared to invest in the 
existing atmosphere of insecurity; only participation by 
the state would persuade them to risk their capital. "A 
more pragmatic American attitude in foreign aid policy would," 
such critics held~ IIhelp to make South Vietnam less 
dependent on foreign aid. 1T29 

Nevertheless, few denied that economic progress was 
being made. In May 195~~, NIE 63-59 stated that "South 
Vietnam has made only limited progress toward basic long
term economic development in the five years since Independ
ence." But, after explaining how the lack of internal 
security hampered economic progress, the NIE went on to Cl~e 
the ,repaired transportation network, :land reform and develop
ment programs, and the modest industrial development as 
proof' that !I South Vietnam is making some economic progress. "30 

':'he GVN Defense EstC';.'ulishment 

In addition to its efforts in the econoillic sphe~e, ~he 
United States continued to work during the period 1957-1959 

28. IiUS Aid Progra.m in V~etnam,:I S. Com on Foreign 
Relations, 26 Feb 60~ p. 10. 

29. UN Economic Survey to the Republic of Vietnam, 
p. 246. Brian Crozier" "Iohe Diem Regime in Southe:'rl Vletnc.tTl.: n 
Far Easter!: Survey, ~4pril 1955, pp. 49..,.56. Russel E. Fifielc, 
The ~iplomacy of Southe2s~ Asia (1958), p. 316. 

30 . ( s) NIE b 3 -S 9, . 26 May ~ 9 . 
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towa:'(j a strong, effective defense e'stablishment for South 
Vietnam. This was directly in support of the national' policy, 
expr'<::;ssed in NSC 5612/2 that called for assisting' "Free 
Vi e tnam ll to crea te armed force s, inc luding independent 
'lcgi stic and administra ti ve services, capable of assuring 
internal security and of providing IIlimited 'initial resist
ance ll to attack by North Vietnam. 51 

. Direct US military aid furnlnhed·South Vietnam from 
~y 1956 through F1 1959 from appropriated funds totaled 
$445.7 m~llion. Because the major expenses were incurred 
in the early.years, owing to initial requirements for equip
ment and installations, costs in FY 1959 were much less than 
in FY 1956, the first year of direct military aid. In 
FY 1956,' ·$r66. 8 ml-Ili"6n---lrf' a'-ppropria ted' US funds was gi ven 
South Vietnam but only $43.8 million was given in FY 1959. 
During the same period the United States furnished South 
Vietnam a total of $50.5 million worth of material from 
excess stocks.32 

Of the $1.2 billion in US economic aid furnished South 
Vietnam between 1954 and 1959, a significant amount was 
expended in defense support. This important category of 

," aid amounted to $255.0 million in 1957, $174.7 million in 
1958, and $177.0 million in 1959, for a total of $606.7 
million.33 

'fhe RVNAF 

The complex structure that had evolved in the Republic 
of'Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) by late 1955 remained 
virtually unchanged. President Diem as Supreme Commander 
exercised his authority through a Secretary of State for 

31. 1TS) NSC 5612/2, 5 Sep 56, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
(2) sec 26. 

32. (C) rCA, OS&R Report, "US External Assistance, 
Obligations and Other Commitments, July 1, 1945 through 
June 30, 1959," 16 Mar 60. 

33. Ibid. "US Aid Program in Vietnam,1I S. Com on 
Foreign Relations, 20 Feb 60, p. vi. 
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National Defense, a post occupied by himself. He was served 
by an Assistant Secretary and by the Director of the 
Cabinet, through whom orders were transmitted to the Central 
Organizations (comprising the General Staff, the Inspectorate 
General for the Armed Forces, and various administrative 
and fiscal agencies), the Logistical Services, and the 
Ministerial Services. The Chief of the General Staff had 
as Deputies the commanders of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.34 

Understandably, President Diem had maintained a close 
interest in the activities of the RVNAF from the beginning. 
He ~articipated in all major .policy d~cisions affecting the 
armed forces, personally approving, for ~xample, all pro
motions of senior officers. 

The ARVN 

A General Staff exercised administrative direction over 
the ARVN. Although this group was actually organized and 
functioned as an army general staff, it supervised the 
activities of the small naval and air forces of South Vietnam 
as well. Since the AR\IN represented 94 percent of tr--J.e ," .-
strength of the Rv~AF no one objected strenuously that the 
General Staff was composed entirely of ARVN officer·s. The 
Chief of the General Staff, top military commander of the 

. armed forces, vIas served by a Chief of Staff who also 
served as Deputy Chief of Staff for Army. In theory :n2 was 
the.ARVN commander and adviser on army affairs to the Chief 
of the General Staff. The US influence on the General Staff 
was quite appa.rent in its organization al though certai:!:1 
features of th:2 ~rench military system had been retained by 
~he Vietnamese.35 

1:'1 the 13.~::/c !!.3.lf of 1957 Diem activated two corps tleCiG

quarters , giving "cne Army its first tactical unit headquarte:es 
above division level. A third corps headquarters was 
established in 1959.. These organizations were charged with 
responsibility for assigned operational areas, for planning 
future operations, for organizing strategic and tactical 
defense, for training of assigned or attached tactical units, 

.. 34. (S-NOFORl\J) NIS 43D, IISouth Vietnam, II Ch. VIII, 

.. Armed Forces," ,Jan 59 (hereafter cited as NIS 4 3D) . 
35. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D, p. 7. 
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for organizing maneuvers, and for administering organic 
unit3. Because of US influence, it was believed that a 
corps concept very similar tu· ~chat of the US Army would 
eventually emerge, with the organization of the corps 
depending on their particular misslons.36 . 

On 31 December 1958, Presfdent Diem issued a decree 
creating an ARVN field command. This command was responsible 
for coordination of the training of all combat units in peace
time and for the direction of combat operations in time of 
war. This move was made in the realization that no individu
al could function effectively as Deputy to the Chief of the 
General Staff and also as Commander of the ARVN. The army 
staff thus--was left- free. to.- concentrate on overall army 
plannlng.37 

The strength of the ARVN~ within the overall ceiling 
of 150,000 for all Vietnamese armed forces that the United 
states had agreed to support in late 1955, fluctuated to a 
. degree but stood at about 138,000 men and officers late in 
1958, slightly below its authorized strength of 140,620. 
The principal elements of the ARVN at the beginning of 1959 
were a central command, two corps headquarters with corps 
troops, six military region headquarters, 4 field divisions 
(8,100 men each), 6 light divisions (5,800 men each), 1 
airborne group (4,000 men)~ and various combat and service 
support units.38 

Increasingly, throughout this period, internal security 
duties were turned over to the paramilitary forces, so that 
the ARVN could~ under the guidance of the MAAG, devote more 
time to training and organizational improvement. Training 
of the ARVN progressed more readily in the period 1957-1959 
than in earlier years. Plans for training drawn up by the 
General Staff with the advice of the MAAG resembled US Army 
training plans. The 25-week training cycle was increased 
to 32 weeks and divided into six phases, starting with basic 
infantry training and proceeding progressively through 

36. Ibid., p. 10. 
37. Ibid., p. 8 
38. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D, see Chart A - Strength of Vietna

mese Armed Forces. (C) lf~AG Vietnam Narrative statement, 
25 Nov 58, MAAG Vietnam General Administrative Files, 1958 
(Washington National Records Center). 
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division maneuvers during the last two weeks. A longer, 
52~week cycle, initiated. upon completion of the shorter 
cycle, continued the training begun.·in the 3~~eek course, 
providing additional general training and advanced unit 
training. By ~une 1958 three of the field divisions, two of 
the light divisions, and the airborne group had completed the 
32-week cycle and were in the 52-week cycle. Remaining 
divisions were in the shorter cycle at varying phases.59 

strength of· Vietnamese Armed Forces 

Date o

)(. Army Navy Air Force Totals 

1954 -~O(J ~-OOO·· 
-_. 1 ,522 . 3,434 204,956 

(57 pilots) 

1955 170,000 1,522 3,434 174,956 

~956 152,000 4,182 3,336 159,518 
(103 pilot s ) 

1957 138,481 4,818 4,164 ilJ.7 46? -L., J 

1. Ju1 57 133,016 4,721 4,067 141,804 

1 Oct 57 129,982 4,800 4,035 138,817 

1 Jan 58 131,343 4,870 lr,025 11.j.O,238 
(136 pilots) 

1 Apr 58 134 .. 640 L~, 892 4,082 l43,6l4 
., Jul 58 1'"16 rLL' 5,152 4,271 l~6,o64 1. ..l.:) ,0 . .1 

1 Oct 58 138,165 5,100 4,590 ~47,8S5 

*1 January, unless othenlJise noted 

President Diem and all of his principal assistants 
supported a program of cieveloping an ARVN-trained by US 
advisers and modeled along US lines. He had made English 
language instruction mandatory for all officers to euable 

39. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D, pp. 17-18 . 
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US advisers to communicate with them more readily and to 
facilitate. their attendance at US schools and training 
'~:!3tallations. Basic US Army field and technic[.l j'(lanuals 
t~d heen translated into Vietnamese to widen the dissemi
nation of US tactical principles and training procedures 
among ARVN personnel. 40 

Nevertheless, during the period 1957-1959, the lack 
of qualified officers remained a serious problem. In mid-
1958, despite the fact that 2,766 officers were being held 
beyond their normal date of termination of service, the 
armed~ services were short 1,491 officers .. Most senior 
officers were comparatively young, the average age of corps 
and di vision commanders.- in-.. 1958 being only 35. These officers 
had no experience in handling regimental or larger units 
in eombat, and most had received their training under French 
tutelage. Consequently, key ARVN officers were being sent 
by the United States to the US Army Command and Gennral Staff 
College to acquaint them with US military doctrine. 1 

The principal source of regular officers remained the 
Military Academy at Dalat, which was changed from a one-year 
to a four-year school. The Officers Candidate School at 
Thu Duc provided a six-month course for about· 400 students. 
Graduates were not commissioned immediately but had to serve 
six months in units before becoming eligible for commission. 
Graduating classes at Dalat and Thu Duc were too small--the 
military academy, particularly, had difficulty in securing 
qualified candidates. The Vietnamese Command and General 
Staff College, whose staff was made up largely of Vietnamese 
graduates of the US Army Command and General Staff college, 
offered a five-month staff officer ·course and a ten-month 
course for field grade officers. But it, too, had difficulty 
in obtaining qualified candidates. 42 

The United States also paid for an overseas training 
program for Vietnamese military students. Between 1 July 
1954 and 1 July 1958, 2,037 Vietnamese Army personnel were 
sent to schools in the United States. Two hundred sixty-one 
were sent to US-operated military schools outside the United 
States. Others were sent on general orientation and 
observer training visits. Ordnan?e,.sign.~l, and.e~gin~er 
technicians were sent to the PhillPPlnes for tralnlng. 43 

40. Ibid., p. 14. 
41. Ibid. 
42. Ibid., pp. 4-6, 19. 
43. Ibid., p. 19. 
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The ARVN was equipped almost entirely with US World 
War II weapons and vehicles. Most of the infantry weapons 
and artillery in the hands of troops had been used in the 
Indochina war and by 1959 were, understandably, in poor 
condition. The GVN had no facilities for production of 
ordnance materiel of its own. The ARVN, furthermore, con
tinued unable to maintain its ordnance properly. It had 
too few personnel trained in maintenance. Tools and spare 
parts were in short supply and ARVN supply distribution and 
transportation systems were inadequate. The typical Vietna
mese soldier had only limited technical knowledge and little 
appreciation of the need for preventive maintenance. The 
MAAG, in efforts to remedy these deficiencies, supervised an 
intens-ive training program--which included the employment of 
US Mobile Training Teams and contract civilian technicians 
from the United states and the Philippines, and the train~ng 
of Vietnamese abroad. Unserviceable vehicles w~Ee still 
shipped to the US Army rebuild center in Japan.~' 

By early 1957 ~t had become clear that to build and 
sustain a truly professional army the GVN must establish a 
system for conscription. Consequently, on 2 May 1957, Diem 
instituted a draft. A new law established compulsory 
12-month tours of service, with four months of training and 
eight months with an active unit, for all males 20 and 21 
years of age. Conscription began on 1 August 1957 and 
averaged 480 inductions per week for the remainder of the 
year; in 1958 inductions reached 720 per week. In March 
1958 the GVN set up, under the President, a Permanent 
Secretariat General of National Defense to T;lan and supervise 
mobilization progra;ns. In 1959 the period of service for 
draftees was exten6ed to l8 months in order to orovlde more 
thorough training. 45 ~ 

The AR\r'"N di"'\t1sions, both the field d1 v~Lsion of 3.,100 
men and the light di~ision of 5,800 men, were generally 

;,,(11,' • -. - 0'") 0~ ~~ ~bla., pp. ~5-Lj. 

45. (C) Quarterly Activities Report of MAAG Vietnam, 
1 Jun 57-31 Aug 57, MAAG Vietnam Gen,Admin Files., 1957. (C) 
f-.1AAG Vietnam Country Statement, 31 Dec 57, same file. C) 
Quarterly Activities Report 0n ~'T.AAG Vietnam.!' 1 i'liar 58-3 ':,'i6.y 
58~ same file, 1958. (S) Msg, Saigon 1471 to State, 24 J~~ 
·-u ),./. 
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considered by US military men to be deficient in firepower, 
although sufficiently mobile. A test of a larger type 
:-'1vision in the summer of 1958 resulted in approval by Army 
GRneral Headquarters on 1 December 1958 of a new division 
organization comprising 10,000 men and closely resembling 
that of the US division. The objective of this revised 
structure was to achieve organizational standardization and 
facilitate more economical and efficient employment over 
the varied terrain of S9uth Vietnam. Additional infantry 
and engiQeer troops were added, as well as a 4:2 mortar 
batta~ion. A program for converting both field and light 
divisions to the new organization was begun in [1959. 46 

From 1955 to 195-8 --MAG and--Yla-shington survey teams 
pressed financial reforms on the GVN and succeeded in bring
ing about considerable savings in military expenditures. 
lf~AG also advised the GVN on fiscal and budgetary procedures, 
and the MAAG Comptroller Advisors Group worked closely with 
Vietname~e specialists in pay and disbursing functions, 
internal audit, and budgeting. The following table reveals 
that in a three-year period dollar savings of 84 million 
were achieved, and that the average cost per man per ye~r in 
the ARVN declined from $1,320 in 1955 to $1,144 in 1958. 47 

Budget Status 1955-1958 
(in millions) 

1955 1956 1957 1958 

V.Letnam Request $ 303.U t .J 33t).6 'I' . ) 2J3.9 
* 

~~22. 1.j. 

/\pproved Budget 286.0 198.h 187.8 1'71.6 
Vietnam Contribution 79.8 20.0 25.0 27.3 
us Contribution 125.4 174.3 161.2 144.3 
Savings 62.3 4.3 '1.4 none 

Average Paid strength 169,442 152,077 143,649 150,000 

Average Cost Per $ 1,320 $ 1,277 $ 1,296 $ 1,144 
Man Per Year 

46. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D. (C) Hq MAAG Vietnam, Eighth 
Quarterly Special TERM Report, 19 Jun 58, MAAG Vietnam Gen 
Admin Files, 1958. 

47. (C) Quarterly Activities Report of ~~AG Vietnam, 
1 Mar 58-31 May 58, MAAG Vietnam Gen Admin Files, 1958. 
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The VNAF 

'1'l1e ~l.'ll' arm oJ' tli() C\TN defense estab1l!Jlnnr:;nt, aJ though 
adrn.l.l\.l ;~t(~f'l~U by the Cr.lIllrnandel'" VNAP, wa:', lln<..1(~J' :-u"tu;J. L ()"p(:r
atlonal contrul. uf Prer;.1.dent .Diem in h:l;~ pn~;t I)f ;~ccY'(;t(.l.I'Y 

of' State fc)r National Defense. The mif:>sion of the VNAF was 
tu provide air support for the ARVN, including transport, 
liaison, reconnaissance, evacuation, and air-ground support. 
From 1955 to 1959, however, it was primarily a training 
force, and its military capabilities were extremely limited. 48 

Until mid-1957 the VNAF was trained and supported 
logistically by the French. Upon the withdrawal of French 
Air For_ce units, tne U.S MAAG assumed both training and 
logistic responsibility. The VNAF had a total strength in 
January 1959 of 4,590, of whom 324 were officers. It 
possessed 148 planes (25 F8F/RF8Fs, 35 C-47s, 10 H-19s, 56 
1,-19s, 18 A.T-6Gs, 1 Morane-Saulnier 500, 2 c-45s, and 1 P,ero 
Commander) and was organized into a transport group, two 
liaison_squadrons, t composite squadron, a training squadron, 
and a V~P squadron. 9 

The United States,. during 1958 and 1959, gave formal 
training to VNAF personnel in flying, navigation, elec
tronics, communicati'~ns, and maintenance at an Air Training 
School in Nha Traug and at base schools at the large fields 
of Bien Boa and Tan Son Nhut. Other students were trained 
in the United States and with USA.F units in the Far East. 
A to·tal of about 375 '\]NAF personnel were undergoing these 
various types of training on 30 June 1958. The United States 
had set an authoY'ized goal of 208 pilots for the VNAF .• to 
be attained by 1963. 50 

The '\iNN 

As in the' case of the v'I'JAF, Vietnamese naval forces 
were trained and supported by the French·until mid-1957. 
As a result, French influence on doctrine and tactics of 
the VNN was strong. In April 1958, a reorganization of the 
VNN, based on plans prepared with the assistance of the p'IAAG, 

48. (S-NOFORN) NIS 43D, pp. 36-37. 
49. Ibid., p. 37. 
50. Ibid., p. 38. 
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:.Jas effected. Under _this reorganization the structure of the 
\.Tl'~N provided for a Naval Staff of three divisions--Adminis
~ration, Operations, and Logistics. This staff serv~d the 
Naval Deputy to the Chief of the General Staff of the Vietna
mese Armed Forces. -Five commands were establisped: Naval 
Stations and Schools; Naval Supply Center, Saigon; Marine 
Corps; Sea Forces; and River Forces.5l 

The mission of- the VNN was to patrol the coast to 
:interdic~ junk traffic, -to support ground forces, and to 
mount amphIbious landings. United States officials judged 
the VNN in 1959 to pe capable of thi;j miGsion, including 
the mounting of a battalion-sized amphiblou:J landing. An 
irnpurtant- addi tibnaT fuf'fctTof'f" of the VNN- was patrolling 
inland waters. The VNN had proven effective in the Mekong 
Delta area, using French-developed river warfare techniques 
against dissident elements. 

Training of the VNN in 1959 was progressing at a satis
factory rate, with all training ashore concentrated at the 
Naval School at Nha Trang. United States Navy advisers 
served at the school, but the Vietnamese, most of them 
trained in US Navy schools, performed the actual instruc'tion. 
Marine Corps training had, until 1959, been generally poor 
but the arrival of US Marine Corps advisers and the continu
ing training of Vietnamese marines at US Marine Corps schools 
promised considerable improvement. The VNN had about 5,100 
men and Qfficers, of whom 3,600 were general service and 
1,500 were marines. The vessels of the VNN were seven US 
0ubmarine chasers, three coastal minesweepers, 18 amphibious 
vesoels, and 23 service craft.52 _ 

Assessment of RVNAF 

Throughout the years 1957-1959, US military personnel 
in South Vietnam were optimistic about the progress made in 
training and equipping the_ RVNAF. During this period 
MAAG quarterly reports, TERM reports, and MAAG country 
statements all relayed to Washington encouraging assessments 
of substantial improvements in the readiness and effective
ness of the RVNAF and predicted that these advances would 

51. Ibid., pp. 31-34. 
52. Ibid., p. 32. 
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continue. Whereas, in 1955 and 1956, CHMAAG had estimated that the South Vietnamese armed·forces could have maintained only limited internal security and would ~ave been unable to retard or delay external aggression without "considerable outside assistance," he noted gradual improvement in 1957, and :In mid-J958 he reported that the combat posture of the HVNAP had improved "notablyll in the paBt year. He now con
~jidered the RVNAF capable of maintaining internal securi ty as well as containing any minor enemy penetrations across the national borders and delaying a full-scale NVN invasion for a week to a week and a half. In addition, he predicted that the RVNAF could hold the Tourane base area for another three to four weeks while at the same time maintaining control of key communication centers in the plateau and coastal areas of ··central Vietnam against enemy guerrilla and infiltrated forces.53 

While most of this strengthened posture was owing to improvements in the ARVN, MAAG Vietnam also cited advances for the VNN and VNAF in the years 1957 through 1959. When MAAG assumed responsibility for the training of the VNN in mid-1957, it was capable only of protecting inland water~ays of the southern delta area and could not provide adequate coastal patrol. But by 1959, the VNN could conduct "moderately effestivell coa3tal patrol as well as protecting inland wa te r\'Jays . :J4 

The VNA.F in the period 1957-1959 was primarily a training force, and in 1959, its combat experience was still extremely limited. The MAAG reports throughout the period maint8.ined that the VNAF was progressing as well as could be expected of an orga~ization of its age and experience.55 

:J3. (C) f\1A.AG Vietnam Country Statement, 15 Jan 56, CCS 092 (8-22-46) (2) BP pt 8. Ibid., 21 Jan 57, 15'Jul 57, and 22 Jan 58, l'vT_AAG Vietnam Gen .4.dmin Files, 1957 and 1958. (C) Hq IVlJl.AG Vietnam, Narrati ve Study ~ 24 Aug 58, fl'LAAG Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1958. 
54. (C) l'fLI\AG V~:tnam C.8untry Statement, 15 3uI 57, ffLAAG Vietnar:'l Gen Admin File, 1957. (S) JCSlVI-368-59 to SeeLef, 4 Sep 59 (derived from JCS 2101/367), JMF 4060 (14 Aug 59). ' .. 
55. (u) Hq flIAAG Vietnam, Quarterly Activities Report, 7 Mar 57, lVIAAG Vietnam GeD Admin File, 1957. (C) Hq rvriliAG ~ietnam~ Nar~ative S~udy, 25 Nov 58, same file, 1958. (S) JCSM-36d-59 "'Co SecDer, 4 Sep 59 (derived from JCS 2101/367), JMB 4060 (14 Aug 59). 
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Another area where US military personnel reported 
sigr.:.ificant advancement was the RVNAF logist-i C.?"l_ system. 
Ir-! 1957, MJL~G found the system incapable of supporting the 
RVNAF in a wartime operation. This stemmed from a lacl<: of· 
trained personnel in all phases of supply and maintenance 
and inadequate transportation and supply distribution 
systems. Throughout the remainder of 1957 and in 1958 and 
1959, MAAG reported continuing progress in the development 
of the RVNAF logistical capabilities. United States 
adviserszand technicians stressed US methods and procedures 
with particular emphasis in the fields of supply and main
tenance, and off-shore and on-the-job training were acceler
ated.56 

Officials in Washington were, in varying degrees, 
encouraged by the improvements of the RVNAF. Operations 
Coordinating Board progress reports between 1957 and 1959 
all noted the enhanced military posture of South Vietnam. 
In January 1959, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed the 
Secretary of Defense that the armed forces of South Vietnam 
were capable of maintaining internal security and of con
taining minor enemy penetrations across the national 
borders.57 In early September 1959, they fowarded to the 
Secretary of Defense the following assessment: 

The Army is capable of maintaining 
internal security and providing initial 
resistance to a full-scale North Vietnamese 
Communist invasion across the 17th parallel. 

The Navy has a limited capability of 
conducting a moderately effective coastal 
patrol and is capable of fulfilling its 
internal security mission. The Navy has 
been very effective in river warfare in 
support of Army operations against dissident 
elements. Coastal transport would require 
augmentation in wartime. 

56. (C) MAAG Vietnam Country Statement, 15 Jul 57, MAAG 
Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1957. Hq MAAG, TERM Reports, 19 Nov 
58, and 13 Jan 61, same file, 1958. 

57. (TSl JCSM-8-59 to SecDef, 13 Jan 59 (derived from 
JCS 1992/684 , CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) ~ec 42. 
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The Marine amphibious capability is 
limited to the conduct of small-scale 
landings. 

The capability and combat readiness 
of the Air Force composite squadron is 
low. Efforts are being made to improve 
this capability but are limited by the 
provisions of the Geneva Accord. The Air 
Force has no appreciable air defense capa
bility. It does, however, have a fair air 
transport capability in paratroop d~livery, 
evacuation and air ground support.5~ 

Several weeks earlier, the Secretary of Defense had 
submitted a report to the National Security Council on the 
status of the Military Assistance Program that was optimistic 
concerning Vietnam and its armed forces. The United States 
had, he said, developed South Vietnam into a strategic 
asset and, unless prepared to "dissipate a valuable resource," 
it had no choice but to coninue support to the Vietnamese 
armed forces until the situation in Asia ~ermitted a funda
mental revision of strategic objectives.5~ 

A subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
stated in 1960: 

As a general objective the military aid 
program is expected to help to develop Vietnamese 
armed forces adequate for maintaining internal 
security, for deterring outside aggression, and 
for offering initial resistance to such ~ggres
sion if it is not deterred. It is not possible 
for the subcommittee to say that the military 
aid program will guarantee achievement of this 
general goal. But because it operates within 
a detailed long-range plan it is possible to con
clude, at least, that progress is being made 
toward the creation of the kind of military 

58. (S) JCSM-368-59 to SecDef, 4 Sep 59 (derived from 
JCS 2101/367), JMF 4060 (14 Aug 59)~ . . 

59. (S) DOD Report to NSC, "Status of the Military 
Assistance Program, It 14 Aug 59, same file. 
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establishment which those responsible contend 
will guarantee the goal~ B:l.rring unforeseen 
uevelopments, moreover, it'is also posstble 
to conclude, on the basis of the assurarice~ 
of the head of .the military aid mission in 
Vietnam, that at least the u.s. Miiitary Aid 
Advisory Group (MAAG) can be phased out of 
Vietnam in the foreseeable future. 60 

Diem's Attempt at Political Unity 

Improvement in the military and economic spheres was 
only part of· the task fac-i-ng South-··Vietnam in the late 1950s. 
While the GVN, with US aid, seemed to be making substantial 
gains in these areas, it at the same time seemed to be 
losing the equally vital 'battle for"political unity. In 
late 1956 a change in the attitude of the Vietnamese toward 
their government first became discernible. Successively, 
the people's enthusiasm for Diem gave way to tolerance, and 
tolerance to antipathy.6l . Some of the reasons for this trend 
in GVN politics lay in Diem's intolerance of political 
opposition, in his administrative practices, and in his 
suppression of civil and constitutional rights in the name 
of internal security. . 

As early as January 1957, the US Embassy in Saigon 
reported that Diem, "never tolerant of opposition or criti
cism," had become "convinced of his own infallibility" and 
waG growin~ "even less responsive than heretofore to advice 
which contr'ud1cts his basic' ideas. "62 The only advisers 
that Diem seemed to heed were his brothers: Ngo Dinh Nhu., 
whom the Embassy considered "the rr~ost important and influen
tial member of the assemblyll; Ngo Dinh Thuc, Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Hue; and Ngo Dinh Can, who Ilwith no legal 

bOo "US Aid Program in Vietnam, II S. Com on Foreign 
Relations, 26 Feb 60, pp. 8-9. 

61. (S) NIE 14.3/53-61, "Prospects for North and 
South Vietnam," 15 Aug 61, p. 7. Honey, "Democracy and 
the Republic of Vietnam," p. 215. 

62. (C) Desp, Saigon 200 to state, 15 Jan 57. 
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authorit~ ... treats Central Vietnam as his personai 
domain. llb3 The last member of Diem's inner circle was Mme. 
Ngo Dinh Nhu, who ~.~rved along wi th her husband· in the 
National Assembly.b4 . 

United States concern over Diem's increasingly authori
tarian tendencies grew during 1958 and 1959. Operations 
Coordinating Board progress reports for these years warned 
of mounting dissatisfaction in Vietnam over the government's 
strict political controls and stern police measures. The 
1959 OCB Operations Plan for Vietnam suggested that the US 
Amba"ssador might, at appropriate times, gress for liberali-
zation of Diern1s authoritarian controls. b5 . 

The Joint-"Chiefs -of Staff, too, recognized that Diem's 
regime left something to be desired. In September 1959 they 
forwarded to the National Security Council a study that 
called attention to the similar positions of Diem in Vietnam~ 
Chiang in Taiwan~ and Rhee in South Korea. The study~ pre
pared in connection with a review of US policy in the Far 
East, warned that: 

In the case of these three nations, U.S. 
policy views the heads of government as being 
synonomous with the government itself. They 
have come to pOTJJer as a result of armed 
revolution, are firmly entrenched> and, in 
practice, their systems do not allow a change 
of chief executives through peaceful consti
tutional processes. The U.S. thus finds itself 
without room to maneuver politically in dealing 
with these countries, since negotiations are 
with the chief executives whose actions mayor 
may not be influenced by local or world public 
opinion . . . . Since the three men . . . are 

b3. Anon, IIA New Look at Vietnam~lI Far Eastern Economic 
Review 11 Jan 62~ p. 49. 64. Wesley R. Fishel, lIProblems of Democratic Growth in 
Vietnam~ II Ch. II of Fishel. (ed. ), "Problems of Democratic Growth in 
Vietnam Since Independence, p. 28. 

65. (s) aCB Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 
5612/1), 28 May 58, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 39. 
(3) OCE Progress Report on Southeast Asia (NSC 5809), 12 Aug 
59, JMF 9150/9105 (12 Aug 59). (S) OCE Operations Plan for 
Vietnam, 9 Jan 59, JMF 9155.3/9105 (9 Jan 59). 
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so closely 'identified with U.S. interests and 
policicfJ, failure to ~)upport them in th(~jrlter
rl;l.tluna.1 ar(~na, (11· to a110w tb(-~m to l)(~ ov(~r

t:;hl'~)wn violently by the Oppof)j,tlon j n theIr 
countrIes, woul-d have' undes6rable repercu:~~,~ton~~ 

... throughou~ ~he world. 6 

To avoid repetitions of this embarrassing and potentially 
dangerous situation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended 
that the United States in the future avoid "personal commit
ments" of this sort, and seek instead the "development of 
governmental institutions in the Far East that can survige 
changing chief executives with little or no disruption." 7 

Although the 1956 constitution had established 
republican institutions and basic political freedoms, no 
system of competitive political parties developed in South 
Vietnam. Diem imposed administrative requirements so 
restrictive that in practice only puppet opposition parties, 
such as the gQvernment-controlled Socialist Party, were able 
to function. 6b After 1956 the only political opposition the 
regime encountered came from the Free Democratic Party of 
Phan Quang-Dan, which announced in 1958 that it would partici
pate in the 1959 legislative elections. The GVN rejected 
the party's application for certificationj but Dan perSisted, 
ran for the national assembly as an independent candidate, 
and was elected by the largest majority of any candidate in 
the Saigon area. The government reacted to Dan's successful 
electlon'by prosecuting him for violation of the election 6 
l~wG. Dan was convicted and deprived of hig a~:;sembly seat. 9 

From 1956 to 1959, Diem fashioned the Movement of 
National Revolution (MNR) into a potent instrument to counter 
political opposition. The party's program was concerned, 
almost exclusively, with supporting fully all the policies 

bb. (TS) SM-902-59 to SpecAsst to JCS (NSC Affairs), 
11 Sep 59 (derived from JCS 1992/730), JMF 9150/9105 
(19 Jun 59). 

67. Ibid. 
68 Robert G. Scigliano, "Political Parties in South 

Vietnam Under the Republic," Pacific Affairs, December 1960, 
pp. 341, 345-346. 

69. Ibid., p. 340. 
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and actions of Diem. Great pressures were applied to·persuade th~ people to join. In. the 1959 elections, fo~ example, party membe:rs, often recruit,-G Llnd~r economic pressure, were compelled to vote for the official candiate or suffer expulsion from the party and los~ of economic and civil liberties. 70 

Given the unfamiliarity of the Vietnamese people with free political institutions~ the denial of political expression was unfortunate. In the countryside incipient political awareness went unnourished, and in the cities and towns political interest and activity was stifled. Denied any opportunity to develop, the opposition by the end of the decade _compris.ed fragmented and impotent groups of bickering, "coffee-house" politicians. 

Repeatedly, during the years 1957 to 1959, the GVN abridged the constitutional and civil rights of its citizens in the name of internal security. For example, observers reported the existence of "Political Re-education Centers" in South Vietnam, internment camps established apparently for the "political re-education" of communists. The centers, however, bore witness to Diem'S violation of civil rights, for citizens could be interned without due process and for an indefinite period. Although the majority of the inmates of these centers vlere communist or communist sympathizers, reportedly some were rigid anticommunists whose only crime had been injudicious criticism of the regime. 7l 

Central to the case against Diem was the charge that he had restricted the right of free press. When he took office in 1954, Diem had established mild penalties for violation of the press censorship regulations. The trend seemed to be toward greater freedom of the press, but before long Vietnamese newspapers came under close government control, ostensibly because of their sensationalism and irresponsibility. The administration also kept close watch on the foreign press·to prevent "abusive attacks on the presidential family or the regime." In addition to censoring the press, GVN officials banned works of fiction that presented the government in an unflattering light. 72 

70. Honey, "Democracy and the Republic of Vietnam," pp. 207-208. 
71. Ibid., p. 210. 
72. Anon, "A New Look a t Vietnam, If p. 48 . 
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The years 1958 and 1959 saw the seizure of newspapers 
for having published news "likely to en~01},:rage Communism"
in Vietnam, the suspension of others because of moral and 
financial misconduc~ on the part of their editors, and the 
arrest of reporters for alleged communist connections. 
So-called "popular" demonstrations against newspapers 
especially critical of the regime also tended tQ inhibit 
the development of a spirit of free criticism.7j 

A f~rther example of the GVN's growing political 
reprepsion was its actions against the Chinese and Montag
nard minorities. Nearly ten percent of the population of 
3uuth VJetnam was non-Vietnamese. The two principal ethnic 
rnlnoy'lt:1 l~:;, the ch"ine:;c----ari-d the Mnnta-p;na-rds. ()C'cupicd 
positIons uf special importance, the one ecun r )rrl1c, the other 
geographic. 

In 1956, South Vietnam had a population of about 
650,000 Chinese, most of whom were located in the Chinese 
city-within-Saigon, Cholon. United states policy tow~rd 
the overseas Chinese had three aims: to promote anti
communism among them, to encourage them to identify them
selves with local governments, and to foster sympathy and 
support for Nationalist China as a symbol of Chinese resist
ance to communism. 74 To Diem, however, the, Chinese minority 
represented a group long favored by the French; one with an 
inordinate influence and, in some respects, a strangle-hold 
on the Vietnamese economy. Moreover, the separate culture 
of the Chinese, including separate schools and newspapers, 
was viewed by Vietnamese nationalists as an affront.75 

On 21 August 1956, after two years of sporadic harass
ment, Diem launched a campaign against the Chinese by 

73. (C) Desp, Saigon 377 to State, 24 Apr 58. Fishel, 
Problems of Freedom: South Vietnam Since Independence, 
p. 23 

74. (TS) NSC 5612/1, 5 Sep 56, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) 
(2) sec 26. , 

75. (S) OCB, "The Overseas Chinese arid U. S. Policy" 
\draft), 6 Sep 56, same file BP pt 7. Joseph Buttinger, 
'The Ethnic Minorities in Vietnam," Ch. VI in Fishel, Prob
lems of Freedom: South Vietnam Since Independence, pp. 110-
118. 
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1 promulgating an ex post facto decree conferring a~tomatic citizenship on all Chinese born in Vietnam. On 5'September he issued another decree restricting' eleven specific 
occupatio~s--in all of which many Chinese were employed--to Vietnamese citizens. At about the same time, the GVN also ordered that all teaching in the Chinese secondary schools would have to be in the Vietnamese language and with desig-nated texts.76 . . 

These uncompromising decrees immediately antagonized the Chinese community and aroused its solid opposition. Within a few days the Chinese began witl;idrawing .funds from banks and, in a short time, one-sixth of the currency in circulation had d·1sappeared. '-Commercial transactions in South Vietnam came to a near standstill. Services normally performed by the Chinese, Guch as the milling and transport of rice were left undone. The country settled rapidly into a business slump'. 77 

Almost immediately after the promulgation of the decree, Nationalist China prQtested to the GVN on behalf of the ' Chinese in Vietnam.7~ For its ~art, the United states counselled moderation to Diem.7~ But for both Diem and the' Saigon Chinese the matter had become 'one of "face." The GVN' stubbornly refused to modify its decrees A and the Chinese just as stubbornly refused to obey them. OO Finally, in July 1957, impressed by now with the damage being done to the economy, the GVN, ended a full year of stalemate by easing its strictures on Chinese business activities. Under threat of deportation, some Chinese resumed business under the new 

7b. (C) Desp, Saigon 200 to state, 15 Jan 57. (u) Msg, CHMAAG Vietnam 5148 to CINCPAC, 5 Jan 57. 
77. Ibid. Lindholm, Viet-Nam: The First Five Years, p. 113. Buttinger, "The Ethnic Minorities in Vietnam, II p. 110. 
78. (C) Msgs, Saigon to State, 823, 8 Sep 56; 1171, 6 Oct 56; 1322, 20 Oct 56. Bernard B. Fall, "South Vietnam's Chinese Problem," Far Eastern Survey, May 1958, pp. 67-68. 190 (S) Msg, SaIgon 1001.to State, 22 Sep 56. (C) Desp, Saigon 200 to State, 15 Jan 57. 
80. (C) Desp, Saigon 200 to State, 15 Jan 57. 
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regulations. By 1959, the. Chinese had reportedly made their 
accommodation with Diem; the GVN reported that by that time 
three-fourths of those eligible had accepted Vietnamese 
citizenship.8l 

The problem of the Chinese 'minority could not be solved 
so simply, however. The Chinese congregations--ethnic 
aBso~iations which, under the French, had exercised consider
able administrative, police, and revenue control over the 
Chinese community--continued to be a cohesive force among 
the Chinese and to oppose the GVNts restrictive policies. 82 

If' the Ch1ne~·;e d isdn,lned VJc.!tnaruesc cltlzenuhlp and 
cuI ture, th-e Vietnamese were' equally" contemptuous of' their 
other. sizable ethnic minority, the Montagnard tribesmen. 
Numbering between 500,000 and 700,000, the Montagnards 
encompassed, one US observer stated, lI e }.{ery conceivable degree 
of economic and cultural backwardness."~3 Given to semi
nomadic patch farming, the Montagnards wandered throughout 
the hilly backlands of Vietnam, nearly half the country. 
Like the Chinese, they had received special favors from the 
French, who had used them as a counterweight against the 
Vietnamese. The GVN was naturally determined to assert'its 
rule 0ver the areas inhabited by the tribesmen, especially 
because these areas included four-fifths of the nation's 
land frontier. 

The GVN's problem of asserting its control was made 
difficult by the head start its communist competitors had 
among the tribesmen. While the GVN for two years concen
trated on establishing it~elf in the more populated lowlands, 
Viet Cong ag.ents launched a campaign among the tribesmen to 
win their loyalty. Tribesmen were recruited and sent to 
North Vietnam for indoctrination and training. The Viet Cong 
allowed the Montagnards to retain their native dialects and 
even broadcast propaganda to the Montagnards in their local 
speech. The communists also pointed with pride to the 

. 81. Butt1nger _, "The Ethnic Minorities in Vietnam," 
p. 119. 

82. (S) Msg, Saigon 3479 to State, '18 Jan 60. 
83. Buttinger, "The Ethnic Minorities in Vietnam," 

p. 105. 
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autonomous regions in the north where the tribesmeg4s cousins allegedly Ii ved without governmental interference.,' , 

The GVN's program to bind the tribesmen to the central government was two-fold: to educate and persuade them to -'become'more loYal and useful citizens; and'to resettle in the Montagnard areas small communities of Vietnamese from the liowlands who would serve as examples to the tribesmen and a ,deterrent to border infiltrators. The first purpose was served by the creation of schools for Montagnards, by demonstration programs in agricultural methods, and by a remarkable insistence that Vietnamese be polite in the dealings; with the mountain people. Under the latter program, so~e 4Q,~OQ,p1onegrs from ,the lowlands had been settled in key locales in the highlands by 1959. Despite the GVN's best efforts, friction persisted between the Montagnards, who claimed that the Vietnamese sequestered their best land, and the Vietnamese, who were not happy in the primitive highlands. On balance, by 1959 the GVN seemed to have made, some progress in allaying the Montagnard's traditional fears, but the government's success in ~ultivating the tribesmen's loyalty had not yet been tested. d5 

The Insurgency in Vietnam, 1957-1959 

Despite the brightened economic situation, the strengthened RVNAF, and the seemingly increased government stability, internal security in South Vietnam did not show a corresponding improvement during the period 1957-1959. At first, it did appear that the insurgency had been brought under control. In fact, however, although the first months of 1957 saw the nadir of the South Vietnamese insurgency, by mid-year the insurgency had begun a gradual 'upward swing that continued throughout the period. 

At the beginning of the period there was good evidence that the Viet Cong were withering away under only sporadic 

84. Lindholm, Vietnam: The First Five Years, pp. 135-139. 
85. Buttinger, "The Ethnic Minorities in Vietnam," pp. 106-107. William Henderson, "The Republic of Vietnam Land Redevelopment Program," Ch. VII in Fishel, Problems of Freedom: South Vietnam Since Independence, p. 130. (S) Desp, Saigon 295 to State, 12 Mar 59. 
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pressure by the GVN. The refusal of the GVN to participate 
with North Vietn3~ in national elections in 1956 had 
~ignalled the failure of the communists' plan to unify 
Vietnam through peaceful means, and dealt a severe blow to 
the strength and moral'e of the insurgents in the south. 86 
Defections became numerous: some VC cadres broke away 
because of disillusionment with the Hanoi regime; others 
because they faced another extended :campaign--now apparently 
inevitable--after the lQng years of ,fighting. According to 
ARVN repprts, guerrillas captured in' operations throughout 
the s9uth in later 1956 were poorly armed. Their weapons 
were frequently of local manufacture;, knives, and daggers 
often substituting .. for ,Jt:ra~.arms. ,united states agencies 
concurred in the estimate that the VC cadres were probably 
not receiving regular supplies. Early in 1957 GVN officials 
estimated that the communist military strength had dropped 
from approximately 10,000 in 1955 to about 1,500. 87 

Captured ene~y documents, indicated that the VC main' pre
occupation in the months following the 1956 National Assembly 
election was survival. In January 1957, a MAAG Intelligence 
Summary reported that the Viet Cong had been instructed,to 
"lay low, reorganize, propagandize within legal limits, 
infiltrate government posts including the armae preach peace
ful coexistence, and strengthen their cells. f~ 

During the first months of 1957, the ARVN claimed to 
have killed, wounded, or captured large numbers of 

(jb. (S) NIE 63.2/2-57, "The Prospects for North Vietnam,!! 
14 May 57, p. 6. Philippe Devillers, "The Struggle for the 
Unification of Vietnam," The China Quarterly, January-March 
1962, p. 15. 

87. (u) Dept of State Pub No. 7308, A Threat to the 
Peace, North Vietnam's Effort to Conquer South Vietnam, 
pp. 43-44. (s) Desp, Saigon 243 to State, ilSummary of 
Internal Security Situation in Vietnam: November 1957, #7," 
7 Jan 58. (S) SEATO "Rpt of the 12th Mtg of SEATO Security 
Experts," pp. 66-68. (C) MAAG Vietnam ,Intelligence Summary 
(hererafter cited as MAAGV ISUM) No. 1-57~' 2 Jan 57, MAAG 
Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1957. (S) NIS 43D, Jul 58, p. 57-7. 

88. (C) MAAGV ISUMs 1-57-, 2 Jan 57; 3-57, 1 Feb, 57; 4-57, 
15 Feb 57; 7-57, 1 Apr 57; 8-57, 15 Apr 57; 9-57, 1 May 57; 
MAAG Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1957. 
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guerrillas" averaging several hundred. a month. 89 For example, 
for December 1956 and January 1957, the ARVN'reported ·total 
VC losses of 861, over one-half t~e currently estimated VC 
strength in South Vietnam. But despite these losses, ·th.e 
ARVN estimates pf VC strength showed no appreciable decrease. 
MAAG surmised that the ARVN reports of VC losses represented' 
mostly civilian sympathizers, and not "hard-core" armed 
cadres.90 . 

In mid-1957 the communists energetically set about 
rebuilding and revitalizing the VC political'and military 
structure. New politi~al and. mi'li:tary cadres were brought 
in from the north, recruitment was stepped up, and VC'units 
were.a~signe9TIl9re men __ and equipment. During this reorgani
zation the Viet Cong also significantly changed their tactics. 
More and more, they turned to the use of force and terror 
as an adjunct to political and economic subversion.91 

able 
with 
and 
that 
ists 
into 

In late June 1957, MAAG reported "a slight but notice
increase" in VC activity in the southern provinces', 
the formation of new units and stepped-up propaganda 
infiltration. In July, intelligence sources stated 
North Vietnam had sent to Cambodia 30 cadres, special
in political and military organizing, for infiltration 
South Vietnam.92 

In October 1957 President Diem reported that in the past 
year the communists had killed 412 persons, most of whom had 
been traihed and experienced civilian, military, and police 
officials loyal to the GVN. From October through December 
there were approximately 70 VC armed attacks and. terrorist 
acts and more than 50 skirmishes initiated by ARVN troops or 
security forces. By the end of the year a pattern had 
emerged. Terrorist action was rather clearly focused on 

89. For ARVN reports of VC losses, see MAAG Vietnam 
Biweekly Intelligence Summaries in the MAAG Vietnam Gen 
Admin Files. 

90. (c) MAAGV ISUM 5-57, 1 Mar 57, V~AG Vietnam Gen 
Admin File, 1957 . 

91. (U) Dept of State Pub No. 7308, pp. ·3-4. (S) 
NIE 14.3/53-61j ~5 Aug 61, p. 3. 

92. (C) MAAGV ISUMs 13-57, 1 Jul 57; 16-57, 16 Aug 57; 
MAAG Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1957.' 
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three principal groups: (1) provincial district, and village 
officials; (2) rural police and security personnel; (3) com
mu,nity and village leaders. It .was discovered, for example, 
that in the last quarter of 1957, of the 74 acts of terrorism 
carried out by persons believed to be communist, 67 were 
perpetrated against Vietnamese falling into the groups 
enumerated above. Of the remaining seven, four were against 
ARVN.intelligence personnel and three were against members 
of pro-GVN: political groups. In this pe~iod, too, US per
sonnel first became targets of VC violence; in October 1957 
explosives placed at MAAG installations in Saigon resulted 
in several~ casualties. In the same month the US Information 
Service Cebter was bombed.93 

The Viet Cong also undertook a concerted campaign to 
frighten and coerce the peasants and local officials. Farmers 
were forced to pay "taxes" either in the form of money or 
harvested crops, and travelers were often required to pay 
road, bridge, and river "tollS." The Viet Cong harassed 
local authorities, burning and robbing their homes and 
threatening them with assassination if they failed to reveal 
intelligence information or attempted to inform on VC agents 
or activities. Reports began to be received in Saigon that 
in some villages "fear of Communist retaliation has resulted 
in increasing reluctance on the part of villagers to ~ct as 
informants and to otherwise assist security forces."94 

Terrorism was accompanied by a concerted propaganda 
campaign with the theme of "normalization". of relations 
between South and North Vietnam and the "reunificationl1 of 
the divided nation. At the same ti~e VC propaganda cadres 
called for the elimination of US l1imperialist intervention," 
evasion of military conscription, and opposition to the GVN 
land reform program, which they claimed would ultimately 
make the peasants serfs to the Diem regime.95 

According to US intelligence officials, the upswing in 
VC activity that took place late in 1957 was the result of 
a specific plan of the communist leadership. Meeting in 

93. (s) NIS 43D, Jul 58, pp. 57-3, 57-11, 57-12. NY 
Times, 8 Oct 57, p. 5. 

94. (S) NIS 43D, p. 57-12. 
95. Ibid. 
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Phnom Penh during October, VC leaders agreed to step up the c.ampalgn for reunification, with increased emphasis on terrorism. They hoped that the resulting disorders could be used as evidence of popular desire for reunification, and that, by engendering an atmosphere of insecur~ty, confidence in the GVN would be eroded.96 

Viet Cong activity increased, though still on a relatively small scale, during 1958.. United States officials did not appear overly concerned. The MAAG biweekly intelligence summaries indicated no cause for alarm, reporting there had been "no great rush" o.f peasants to rally to the VC cause, and adding that the VC successes 'were confined to more remote areas where the maintenance of internal security was, at best, difficult. ARVN intelligence officers still placed the VC strength in South Vietnam at 1,500, although they admitted that the figure might be as high as 2,100 if the dissident Binh Xuyen, who had come under communist control, were counted. A US intelligence survey in July 1958 found that: 

compared with the situation prevailing in late 1954 and early 1955, when South Vietnam was an area torn with bitter conflict between contending forces and when the Saigon government's authority was challenged not only in.the 
countryside but even within Saigon itself, the picture at present is one of relative tranquility. 

1'he survey did warn that there remained "many disquieting indications of subversive strength."97 

A MAAG intelligence summary of early 1958 stated that the VC overall plan of action for South Vietnam in 1958 called for development or military activities--including the creation Qf new units, training. of additional 
fifth~column cadres, and in~reasing terrorism. The Viet Cong divided_·South Vietnam ~nto two zones: the Guerrilla Zone, where they had both troops and some influence; and 

96. (S-NOFORN) Desp, SaigC?n 277"to State, "Summary of Internal Security Situation in Vietnam: December 1957, #8," 3 Feb 58. 
97. (c) MAAGV ISUM 3-58, 1 Feb 58, MAAG Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1958. (S) NIS 43D, pp. 57-1 - 57-3. 
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the Temporarily Occupied Zone, w~ere local authorities were 
strong and VC influence weak. In the Guerrilla Zone, the 
Viet Cong planned expanded activities. These included re
sisting GVN troops, protecting VC bases, and wooing the 
people and government troops. In the Temporarily Occupied 
Zone, the Viet Cong hoped to develop guerrilla bases, aiming 
at sabotage and winning the people to their cause.98 

In 1958 assassinations averaged about 15 per month; 
kidnappings were somewhat higher. Most of the victims were 

.ii> 

Vietnamese officials, but US personnel began to attract more 
attention from the Viet Cong. In mid-year, the Viet Cong 
launched a propaganda campaign designed to promote anti
Americanism 'in the--- ARVN-;"- espe-cially hatred by ARVN soldiers 
of their US advisers'. MAAG sources reported in September 
1958 that communist units in South Vietnam had been 
instructed to: (1) impede the movement of US officers through 
the countryside by obstructing roads; (2) devise means of 
terrorizing US military instructors; (3) promote the anti
American movement in South Vietnam. But there was not yet 
a general call for the slaying or kidnapping of US person~ 
nel.99 

The Viet Cong also made efforts to penetrate the lower 
echelons of government, the security forces, labor unions, 
and political groups. For example, Vietnamese intelligence 
agents uncovered a communist cell in an SDC unit. The main 
objectives for the cell were to secure information on troop 
movements and security operations and to steal arms and 
ammunition. United states intelligence officials stated 
that communist penetration efforts were directed at govern
ment agencies and I1 semiofficial groups" for the purpose of 
gathering "intelligence on government policies and programs. 
and on strength, deployment, and specific missions of 

98. (c) MAAGV ISUM 5-58, 1 Mar 58, MAAG Vietnam Gen 
Admin File, 1958 

99. (S-NOFORN) Desps, Saigon 295 to state, "Summary of 
Internal Security Situation in Vietnam: September and 
October, No. 14," 12 Mar 59; 337, "Summary ... February and 
March 1958, No. 10," 24 Apr 58; 401, "Summary ... November 

'. and December 1958, No. 15," 29 May 59. MAAGV ISUMs 5-58, 
. 1 Mar 58; 11-58, 1 Jun 58; 14-58, 16 Jul 58;.16-58; MAAG 

Vietnam Gen Admin File, 1958. 
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military and security services, and whenever possible, to 
subvert or weaken these operations. lIlOO 

Penetration, terror, depredation, and propaganda, though 
troublesome, did not threaten the ,continued existence of the 
Republic of Vi~tnam~ The real threat lay in the growing 
military strength of the Viet Cong. Operating in small 
bands of 5 to 50 men,VC units attacked small -government 
f6rces and installations. Gradually, however, these units 
grew larger, and their equipment improved. The motley 
collec-tion of outdated arms typical of the 1955-1956 period 
was replaced in'1957-l958 by more modern rifles, grenades, 
and submachine guns. In 1958 the VC units also began to 
use bazookas, light machine guns, and mortars, as well as 
transmitting arid '-re'c'elving set's and powered boats .101 

How much of the improved VC arms and equipment was from 
stolen or captured stocks and how much came across the 
borders of South Vietnam was not known. There were good 
indications that an increasing amount of material was enter
ing the country by land and sea. Overland routes from North
Vietnam followed a network of trails through border areas of 
Laos and Cambodia, and thence into South Vietnam. Border 
crossings were effected at places where difficult terrain 
and sparse population made the infiltration of small groups
of men almost impossible to detect. In 1958 for the first 
time intelligence sources began to mention the so-called 
Ho Chi Minh Trail. This route was already being used 
"apparently ... to smuggle through orders, propaganda 
material, funds, arms, ammunition, and supplies."102 

With the hope of slowing the flow of men and materials 
into South Vietnam, the GVN deployed units to the border 
regions, stepped up its countersubversive activities in these 
areas, and began construction of fortified posts along a 
portion of the Cambodian border. But given the nature of the 
terrain and the magnitude of the task, the results were al
most predictable. The infiltration of men and material con
tinued; indeed in the late months of 1958, and in 1959, the 
flow probably increased. 103 

100. (S) NIS 43D, p. 57-10. 
101. Ibid., p. 57-12. 
102. Ibid., p. 57-9. 
103. Ibid-., p. 57-12.-. 
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In January 1959 Pre~ident Diem informed the US Ambas
sador that the Viet Cong, having/failed by other means, 
were again stepping up terrorism to intimidate the people 
i~ the countryside. The tactics being 'used by the Viet Cong 
included not only a&sassinations and kldnappings but 
increased emphasis on extortions from peasants in the form 
of "taxes" and "loans". The Viet Cong concentrated also 
on attacking equipment furnished the GVN by the United States. 
During the sprir~ of 1959, VC forces damaged by machine gun 
fire, burning, or exp1o'sion 41 tractors, and in a particularly 
skill.ful- act of sabotage blew up a va!8~b1e canal dredge that 
had been provided to the GVN by USOM. 

Unfortunately;-the government's- handling of the people 
of the countryside was inept, often alienating the local 
Vietnamese and making them more amenable to VC influence. 
South Vietnamese officials at the province and local level 
frequently dealt with the people by harsh and repressive 
methods, lessening rather than increasing. popular confidence 
in the government. United States Operations Mission officials 
were receiving increas-ing1y numerous reports of extortion by 
police officials, arrests without cause, detention without 
legal proceedings" and other evidences of police malpractice 
and corruption. Excesses and corruption on the part of the 
lower level security and provincial administrative personnel," 
the US Embassy reported to Washington in August 1959, "reflect 
adversely on the GVN and may undo much of what might be 
accomplished by the GVN's programs designed to assist the 
people. "'105 

South Vietnam1s efforts to mount coordinated, supported 
offensives against the Viet Cong were no more successful in 
1959 than they had been in the past. Although plans were 
developed for such offensives, the GVN failed to provide the 
required strength, particularly in support forces. The 
ARVN seemed unable to unsnarl its red tape sufficiently to 
get logistic support where and when it was needed. Although 
Diem appOinted a central authority to coordinate all internal 
security activities in GVN, he neither relieved province 
chiefs of their authority and responsibility for internal 
security in their own provinces nor made them subject to 
the central authority.106 

104. (S-NOFOB~) Desps, Saigon 42 to State, 30 Jul 59; 
71, 21 Aug 59. 

105. Ibid. 
106. Ibid. 
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United states Embassy officials were cri,tical of Diem's 
reluctance to reduce the authority of the province chiefs 
in the field of internal sec':.:r::.'~y. They believed that the 
effectiveness of paramilitary forces was limited by the 
direct control.by province chiefs of the security agencies 
in their provin~es. It had become more and more difficult 
to get close cooperation among the ARVN, the CG, the SDC, 
and the Surete because of provincial autonomy. Without this 
cooperation the Viet Cong could not, in the view of US 
Embassy officials" be successfully stamped out. 

In the late spring of 1959 us intelligence authorities 
estimated that the Viet Cong had an active strength of about 
2,000 guerrillas, .. l.arge_ly in small units scattered along the 
Cambodian border and the south coast, and in the northern 
plateau. There were also "several thousand" others, 
presently inactive, who had access to arms and would partici
pate in guerrilla warfare if directed to do so.107 

statistically, VC activity seems to have risen during 
1959. A total of 239 assassinations and 344 kidnappings 
took place in 1959 as comnared with 193 assassinations and 
236 kidnappings in 1958. 108 In November 1959, however, the 
US Embassy reported that the internal security situation 
was showing some improvement but that it nevertheless remained 
"a serious problem. 1f It is probable that what appeared to 
be a reduction in the level of VC activity actually reflected 
a decision by the Viet Cong to withdraw to their secure 
bases to reeq~ip~ regroup and retrain in preparation for 
the much higher level of effort that was to come. United 
States Embassy officials tended to attribute this slacken-
ing off to the . 

increasing pressure of tougher and more effective 
GVN counteraction. Viet Cong forces have been 
reported to be pulling back and regrouping their 
forces, recruiting new cadres to fill their 
weakened ranks, and giving greater attention to 
protecting themselves from GVN penetration and 
counterintelligence activity.109 

107. (s) NIE 63-59, "Prospect on North and South 
Vietnam," 26 May 59, p. 4. 

108. (S) SNIE 63.1-60, "Short Term Trends in South 
Vietnam," 23 Aug 60, p. 3. 

109. (C) Msg, Saigon 133 to State, 4 Nov 59. 
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Proof that this was an overiy optimistic analysis of 
VC motives was to be forthcoming shortly. Even as this 
moderation in insurgent actions was being noted, the 
J..eaders of North Vietnam were preparing to· increase the 
size of their guerrilla apparatus in the south and to step 
up terrorist activities. This decision to increase pres
sure on the Diem government may have been taken as early as 
May 1959, at a meeting of the Lao Dong Party' Central Com
mittee. A communique issued from this meeting predicted 
that lithe patriotic movement in South Vietnam will become 
broader and deeper day by day," and pledged that "the entire 
pe.opfe will unite to struggle for national reunification 
. '. . ." Pham Van Dong, the North Vietnamese Prime Minister! 
stated in S-eptember 1959 rt-we will - be in Saigon tomorrow ll and 
in November told- a western official that North Vietnam would 
IIdrive the Americans into the sea."110 

The growing VC activity and the increasing terrorism 
in South Vietnam aroused little concern in the United 
States. In fact, Vietnam received scant notice from the 
American public during the years 1957 through 1959. The 
US pres·s gave little attention to South Vietnam, and what 
coverage did find its way into American pepers and periodi
cals presented, for the most part, an encouraging picture 
of the situation. In this period there were only three 
permanent resident US correspondents--a free lancer and 
representatives of UPI and Time-Life--in Saigon. From time 

.. to time .special reporters were sent from the United States, 
and the larger US newspapers, various magazines, and the 
wire services had correspondents who covered all of South
east Asia--operating out of other headquarters, such as 
Hong Kong--but who only occasionally visited South Vietnam. III 

.' .... 

In 1957 and 1958 such magazines as Time, Newsweek, 
Life, US News and World Report, America, and Commonweal all 
published reports and articles highly favorable to Ngo 
Dinh Diem and his government. They presented the South 
Vietnamese President in such glowing terms as, "the tough 
miracle man of Vietnam,1I and, "an authentic patriot," and 

110. (C) Dept of State Rpt 8276, "North Vietnam 
Increases Pressure on South Vietnam," 7 Jun 60. 

Ill. Hearings, Situation in Vietnam, Subcom on state 
Department Organization and Public Affairs of S. Foreign 
Relations Com, 86th Cong, 1st sess, pp. 26-27. 
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lauded his "courage" and "tenacity" in meeting the communist t.:hrea t. These art-ic les all noted the chaos existing In ~30u Lh Vietnam when Diem assumed office in 1954 an-j reviewed the progress he had achieved since then in creating lIan independent national Government." The various articles and reports recognized that Diem still faced significant challenges, but were equally confident that he would overcome them. A recount of Diem's accomplishments of the previous three years, Time magazine said in mid-1957, was "a shining vindication of US foreign aid policies."112 

Encouraging US press reports on South Vietnam continued t:o appear into 1959. A New York Times reporter, Tillman Durdin, went to South Vietnam in April 1959 and filed a series- of arti"cies pralsing the GVN land reform and resettlement programs. Two editorials in the New York Times in the spring also lauded Diem and his land reform. Newsweek columnist Ernest K. Lindley visited South Vietnam in June 1959, after an absence of four years, and wrote enthusiastically of the "striking progress" being made by that "inde-fa tigable, invinci ble man, President Ngo Dinh Diem. 11 Artic les __ in Business Week and the Wall Street Journal during the summer of 1959 were similarly optimistic over the progress in South Vietnam. 113 

Amid this symphony of praise for Diem and his government from 1957 to 1959, only an occasional discordant note was heard. David Hotham, a British correspondent, who had spent three years in Vietnam, expressed alarm over the s1 tua tion there. In two artic le:3 in 195'7, one in The Reporter and the other in The New Republic, he charged that reports of success in South Vietnam were "Western propaganda" and "totally untrue." He vJas convinced that :tHestern 

112. lIThe Tough r/li rac Ie Man of Vietnam, II Life, 13 May 57, pp. 156-176. lIThe Courage of Ngo Dinh Diem~ Cornrnonwea 1, 19 Apr 57, p .. 53. II Diem's Achievemen t, I! AmerJca, 1 Feb 58, p. 501. Ernest K. Lindley, "A Friend Named Diem,11 Newsweek, 20 May 57, p. 40. IIIndo .. China: Another Place Where Reds Are Losing, II US News and vJorld Report, 1 Mar 57, pp. 83-84. IIForeign Aid Repaid,11 ::rime, 20 May 57, p. 25. ' 
113. NY Times, 2, 4, 6, 11 and 12 Apr 59, 19 Tvlay 59. ,'. Wall Street J'ourna1, 16 Jun 59.' Ernest K. Lindle~, IrAn Ally Worth Having, II Newsweek, 29 Jun 59, p. 31. IV'ietnam's Gains Spur Red Terror,!! Business Week, 18 Jul 59, pp. 56-58. 
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policy in South Vietnam has gone completely off the rails, 
and unless it is radically changed now, will utterly fail 
in its main objectives. 1t ,He statedtE'at Diem was uot a 
popular leader and he saw recent terrorist acts as tithe 
red light from which the West should take warning." Bernard 
Fall, writing in Nation in May 1958, also warned of a develop
ing trend of terrorism in South Vietnam and of a steady 
deterioration of the economy. , He concluded that, despite 
generous ·financial and political support 'by the United 
states, the Diem government was faced with growing insecurity 
in the countryside and an economic crisis which threatened 
to, wi'i:>e out most of the progr~ss already achieved .114 

i 

In 1959, a serie's' of articles" by Scripps-Howard writer, 
Albert M. Colegrove alleged mismanagement of, and a lack of 
direction in, the US aid program in Vietnam. These charges 
resulted in hearings before a subcommittee of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, where Ambassador Durbrow, 
Arthur Gardiner, Director of the US Operations Mission to 
Vietnam, and MAAG Chief, Lieutenant General Samuel Williams, 
all testified that the Colegrove allegations were either 
false or distorted. 115 

In 1959, US policymakers shared the optimism over 
Vietnam and its future that was being expressed in the press. 
Ambassador Durbrow, in testimony before Congress, cited 
numerous accomplishments wrought by the Diem regime with US 
assistan~e. In addition to citing the road constru~tion 
program and alluding to the nation's economic progress, the 
Ambassador contrasted the conditions in 1959 with those of 
five years earlier. "I need hardly,. tell you," he began, 

about the devastation and chaos that prevailed in 
Vietnam when President Diem took over in 1954. 
The Government controlled little more than the 
main cities and a few of the roads. Communist 

114. D3.vid Hotham, "South Vietnam-Shaky Bastion," The 
New Republic, 25 November 1957, pp. 13-16. HQtham, 
ilVietnam: Trouble in North, South, and, in Future,1t The 
Reporter, 21 February 1957, pp. 36-38. 'Bernard B. Fall, 
ilWill South Vietnam Be Next?," Nation, 31 May 1958, pp. 
489-493. 

115. Hearings, Situation in Vietnam, Subcom on state 
Department Organization and Public Affairs of S. Foreign 
Relations Com, 86th Cong, 1st sess. 
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and armed sects controlled most .of 'the rest. 
Today~' the opposite p~evails. 

The Communists must hide out in the 
deep fore$ts, from where they must carryon their sporadic raids. 

The 'Government is becoming more and 
more effective in curbing these terrorist 
acts. 116 

i ' 

As already noted~ the Secretary of Defense apparently agreed with Ambassador Durbrow~ for a 1959 DOD report to the NSC on miJ:i tary .. a$slstanc.e was lav'ish in its praise of the Vietnam Government: 

Vietnam is now a going concern politically, a pivot of U.S. power and influence in Southeast 
As~a and a deterrent to Communist aggression in Southeast Asia, an effective example of American aid to a friendly regime, a symbol throughout Asia of successful defiance of a brutal Communist threat by an indigenous nationalistic government. Having averted almost certain disaster a few years ago, the U.S. now haa a valuable and strategic asset in Southeast ASia. 117 

As it turned out, the progress was more apparent than real·. The optimism prevailing in official quarters at this period was based too much on Gurface appearances. A mere ab~ence of crisis was not neces~ari1y a sign of health; actually, it wa0 a prelude to renewed disturbances c1' more dangerous dimensions. 

Even as US leaders were congratulating the GVN and themselves for a job well done, the Viet Cong were beginning to capitalize on the extensive preparations and careful plans they had made from 1957 to 1959. After more than two years of tearing at the social, economic, and political 

Ilb. Ibid. 
117. (S) DOD, "Report of Defense Dept to NSC: 2ta t us of the ~'IAP as of 30 June 1959, II 14 Aug 59, JIVIF 4060 (14 Aug 59). 
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fabric of South Vietnam, Hanoi had appare"ntly decided that 
it"was readV to overthrow the GVN and reunify North and 
South Vietnam under communist: rule. At Tay Ninh in January 
1.960, the Viet Cong successfully attacked a regular South 
Vietnamese regimenta"l command post. The Tay Ninh attack 
was an earnest of communist intentions and confirmation, in 
effect, that a new war had begun; but it was a war whose 
costs and consequences were and would remain unperceived 
for some time. 
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APPENDIX 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION 

The deteriorating French position in Indochina in early 
1954 forced upon the United States consideration of a region
al security arrangement for Southeast Asia. The basic US 

. aim for this area was to contain communist expansion, and at 
the beginning of 1954 NSC policy to implement this aim called 
for every effort to prevent France from ending the war in 
Indochina on terms inconsistent with US objectives. This 
included attempts to 8t·iffen French resolve in Indochina as 
well as continue.d.US military. assistance for French forces 
fighting there. But the decision of the Berlin Foreign 
Ministers meeting in February to include settlement of the 
Indochina question in the Geneva discussions, together with 
the early April decision by the US Government against direct 
intervention in Indochina, made it highly improbable that 
France would continue her military efforts. 

In commenting for the National Security Council on ways 
to improve the French position in Indochina, the Joint Chiefs 

.of Staff recommended in January 1954 that the US Government 
re-examine national strategy toward Indochina, with a view to 
developing a collective effort in Southeast Asia to counter 
communism on a regional basis. During February and March the 
situation in Indochina grew more alarming. The Viet Minh 
launched their assault on the exposed French position at 
D1en Bien Phu during the night of 13-14 March, capturing two 
Prench redoubt::: wi thin two dayn, and on }~ Anr11, the French 
Government put forth a "frantic and belated1

! request for US 
intervention. l 

The US decisiou to proceed with the formation of a 
regional coalition in Southeast Asia was made during consider
ation of this appeal for cirect US intervention in Indochina. 
The National Security Council met on 6 April to consider the 

1. Unless otherwise stated all information in the 
introductory section of this chapter·is from (TS) JCS Hist 
Div, History of the Indochina Incident, 1940-1954. 
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French reque~=:it. The Council, however, postponed a decision 
::-::: L,··~tervention and' focused , instead, ana proposal for a 
::;ou tl'>:.:as t Asian coalition. . T~~lt::{t;was some belief that the 
:~:xiste:nce of such' an allia.nce vJould so· .. str'engthen the West I s 
posi '~ion at the forthcoming Ge!leva Conference that inter
vention would become unnecess,.,.-cy. It was also believed 
~hat, even should Indochina be lost to the free world, a 
coali ti.on would incr~ase the !:If)li tical strength of the other 
noncommunist nations in Southc~stAsia. In the end, the 
Council directed US efforts pr'Lor to Geneva toward organizing 
an alliance composed ini tiall:v- of ten nations--the Uni ted 
Kingdom, France, Vietnam, Carr..~]()dia, Laos, Australia, New 
Zealand" Thailand, the PhiliPl)tnes, and the United states. 

Joint Chiefs of Staff sup~ort of triis position was 
evident in their views concerning US policy toward the Far 
East submitted· to the Secretary of befense on 9 April 1954. 
They advised the Secretary that US policy should be directed 
toward developing the "purpose and capabilitylf of the non
communist countries of the Fa,,. East to act collectively in 
opposing comJnunism wi th the "eventual" establishment of a 
comprehensive regional securi·ty arrangement among these 
noncommunist countries in association wi~hthe United Sta·tes, 
the United Kingdom, and possibly France. '. 

The United states immediately sounded out its major 
allies to see if they would be willing to participate in an 
alliance as envisioned by the National Security Council . 
Secretary'Dulles flew to Europe, conferring first with 
British Foreign Secretary Edeti and. then French Foreign 
Mtnister Bidault. Secretaries Dulles and Eden agreed that 
their two countries were "ready to take part, wi th the other 
countr:Le s principally cuncerned, in an examination of the 
possibility of establishing a collective defense, within 
the framework of the Charter of the United Nations, to assure 
peace, security and freedom of Southeast Asia and the Western 
Pacific.!! Secretary Dulles obtained a similar commitment 
from Foreign Minister Bidault. 3 

2. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, IIUnited States strategy for 
Developing a Position of Military Strength in the Far Ea.st 
(NSC Action No. l029-B)?1! 9 Apr 54 (derived from JCS 1776/452), 
CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) sec 150. 

3. JoInt statements, SecState Dulles and Foreign Secretary 
Eden, 13 Apr 54; SecState Dulles and Foreign Minister Bidault, 
14 Apr 54; reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, 26 Apr 54, 
pp. 622-623. "~"e.,......,,~ 
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The Secretary of state returned to Washington' convinced that the loss of Southeast Asia could be prever..ted "if the free nations having vital interests in the area are united in a determination to preserve peace and freedom in the area." But, scarcely had Mr. Dulles arrived home, when Britain hedged on her agreement, claiming that Commonwealth politics dictated the change in policy. The Colombo Powers, including Commonwealth members India, Pakistan, and Ceylon, were scheduled to meet on 26 April, and Mr. Eden subsequently explained that it would be "most undesirable" for Britain to give any public indication of membership in a program for collective action until the concl~sion of the Colombo Conference. In addi tion, Mr. 'Eden felt· that establishment of a working group-'tif th~ t~ri-nation~, ~ot including the three Asian Commonwealth members, would produce criticism which would be "most unhelpful" at Geneva. 4 The British postponement of any consideration of a Southeast Asian coalition until the conclusion of the Colombo OQnference dashed any chance for the establishment of an alliance prior to the Geneva Conference. 

Upon his return to Washington, after the first ,phase of the Geneva Conference, Secretary Dulles again raised the possibility of a Southeast Asian alliance. He told a news conference on 25 May that the US position toward collective security in Southeast Asia had long been known, adding that the United States was prepared to participate in such an arrangement under the terms of the Vandenberg Resolution of June 1948--i.e., progressive development of regional collective arrangements for individual and collective self-defense in acCOrdaJ1Ce with the purposes, principles, and prOVisions cf' the UN Charter. The United States was not prepared, Secretary Dulles said, to go to the defense of colonialis~, but was going to go to the defense of liberty, independence, and freedom. "He don't go alone, If he concluded> "we go in where the other nations which have an important stake in the area recognize the peril as we do. 115 ' 

In June 1954, Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign Secretary Eden traveled to Washington to meet with President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles. ~he visit resulted in a 

4. Statement, Secstate Dulles, 15 Apr 54, reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, 26 Apr 54, p. 623. (TS) Msgs, Paris DULTE 3 to Actg SecState, 22 Apr 54; Geneva DULTE 7 to Actg Secstate, 26 Apr 54; State TEDUL 37 to Geneva, 6 Mar 54. 5. News Conf'erence, SecState, 25 May 54, reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, L_Jun 54, pp. 862-863. 
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Briti.sh-US· agreement to',"press forward with plans for 
,~oll-ective defense" in Southeast Asia regardless of the 
outcome of the Geneva C'onference. Immediately after this 
meeting the two governments established a Joint Study Group 
on Southeast Asia in Washington. Under Secretary of State 
Walter Bedell Smith headed the US membership, which included 
OASD(ISA) representation .but none from the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff .'6 

This ~oint Study Group held six meetings during July 
and worked out draft provisions of a collective defense 
treaty for Southeast Asia. The conclusion of the Geneva 
Conference, w-i th the· signing· of the -·Agreements on Vietnam, 
Laos, and Cambodia on 20 July 1954, gave increased impetus 
to the project.7 -

During the course of the Study Group meetings, there 
was some disagreement between the two nations over member
ship of the proposed regional alliance, especially over the 
role of the Colombo .Powers--India, Burma, Ceylon, Pakistan, 
and Indonesia. British representatives believed that the 
cooperation of these nations was indispensible. The 
US Guvernment, on the other hand, insisted that, if the 
treaty were made dependent upon the favorable attitude of 
the Colombo nations, it would be delayed indefinitely. To 
support its argument, the United States Government cited 
the denunciations by both India and Indonesia of a proposed 
treaty. Indian Prime Minister Nehru had, in fact, predicted 
that such a treaty would reverse the conciliatory trend 
of the Indochina settlement, adding that the proposed treaty 
would give protection to countries that did not want it. In 
the end, Pakistan alone among the Colombo nations agreed to 
participate in a conference to negotiate a Southeast Asian 
regional defense treaty.8 

6. Joint Statement President Eisenhower and Prime Minister 
Churchill, 28 Jun 54, reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, 
12 Jul 54, p. 49. (TS-GP 1) Robert J •. Watson, The History of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1953-1954, vol. V, pp. 487-488~ 

7. (TS) Report of the Jt US-UK Study Group on Southeast 
Asia, 17 Jul 54, Att to JCS 1992/360, 22 Jul 54, CCS 091 Asia 
(6-25-48) sec 75. 

8. Ibid. (S) Dept of state, SEAP Special 2, "Summary of 
Meeting in Secretary's Office," 5 Aug 54; SEAP D-3 "UK 
Invi tations to the Colombo Powers and Replies .;' 6 Aug 54; 
CCS 092 Asia (6-25--48 ) sec 77A. NY Times, 17 Aug 54, p. 3; 
26 Aug 54, p. 1. 
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~he Joint Chiefs of Staff reviewed and concurred, on 13 August 1954, in the draft treaty pre~ared by the US-UK Joiat Study Group. -They considered it 'satisfactory as a point of departure" for negotiation with representatives of the probable initial signatories. They added that the developments at Geneva and in Indochina increased the urgency for a comprehensive US policy with respect to the Far East region as a whole. Until the United States formulated such an overall policy, they said, it would be "severely" handicapped in any negotiation of a collective defense arrangement in Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific. Before the provisions of such a treaty could be finally drafted~ the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated, the United States must; make "certain bas-ic -decisions." wi th respect to how far it was willing to go, either in concert with certain noncommunist nations of the Far East or unilaterally, in opposing "further Communist accretions" in this area. 9 

In forwarding the JCS views on the dra.ft treaty to the Department of State, Secretary of Defense Wilson stressed that it should be made clear tha.t no US commitments were implied or intended to eqqip_and maintain indigenous forces or to deploy US forces in such strength as to provide for an effective defense of all the national territory of each signatory. Military aid to the Southeast Asian pact members should be confined, SecretarY Wilson believed, to that necessary to permit those nations to raise and maintain the military forces necessary to ensure internal security, provide a reasonably effective defense against attempted invasions, and instill national confidence. 10 

Three days later, on 20 August 1954, the President __ approved a new US policy toward the Far East (NSC 5429/2)1~ _r-,espon~~:i_ve to the c.h&:nged situ,ation resulting from the GE:neva. '-;onfereDce. The new policy included provision for negotia.tion of a Southeast Asia security treaty with the United Kingdom, Austra.lia, New Zealand, France, the Philippines_~ Thailand, and other appropriate free South and Southeast Asian countries desiring to participate. The objectives of such a treaty, a.s ou tlined in NSC 5429/2, were to: comrni t e2/::~h member to r1act promptly to meet the common danger" in the event of an 

9. (TS) Memo, JCS to SeeDef', I'Report sf (Joint US-UK Study Group of Southeast ASia,1T 13 Aug 54 (derived from JCS 1992/375), CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) see 80. 
10. (U) Ltr, SeeDef to SecState, 17 Aug 54, Enel to JCS 1992/382, same file, sec 81. 
11. For detailed coverage of NSC 5429/2, see Ch. T 
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armed attack on the treaty area; provide a possible legal 
·0a.~-)is fer US attack on Gommunist China should it cornmi t 
armed aggression endangering US "vital interest"; ensure 
that, in such an ev~nt, other nations would be obligated 
by the terms of the treaty to suppo.rt such US./ action; and 
avoid limitation of US freedom to L3e nuclear weapons with
out involving a US commitment,for local defense or for 
stationing US forces in Southeast Asia. 12 

Rep~esentatives of the United Kingdom, France, Australia, 
New Zealand, and the United States together with those of 
Pakistan, Thailand, and the Philippines--the only Asian 
nations willing to join.a. Southeast Asian regional alliance-
a.ssembled in Manila on 6 September to draft a treaty. Al-
though precluded by the Geneva Agreements from participation 
in military alliances, Cambodia, Laos, and South Vietnam 
favored having the treaty accord them collective guarantees.-. 
South Vietnam even requested permission to send observers to 
Manila. While the United States supported-this request, the United 
Kingdom and her Commonwealth partners, Australia, New Zealand, 
and Pakistan, considered that it would be inconsistent with 
the "understanding reached at Geneva, II and the Uni ted St·ates 
acceded to their view. 13 

A number of' issues remained to be resolved at Manila. 
The United States desired to include Japan, Formosa, and 
South Korea in the Southeast Asia Pact, if not at the Manila 
Conference, then at a later date. The other parties to the 
treaty had made clear their opposition before the conference 
opened. New Zealand had pointed out that "if a contribution 
to South East Asian defense were to be sought from Japan, 
the reaction might well be damaging not only from the point 
of view of the Colombo countries but also from that of the 
Philippines, even assuming that public opinion in New Zealand 
and Australia could be induced to swallow it." Japan had no 

12. (T~NSC 5429/2, 20 Aug 54, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48 ) 
sec 81. 

13. Stebbins, The United States in World Affairst 1954, 
pp. 257-258. (S) Msgs, State 750 to Saigon, 25 Aug 5:; 
795, 27 Aug 54· 799, 27 Aug 54. (S) Msg,Manila SECTO 2 to 
State, 2 Sep 54, DA IN 82471, ees 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 82. 
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regular military forces, and the United States a..1ready had 
bilateral treaties with Japan and South Korea. New Zealand 
saw no "overriding military need at this time to have 
substantial Formosan or Korean forces in SEATO. 1114 

The treaty, as finally drafted, did not bar eventual 
admittance of Japan, Formosa, and South Korea, but any 
attempt to incorporate them in the treaty area would en
counter a number of built~in obstacles. The text of the 
document de~imited a "trea.ty area" that excluded Korea, 
Formosa, and Japan, and since unanimous consent of all 
members was required to expand the trea.ty area, it appeared 
unlikely that those goverriments could be included in the 
fore seeable future .. l.~.- . . 

A major issue, both at the Manila Conference and in the 
exchange of views preceding it, was the extent to which the 
United States would commit military strength to the treaty 
area. The answer to this question lay in the type of 
organization that was decided upon. The United States advo
cated an organiza.tion similar to that created by the 
Australia-New Zealand-United states (ANZUS) security pact. 
In ANZUS, military representatives of each nation were 
accredited to the political council to advise on military 
matter?, to ma.ke recommendations to their respective Chiefs 
of Staff, and to transmit to the council recommendations 
approved by their respective Chiefs of Staff. The other 
members of the conference wanted an elaborate permanent 
orgariiza.tion patterned after NATO, wi th numerous commi ttees 
of specialists to develop combined regional military plans. 
This type of structure would give the smaller countries a 
forum in which they could express their views a.t any time. 
It VJould also bind their own military plans to those oi' the 
Uni ted Sta.tes and corruni t the Uni ted States to specific 
courses of action in the event of aggression; but specific 
corroni tments were precisely what the United States vJished 
to avoid.16 

14. ( S /. Dept of state,. SEAP D-4, "New Zealand :v1emorand-a 
on r SEATO r , t 6 Aug 54, same file, sec 77A. 

15. (S) Memo, VADM A.C. Davi~, DepASD(ISA) to SecDef, 
IIReport on the Manila Conference, II 14· 'Sep 54, same file, sec 
82. (Hereafter cited as Report on the Manila Conference.) 
(S) Msg, State UNN to OSD, 31 Aug 54, DA IN 81950, same file. 

16. (S) Report of the Manila. Conference.· (TS) Ltr" SecDef 
to SecState, 17 Aug 54, Encl to JCS 1992/383, 19 Aug 54, 
CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 81 . 
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The NATO concept meant a combined command and staff, 
wi th integrated na tion::::l [:rmies, . trained ano equipp·ed 
through generous :US assistance, and deployedfo.r the defense 
of member states. Such a massive organizati.on, 'besides 
creating work for itself, would provide the treaty allies 
with an organ for pressuring the United States to undertake 
larger obligations than its global responsibilities permitted. 
By requiring continuous collaboration, it would reduce; with
out compensating military advantage, US:freedommocBt"aalC1~nn 
in the e~ployment of forces in the Far East. Moreover, it 
would~give other countries 'of the treaty area power to veto 
the type and scope of strategic plans evolved.17 The ~ATO 
formula ,finally,_ .. migD.t._c()I1c_~i vably.carry the United States 
into a war Congress had not declared, a possibility that 
would hardly improve the treaty's chance of ratification by 
the Senate. No doubt, with the r~cent bitter controversy 
over the Bricker Amendment lB fresh in his mind, Secretary of 
State Dulles observed that "it would be extremely unfortunate 
if Congressional debate were reopened regarding U.S. consti
tutional questions· involving the Executive and Legislative 
branches~ which could well result if the NATO formula were 
adopted. 19 

The members of the conference were thoroughly acquainted 
with the US viewpoint when the Manila meeting convened. Most 
of the nations were apparently resigned to accepting an ANZUS 
type of council that would meet periodically .. Australia, 
nevertheless, made another attempt to moderale the US stand. 
The Australian delegation introduced an amendment to empower 

17. (S) Memo, VADrJI Davis to JCS, "Southeast Asian 
Collective Defense Organization," Encl to JCS 1992/361, 
23 July 54, same file, sec 76. (s) Ltr, R.B. Anderson, 
ActgSecDef to Robert Murphy, DepUSecState, 19 Aug 54, Encl 
to JCS 1992/3B5, 21 Aug 54, same file, sec Bl. 

lB. A constitutional amendment proposed by Senator 
John Bricker of Ohio in the spring of 1953 to limit the 
Executive Branchts treaty making powers. The proposed 
amendment would have given Congress the "power to regulate 
all Executive and other agreements" and required appropriate 
legislation before a treaty became. l1 effective as internal 
law. It In subsequent congressional debate, a number of 
revisions were suggested, but the Senate rejected the 
amendment and the various revisions in early 1954. 

19. (S} Stat~ Dept, SEAP D-28ar. "UK Redraft of Article 
IV,11 27 Aug 54, "CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec Bl. 
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th(~ CUlttlCtJ to e;~i.rJb.ltsh f'f~uch SUbL:;id:i ar'y [nach i.n(~ry ,'.1;', ma,Y i)': n(!C' .. ~:;3ary to acbi.ovr. Lhe mllj ta.r,Y and otiler oh,jc('j-, j \i('S (Ii' th(~ 'l.'reaty." This proposa.l, If arloptecJ, would have r:nrnrrrLtU'd the Unitpd stat~s Lo parttctpc.iti()n :Ln perrrpU1Pnt rnach'i tl(:>.ry ;Ifid was therefore unacceptable to the United states. Several days of delibera.tion by the working group brought about a compromise. The Australians agreed to delete the reference to "subsidiary ma.chinery" and substitute in its place the concept of "consultation." The Joint .Chiefs of Staff, by cable, approved this compr.omise, and the final text stated that "The council shall provide for consultation with regard to·military and any other ~lanning as the situation obtaining in the treaty area may from time to tirpe ... _r~quire.". This wording was still loose enough to encourage the Australians to persist, and hardly two weeks after the Manila Conference adjourned they began pressing the United states to develop procedures for "consultation."20 

Another issue that proved almost as divisive developed over use, in the US draft of the treaty, of the phrase !'Commullist aggression" to describe the menace the coalition was de3i~ned to combat. All of the conferees recognized that the treaty was aimed at communism, but only the US representatives wished to say so in the document itself. The British declarc:d that "Communist age;ression" was not subject to lega.l de fini tlon and wa~~ "needlessly provocati.ve." In add i ti.on, they reared that it would prejudice the chances of eventually inducing the Colombo Powers to (join. Pakj_f.~tan back(~d the United Kingdom on this point. But the Unit~d States, wanting to avoid treaty forces being drawn into loc:al conflicts, insisted upon inclusion of the phrase. At the conference all seven nations lined up against the United States on the issue. The US delegation nonetheless refused to sign a treaty that aid not recognize communism as the enemy in Southeas c _~sia. The remaining delegations finally accepted a compromise advanced by Secretary Dulle s. !! Communi s t aggre s sior:;: -v'l as deleted from the text of the treaty, and for it was s~bstituted a.n llunderstandingl! that US IIrecognition of the effect of aggression .and armed attack ll applied "only to communist aggression. "21 

Yet another problem, but one easily resolved, ~as the provision of collective security guarantees to the former 

20. (S) Report art the Manila Conference. (S) Ms;s, Manila SEATO 1 to OSD, 2 Sep 54, DA IN 82324; Manila SECTO 5 to state, 3 Sep 54, DA IN 82592; DEF 967212 to Manila, 3 Sep 5~. Enel to JCS 1992/389, 3 Sep 54; ecs 092 Asia. (6-25-h;3~ sec: 32. 21. (S) Report on the Ma.nila Conference. (S) Dept of State, SEAP D-13/1, llUK Cabinet Views Re Article IV, Southeast A s i a T rea ty ," 2 8 Aug 54, same f i 1 e, sec 82. 
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French A~;s()(~"Lated ~:;t:3t(!::~. 'I'he Tllrc:~nch del(~lr.1).tt()n, d(.:~tc.rmi_ned 

Lo f':l VI~ Pek."Lnf, no prc_t(~x1, 1'0 r a.ecusln~ the Man:i.la powerfl or 
\tioJating the Gen(~vL.l. Atr,rcement.:..i, Du€:~r,estec1 tha.t spec:Lfic 
reference to 'the Associate.d states be omi 1. t(.!d Crom the text 
of the document, proposing instead that the collective 
protection, of' the, signatories be extended to Cambodia, Laos, 
a.nd South Vietnam in a separate annex. The other delegations 
~ccepted the French plan, and a protocol to this effect was 
affixed to the final treaty.22 

All of _.the memb .. ers of' .tb~ conference agreed that economic 
provisions had to be included in the treaty, mainly as an 
inducement to the Colombo nations to join at a later date. 
Of the members who would bear the burden of financing new 
assistance programs--the United states, the United Kingdom, 
France, and Australia--none appeared willing to make definite 
commitments. They agreed merely to "coopera.te with one 
another in the further development of economic measures. "23 

With the various f,roblems successfully solved, the Manila. 
Conference signed the 'Southeast Asia Collective Defense 
~rreaty" (SEACDT) on 8 September 1954. The eight signatory 
nations declared that an attack upon one would be recognized 
as danr:erouB to the peace and safety of' the others, and in 
such an event, each agreed to "act to meet the common da.nger 
in accordance with its constitutional processes." The 
signing states pledged to maintain and develop their capacity 
"to-resist armed attack and to prevent and counter subversive 
activities directed from without." If the territory, sover
eignty, or political independence of any member were threatened 
"in any way other than by armed attack," the parties would 
consult on the measures to be taken. The "treaty a.rea" was 
defined as lithe general area of Southeast Asia, including also 
the entire territories of the Asian Parties, and the general 
area of the Southwest Pacific not including the Pa.cific area 
north of 21 degrees 30 minutes north latitude." The SEACDT 
provided for a council to consider ways of implementing the 

22. ( S) Report on the Manila Conferen'ce. 
23. (C) Dep~ of State, SEAP D-6, "UK Views on Economic 

Measures for Southeast ASia, It 23 Aug 544- (S) SEAP D-6/1, 
"Australian Memoire on SEATO," 23 Aug 5 ; (S) SEAP D-ll, 
"French Proposals Re the Preamble and Article III," 26 Aug 54; 
ecs 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 81. (S) Report~on the Manila 
Conference. (S) Dept of State, SEAP D-9, "U.S. Position on 
Economic Cooperation," 26 Aug..54, state Dept files. 
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treaty, and as noted above, an'accompanying p~otocol extended the treaty provisions relating to action in cas~ of armc=d attack or ()ther threat to Cambodia, Laos, and the southern half of Vietnam. In a separate "Pacific Charter," signed on the saine day, the'parties proclaimed their intentioll to resist any attempt Uto subvert their freedom or to destroy their sovereignty or territorial integrity" and to eooperate in economi.c, social:, and eultural.matters. 24 

The vagueness of the language constituted the real wea.k-· ness of the treaty. Specific action·to be taken in any given situation was not precisely defined, and it was doubt-ful that aggression would be met with an immediate, deCisive, and uni ted resp6hse~- -- In --explaining this deficiency to the Secretary of Defense, Vice Admiral A. C." Davis, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs), pointed out that the United states had tried at Manila to attain goals that were not entirely compatible. It had wanted SEACDT to place the communists on notice that future aggression, by whatever means, would evoke collective counteraction. The mechan"Lcs of the treaty had, therefore, .to be such as to create a f'e(~l Lng of true strene;th and uni ty among the participating countrien. Yet thi~~ 8nd had to -be atta.ined without r(~strlcting US freedom of action in Asia, withuut obligatlnl:,.thc Uni ted States to mj_l.L ta.ry aid programs beyond its capabili ties, and without impin~ing upon US constitutiona.l limitations in a manner that might jeopardize ratification in the Senate. 1'he document signed on 8 September 1954, thought Admiral Davis, was "in effect a reconciliation of these conflicting objectives," and left Southeast Asia "no better prepared than before to cope with communist aggression." 

Nevertheless, Admiral Davis emphasized, the treaty had several important benefits. It provided the nucleus for coordinated defense a.ga.inst communism in Asia. It included features that might some day win over the neutralist nations. And at the same time, it expressed economic and political principles that gave the association a broader meaning than that encompassed by its purely military terms. In the final analysiS, SEACDT represented more a psychological than a military asset to the regional defense of Southeast Asia. 25 

24. Text of SEACDT and Pacific Charter, reproduced in Dept of state Bulletin, 20 Sep 54, pp. 393-396. 25. (S) Report on the Manila Conference. 
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In the months following the Manila Conference, each 
signatory nation reatified the T,r'eaty and deposited the 
instruments of ratification at Manila. On 19 February 1955, 
the Pact was declared, officially in force. To maintain the 
momentum achieved at the Manila Conference, the signatories 
had agreed on the desirability of getting on with organi
zational matters as quickly as possible. Article V of the 
Treatj had called for 'the creation of a 'Council as the supreme 
organ of ,the alliance. Subsequently, the members decided that 
their foreign ministers should meet at Bangkok, Thailand, late 
in Feb-mary 1955 to organize this Council and consider basic 
questions that would determine the future form of the Treaty. 

The most important question was that of devising methods 
to carry out the military provisions of the Pact. For the 
United States the answer to this question involved a funda
mental tenet of its military policy in the Pacific and Far 
East--retention of an uncommitted mobile striking,force to 
meet military contingencies that might arise in the area. 

A Military Concept for Southeast Asia 

The United States, having assumed the leadership in 
promoting the Southeast Asian alliance, found itself caught 
between conflicting demands. If the members of the Pact, 
especially the Asian members, were to partiCipate whole
heartedly'in collective defense measures, they had to be 
~onvinced that the United States was prepared and determined 
to ta.ke military a.ction in the case of an aggression in South
east A:..;la.. Also, unlnss the communist rulers 01.' Chtna and 
North Vietnam were equally convinced of the US a.hility a.nd 
willingness to take such action, the primary goal of the 
Treaty, to deter aggression, could not, probably, be achieved. 
At the same time, however, US armed forces were strictly 
limited by budgetary requirements, and the global responsi
bilities the United States had already assumed were badly 
straining available forces. Officials of the United States 
Government believed, therefore, that it was essential that US 
forces in the Pacific and Far East not be tied down to specific 
geographical commitments in Southeast ASi(i .. ' 

Underlining this conviction, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on 8 October 1954 advised the Secretary of Defense that "the 
requirement for U.S. freedom of action ... had been inten
sified by the terms of the Southeast Asia Collective Defense 
Treaty. U.S. commitments to Formosa, Japan and Korea, which 
nations have been excluded from the treaty, make it imperative 
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that .the United states not be restricted by rUf'C(~ commitments in 'the ... t!'eaty area. If And the Secretary of state, explaining the Manila Pact to the President on 2 November, stated that If the 'responsibili ties of the Uni ted states are so vcist and f'arflung that we believe we would serve best not by earmarking forces for particular areas of the Far East but by developing the deterrent orfmobile striking power plus strategically placed reserves."26 This general principle had often been stat~d by us officials. It was well known in the capitals of the countries allied under the Southeast Asia Pact, .and had been,widely publicized. 

Early in January. 195.5, with the Bangkok meeting a.pproaching, the Secr'etary of state asked the Department of Defense to explain how the United states should respond to another.war in Southeast Asia. Deputy Secretary of Defense Anderson submitted Secretary Dulles' request to the Joint Chief's of Staff, and asked ·them to'recommend a "Concept and Plans for the Implementation, if Necessary, of Article IV, 1, of the Manila Pact." This concept, he said, should provide for a deterrent to overt aggression against Southeast Asian countries that the United States could realistically apply and· that the other SEATO powers would find acceptable enough to 'warrant their support. The deterrent should not only demonstrate unmistakably US intent and capacity to inflict damage on the aggressor, but should be susceptible to application through US military action with at least token participation by other members of the Pact. Appropriate plans should be developed on the basis that general war would not result from a local conflict unless the aggressor state chose to widen hostilities. Finally", Mr. Anderson asked that the concept be worked out under alterna.te assumptions that use of atomic weapons would be permi tted or tha.t their use !1e:a.nnot be as sured . "27 

The request for such a concept caused serious olsagreement in the military establishment, for the Services could not agree among themselves on hqw bes.t to create an effective deterrent. The conflicting views stemmed i'rom one basic 

26. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "'Military Consultatton under the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty," 8 Oct 54 (derived from JCS 1992/400), 'CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 84. (TS) Encl B to JCS 1992/446,3 Feb 55, ccs 092 Asia (6-25-48)(2) sec 4. 27. (TS) Memo, DepSecDef to JCS, 6 Jan 55, Encl to JCS 1992/433, 7 Jan 55, same file, sec 1 . 
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issue: should the United States be prepared to enter any 
renewed hostili tie's in Southeast Asia wi th all elements of 
its armed forces, including ground troops, or should US 
p~rticipation be limited only to naval and air actio'n? 

The Services agreed that the conduct of US policy in 
Southeast Asia·had not provided the foundation on which to 
build a truly effective deterrent. Neither the communists 
nor the signatories of the .Manila Pact had been given any 
rea:;on to believe that the Uni ted States had the mean3 or 
the inten~ion to block communist expansion into Southeast 
Asia. -As a result, a deterrent could not be created unless 
the, communists were confronted with "demonstrable certaintyU 
that ei the'r overt aggressi~on o~r ind~igenous rebellion sup
ported by China would trigger instant and effective counter
action by the United States. 

The Chief of Staff, US Army, held that "demonstrable 
certainty" of the capability and intent of the United States 
to react to either direct or indirect aggression could not 
be achieved without making specific military commitments to 
the Treaty area. If either form of communist aggression were 
to be countered, he reasoned,the enemy had to be defeated on 
the ground in the area of attack. This meant US ground 
troops fighting alongside armies of other Pact members on 
the mainland of Southeast Asia, and supported by US air and 
naval action against the attacking forces as well as against 
supply lines in and from China. The Army position, there
fore, was'that a balanced mobile striking force, composed of 
land, air, and naval elements, ought to be positioned in the 
Philippines and earmarked for Southeast Asia. If this force 
failed to deter aggression" it could be employed in Southeast 
Asia against aggressor forces. 

Opposed to this posi tion, the Navy, Air Force, and Marine 
Corps held that US participation in the event of war in South
east Asia should be confined to air and naval action. In the 
initial stage of hostilities, the US contribution at the 
point of contact would be limited to that necessary to help 
local forces. The principal US effort, however, would be 
concentrated on air and naval action against facilities in 
China used to support the aggressors. If.a. prolonged ,local 
conflict developed, additional US forces, including ground 
troops, might be deployed to the point of contact. But if 
general war developed, emergency war plans would be put 
into execution and the main effort shifted to those areas of 
the world considered strategi~ally more important. 
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The question was argued at length among the Services, with each side accepting some compromise of-their initial positions in an attempt to reach agre8ment. The Joint Chiefs of Staff twice provided guidance, and in the end an agreed position was endorsed on 11 Febr~ary.28 

The concept approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff rejected the Army position that forces should be earmarked for Southeast Asia. The concept for application of US military power under the Manila Pact, said the Joint Chiefs of Staff, should be to deter or counter aggression by being ready to react promptly with attack~:; "by the most effective eOI!lh·i nation 0(' US a.rmed force:, again::;t the: mIlt tary power of the aggressor." .. 'rhey. explained thaI. Lhe~c attacks would be launched against targets wi.thin the aggressor country, but only against military objectives directly supporting the aggressor action. Atomic weapons would be used on these targets as well as on targets in the immediate area of attack. If authority for such use were withheld, the concept would still remain valid. But this denial would prevent the most effective employment of US forces, and as a. result require larger forces than the United States might feel justified in committing. 

In addition to this central thesis, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended five subsidiary courses of action: (1) continued development of combat-eff'ecti ve ind:Lgenous forces, wi th their structure and training mu tually coordinated to develop local leadership a.nd prestige, and wi th ·Lmproved ~apahilities to create a cohesive fl~htin~ for~e through integration of their operations with adjacent incJj.r~ennu:; force:.; and with [~upp()rt by operat~Lons of forCF;~; of ot~·:er Manila Pac t membe rs; (2) encoura.gement of other l'/ianil8. Pac t countries to maint8.i~J forces in readiness to counter aggression; (3) discussion, in general terms, of unilateral military plans by the military representatives to the council to the extent necess&ry to insure ma.ximum part.icj_pstion and cooperation by other member nations, but net to the extent that US strategic plans or the availabili ty of US f'orce s for implementing such plans might be revealed; (4) periodic visi~s by US forces into the area as demonstra.tions of intent, and for joint and combined training exercises; (5) availability 

20. ( TS) JCS 1992/422, 25 Jan 55; (TS) Memo, CMC to JCS, "Concept and Plans for the Implementation, if l'Jecessar.y, of Article IV, 1" of the Manila Pact," 27 .Jan 55; same file, sec 3. (TS) JSPC 958/232/D -' 31 Jan 55; JCS 1992/1+46, 3 Feb 55; JSPC 958/234/D, 8 Feb 55; same file, sec 4. 
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0f appropriate mechanisms for the employment of US forces in 
support of friendly ihdigenous forces in the ·general ar~a.29 

Admiral-Radford,- brtefing the Secretary of State on the 
concept, went into greater detail on what the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff had in mind. If the Chinese attacked Southeast 
Asia,.· he said, the US response would be chiefly against the 
Chinese mainland. Land and: carrier based air forces would 
strike air fields, supply depots., and communications lines. 
in South China. To suppbrt:these operations, Chinese Nation
alist troops, assisted by US air and naval units~ might 
inv,ade'the mainland in the yicinity of the Formosa Straits, 
or they might land on Hainah Island or the Straits, or the 
Liuchow penihsula'~--·· -If- d-e-sirable;- anoth-er front could be 
opened in Korea. Thus, the Chinese communists would find 
themselves engaged on so many fronts close to home that their 
effort in Southeast Asia would be seriously compromised. The 
Admiral believed that the same strategy of air and naval 
action against the enemy logistical complex would be equally 
valid :if the Viet Minh instead of the Chinese communists 
launched an invasion. 

When Secretary Dulles mention'ed that the decision to 
use nuclear weapons might be politically difficult to take, 
Admiral Radford stated unequivocally that the concept was 
predicated upon the selective use of such weapons. If 
approval were withheld, the whole question of US involvement 
would have to be reexamined; In fact, .unless nucl~ar .. weapons 
were used, the United States probably could not cope with the 
situation employing only the available forces.30 

The International Wor~ing Group 

The position of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that the 
United States could not afford to sacrifice its freedom of 

29. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, "Concept and Plans for the 
Implementation, If Necessary, of Article IV, 1, of the Manila 
Pact .. " 11 Feb 55 (deri ved from JCS 1992/448), same file, 
sec 4. 

30. (TS) Memo for Record by RADM G.W. Anderson, "Concept 
and Plans for the Implementation, If Necessary of Article 
IV, 1, of the Manila Pact," 15 Feb 55. 
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action in the Far East by committing forces to SEATO, was unpalatable to the other members of the Pact, especially to the Asians. The countries of Southeast Asia were naturally concerned primarily with their own reglon~ and they sought assurance that they would be defended on the ground in Southeast Asia. Counteraction elsewhere might win the war in the long run, but this would be small consolation if Southeast Asia were overrun in the meantime. What they wanted, therefore,were specific US commitments and a combined planning organization to tie US military plans securely to those of the other members of the Pact. They persisted in the belief that the United States would, in the end, engage its resources ln a SEATO patterned after NATO. In fact, within three weeks after the conclus~.Qn .. of the Manila Conference, Australia requested the views of the United States on military machinery to be set up under the Pact.31 

This was the central issue when an International Working Group, composed of representatives of the Manila powers, met in Washington during December 1954 and January 1955 to prepare for the SEATO conference to be held in Bangkok in February. Discussions soon assumed a broader framework than the United States had contemplated, for the 'Asian nations wanted the alliance to establish permanent agenCies, especially machinery that would involve the United States in combined military planning for the defense of Southeast Asia. 

The Philippine representative was particularly vocal in expressing the Asian viewpoint~ He argued insistently that not only must genuine strength be created in the Treaty area, but that this strength must be manifest. He proposed, repeatedly, the organization of a standing militay'y committee~ both tl) handle mll1tar-y affairs connected with the Pact and to deal with antisubversive activities. 

The US Delegate, Counselor of the Department of State, Douglas MacArthur II, replied that the United States 1IJas opposed to creating machinery simply for the sake of machinery. The ANZUS formula, with military advisers to the members of the council meeting periodically, would suffice. The United states was also opposed to drafting a directive that would in advance dictate to the military advisers any 

31. (S) Memo, DepSec Def to JCS, 4 Oct 5L~, Enc 1 to JCS 1992/399, 5 Oct 54~ CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) sec 84. 
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any ()rganlzational machinery. This should be left to their 
;')"!'''In deliberations. The Philippine Mi1itary Adviser~ if he 
dCRired, could propose permanent organization at the firs"'G 
meeting of the military advisers. Mr. MacArthur eventually 
WQn the support of the other delegates for this approach, 
and the problem was deferred. As for antisubversive activi
~ies, the United states felt that these should be the 
responsibility of each national government I although the 
members should assist each other unilaterally. Such assist
ance might, for example'- take the form of political action 
and the exchange of information.32 

The deep-rooted desire of the Asian members of SEATO for 
permanent .. 6rganizati-on- also--manifested itself in the economic 
field. Pakistan, strongly backed by Thailand and the Philip
pines, pointed out that membership in the Treaty, particularly 
for the Asian members, would impose new strains on the 
national economies; they proposed that a special section be 
set up under the council to deal with this matter. The United 
states, the United Kingdom, and Australia admitted the validi
ty of this argument. They were reluctant, however, to approve 
anything that might disturb such existing aid programs as the 
Colombo Plan and the bilateral arrangements between the United 
states and its Asian allies.33 

Despite differences of opinion, the representatives to 
the International Working Group reached agreement on a 
number of. concrete recommendations to the Council. They 
agreed on an agenda for the Bangkok Conference and on organ
ization and procedures rf the SEATO Council. Probably more 
important from the us viewpoint, they adopted the ANZUS 

32. (C) Dept of state, Minutes of Mtg, !lManila Pact 
Working Group," 28 Dec 54; Dept of state, Memo of Conver
sation, "Military Arrangements Under the Manila Pact," 6 Jan 
55; ccs 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 1. (8) Dept of state, 
Minutes of Mtg, "Manila Pact Working Group," 6 Jan 55; Dept 
of State, MP(IWG)D-2/1, 6 Jan 55; MP(IWG)D-2b, 18 Jan 55; 
Dept of State, Minutes of Mtg, "Manila Pact "Representatives,1T 
13 Jan 55; Dept of state, MP(IWG )D-4/3, . 26. Jan 55, same file, 
BP pt 1. 

33. (S) Dept of state, MP(IWG)D-5, 21 Jan 55; (S) Dept of 
state, Minutes of Mtg .. "Manila Pact Representatives," 21 Jan 
55; (C) 2 Feb 55; 4 Feb 55; same file. 
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system of rnllltary advisers, although the As:Lan members 
clearly hoped eventually to buttress the advIsers w1.th per'ma
nent committees. Sooner Or" later, the UnIted ;~taten wr.)uJd 
have to meet this issue decisively. 

The Bangkok Conference: 23-25 February 1955 

The Working Group-had charted a course for the foreign 
ministers to follow- at Bangkok, and the ministers' deliber
ations, for the most part, were concerned with the recommen
dations of the Working Group. At Bangkok, SEATO began to 
take shape. The supreme organ, as specified by the Treaty, 
was to be the---Counci-l, - cGmposed ·of- the foreign ministers of 
the signatory powers, or their repres~ntatives. Because the 
Council would normally meet only once a year, some means of 
continuous coordination seemed necessary. The conferees 
decided, therefore, upon a system of council representatives, 
whose headquarters would be in Bangkok, and who would be sup
ported by a permanent secretariat. Directly subordinate to 
the council representatives were three ad hoc subcommittees, 
one tJ deal with economic matters, one to deal with infor
mation, culture, and labor, and a third to deal with counter
subversion. The military advisers to the council members, 
who were not subordinated to the council Eepresentatives, were 
left to work out their own organization. 3 I , 

Early In the conference., the Department of Defense 
delegation sensed that the Asian representatives were pre
paring to bring pres sure on the Uni ted states for del'i(ii te 
commitment of forces and a NATO type of military organization. 
To check this pressure, the Defense representative advised the 
Secretary of State both to take the initiative in proposing a 
meeting of the military advisers during the Bangkok sessions, 
and to make a forceful statement of US intentions concerning 
the military aspects of the Treaty. Secretary Dulles agreed. 
During the first closed session, he outlined in detail for 
the delegates the composition of US armed forces stationed 
in the Pacific and Far East. Emphasizing the interdependence 
of Southeast Asia and other regions of the Far East, the 

34. Dept of state Bulletin, 7 Mar 55, pp. 371-374. The 
United States Ambassador to rrhailand was subsequently desig
nated Council Representative in addition to his other duties. 
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Secretary of state declared: "It 'is much better to have 
mobile power which is capable of being used whenever circum
;;tanc83 require it . . . than having the forceo committed, in 
segrnpnts, to various areas." The Asian delegates apparently 
f·:;~nd Secretary Dulles I stat~ment so compelling that they did 
not try to force the issue.3? 

The delegates also accepted the Secretary of state's 
proposal that the mOilitary advisers meet in separate sessions. 
The military advisers first meeting was held on 24 February 
and deal t O

$ mainly with organizational matters. The delegates 
agree<::r°that the SEATO military organization would consist 
of a group of staff planners and a military liaison group, in 
addition to °the advi-sers-.-- o--The function of the staff planners 
would be to meet in advance of the twice-yearly conferences 
of the advisers to prepare agenda and formulate recommendations 
on any subject their superiors wished to discuss. The military 
liaison group was to be established in Bangkok as soon as 
possible to "provide point of contact between military 
advisers and between military advisers and the Council." Its 
members would be military officers, normally Service attaches, 
serving on the staffs of the council representatives. 

The Philippine military adviser attempted to inject the 
question of a "permanent planners group" into the discussions. 
The other advisers, however, persuaded him that this was a 
topic more properly suited to discussion by the staff plan
ners. In the assignment of position papers for the first 
staff planners conference, the Philippines were given respon
sibility for preparing an "Examination into methods of creat
ing a possible future permanent organizational structure." 

To demonstrate that the United States sincerely wanted 
to implement the Manila Treaty as soon as possible, Admiral 
Felix stump, who had been designated the US military adviser, 
in addition to his duties as CINCPAC, took the initiative in 
proposing an early meeting of the staff planners and military 
advisers. The conferees agreed to schedule the first staff 

35. (S) Msg, Bangkok SECTO 15 to State, 24 Feb 55, 
CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 5. (S) Memo, VADM Davis to 
SecA, et al., "Department of Defense Contribution to and 
Participation in the Bangkok Conference," 29 Mar 55, same 
file, sec 6. 
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planners meeting during April, to.be followed iU Mayor June 
by the first meeting of the military advisers.3b' 

Despite the atmosphere of cordiality and unanimity at 
Bangkok, the Asi~ns still had reservations about the future 
effectiveness of the Pact. Moreover, nations which were 
opposed to SEATO were actively recruiting adherents and 
gaining increased attention in Asia and other continents. 
At the time of the Bangkok Conference, India's Prime·Minister 
Nehru declared that the Southeast Asia Pact actually increased 
rather than diminished tension and thereby lessened the 
security of its members. The principal thesis of the neutral
ists was that the white man's colonialism, not communiom, was 
the ch~ef en~my: ~ They __ h.oped, . with this thesis, to challenge 
SEATO, and the principle on which it was founded, at the 
Afro-Asian conference, scheduled to be held in Bandung, 
Indonesia, in April 1955. . 

The Bandung Conference: 18-24 April 1955 

Western diplomats feared that Bandung would produce a 
collection of platitudes easily interpreted as endorsement 
of procummunist or neutralist principles, but their fears 
were only partially realized. The delegates from twenty-nine 
African and Asian countries represented every shade of politi
cal philosophy, but they had in common a fierce independence 
directed as much against Asian as European domination. The 
Indian Prime Minister assumed the role of leader of the '-con
ference a~d attempted forcefully, to persuade the delegates to 
accept his views. When his efforts failed to gain a con
oensus, Prime Minister Nehru betrayed anger. His failure 
and his display of temper diminished his prestige and influ
(;nce. 

Shortly before Bandung, Prime Minister Nehru had charged 
that the Manila Pact and the Bangkok Conference had "upset 
any possibility of peace--as well as stability--in the Indo
chinese area." And during the conference, he asserted: "I 

36. (S) Memo, VADM Davis to SecA, et al., 'I Department of 
Defense Contribution to and Participation in the Bangkok 
Confel'ence," 29 Mar 55, same file. (S) Msg, Bangkok SECTO 29 
to state, 24 Feb 55, DA IN 121333, same file, sec 5. 
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'>lould consider it to be an intolerable humiliation for any 
~~~La.n or African count.ry ·to degrade itself as a camp follower 

·,)f' one side or the oth:er. II In effect, Prime Minister Nehru 
calling the Asian members of SEATO IIcamp followers." General 
Carlos Romulo 9 of the Philippines, vtgorously dRfended thp. 
Pact. Condemning IJstarry eyed visionaries dreaming Utopian 
dreams,11 General Romulo gave a penetrating analYSis of the 
nature of the communist threat. He then explained in detail 
the provisions of the Southeast Asia Treaty, emphasizing its 
nonaggres~ive character, and attempting point by point to 
refute' Prime Minister Nehru's allegations.37 

Even more effecti·ve-··from·- the, s·tandpoint of the West was 
the denunciation of communism by Ceylon's Sir John Kotelawala. 
Sir John, Prime Minister of an avowedly neutralist country 
tha.t generally followed Prime Minister Nehru's lead in inter
national politics, denounced the form of imperialism practiced 
by the communists and called for the Afro-Asians to be equally 
positive and unanimous in declaring their opposition to all 
forms of colonialism.38 

Together with pro-western speeches by Turkish and Iraqi 
leaders, General Romulo and Prime Minister Kotelawala made 
their influence felt in the final communique, and the west 
fared much better than it had hoped. On the other hand, 
Chou En-lai, Premier of Communist China., by his affability 
and a.pparent willingness to compromise, had made a favorable 
impressioh on Asians and Africans alike. Bandung created a 
climate in which neutralism exerted stronger attraction than 
ever for both the committed and uncommitted states. In so 
doing, Bandung.had its effect on SEATO. The uncommitted states 
were now less likely to join the Pact, and committed states 
grew bolder in dema.nding,more substance to SEATO in return for 
their continued participation. 

Setting Up Machinery 

While the Asians and Africans were conferring at Bandung, 
the SEATO staff planners convened at Baguio, in the Philippines, 
to lay the groundwork fQ'r'- the meeting of m,ili tary advisers to 

37. NY Times, 23 Apr 55, p. 2 •. Washington Post, 1 Apr 55. 
(U) "General Carlos P .. Romulo' s Speech, II Encl 5 to (S" Memo, 
ExecO, OCB to OCB, "Bari;dung Conference of April 1955, r 12 May 
55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25~p8r {2) ,BP pt 1. 

38. (S) trSp~ech on' Co'l,oniali sm by Sir John Kotelawala, 
Prime Minister of. Ceylon, fI:Erte-:.i--6'L--r~emo, ExecO, OCB to OCB,' 
trBandung Conference of April 19~?, II l~-<: May 55, same file. 
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be held in Bangkok during thE: · ... ummer. The question of 
permanent organization was st:...:..l a live issue. The Philip
pines, in fact, proposed that. i1. permanent mili tary working 
body, headed by a chairman wi ~;J. a combined staff, be 
organized immediately. The U~·l.i ted states , perceiving that 
compromise was e'ssential if a." open spli t vias to be avoided, 
·llat.~kcd a plan for cr..,eatl.nr~ a ~:~all permanent secretariat to 
:;(~rvn as a clearinf~ hou:~(~ find '~ornmunicati.ons center :ror SEATO 
lii.i:;l.tless. Other, and mur(~ v:~ ~al, quc3tions ltlOllld, however, 
be deal t wi th by ad hoc subcC"!'.'~i ttees; for example, strategic 
8stimates relating to the der'-/i.Se of Southeast Asia against 
overt and covert communist ag;::-ession, and problems such as 

. logistics: communications, arh:i intelligence common to the ~-. 
nations of the Trea.ty area. ; .... ~--, .......... 

-- . --~-

Admiral Stump believed t; Ir2t the Uni ted Sta.tes, by agree
ing to this arrangement, had -:cmporarily headed off any 
determined insistence on a co",,"lined permanent planning group. 
He asked the Joint Chiefs of ~~aff to authorize him to give 
US approval to the secretaria~ when the advisers met in 
Bangkck. Al though the Chief .. ;' sta.ff, Army, prates ted tha t 
the secretariat portended a larger and more authoritative 
organization, the Joint Chiefs of Staff i~terpased no objections 
tc the proposal. They made ·:;lea.r, however, that they would 
n:)i: acree to the evolution of' this body into a sta.ndil::G Group. 
The IT,iJ.i tary adv:i.scrs, meeting a.t Bangkok 'Ln ()'0.1y, appY'\)ved the 
i_~sta·ul:i. shment of' u small secreta.r:Lat tha.t would function under 
th e au thori ty ()f' t.h e mi1i tary J:L a.i son f;·.roup .19 

lJespite Admiral St·\::;.p's prediction that th(~ s(::c:retaTiEi~: 
v.Jl;~}lC: :~.3tisfy the; F.sia.n:.; f.'or thE time being, it beccme r:lOY(; 

and more: evident t.hroug.h.out, the remainder of 1955 tha.t :·urther 
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'~~(')r::r -,._.i.:lE:: \'\: as necessary. Thi: was true not only in the 
:!'"':..li-.-.ary field, but in all ac;.ivities under the Pact. 

.. ~ . ~jad demonstrated that :~J: Asians were wai ting for 
;.. - l.!lited SlJates to prove i t'-' good intentions, and this 

:nc~:.·.:;i'Lll wai ting was generally [eflected in the Southeast 
A~ian press. During a meetin.:: of the council representatives 
~n August, the US member obsp.··.,ed tlA perceptible anxiety and 
-····~'··::;~ration .•. concerning :~:e future development and 
e~·r;..;l;t~ veness of SEACDT unlep~- substantial progress in Treaty 
acti vi tie z can be a.chieved. tl/~'~' 

e mor e 0 

an members W8.S rapi 1:-"1. g because of the utter _ 
lack of a-ccompl-ishnrent- c··f ---SEA'I'~; and -the a.llegedly high-
ha.nded manner in which the Un5 i-,ed States was running it •.•. :: 
_he Philippines F-t-emed to have a treaty wi th -
~ead·of' with the United States. Admiral Stump 
labeled this report a gross exaggeration but one that nonethe
less probably represented the ~hinking of at least a segment 
of Philippine military leaderc;, Ever: Thailand, one of the 
United Statesrstaunchest allies in the Far East, was apparently 
feeling the attraction of neutralism. In November, the US 
Embassy in Bangkok reported that any sign of reduced US support 
of SEATO or the Thai defer:se program .,.10uld probably encourage 
tbe Thai Government to develop an oper.ly neutralist position. 
And Pakistan, dissatisfied with th~ ad hoc arrangements for 
conducting tile business of the Treaty, made known its desire 
for a Ularge-scale c~ntral SEATO organization at least on 
the civilian side. u41. 

'The Asian attitude b(~ca.me quite evident at the second 
::t.,! f'f planner~ conferr.n~e, held a.t Pf!arl Harbo!' in November. 
Th:.' Del>artm(~r;t or Defense o·~<)eyve: a.~ the conference was 
8spp.cially inipressed wi th the fact that the Asia.ns were losing 
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interest in the Treaty bec;~-;_~lf'O!-~hl~ U"ii ted states would not "provide more definitive milita.ry sUbstance" to SEATO. He feared th~t the United States would have to assent to the concept, of a permanent starf (I/'oa.nization and possible participation in combined pla.::ning. Otherwise, the objectives sought by the United States to promoting the Pact in the first place could n9t be attained.~~ 

'The Department of state, ;.00, was be'ginning to see that the Uni ted states would have :~' make substantial concessions' <.'i or w~tch 'SEATO fall.apart.: A; an ANZUS Council Meeting, held ain Washington in Septemb\-,j,~, Secretary of state Dulles had emphasized the necessity ~:' finding means of adding more:'· "substance n to the treaty orgrl .. llization. He repeated this ~ , . view .. in-confer.ence.s--w-ith,-Admi::~c..l-·Radford and o'ther Defense', -=-:.-,-~:-.------, .. leaders.' It was Secretary:Du~les' view that the best oppor= . tunity for the United States t.nbreathe life into SEATO lay in the field of cbuntersubversion. 43 ' 

By September 1955, it be.:.:une apparent that the two SEATO. organizations' de signed' to' cop~ wi th'''su.bve'rsion in Sou theas t -~-- ~ ,-, Asia were' inefficient and cOll~\.tsed. The separate mili tary and civil committees dealing with jubversion had found the mili tary and civil aspects of :.~he problem so interrelated that it only increased the confusion to try to separate them. . Almost all of the SE .. 4.TO membe!.'·~:) favored a merger of the civilian and military committ~~s. The Philippines, the United Kingdom, and Australia went e".?2n further. They advocated the;' creation of a permanent ci vil-J!lili tary standing group to direct SEATO's battle against communi'st subversion. The United State s, in keeping wi th i 44c9, uniform policy on SEATO machinery, opposed a standing group. 4 

42. (TS) Memo" DiX; OFMA to ASD(ISA), "Report on the SEATO Military Staff Pla.nner's' Conference, Pea.rl Harbor, T.E., 1-15 Nov 1955, If 1 Dec 55, CCS 092 J\ s1a. (6-25~48) (2) sec 15 ~ 43. (S) Dept of state, TAN-MC-l, 30 Sep 55, CCS 3bl (2-18-51) sec 4. (S) JIC 579/75/D, 10 Nov 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 15. 
44. (TS) Baguio Staff Plann~rs Repo~t. (TS) Bangkok Military Advisers 'Report. (TS) Rpt, Southea.st Asia Collective Defense Treaty, Milita.ry Staff' Planners Conference, Milita.ry Anti-Subversion C'ommittee, Ma.nila, P.T ... , Sep 55, 092 Asia ~' (6-25-48) (2) BP pt 3. (TS) Msgs, CINCPAC to CNO, 0900572 Sep 55; CINCPAC to JCS -' 122012Z Sep 55; same file, sec 12. (TS) Memo, GEN G.B. Erskine_, USMC, Di.r9SpOpns to pepSe.cJef !'Meeting of the Sou theas t. Asic., Collective Dei'en 5e Treaty (SEACDT) Counter-Subversion Commi t tee ~ If 3 Oct 55. (TS) Philippine Position Paper, MPSPG(E) (55) Baguio~ 
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:;U:I\!L~r:;ion, l.he bi laj:f'~ra1 arra.ne:(!ml!nL:~: 'lJctW(~f~!1 UI(~ Utl1.I.(~d 
·~~tates and its a.ll1e:-; would be endangered, and th!;" funct.iurl3 
of several other US agen6ies dealing with countersubversion 
greatly complicated. Entrusting such functions to SEATO 
might also jeopardize the division of responsibility for 
intell~gence and espiQn~ge among the Departments of Defense, 
Centra~ Intelligence Agency, and other agencies. Therefore, 
the~United States, while favoring an expanded countersubversive 
effort and a unified civil-milita:ry approach, wished to confine 
countersuJ:~vers:i..:'£_~_._a.ctivi ties to exchange of information through 
a SEATO agency meeting ·perl'odica.llY. 45 Yet ,there obvi<?usly 
existed a need to shore up Asian confidence in SEATO and to 
increase its activity and efficiency. 

On 17 October the Director of Central Intelligence~ 
Mr. Allen Dulles, circulated a proposal to the Secretaries of 
sta.te and Defense and the Chairman, Joint Chi.ers of Staf~, 
for converting the civilia.n corruni ttee to comba.t communt~)t 
subver~lion into a permanent organization;; merging it wi th the 
,military antisubversion corrunittee, and supporting it with a 
permanent research center. Commenting on the CIA plan._ Admiral 
stump advised the Chief of Naval Operations that the llform
ation of some sort of permanent SEATO staff orga.nization may 
be inevitable.1t The United States, he, added, might have to 
"yield'on this point or find itself in no position to refute 
'paper tiger1 charges."46 

IiMilitary Participation in Combatting Communist Subversion," 
in Baguio Staff Planners Report. (TSl Msg, CINCPAC to CNO 
090057Z 3ep 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48 (2) sec 12. (3) Msg, 
JCS 988444 to CINCPAC, 13 Sep 55, same file. (C) Msg, Bangkok 
1413 to State, 18 Nov 55 same file, sec 15. 

45. (TS) Msg, JCS 988087 to CINCPAC, 7 Sep 55 (derived 
from JCS 1992/478), same file, sec 11. (TS) Memo, Erskine to 
Dep3ecDef, "Meeting of the Southeast Asia Collective Def'ense 
Treaty (SEACDT) Counter-Subversion Committee," 3 Oct 55. 

46. (TS) Ltr, DCI to CJCS, 17 Oct 55, Encl to JCS 1992/4~3, 
a5 Oct 55, CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 14. (TS) Memos, 
Erskine to CJCS, 13 and 17 Oct 55, Encls A and B to JCS 1992/ 
~94, 25 Oct 55, same file. (S) Msg, CINCPAC to 'CNO, 230211Z 
Nov 55, same file, sec 15. 
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In keeping with the emerging policy of strengthening SEATO, the Joint Chiefs of St~.~f, although disagreeing wi th 

. .... ," ..... ,', ..... 

the specifics of Mr. Allen Dulles t proposal, endorsed the ..... general principle. "The need for more substance to SEATO through permanent staff structure extends to all SEATO act:ivities," they said. 

A permanent executi~2 working group should, therefore, be establishe" under the Council to 
~e responsive to the nee~3 of both the Council' . Representatives' and the. 1":1.1i tary Advisors. The 
~evelopment now of a per"'.-i.nent staff structure for the coordination of :~untersubversive activities would probably be the first of a -s.eries ·o·f-··proposal-s---for c~he-r· permanent organiza-tion. This could lead t~::, the piecemeal development of permanent SEATO .:.. ~aff structure that would become unwieldy ar.c cumbersome. It is therefore, prefe-rable to \levelop the permanen t structure at the top ini~ially~ 

. . . The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that a high level executive working group with a permanent secretariat be established under the Council, outside the SEATO Committee to Combat Communist Subversion (GCCS), to coordinate the work of the technical committees in the fight against Communist subversion. 47 

Concurrently, the Unlted States was also giving serious constderation to relaxing its opposition to a permanent military planning staff. This problem, the Department of State believed, would probably cbme to a head at the next c oun c i 1 me e tin g , ','! rrl. c.h w a. s to be he 1 d at K a. I' ach i, 1~~J est Pakistan, tn March 1956. At the request of' the Department of state, Admiral stump':;:J views, both on a permanent military staff and a permanen t council, were soli.c i ted. 

4'-,. ( TS) Memo:- J CS to SeeDef, "Recommendations for Broadening the Scope of the SEATO Committee on Countersu b v e I' s ion," 20 Dec 55 (d 2 r i ve d fro m J- C S 1992/507), sam e file, sec 17. 
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Plthough he admitted the widespread Asian dissatisfaction 
- '1 :,r, :3EATO, Admiral stump was not convir~~l.C that a permanent 
i~ou.ncil and mili tary staf'f should be created for the time 
being. In his .view, .reasons that had prompted the Uni ted 
'States to cppose such an organization were still valid, and 
the ad hoc arrangements were working satisfactorily. Never
theless, CINCPAC believed that., if' 'political expediency 
forc:ed a change .in the US position,: the permanent organization' 
should. be developed within a framework acceptable to the 
lIni.ted~tates. He accordlngly proposed a plan that provided 
for",,:evolutton of exist Lng ad hoc agenci.es irito permanent 
~{~eiic.l.es. However, thlu plan wa:; to .be e~p.cuted only if' 
"poll t ical-- pressu-re:.; -made -i-to. nec8ssary-. !'4.~j 

Passing these views on to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the Chief-· :of· Naval Operat1.ons endorsed CINCPAC' s recommen
dations, and enlarged upon the reasons why the United States 
should not allow itself to become involved in a permanent 
staff system. The Asian allies, Admi-ral Burke explained, 
were themselves unable to commit forces to SEATO or to provide 
competent personnel for high-level chairmanships. The Chief 
of Naval Operations asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 
approve CINCPAC's concept and recommend to the Secretary of 
Defense that it be adopted as the US position in the event 
that establishment of a permanent organization became a 
matter of political necessity.49 

The Chief of Staff, Army, ·disagreed; he believed that 
Admiral Burke's proposal did not adequately reflect either 
the current international political and psychologicai situ
ation or the events that had taken place since the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff formulated the basic US mili tary posi tion on . 
SEATO in February 1955. He recommended, therefore, that the 
problem be restudied with a view to revising the basic 
position. The Joint Chief's of Staff concurred in General 
Taylorts proposal.50 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff again discussed the problem on 
21 February 1956. From a strictly military viewpoint, they 

48. ( S) Msg, CINCPAC to CNO, 0522l8z ,Jan 56, Encl B to 
JCS 1992/519, 25 Jan 56, same rile, sec 19. 

49. (S) JCS 1992/519, 25 Jan 56, same file. 
50. (S) JCS 1992/525, 9 Feb 56, same file, sec 20. 
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reasoned, their original conc~l,t governing US participation 
in ~)EATO rema:Lncd valin. But, because of increasing pressure /" .... 
exprted by Asian ullieEi .Cor a I_'f!rmanent pJarlld.nr: staff, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff' agreed ::llat their previous deci::..;ion 
should be reversed. They sta"tcd: 

U.S. cormnitments el.:;(;where in the Pacific 
still require that no U. ,'::. forces be earmarked 
for' SEATO. While this f~, ~t prevents agreed 
combined plans, it does :':'Jt prevent a small 

.permanent SEATO. mili tary '::ltaff from participating 
.4.n combined planning stuj·;_es where commi tments of 
forces is not involved. ':::f a permanent SEATO 
mili tary planning staff i '-i inevi table, the U. S . 
might -gain __ .by prop.osing :' ... ow the type of organi
zation it desires and, t} !~reby, not only be able 
to direct the development of the organization 
along the lines desired t~t, also by this 
positive approach, to add "substance" to SEATO. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff added, however, that "Inasmuch as 
the requirement for a permanent organization stems from 
political and psychologicalreasons?i the minimum possible 
military effort should be expended. ! . 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary 
of Defense that, at the Council meeting in Karachi, the 
United States suggest that the first steps be taken toward 
settinG up a permanent planning staff by modifying existing 
ad hoc machinery, and that the organizational concept drawn 
up by Admiral Stump be adopted as the basis for any further 
expansion. The Secretary of Defense approved these' recommen
dations, and Admiral Stump was authorized to implement them 
at the Karachi Conference in March.51 

At Karachi, once it was clear that the United states no 
longer opposed the prinCiple of a. permanent planning organt
zation, the Council promptly adopted it. Following the Council 
meeting, the SEATO military advisers convened and drew up a 
proposal for a permB..0ent planning structure. It provided for a 
small logistical and operational planning staff functiontng 

51. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDer, "Southeast A::5ia. Collective 
Defense Treaty (SEATO) Sta.ff Organization, 21 Feb 56 (derived 
from JCS 1992/528); (TS) N/H of JCS 1992/528, 29 Feb 56; 
CCS 092 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 20. 
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c;()nt; nuously under the d,irection of a chief of staff to the 
,~. i li i.. ;'.'/ advi:3ers. The advisers themselv(~r~,' a!:.~ well as the 
,',~;:;L':!i;'I: 1.8r-}IIIi.C.!:tl ;lll1)(~()mm:tttee!1 of' t.h(~ !i1.al'I' planners, 
'vJu'illd i'\,~mfJ,:i j', un an .'l.d h()(~ bH,:11 n. rrli,!:: 1.n.I'I' 'Wa:', to 1)1~ 
(.)}'·gaJlJ6l~d and in upcrat tOll by th(~ tlme !.Ill! rni.l i 1.,'l..l'.y acivi ti(! r:: 
met in September 1956~52 . 

Acting on Admiral Stump's recorrunendation, the United 
States· accepted the military advisers' proposals for' a 
permanent planning staff, but agreement on the location of 
and funding for the staff, as well as securing the necessary 
offi'ce facili tie s, delayed' the ac tual e s tabli shment . Finally, 
on 1 March 1957, the SEATO Military Planning Office (SMPO) 
was established irfBangkd'k. '-- 'Brrg-adier-' GeneTal Alfredo'M. 
Santos'of the Philippines he~ded the new SMPO, assisted by a 
deputy, eight senior national planners representing the 
member states, over a dozen other national planners, and a 
military secretariat. Now, after 'nearly two years of effort, 
the Asian members had secure.d the beginning. of a permanent 
organi,zation for SEATO. 53 

Wi.th the prospect of more structured planning, the 
qU8stlun oJ' TiS force commltmentn for SF.ATn i:l..{f.ain arose.' At 
conferc~nccs in JUlie and r;cptember 1956, the: rn111tary advlr)(~rs 
discussed the threat tu ~3EATO under condtLlons of global war 
and the need for a strategic concept for this eventuality. 
At the September meeting, they agreed that each adviser would 
request, his government for political clearance to proceed with 
such a s'tudy. This study would include a review of forces 
available to SEATO, and on 12,September, the Chief of Naval 
Operations alerted the Joint Chiefp of Staff that CINCPAC 

52. Communique on the Meeting of the SEATO Council, 
Karachi, 8 Mar 59, reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, 19 Mar 
56, pp. 447-449. (TS) Msg, CINCPAC to ASD(ISA), 21 Mar 56, 
CCS 091 Asia (6-25-48) (2) sec 21. 

53. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, IISoutheast Asia Collective 
Defense Treaty (SEATO) Staff Organization," 4 Apr 56 (derived 
from JCS 1992/534), same file, sec 22. (TS) Memo, ASD(ISA) 
to CJCS fI same subj, same file, sec 23. Report by 'SecyGen of 
SEATO, 'Development of SEATO in Its Third, Year II Mar 58, ' 
reproduced in Dept of State Bulletin, 13 Mar 5~, pp. 509-516. 
George Modelski (ed.), SEATO, Six Studies (1962), pp. 24-25. 
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would require ~rhigh level pol,:'cy guidance" on the matter of 
force commitments.54 

After a review of the mat~er, ,the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recommended against any specific force commitments for SEATO, 
advising the Secretary of Defc::llse on 16 November 1956 that: 

The Uni ted States s; ·ould not duplicate the: 
pa.t tern of NATO and i ts :;~ ... gnificant standing 
mili tary forces by earmar~:ing U. S. forces for 
·Southeast Asia.' Instead: the United States 
-~hould maintain mobile s~~iking power readIly 
available for immediate I,)perations and" suff'i-' t 

cient, in concert wi th o:t~-!er nations,. to defeat! 
overt Communi's-t"-lo'cal- ac;~:'~ession- in the SEATO 
area. 

The US Government adopted the JCS posi tion, and the Assistant' 
Secretary of Defense (ISA) directed CINCPAC that, although 
the US policy of making "Do, s~:'~cifJ.G f9rce. cgrnmi tments If to 
SEATO remained in effect, he "i;.i;;.S authorized to reassure the 
SEATO allies at. the next advisers'meeting of US support in 
the event of overt communist aggression. This assurance, 
the Assistant Secretary added, should be stated "in broad 
terms of major U.S. forces deployed to the Western Pacific 
and forces available to CINCPAC for contingency planning with 
emphasis on the flexibility and mobility of these forces."55 

The United States not only wished to avoid specific force 
commitments to SEATO, but wanted to avoid a SEATO study of 
(!,lobal "'.Jar altogether. On 9 Ja.nuary 1957, the Joint Chiefs 
01' Staff informed the Se'c.retary (?f Defense that such a study 

• J' ~,; • ". f" t'h ., b 1 t wa;., lmprac CJ_Ca...l . J_::}'-'TeW 0 de many lmpO[)Oe:ca es as 0 
~3 0 vie t c~ a p a b i 1 j_ t j __ E: .:.--; ."_; n :~ c.·x; r f:i e S 0 f a c: t ion an d plan G an d 
ca.pabili ties of othe:.c :L1':-.~~~rnationa.l defense ().rganiza.tions 
such a.s NATO. !I They rf':cognized, however, tha.t refusal ''cJ) 

54. (TS) Msgs, CINCPAC to CNG, 0610052 Sep 56 and 152006z 
Sep 56, ecs 09~ Asia (6~25-48) (?) sec 26. (TS) JCS 1992/567, 
17 Sep 56, same file, BP pt 6. 

55. (U) Memo, JCS t.o SeeDef, tlU.S. Force Commitments to 
the SEATO ~ II 16 Nov 56 ( derived from 'JCS' 1992/576), same f:1.1e, 
CC'lC 2".111 (TO) Memo A,QD(IC"\ \ +0' ry...,-,....,S "'rune "'lb", '')9 i\;'c')'[ 56-
.,J C. l.r • . : ,Q. , -~, u __ 11-: l ", _ ~<.J v , i:::J, .,J ~" (J' '--- ,H _, 

N/H of deS 1992/576, 0 Dec ~)b; \ 1:8) Msg., DEF 91li·526 'co 
CIl'JCPAC" 5 Dec 56; sam(~ file, sec 28. 
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.. ,,~ r-t:1 .:1 \1at(~ in such studies risked alienation of the Asian 
.~I'r,:: ;L~;rlibers, and they recommended that the United States 

,.\(.uid che study if it could be done without .seriously .under
mir:i.ng the confidence. of' the Asian members. If' the Asian 
members insisted on the study, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
would interfrose no objection provided that the study was 
limited to tbroad general terms and that agreement could be 
reached on assumptions regarding the effects' of Soviet 
nuclear. weapons and on .plans and forces of free world nations 
and defense organizations outside the treaty area. tr 56 

The Office of the Secreta.ry of Defense and the Depart-
ment of State_.apprD.ved ___ th.e..J.CS._posi.t,iQXJ_ as a. last line .01' 
resistence, but hoped to convince the other SEATO members 
that uplanning for a war limited to the treaty area would be 
adequate for defense in a global war. 11 Such a course of 
action, they believed, would appear "a diplomatic means of 
disposing of this studyTl while still affording fta route for 
graceful retirement should the Asian members indicate strongly 
held opposition.tf The State-OSD approach proved successful. 
At their next meeting in March 1957, the military advisers 
decided that "our military studies for limited war will be 
adaptable for global considerations,rt since "the residual 
threat to the mainland of Southea.st Asia in a global war 
would be no greater, and may be less, than in limited war. u57 

In late 1958, the matter of US force commitments for 
SEATO again arose. At a September 1958'conference, the SEATO 
military advisers agreed that, for the preparation of outline 
plans for the introduction of a SEATO force into threatened 
area.s, member nations should agree-'to base plans on the 
assumption of an initial requirement for one brigade group 
or regimental combat team with appropriate naval and air 
support. They also decided to forward to the SMPO estimates 
of their forces Itwhich might be available for inclusion in a 

56. (TS) Memo, JCS to SecDef, ttproposed SEATO Planning 
study Regarding a strategiC Concept for Defense of Treaty Areas 
under Conditions of Global War, ". 9 Jan 57 (derived from JCS 
1992/586), same file, sec 29. . . . . 

57. (TS) Ltr, ASD(ISA) to AsstSecstate, FEA, 4 Feb 57, 
Encl to JCS 1992/590, 6 Feb 57, same file, sec 30. (TS-GP 1) 
JCS Hist Div, The Joint Chiefs of Staff and National Policy,. 
1957-1960, p. lIb. 
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the continutng struggle against Communist· subv'ersion 
j ti f~ou theast Asia, general tranquilli ty has- re'turned 
Lll U}(! area. Qltiel. (~ond.Ltion8 hav(~ py·evn.iled, a.nd the 
: .. ~ 0 u t! l <:! a;..: t A s .L al j n a L tun s, r c 11 e v f~ d () I.' U 1 ( ! ttl rea t ( d.' 
imminent Communl:~'L Invafjion, have b(~(~n able to make 
appreciable progress in programs for social and 
economic betterment. 

Wi th no armed forces of its own and no peace-' 
t tme -~ili tary headqu-arters, SEATO relies upon the; 
mobile striking forces of its members for its defense. 
Ye-t SEATO's mere existence has served as an effective 
deterrent. 59 ! 

In a similar vein, C. Douglas Dillon, Under Secretary 
of state, pro~dly pointed out to the SEATO Council in April 
1959: 

The true measure of SEATO's worth "is the 
simple fact that since we joined to create its 
protective shield there has been no Communist 
aggression against the treaty area. The Nations 
of Southeast Asia have thus been freed to devote 
their primary efforts to the development of their 
national well-being. When we recall the difficult 
and unpromts:ine: situation in Southeast Asia. at the 
time of SEATO's birth, the significance of this 
accomplishment becomes apparent. 60 . 

In 1957, the United States had reluctantly acceded ·to 
pressure by the Asian members for a more defined SEATO 
structure, agreeing to the creation of a permanent planning 
staff (SMPO). During the next two years, the mili tary 
advisers and SMPO worked on plans for contingencies such as: 
the defense of Southeast Asia, including East Pakistan, 
against a Chinese communist-Viet Cong atta.ck; overt communist 

59. "What S.EATO Means to the United States," an address 
by G. Frederick Reinhardt, Counselor~ Dept of State, before 
Int'l Relations Club, U. of S.C., 5 Mar 59, reproduced in 
Dept of State Bulletin, 23 Mar 59, pp. 395-398. 

60. Address, USecState C. Douglas Dilion, before 5th 
SEATO Council, Wellington, New Zealand, 8 Apr 59, reproduced 
in ibid., 27 Apr 59, pp. 602-604. 
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SEATO force,lI and to consider the issue further at their 
- next meeting in April 1959. 

As a result, on 1 Februa~y 19~~, CINCPAC requested US 
positions on SEATO force avail:ibilities and command relations 
for the forthcoming military ~dvisers- conference. With regard 
to force availabilities, CINC~\C proposed that the United 
states l:Lmit the [~i_ze of basi,' forces esti_mated to be avail
able and include no major' sup~Jrting forces in the US estimate. 
E0t:Lmates of available US for('(~s for inclusion in a SEATO 
fo-rce, CINCPAC sugges ted, Gho~lld not exceed: (1) one Marine 
TIL'll or Army BCT; (2) BLT/BCT ! __ ;_f't and/or logistic support- as 

"'required; (3) USAF composite ::.,-:"r lift squadron; (4) cornmuhi-
- cations detachment; (5) techn-; __ cal and advisory personnel a.s 

requi-red. --The- -Joint --8hiefs -o~ -Staff endorsed the CINCPAC: 
proposal and it was adopted a::.: the US position, with the 
provision that Ifa SEATO force 8-ssembled to counter Communist 
insurgency would be as broadlv representative of the member 
nations as possible and that ';. S. participation would be 
kept to the minimum required ~ .~/ circumstances . . . .1158 

SEATO's Accomplishments and Failures 

In August 1959, SEATO marked its fifth anniversary. In 
promoting the SEACDT a.fter the Geneva settlement of 1954, 
the United States had sought a means of checking communist 
expan!:.;ion and aggrc.s.:Jion in Southeast Asia, and durinG the 
period 1955-1959, r.o further territory fell under communist 
corltrol. It is j mpossible to determine the role of SEATO 
in that accomplishment, but in 1959 US officials chose to 
in t e r pre tit a s a. sign i f i c an ton e . De p a. r tme n t 0 f S t 3.- t e 
Counselor G. Frederj(;k Reinhardt voiced ttis view in early 
1959: 

SEATO has ~LnT~c:t~:'upted the Communists f Hll.l::.. ts...ry 
march in the Fa~ E~st. Alttough the organizat~on, 
unlike NATO, has no cc~bat forces assigned to it, 
it had brought confidence to its members and despite 

58. ( S) Msg, CINCPAC to (TCS 010202Z ?eb 59; (S) JCS 
1992/702, 13 Mar 59; (S) JCSM-I03-59 to SeeDef, 23 Mar 59 
(derived from 1992/702); (8) Memo, ASD(ISA) to CJCS~ 7 Apr 
59 -' NIH of .JCS 1992/702 _~ 9 f\pr 59; (S) Msg, .-res 957702 to -
CINCPAC, (3 Apr 59; JMF =)060 (20 Mar 59). 
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aggression against the Philipl)ines; military measures to 
counter communist insurgency; and the establishment of a 
SEATO ~'orce to assist the Royal Government of Laos in 
combatting communist insurger,.,.y. 61 

'. ~ .... ........ .. ' .... :.... ~ " ,,:., .,,,.: \ 

Beginning in 1956, SEATG initiated a series of yearly 
military training exercises. r~he first of these, Exercise 
FIRMLINK held in February 195~~ was a ground-air exercise 
including the forces of all t.:-.. =: members except France and 
Pakistan. During the rJext se~leral years,. the SEATO mili tary 
exer~ises fell into ·three cal~~orie~: ground-air exercises 
in .Th'a.iland designed to prove ond test the capaci ty of Pact 
members to aid Thailand 'in tr~"-' event of an invasion from the 
north; combined a.mphibious or'~~ ,:'ations between the United 
States-·-and the--o-ther'members -~~-:-the'-Treaty area;· and annu-al ---..:.~ 
naval exercises in the triangJA between Singapore, Manila, 
and Bangkok to standardiz~ procedures and develop cooperation-
for emergency conditions. b2 . _. 

-Although SEATO supporteI'.~ in 1959 could point wi th pride 
to the absence of further cOITu.,ilnist" advances 'during the five
years of the treaty's exister-~e, the SEATO deterrence may, in 
fac t, have influenced the conlJfl'lni st s to a.bandon ou tright 
aggression for their alternate weapon of subversion,' and 
SEATO's record in the area of 3ntisubversion was not impressive. 
The United States, the United Kingdom, the Philippines, and 
Australia helped other states in training police officers and 
intelligence specialists and ~~mbers exchanged information 
about subversive activities. -:::n November 1957, SEATO sponsored 
a seminar on countering subve ··sion .. Philippine President 
Carlos Garcia opened the meeting in Manila and attendees 
included officials, educators, p~blicists, trade union leaders, 
various other representatives fiom the eight member states 
(including Admiral Radford), and three observers from South 
Vietnam. The main purposes of the seminar were directed 
toward focusing pubJ.ic c'pini:)n on the nature and extent of 
communist subversioll 8.~ld a.ssisting in the general SEATO effort 
to expose and counter ,::ommunist attempts to extend their 
influence in the T rea.ty ::;.2.n ea. Bu t SEATO 1 S principa.l efforts 

61. SEATO Report, "Development of SEATO in Its Third Year,lI 
Mar 58, reproduced in Dept of State. Bulle tin, 24 Mar 58, pp. 
509-516. (TS-GP 1) JCS Hist Div, The Joint Chief's of Staff and 
National Policy, 1957-1960, pp. 161-162. 

62. Modelski.,. SEAT:'"); Six Studies, pp. 40-41. (U) SEATO 
Pub. 3653P-12, SEATO Military Exercises, pp. 3-16. (U) SEATO 
Pub. 3653P-22, SEATO Record of Pr0gress~ 1958~59, p. s . 
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tu counter subversion were restricted to exchan~es of 
lnformation, and the occa.~;ion of a. SEATO j.ntp.rvention in 
!·,ij.(~ a'Ld of a government threatened by commurlist revolu Lion, 
ini.ti.ally thou{!,ht by .som(3 observers to ue the most l:Lkely 
'i'orm of SFA'I'O actIon 1.n the Treaty arpa., dld not OCCU 1'.63 

'l'he Southeast Asia C()lle~tive De1'enseTreaty pruvided 
for consultation among the member:s in case of. emergencies, 
but SEATO consultation. in the per:iod 1955 through 1959 was 
primari-1.y limited to annual Council meetings, which did not 
include issues of national policy:. SEATO consultation was 
not used in the Formosan offshore: crises of 1955 and 1958, 
the 1957 settlement in-Laos~ the. -.troubles on the Burmese 
border, or the Indonesian rebellion of 1958. SEATO am
bassadors did meet several times in 1959 on the Laotian 
si tuation, culminating in an extraordina.ry Council meeting 
in WaShington in September 1959. This· meeting produced a 
pledge by the members to abide by their tttreaty obligations" 
and to follow closely lIany developments threatening the 
peace a!)d stability of the treaty area," but no substantive 
action. b4 

The SEACDT atso included provision for mutual self
!lelp in economic development, but SEATO activi ties in this 
area were modest during the first five years. Australia, 
alone, instituted a small SEATO-label aid project to 
strengthen the defense forces of the Asian members with 
supplies of noncombat material, and there were a handful 
of small SEATO aid programs concerned with technical training 
and assistance. SEATO failed to develop an economic aid 
program largely because the members who would have had to 
bear the burden of funding such a program, particularly the 
United States, preferred to channel their aid through bi
lateral programs. 65 

63. Final Communique of SEATO Seminar on Countering 
Communist Subversion, 29 Nov 57, reproduced in Dept of state 
Bulletin, 23 Dec 57, p. 993. Modelski, SEATO, Six Studies, 
p. 41. 

64. Modelski, SEATO, Six Studies, pp. 28-29. SEATO Press 
Release, Washington, 28 Sep 59, reproduced 'in Dept of state 
Bulletin, 19 Oct 59, p. 565. 

65. Modelski, SEATO, Six Studies, pp. 41-42. Richard P. 
Stebbins, The United States in World Affairs, 1958, (1959), 
pp. 284-285. 
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The economic provisions had been included in S~ACDT in 1954 as an inducement to the Colombo nations t.o join the" :Treaty, bu t thi s did not occur. Nei ther did the SEATO umbrella of prot.ection against communist aggression entice any additional Asian nations to accede to the Treaty, and in 1959 the SEATO membership remained the same as at the signing of the Manila Treaty in 1954, with Pakistan, the Philippines, and Tha.iland being the only· Asian nations represented. 
. . °J\lthough avatla.ble evidence is not suf1'lc:tent for a precise evaluation, SEATO may. have made an importa.nt contrlbu"tion to" the peace and stab!11 ty of Southeast Asia during the yeap.s .1955 .... _througtL ... 1959 .. -Its creation internationalized opposition to communist aggression in the region, and SEATO's existence was a factor any potential aggressor na.tion had to consid'er. In addi tion, SEATO accustomed potential allies of a future war in Southe~st Asia to working together, fostering. cooperation in matters of logistics, communications, intelli';" gence, training, and planning. Even though it still left much to be desired, SEATO had. enhanced the. prospects of a common front against communist aggression in Southeast Asia, at least, as viewed in the· context of the period. Its essential weakness, already perceived by some, would be manifest to the world only at a later time, and under more critical pressures and circumstances. 
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